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   Preface    

 Since earliest recorded history, man has sought an understanding of natural phe-
nomenon. Some sought understanding as a way to control phenomenon like  fl ooding 
in areas vital to agriculture. Others sought understanding as a way to join in the 
phenomenon that intrigued them. For both those seeking to control the movement of 
water and those seeking to move through the air with the birds, the close observation 
of  fl uids in motion was a natural place to begin. 

 By the time of Aristotle, theorists had begun to record their investigations. As the 
years passed, observers also began to experiment with the effects of these properties 
on objects moving through the  fl uids. Each early theorist pursued the aspect of 
 fl uids that interested him, generally unaware of the work of others. Although these 
investigations were performed without the tools that are available today, the conclu-
sions formed by many have proven over the centuries to be correct. By the sixteenth 
century, most investigations were conducted by enthusiastic amateurs or those who 
were to become the  fi rst in what are now established  fi elds such as engineering. It 
was at this time that theories proven by replicable investigation began to take the 
place of long-held but unproven beliefs. 

 But observations and theories were one thing. The systematic application of 
these theories to matters of national importance was another. Even in a discipline so 
vital to the interest of emerging nations, it wasn’t until the late nineteenth century 
that shipbuilders  fi rst looked to apply science to the design of ships. Prior to this, 
shipbuilding had been more art than science with ships built according to what had 
worked before and what “should” work going forward. As navies and industries 
exerted greater control over the design and construction process of increasingly 
complex and expensive vessels, there was an increased demand to demonstrate that 
the completed ships would satisfy a speci fi c level of performance (e.g., speed) 
before governments and private owners were willing to invest the enormous money 
and resources needed to build these ships. 



x Preface

 It was this dual focus on the application of science and the demand for accurate 
estimates of future performance that led to an examination of scale model testing as 
a viable method for achieving these objectives. The time was right for English engi-
neer William Froude to champion and prove that the testing of designs on scale 
models in a controlled environment as a precursor to construction would yield 
results that were superior to those that could be achieved through a reliance on his-
torical precedence having scant relationship to the new ships being called for. Since 
this time it has been accepted practice to use scale model testing to perfect the 
designs for new vessels before construction begins. 

 Scale models are used today for more than the design of ocean-going craft. They 
are also used for the design of aircraft and spacecraft. In areas where exact scale 
models are not used, prototypes often are because the value of small-scale tests in 
the design phase is no longer questioned. Even the sophisticated computational  fl uid 
dynamic models used to generate many vessel components in production today are 
based upon physical scale model testing that was completed in model basins. 

 All of these models predict future performance by way of the application of the 
 fl uid dynamic principles that will be in effect around the full-sized versions of these 
craft. This is because water, air, and gasses are all considered to be  fl uids. When you 
 fl oat a boat,  fl y a kite, or launch a rocket, you are putting the principles of  fl uid 
dynamics to work. Today as  fl uid dynamic principles are applied to problems 
encountered in the design of ocean vessels for best performance, to decisions about 
the optimal con fi guration of an airplane wing, and to considerations about the most 
ef fi cient design for rockets and launch vehicles, the process represents the effective 
melding of science and innovation. This combination has now facilitated the eco-
nomical and reasoned design of scores of vessels for more than 100 years. 

 As an appreciation for the economies linked to the use of scale models grew, the 
scope of their use increased greatly. An exploration of the application of scale mod-
els to the design of ocean-going vessels, aircraft, and spacecraft—along with a look 
at the scienti fi c principles in action in nature and the testing facilities—will be found 
in the chapters that follow.  

Rockville, MD, USA Gina Hagler 
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 Fluid dynamic principles are in effect all around us. From the sky to the seas, they 
in fl uence the way creatures and objects function. Before man could successfully  fl y 
with the birds or swim with aquatic creatures, he had to understand the mechanisms 
at work. To do this, he studied the animals around him.       

     Part I 
  Fluid Dynamics in Action             
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   F   or once you have tasted  fl ight you will walk the earth with 
your eyes turned skywards, for there you have been and there 
you will long to return. 

 Leonardo da Vinci   

 Standing outside on a clear day with a persistent breeze, it’s natural to look skyward 
and watch the topmost tree branches sway. Perhaps you’ll observe Canada geese 
 fl ying overhead in v-formation, bees buzzing past as they do their work, or 
dragon fl ies darting through the  fl owerbeds. You might even see Red-tailed hawks 
hovering far above as they ride the thermals. Whatever the season and whichever 
you observe, these are all instances of   fl uid dynamics  at work. The same principles 
that apply to objects and animals as they move through the water, apply to these 
branches and animals as they move through the air. 

  Fluid dynamics  is the branch of science related to the behavior of  fl uids in motion. 
 Fluids  are a state of matter in which a substance cannot maintain a shape on its own. 
Because of this, a  fl uid completely  fi lls the space it occupies and will take the shape 
of the container that holds it,  fi lling each nook and cranny. A  fl uid can be air, a liq-
uid, or a gas. In the case of a  fl uid such as water, if the  fl uid does not  fi ll the con-
tainer from bottom to top, there will be an  observable surface  at the highest level 
(Fig.  1.1 ).  Dynamics  is the study of causes of motion and changes in that motion. 
The study of   fl uid dynamics  is the study of  fl uids in motion. It is called  hydrodynam-
ics  when the  fl uid is water,  aerodynamics  when the  fl uid is a gas or air.  

 In 1644, Evangelista Torricelli wrote, “We live submerged at the bottom of an 
ocean of air.” Because we are surrounded by air, just as aquatic creatures are sur-
rounded by water, the force of gravity exerts pressure on all sides. As a result of this 
uniform pressure, neither land nor aquatic creatures feel the full force of the pressure 
of the  fl uid around us, yet  fl uid dynamic principles are constantly in action. For aquatic 
creatures, the  fl uid is water and the  fi eld of study is known as  hydrodynamics . For 
terrestrial creatures, the  fl uid is air and the  fi eld of study is known as  aerodynamics    . 

    Chapter 1   
 Airborne Creatures       
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  Fig. 1.1    Observable surface. 
If the container is not  fi lled, 
there will be an observable 
surface at the highest level       

  Fig. 1.2    Canada geese in v-formation. Canada geese  fl y in a v-formation, or skein       

 All birds, bats, and  fl ying insects use  fl uid dynamic principles to their advantage as 
they make their way through the air. The Canada goose, due to its large size and wide 
range, is among the most obvious examples of  aerodynamics  in action when  fl ying in 
its v-formation. Perhaps you’ve watched as a gaggle of geese  fl oating on a pond 
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moved to face into the wind, then ran across the water,  fl apping violently as they 
brought themselves aloft with a raucous honking. Once airborne, they formed a wide 
v-formation  fl apping in near unison as they began their long journey (Fig.  1.2 ).  

   Birds 

 Flight seems simple enough once you see the geese in motion overhead, but these 
large waterfowl have to accomplish the same essential tasks as every other airborne 
creature or machine as they successfully balance the four forces of  fl ight. First, they 
must overcome  gravity  (the attraction of the Earth) and generate suf fi cient  lift  
(upward motion) to counteract that gravity. With this balance attained, they must 
then overcame  drag  (the force of friction also known as  resistance ) and generate 
 thrust  (forward motion). Only when all four forces—gravity, lift, drag, and thrust—
are in balance can the geese, or any object, sustain  fl ight (Fig.  1.3 ).  

 Each step each goose took was part of this process. Even taking off into the wind 
was a necessary component of lift. As each goose headed into the wind, its body 
was tilted slightly upward to encounter the wind at a greater angle than it would if 
its body were more horizontal to the ground. “An airborne bird generates more lift 
by  fl ying with its wings and body slightly upraised. This is called increasing the 
angle of attack. The air hitting the underside of the wings and belly generate an 
uplifting force in addition to the lift provided by Bernoulli’s principle.”  1  

 The  angle of attack  is the angle at which the  relative wind  meets the airfoil 
(Fig.  1.4 ). It varies with the amount of lift: The larger the angle of attack, the greater 
the lift. There is an upper limit to the angle of attack. Known as the  stall point , it 
occurs at about 17 degrees and is literally the point at which the object in  fl ight is no 
longer able to proceed 2  (Fig.  1.5 ).   

 “Relative wind is created by movement of an airfoil through the air. As an exam-
ple, consider a person sitting in an automobile on a no-wind day with a hand 

  Fig. 1.3    The four forces of 
 fl ight must be in balance       
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extended out the window. There is no air fl ow about the hand since the automobile 
is not moving. However, if the automobile is driven at 50 miles per hour, the air will 
 fl ow under and over the hand at 50 miles per hour. A relative wind has been created 
by moving the hand through the air. Relative wind  fl ows in the opposite direction 
that the hand is moving. The velocity of air fl ow around the hand in motion is the 
hand’s airspeed.”  3  

 For Canada geese, the additional lift generated by the increased angle of attack 
does not generate a signi fi cant amount of additional drag, 4  so the overall effect is to 
increase the amount of air  fl owing over the wings. In fact, the increased angle of 
attack works in much the same way as the angle of attack does on a kite. This is 
because the air that hits the raised angle of the bird’s body is de fl ected downward 
and generated an equal upward force in accordance with Newton’s Third Law of 
Motion. For a time, it was thought that this was the sole method of thrust generation, 
with the airstream de fl ected downward off the bottom of the airfoil. It is now known 
that this is only one aspect. 

 Once the Canada goose is in the air and air is moving over the bird and its 
wings, the second and more important Bernoulli principle comes into play. 
According to this principle, air  fl ows more swiftly over the curved upper surface of 
an airfoil like a wing than the air  fl owing beneath that airfoil. The air moving at 
greater speed over the  cambered  (curved) upper surface produces an area of low 
pressure above the airfoil. This low pressure above the wing allows greater pres-
sure to be exerted by the air beneath the wing. The greater pressure beneath the 
wing creates the lift the bird needs to stay aloft. This is an important component of 
 fl ight because the faster the air  fl ows above the wing, the less the pressure above 
the wing, and the greater the lift. 

  Fig. 1.4    The angle of attack 
is the angle at which the 
relative wind meets the 
airfoil. The greater the angle, 
the greater the lift       

  Fig. 1.5    Stall angle. The 
stall point occurs at about a 
17 degrees angle       
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 Flying into the wind also helps the goose to generate air fl ow speed over its body 
and wings. The body and wings act as an airfoil with a curved upper surface ( cam-
ber ) and a  fl atter under surface (Fig.  1.6 ). As the air  fl ows up and over the top of the 
bird, the air must move quickly to keep up with the air passing directly beneath the 
wing and bird.  

 A goose “runs” across the surface of the water to generate the speed necessary to 
bring itself aloft. With a combination of  fl apping, gliding, running, and jumping, the 
Canada goose will attain the equilibrium point necessary to bring it aloft. But gen-
erating lift is one thing. Overcoming gravity to stay aloft is another. 

 It is not enough that the Canada goose generates lift. It must generate enough lift 
to overcome the force of the Earth’s attraction for an object of its mass. Because of 
this, the exact amount of lift needed varies by bird with the weight of the bird. One 
thing that can be said for all, however, is that the bird—or any object working to 
achieve  fl ight—will not be able to rise and remain aloft until the lift it generates is 
greater than the force of gravity pushing down upon it. 

 But a bird is not the same as a helium balloon on a string. Simply rising into the 
air is not the ultimate goal. The goose seeks forward motion. To accomplish this, it 
must overcome the resistance (friction) it encounters as it moves through the air and 
generate suf fi cient thrust. The wing makes this possible. 

 All bird wings have several structures in common. The Humerus is the bone that 
attaches the wing to the body at the “shoulder.” It extends to what would be the 
elbow in a human. The Radius and Ulna bones are roughly parallel to one another. 
They extend from the Humerus to the “wrist.” The hand and  fi ngers of the bird 
comprise the portion of the wing farthest from the body of the bird. It is made up of 
the carpus, the metacarpus, and the phalanges. The carpus is formed of two short 
bones. The metacarpus consists of three long bones. The phalanges are formed of 
articulated bones that bear the primary feathers  5  (Fig.  1.7 ).  

 Birds have hollow bones with crisscross structures inside that give them support. 
This makes the job of lifting the bird less dif fi cult than if the bones were solid like 
the bones in a human. However, the hollow bones and the bones making up a bird’s 
wing are not the deciding factors in performance. It is the feathers on the wing that 
determine the performance of the wing. 

 All birds have four types of feathers on their wings. The different types of feath-
ers support different functions. For instance, the  scapular feathers  “overlay the 
wing feathers on the back when the wing is folded to the body. They provide a 
streamlined transition in the aerodynamic contour of the bird between body and 
wings.”  6  The  secondary feathers  are associated with the radius and ulna bones. 
“The cross-section of this portion of the wing creates the airfoil that provides lift for 

  Fig. 1.6    A cambered airfoil 
has a curved upper surface       
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a bird in  fl ight. The number of secondary feathers varies among different species.”  7  
“The  primary feathers  are attached to two fused bones that correspond to the index 
and middle  fi ngers of a human hand. Birds have nine to twelve primary feathers 
attached to the back edge of these fused ‘ fi nger bones.’ They provide thrust for mov-
ing the air during lapping or hovering  fl ight.” The  alula  feathers are the fourth type 
of feathers. They are located on the leading edge on top of the wrist joint. “The alula 
comes into play when a bird lands at an angle of attack exceeding 16 degrees. When 
the alula is raised, it becomes a ‘slat’ that forces an intense airstream along the top 
surface of the wing. This prevents stalling as the bird’s forward speed decreases and 
as the angle of attack increases even more.”  8  The exact number of each type of 
feather varies with the type of bird (Fig.  1.8 ).  

 For the Canada goose, the ability to overcome resistance and produce suf fi cient 
thrust is vital if it is to make its long migratory  fl ight. Resistance comes from many 
sources. It comes from the air as it moves along the body of the bird. It comes as the 
bird  fi rst heads into the wind and must make its way through the wind. And it comes 
from any part of the bird projecting away from the body of the bird, including the 
wings. Resistance is the effect of friction. If there were no resistance, the bird would 

  Fig. 1.7    Bird wing skeleton. All bird wings have several structures in common       

  Fig. 1.8    Bird wing feathers named. Each type of feather serves a different function. The exact 
number of each type of feather depends upon the type of bird       
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 fl y forever without slowing down. Because of friction, the bird must continuously 
generate a force to propel it in the direction it wishes to proceed. Thrust provides 
this forward motion. 

 Thrust comes from the downward movement of the primary wing feathers. The 
force of this movement overcomes the force of drag, which is caused by the shape 
and contour of the bird and its wings. 9  For a Canada goose, the secondary feathers 
are held in a relatively horizontal position to create lift even as the primaries  fl ap up 
and down to generate thrust. 10  The net result is greater lift. 

 When in v-formation, a strong, healthy bird is in the lead. This lead bird must be 
strong because it encounters the greatest  resistance —the greatest  drag —as it is the 
 fi rst to disturb the air. This disruption results in  turbulence , the disruption of the 
streamlines of air. The turbulence lessens along the length of each side of the v-, 
requiring less effort for the birds further back to maintain their positions. There is 
also a positive effect from updraft of the wingtip vortex generated by the bird 
directly in front of each bird (Fig.  1.9 ). It gives each successive bird an easier ride 
through a phenomenon known as  drafting  as the birds take advantage of the air 
behind the bird in front of them. This air moves at the speed of the bird in front of 
them, rather than at the speed of the  fl uid moving around it. When the formation 
reaches the birds at the end of each side, there is increased turbulence as the air 
 fl ows behind them and moves to resume an unimpeded  fl ow. Still, the birds on each 
side at the end of the v- do not encounter as much resistance as the leading bird. The 
leading bird will stay in the lead until fatigued. Then it will drop back in the order 
and let another bird take its place.  

 Since  fl uids are said to  fl ow  continuously , there are no gaps in the  fl ow. The mov-
ing air generated by the thrust of the Canada goose’s wings does not have empty 
spaces where there is no moving air. This is because the molecules in a  fl uid are in 
close relation to one another and are part of a  continuum . As a continuum, the mass 

  Fig. 1.9    The wingtip vortex of one bird creates an updraft for the bird behind it       
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of a  fl uid can be completely accounted for at different points in the  fl uid, and a  fl uid 
will move or run smoothly with unbroken continuity in what Scottish civil engineer 
William John Macquorn Rankine  fi rst termed a  streamline  in a paper he published 
in 1871 (Fig.  1.10 ).  

 In the streamline, a continuous series of particles follow each other in an orderly 
fashion in parallel with other streamlines. For the contemporary imagination, it may 
be helpful to think of water having layers and  fl owing like parallel sets of bytes of 
information with eight bits traveling alongside one another and each bit following 
the one before it. In an  ideal  fl uid  (which does not actually exist) each streamline 
would maintain its position unchanged in a steady current. In a  real  fl uid  there will 
be events that interrupt the steady  fl ow of the  fl uid. 

 Fluid  fl ows in streamlines in an ideal  fl uid are in a  laminar regime . They move 
in parallel layers with no disruption between them. Since the  fl ow is smooth and 
calm in these imaginary  fl ows, the molecules move in an orderly fashion, and the 
paths followed by the molecules are called streamlines, another name for  laminar 
(layered)  fl ow  is  streamline  fl ow . Fluid  fl ows in real  fl uids can be laminar or  turbu-
lent  (Fig.  1.11 ). When the layers get mixed, they produce eddies or swirls, and the 
 fl uid  fl ow enters a  turbulent regime . In a turbulent  fl ow, the molecules do not stay in 

  Fig. 1.10    A laminar  fl ow 
runs or moves smoothly, with 
unbroken continuity       

  Fig. 1.11    A turbulent  fl ow has eddies or swirls as a result of shear stress       
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parallel layers like the bits in a byte of data. Instead,  shear stress  is in action as the 
layers slip past one another and the  fl uid churns and moves, resulting in whitewater 
and a bumpy ride for an object moving along with the  fl uid.  

 For Canada geese, the v-formation mimics a vessel moving through the water 
in both form and function, bringing tangible bene fi ts to the birds composing it. It 
operates as a streamline with the shape of the goose’s head and neck adding to 
the ef fi ciency. This is due to the fact that the beak projects outward from the head 
and is the  fi rst part of the goose to slice into the wind. From the beak, the head 
rounds back and meets with the long, slender neck before joining with the body 
of the goose. 

 Ocean-going vessels have a similar structure below the water line. Known as the 
 bulbous bow , it resembles a torpedo jutting out from the lowest portion of the hull 
(Fig.  1.12 ). It cuts the amount of turbulence at the bow and reduces the resistance 
because the water it encounters  fl ows over the bulbous bow and down under the 
vessel, reducing the height of the  bow wave —the amount of water rising up the 
front of the bow—in the process (Fig.  1.13 ). In other words, rather than having 
the water rise up along the unimpeded front bow of the ship, increasing resistance 
along the way, the resistance is reduced by having the water  fl ow up and over the 
bulbous bow, leaving a smaller amount of water to rise to a considerably lower 
height up the front of the bow. The shape of the beak and head of Canada geese 
reduces the amount of resistance encountered in  fl ight in a similar fashion. If the 
geese were not shaped in a way that is aerodynamically favorable, they would 
encounter even greater resistance as they moved forward.   

 Canada geese are not the only birds subject to the four forces of  fl ight. Ocean 
birds are also subject to them as they ride the  ridge lifts  above the waves. Pioneering 
 fl uid dynamicist and English engineer William Froude commented on the birds’ 
behavior while on an ocean voyage in 1878. In “On the Soaring of Birds,” he 
observed albatrosses during small swells with light winds and wrote, “Under these 
conditions the birds  seemed  to soar almost  ad libitum  both in direction and in speed. 

  Fig. 1.12    A bulbous bow reduces the resistance of a ship moving through the water       
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Now starting aloft with scarcely, if any, apparent loss of speed. Now skimming 
along close to the water, with the tip of one or other wing almost touching the sur-
face for long distances, indeed now and then actually touching it.” 11  

 Through careful study Froude was able to conclude that the birds were taking 
advantage of the air that had been at the trough of each wave as it made its way up 
the side of the wave to the height of each wave as the wave motion progressed, in a 
process now know as  ridge lift  (Fig.  1.14 ). For the conditions he observed, Froude 
wrote, “it follows that all along the side of the wave at its mid-height the air must 
approximately be ascending at the rate of 3 feet per second, and if the bird were so 
to steer its course and regulate its speed as to conserve this position he would have 
the advantage of a virtual upward air current having that speed.” 12   

  Fig. 1.13    The bow wave is the amount of water rising up the front surface of a ship       

  Fig. 1.14    Sea bird on ridge lift. William Froude observed sea birds riding on the ridge lifts       
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 Froude continued his observations, making calculations about the effects of wing 
lengths, wave, and wind conditions before writing, “The voyage up from Simons 
Bay was delightful; for it was a glassy calm; and as there was also a tolerably 
pronounced swell, especially the latter part of the way, I was able (and Tower 
helped me) to watch the albatross’s  fl ight in a calm, with the following results:—
When  fl ying high they had to  fl ap their wings continuously, except when descend-
ing. When near the surface they ‘skimmed’ occasionally, and, as far as we could 
distinguish, they did this only when traversing a region over an ascending wave 
slope. Very often this was conspicuous.” 13  

 The albatross is able to achieve this type of  fl ight because “the albatross has a 
relatively heavy body considering the amount of wing area that generates lift. Its 
high wing loading would suggest that the large bird must expend a signi fi cant 
amount of energy in  fl ight. However, the high wind speeds that characterize its 
environment compensate for the small surface area of its wings. The wind helps it 
maintain soaring  fl ight for long distances with minimal energy expenditure… It also 
has the highest aspect ratio of all birds. This is an advantage for soaring and gliding 
in the wind because the long wings generate extra lift.” 14  

 What Froude correctly noted was that the albatross was using its wings to glide 
along the ridge lift generated as the air moved up the side of the wave at the wave 
peaks. In this way the bird used aerodynamic principles to minimize the energy 
expended to stay aloft. The wings of the albatross are shaped so as to make it easy for 
the albatross to move in this way. This is because of the  aspect ratio  of its wing. 

 De fi ned as the ratio of the length to the chord (breadth), a long, narrow wing 
like that of the albatross has a high aspect ratio. A short, stubby wing has a low 
aspect ratio. The chord of a wing may vary over the length of a wing, so the aspect 
ratio incorporates this into the calculation. The  planform  of an object like a bird is 
the view you have when looking straight down on it or its shadow (Fig.  1.15 ). The 
albatross “has long, narrow, pointed wings adapted for  fl ight in windy oceanic 
environments. The constant wind provides its heavy body with enough lift to glide 
above the waves searching for food for thousands of miles. Pointed wingtips mini-
mize air turbulence and diminish induced drag. This increases the ef fi ciency of its 
soaring  fl ight.” 15   

  Fig. 1.15    The planform is 
the view you have when 
looking straight down on the 
object       
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 The albatross fascinated William Froude. The turkey vulture, or Turkey buzzard 
as it was known at the time, fascinated Wilbur Wright. He watched the birds sustain 
stable  fl ight day after day—something that had thus far eluded all human attempts. 
Wilbur noticed that the birds retained their lateral balance by a light twisting of their 
wing tips rather than an active  fl apping of their wings. This observation led to what 
the Wright brothers termed “wing warping.” Once the brothers came up with their 
own method of wing warping, they were well on their way to sustained manned 
 fl ight. In fact, their tests of their wing warping solution proved that wing warping, 
in combination with the coordinated movement of the tail, would solve the vexing 
problems of control during  fl ight. 16  

 The Turkey vultures were easy for the Wrights to observe because they spent 
hours riding the lifts. However, the lifts these large land birds ride are thermal in 
nature. Rather than being generated by wind or air moving up the side of a wave, 
these lifts are the result of rising columns of warm air. These columns or pockets of 
warm air are in turn the result of uneven heating of the ground surface (Fig.  1.16 ).  

  Thermals  rise above surfaces that absorb the heat and as a result are warmer than 
the surrounding area. This is why you’re likely to  fi nd thermals over rocky surfaces 
more often than over lushly vegetated ground. The sunnier the day, the better the 
thermals. In fact, the best conditions for thermals occur on a warm sunny day fol-
lowing a somewhat cool night. When you spot cumulus clouds, keep your eyes 
open. You’re bound to spot birds gliding on the strong thermals. 

 Turkey vultures take advantage of thermal lifts with their dihedral wings 
(Fig.  1.17 ). As they soar, they incline their wings slightly upward. This posture 
results in a distinctive shallow v-shape of the wings held above the back, creating 
what is known as a dihedral angle. This angle provides a signi fi cant  fl ight bene fi t. 
Whenever a wind gust causes one of the vulture’s wings to tip downward, that wing 
generates more lift because more lift is generated along the greater length of the 
horizontal wing than by the wing that is tilted upward. The net effect is to keep the 
bird in a steady position. It’s no wonder these were the birds the Wright brothers 
observed for insights into stable  fl ight.  

 Not all birds use their aerodynamic prowess to stay aloft. Peregrine falcons in 
particular deserves some recognition for using aerodynamic principles to their 

  Fig. 1.16    Birds ride thermals 
on warm, sunny days       
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advantage in an unusual way. They  fi rst ride the thermals up to a signi fi cant height 
where they maintain a glide with wings  fl at. If done properly, the ascent can be 
made with very little effort on their part. Once they’ve achieved their optimal height 
and have honed in on their prey, “the bird partially folds back its wings, reducing 
pro fi le drag and allowing it to accelerate. With the wings folded back, the center of 
gravity moves backward and the falcon is inclined downward. The tail also cocks 
downward, to help adjust to the downward angle of  fl ight.” 

 “As the falcon dives, the primaries are progressively folded straight back and held 
tighter to the body. This further reduces the drag. The bird shifts the center of gravity 
farther back and increases airspeed. Minor  fl icks and twists of the primaries and tail 
provide thrust and adjustments to the trajectory as the plummeting falcon tracks its 
prey like a guided missile. The peregrine becomes a feathered bullet dropping out of 
the sky at nearly two hundred miles per hour.” 17  The Peregrine falcon captures its 
prey midair. It will usually strike its prey before actively grabbing it with its talons. 
The force of the hit can be suf fi cient to knock the head off the targeted animal. The 
ratio of dives to kills is not impressive but the successful use of aerodynamic forces 
does make the peregrine falcon in a dive one of the fastest animals on the planet. 

 Aerodynamic principles also protect the lungs of the falcon during its dive. At 
200 mph, the force of the air entering the lungs would cause the lungs to explode 
under the pressure. The falcon survives unscathed because of baf fl es within its nos-
trils. These baf fl es regulate the amount of air entering the nasal cavity, and thus the 
lungs, during the dive. They also serve to de fl ect the air, which has the additional 
effect of allowing the bird to proceed without slowing down as the upward force of 
the air acts against the bird. 

 The tiniest birds on the planet are also worthy of consideration. Until 2005, it 
was widely assumed that hummingbirds used the same mechanism of  fl ight as 
insects. While it’s true that they do use some of the aerodynamic tricks of  fl ying 
insects, wind tunnel tests prove that this initial assumption was incorrect. 

 Researchers knew that because a  fl ying insect has wings that are almost  fl at, it 
employed two mirror-image halfstrokes as the wing moves back and forth in a  fi gure-
eight pattern to attain lift. This movement produces nearly equal lift during both the 
upstroke and the downstroke. Because they were small and exhibited  fl ight patterns 
and hovering ability like that of insects, researchers assumed the hummingbird used 
similar strokes until they discovered their error. Although the hummingbird moves 

  Fig. 1.17    Dihedral wing. 
Wings held at a dihedral 
angle provide a signi fi cant 
 fl ight bene fi t       
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its wings in a similar pattern and can invert its wings—turn them upside down during 
the upstroke—to a greater extent than other birds, the  fi gure-eight pattern of  fl ying 
used by  fl ying insets produces nearly equal lift during the upstroke and the down-
stroke, while hummingbird  fl ight produces 25 percent of the lift on the upstroke and 
75 percent of the lift on the downstroke. This is possible because hummingbirds have 
a high angle of attack and also hold their wings in a tucked position, rather than 
 fl apping them from the shoulder. This results in wing beats that are in the direction 
of front to back rather than up and down. 18  

 Researchers were able to observe all of this because of new technology that 
included digital particle imaging velocimitry. 19  “This system atomizes olive oil into 
microscopic droplets that are so light they move instantly with the slightest move-
ment of air—and a pulsing laser than illuminates the droplets for incredibly short 
periods of time that can be captured by cameras, and illustrate exactly the swirling 
movement of air left by a hummingbird’s wings.” 20  

 “What a hummingbird has done is take the body and most of the limitations of 
the bird, but tweaked it a little and used some of the aerodynamic tricks of an insect 
to gain a hovering ability. They make use of what is, in other birds, an aerodynami-
cally wasted upstroke. Coupled with taking advantage of leading edge vortices—
which you can only produce to substantial effect if you’re small—and viola, you’re 
hovering for as long as you want.” 21  

 This ability to vary the surface of the wing in use, thereby altering the character-
istics of the forces produced by the wing, as well as presenting a change in the 
aspect ratio, requires a lot of energy. Nectar provides the bulk of that but once again 
the hummingbird uses a mechanism that is not common to birds. To power its wings, 
it is currently thought the hummingbird uses a mechanism in common with  fl ying 
insects. It’s believed that they use kinetic energy in a form akin to a nerve impulse 
to power some of the wing movements. This requires less energy overall than would 
 fl apping their wings in the conventional manner. 

 By employing adaptations similar to those of  fl ying insects to the  fl ight mecha-
nism of a small bird, hummingbirds have evolved into ef fi cient hovering machines. 
They are also the only bird that can  fl y backwards. You may spot a hummingbird as 
it hovers by  fl owers with nectar that contains 10 percent or more sugar. If not, 
there’s a chance you may be alerted to its presence by the hum produced by its 
wings beating at 12–80 times per second, depending upon the species.  

   Bats 

 Bats are the only mammals on Earth that  fl y under their own power. They have also 
developed a unique form of  fl ight and are remarkably agile  fl yers that can turn 
180-degrees at full speed in three strokes. They can do this because they have 
exceptionally  fl exible wings that enable them to take full advantage of aerody-
namic possibilities while underway. 
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 Bat wings do not have the same properties as bird wings. It’s true that bat 
wings are connected at the “shoulder” by the Humerus, at the point where muscles 
move the wing. It’s also true that the Radius and the Ulna extend from the end of 
the Humerus. It is the “ fi ngers” of the bat that differ signi fi cantly from the “ fi ngers” 
of a bird. The bat’s “thumb” extends from the upper point of the wing and the bat 
uses this to climb. The rest of the  fi ngers are connected by a thin membrane of 
skin known as the  patagium  that covers the entire wing. Because of the malleabil-
ity of the patagium and the functioning of the long, slender  fi ngers, bat wings are 
shaped like human hands. When they  fl y, bats grasp the air and the patagium 
stretches taut like a sail in a breeze. The “ fi ngers” and muscles in the wing also 
allow the wing to change shape while in  fl ight. No other  fl ying creature has this 
capability (Fig.  1.18 ).  

 Bats are able to maneuver their wings in a number of unique ways because “bat 
wings are made of quite  fl exible bones supporting very compliant and anisotropic 
wing membranes, and possess many more independently controllable joints than 
those of other animals.” 22  Bats have upstrokes and downstrokes, similar to other 
 fl ying creatures. However, not only do bat wings move up and down, the bones of 
the wing deform during the wingbeat cycle and throughout the entire wing. “There 
is noticeable difference among distinct regions of the wing, with the bones of the 
third digit undergoing much larger deformations than the bones of the  fi fth digit, 
oriented in the chord-wise direction. For most bones, the magnitude of deformation 
varies with speed; in the metacarpals and phalanges, strain magnitudes appear to 
decrease with increasing speed.” 23  

 When high-speed photos are taken of bats  fl ying in a wind tunnel, it’s possible to 
see the wake, lift, and thrust of their movement. While a large bird like the Canada 
goose achieves  fl ight through the use of a largely in fl exible wing and hummingbirds 
achieve  fl ight by inverting their wings, bats maneuver their wings in ways that are 
impossible for either the bird or the hummingbird.  

  Fig. 1.18    A bat’s wing resemble a human hand with a patagium stretched taut       
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   Flying Insects 

 Flying insect  fl ight is also subject to aerodynamic forces. Insect wings are different 
from both birds and bats—insect wings are thin membranes supported by blood-
 fi lled veins—but these tiny  fl yers experience the same aerodynamic constraints as 
their larger counterparts. Because their body mass is    so large in comparison to their 
wingspan, it’s long puzzled scientists how insects get off the ground at all, let alone 
at such incredible speeds. Even after years of study, the exact mechanism of their 
 fl ight is not fully understood, but close study of tethered  fl ight reveals that insects 
can use their wings at more than one  aspect  by presenting different surfaces to the 
 fl ight. They not only “ fl ap” or “beat” with their wings but can twist and move them 
to form a  fi gure-eight pattern that increases lift dramatically and sends the insect 
soaring. When an insect wants to hover, a different,  fl atter wing motion is used to 
keep the insect aloft and in place. 

 The ability to alter the aspect of the wing is the key to staying aloft. It results in 
some peculiar  fl ight patterns as they employ this capability, but the net result is that 
the insect remains aloft and attains forward motion—often at a high rate of speed—
through various  fl ying patterns that provide amounts of thrust that are suf fi cient 
for their needs. 

 Part of the energy that provides the motion of the wing itself is now thought to be 
kinetic in nature, with some of the energy being returned to the insect as a type of 
nerve impulse. It is thought that this conservation and recycling of energy is what 
allows insects to beat their wings at incredible rates per second without exhausting 
themselves. Conventional sources of energy are also used for  fl ight, which is pro-
duced in two ways. There are muscles that are directly attached to the wings and 
muscles that are indirectly attached to the wings. 

 With muscles attached directly to the wings, there is one pair of muscles for the 
upstroke of the wings and another for the downstroke. As the muscles contract, the 
wings attached to them are moved upward or downward. Coordination of these 
strokes is provided by the insect’s brain. It requires thought to synchronize the 
wings and initiate the  fl apping motion. This results in relatively slower  fl ight. For 
indirect muscle systems in insects, the muscles run the length of the thorax. As these 
muscles contract and relax, they force the  tergum  (dorsal portion of an anthropod 
segment other than the head) up or allow it to relax back into the resting position. 
The movement of the tergum results in the movement of the wings. Because there 
is no thought or coordination of wings involved in this method, wings can beat at a 
far more rapid rate. The wings are synchronized, too, because the tergum causes 
both wings to move at the same time. The net result is rapid, synchronized  fl ight. 

 Many tiny insects such as ballooning spiders, mites, and some caterpillars “ fl y” 
without the use of wings. They accomplish this by employing gossamer threads to 
carry them aloft in much the same way as a cartoon character being carried away by 
a bundle of balloons. The tiny spiders climb to a high point, stand on their toes, and 
release several strands of silk. These strands form a parachute that allows the spider 
to be carried by the wind. Depending upon the wind velocity, the spider will be 
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carried a short distance—or much farther. It’s even been observed that tiny insects 
riding the air have been carried by airstreams and other currents. These rides have 
resulted in travels of signi fi cant distance.  

   Seeds 

 Tiny insects are not alone in being dispersed by the wind. Dispersal of seeds by the 
wind is yet another instance of aerodynamics at work in nature. From the  fi ne dust 
of pollen to the robust tumbleweed, seed-bearing plants have adapted to take advan-
tage of the wind through a variety of passive mechanisms. 

 Gliding seeds such as the Asian climbing gourd  Alsomitra macrocarpa  have seeds 
that are carried aloft on a single wing that mimics the shape of a stealth bomber. The 
wingspan is 5 inches and the wing glides in wide circles through the air of the rain 
forest. 24  Sycamores and maples are two trees with seeds that are carried on  fi xed uni-
wings (Fig.  1.19 ). Perhaps as a kid, you opened one end of one of the wings and wore 
it on your nose. Perhaps you watched the wings acting as gliders on the wind. The 
seeds spiral down in 20-foot circles. On a windy day, they can go even farther, 25  
before the seed reaches the ground and begins the work of germination.  

 Other seeds use a parachute model. Dandelions fall into this category (Fig.  1.20 ). 
If you  fi nd a dandelion at the optimal moment, it is a mountain of  fl uff on a stem. 
Blow the  fl uff and off it goes. But it’s not just  fl uff. It’s actually a combination of a 
parachute and a tiny seed carried at the bottom. Very lightweight, the  fl uff and seed 
are easily carried aloft by the breeze. The parachute carries the seed along until 
aerodynamic conditions cause it to land. After it lands, the seed breaks away and 
germinates if conditions are favorable.  

 Helicopters, or whirlybirds, have a seed with a stiff stalk ending in upward-
tilted wings. The pitch of the wings causes the seed to spin as it falls. The seed can 
be carried a considerable distance if the wind is right. You’ll know one of these 
when you spot it; the motion is similar to when a helicopter descends slowly after 
a power loss. 

  Fig. 1.19    A uni-wing seed 
dispersal mechanism mimics 
a stealth bomber       
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 One  fi nal method of seed dispersal by wind is that of single-winged helicopter 
seeds. Also known as  fl utters or spinners, these papery wings encompass the entire 
seed (Fig.  1.21 ). When they are dispersed by the wind, they  fl utter or spin, depend-
ing upon the wind velocity and size of the particular seed.  

 The speci fi c type of movement depends upon the properties of the dispersal 
mechanism, but the wind carries all of these seeds a distance from the trees or plants 
that generated them.  

  Fig. 1.20    Parachute seed 
dispersal. Dandelions use a 
parachute model of seed 
dispersal       

  Fig. 1.21    Flutter seed 
dispersal. Single-winged 
helicopter seeds use a  fl utter 
seed dispersal mechanism       
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   Land Animals 

 Birds, bats, seeds, and insects are not the only creatures in the air. Larger land animals 
use aerodynamic principles to their advantage, too. The  fl ying squirrel is a prime 
example. These nocturnal mammals have a  fl ap of skin known as the  patagium  
attached at the wrists and ankles. When a squirrel is ready to move to a new tree, it 
catches enough wind beneath the patagium “to allow an angular descent to the next 
tree. At the last second, the squirrel can throw up its tail and forelimbs and rise or 
turn before dropping onto the trunk…” 26  

 Flying squirrels do not actually  fl y, but rather attain forward motion through a 
combination of leaping and  fl oating. “A normal  fl ight for them might be 30 to 50 
feet, although they have been known to travel farther than 250 feet, and they glide 
with a vertical drop of one foot for every three feet or so of horizontal glide” 27  
(Fig.  1.22 ). The  fl ying squirrel cannot take off from the ground like a bird. All it can 
do is leap from a branch or other tall object, spread its legs to expand its skin  fl ap to 
act as a parachute, and slow the rate of descent as it glides to the next location. This 
combination of forward motion provided by the initial leap and lift provided by the 
“parachute” of skin supports the squirrel as it moves from one location to the next.  

 The prairie dog uses aerodynamic forces in another way. Because these commu-
nal animals live in the wide-open spaces with little above ground shelter, they scam-
per into their extensive network of underground tunnels and burrows the moment 
they spot a predator overhead. With so many prairie dogs residing in this enclosed 

  Fig. 1.22    Flying squirrels gain forward motion through the use of their patagium       
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space, it would be easy for the air quality to suffer; it does not because prairie dog 
tunnel entrances employ Bernoulli’s Principle (Fig.  1.23 ).  

 When applied to an airfoil such as an airplane wing, the principle states that the 
air moving up and over the upper, curved surface of the wing will  fl ow faster than 
the air passing directly beneath the wing. The prairie dog tunnel entrances are not 
wings but they are at different heights. When the air speeds up as it passes up and 
over a tunnel entrance, the swiftly moving air results in a drop in pressure above that 
entrance. The air in the tunnel then moves rapidly through the tunnels and out the 
entrance with the low pressure. Fresh air immediately moves in to  fi ll the space left 
by the exiting air. In this way, the air in the tunnel system remains fresh as the result 
of aerodynamic principles in action. 

 Termites are also natural engineers. It’s especially important in dry, hot country 
for them to maintain temperatures that are tolerable for their colonies. This is pos-
sible because the termite mound itself acts as a chimney, allowing the hot air from 
their underground tunnels to escape. The updraft created by the rising hot air and 
Bernoulli effect as the airstream crosses the top of the tower, draws fresh air in 
through narrow tunnels that lead from the sides of the mound to the interior. The 
result of the aerodynamic forces at play is a ventilated environment at an ideal tem-
perature for the termite inhabitants.  

   Conclusion 

 From skyward to earthbound, a wide variety of birds, land animals, and plants have 
found a way to adapt the principles of  fl uid dynamics to their needs. Some have 
used them to attain  fl ight. Others have used them to ride on different types of 
updrafts or thermals. Still others have employed the principles of  fl uid dynamics to 
disperse their seeds—or their young—or to keep the air fresh in their tunnels and 
burrows. It’s clear that  fl uid dynamic forces apply in a large number of processes 
that would not at  fi rst occur to us to involve  fl uids, but over time the advantage has 
gone to those species using  fl uid dynamic principles to their advantage.  

  Fig. 1.23    Prairie dog tunnels 
take advantage of the 
Bernoulli Principle to keep 
their air fresh       
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      Any object, wholly or partially immersed in a  fl uid, is buoyed 
up by a force equal to the weight of the  fl uid displaced by the 
object. 

 Archimedes   

 In Greek mythology, Icarus takes to the sky on wings of feather and wax. All goes 
well until he  fl ies too close to the sun, his wings melt, and he plunges into the sea 
and drowns. Despite Icarus’ dif fi culties,  fl ight under our own power has intrigued 
man throughout time. The birds make it look so easy. How can it be that this talent 
eludes us? 

 The simple answer is that birds are made to  fl y. From their structurally sound 
hollow bones to the special-purpose feathers covering their wings, birds are ideally 
suited to  fl ight. Humans are not. Our bones are solid, not only adding to the mass we 
must lift but also putting an additional burden on the muscles we would use for 
 fl ight. Because of this, the aerodynamic principles at work in the four forces of 
 fl ight simply do not work in self-powered human  fl ight to the same effect as they do 
in  fl ight in birds. This hasn’t kept humans from trying to achieve heavier-than-air 
 fl ight under their own power, however. 

 The  fi rst human who fashioned wings out of palms or other plant material, lashed 
them to his arms, and ran as fast as he could with arms  fl apping, must have looked 
incredibly foolish as he tried to rise into the air. He was also doomed to fail since 
there was no possible way he could generate enough  lift  to overcome the forces of 
 gravity . Likewise for the  fi rst human who lashed similarly fashioned wings to his 
arms and leapt off a high bluff with arms  fl apping. He may have looked like he was 
 fl ying for a moment or two, but in actuality he was just “falling with style” the entire 
time. The wings he’d fashioned could not possibly generate enough lift to overcome 
gravity and keep him aloft. It’s also doubtful that the wings he fashioned could 
provide  thrust —the force needed for forward movement. 

    Chapter 2   
 Human Innovation       
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 Leonardo da Vinci correctly concluded that man was not going to  fl y with a 
simple set of wings attached to his arms. In the early 1500s da Vinci sketched his 
ideas for an  ornithopter  (Fig.  2.1 ). The ornithopter closely mimicked the anatomy 
of a bird, and the idea was that a human would lie on the base of the ornithopter and 
cause the wings to  fl ap by maneuvering a series of levers and pulleys. The model 
looked good, but it would not have worked. The wings simply could not generate 
enough lift to get the contraption off the ground, let alone sustain  fl ight and provide 
the necessary thrust for forward motion.  

 Giovanni Battista Danti, a contemporary of da Vinci’s, thought he had the solu-
tion for self-powered human  fl ight. He glued feathers to his arms and  fl apped his 
arms up and down as he ran. His only accomplishment was to repeatedly crash onto 
the roof of Saint Mary’s Church by Lake Trasimeno near Perugia, Italy. In the 1600s, 
an Italian named Paolo Guidotti built wings of whalebone, covered them with feath-
ers, and curved them into a wing shape with the use of springs. It took a fall through 
a roof and a broken thigh to convince him that feathers held no magic. 1  

 While it’s true that bird feathers alone do not possess magic, we now know that 
they do play a vital role in the aerodynamic functioning of a bird’s wings as a bird 
balances the four forces of  fl ight:  lift, gravity, thrust, and drag . The  scapular feath-
ers  facilitate “a streamlined transition in the aerodynamic contour of the bird 
between body and wings.” 2  Without this speci fi c type of feather atop the shoulder 
portion of the human body, there would be protrusions and interruptions in the 
streamline that would create resistance and impede  fl ight. 

 Likewise, without the  secondary feathers , a true  airfoil  would not be attained 
because “the cross-section of this portion of the wing creates the airfoil that pro-
vides lift for a bird in  fl ight.” 3  Without an airfoil, Bernoulli’s Principle would never 
come into play because there would be no reason for air to move quickly up and 
over the cambered portion of the airfoil while moving more slowly beneath the  fl at 
portion of the airfoil. As a result,  lift  would not be created. 

 The  primary feathers  are equally important because these are the feathers that 
provide the  thrust  necessary for forward motion. Similarly, the  alula feathers  are 
essential to  fl ight because they work to keep the bird in  fl ight as the angle of attack 
increases in excess of 16 degrees and a stall results. 

 For a bird, all four types of feathers are essential to the production of the four 
forces that allow  fl ight.  Lift  must be generated to overcome  gravity .  Thrust  must be 
suf fi cient to overcome  drag . 4  

  Fig. 2.1    da Vinci ornithopter. 
da Vinci sketched his ideas 
for an ornithopter in the early 
1500s       
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 For a bird, the structure of the wing alone is not enough; the feathers must also 
be present. For a human, neither the structure nor the feathers, or even the combina-
tion of the two, are enough to do the job. We are anatomically incapable of  fl ight as 
achieved by the birds. We simply cannot generate the four necessary forces on our 
own. Unfortunately, it would take many more failed attempts and an additional 100 
years for this to be fully understood. 

   The Kite 

 Through all mankind’s experimentation with  fl ight, the lowly kite has served as both 
entertainment and a testing mechanism for aerodynamically sound design. The 
Wrights used kites to test their wing warping theory. They also used kites to test the 
design of their gliders and powered airplanes by  fl ying them unmanned, as kites, 
from 1900 to 1903. The kite is an excellent choice for this because it is subject to 
the four forces of  fl ight and provides a straightforward way for observing the results 
of changes in those forces. 

 Because the weight of a kite is negligible, generating suf fi cient lift to get it aloft 
is not that dif fi cult. Neither is it dif fi cult to keep it aloft. Once in the air, it’s pos-
sible to vary the  aspect angle —the angle of the kite to the wind (Fig.  2.2 ) and 
observe the effects. In fact, since a kite is a  fl at surface, rather than a cambered one, 
the lift on a kite is largely generated by the aspect angle, and to a limited amount, 
by the Bernoulli effect. It’s simple to understand when expressed in terms of 
Newton’s Third Law. This law states that the mutual forces of action and reaction 
between two bodies are equal, opposite, and collinear. So, when the air strikes the 
face of the kite that is attached to the string and at an angle to the ground, that air 
is de fl ected downward. As it is pushed downward, it in return pushes back against 
the kite, moving it upward. The Bernoulli effect has nothing to do with this aspect 
of lift, since that effect is created by the air as it passes over the top of the kite while 
passing beneath the kite.  

 For a long time, theorists believed that all of the lift generated by an object was 
generated by the action of Newton’s Third Law. This is not the case in most instances; 
certainly not with the con fi guration of the modern  fi xed-wing aircraft we know 
today. As for the kite, the shape of the kite doesn’t matter. The forces acting on it are 
the same no matter what the kite looks like. It may be necessary to control the kite 
with some variations due to the design of the kite but the  thrust  necessary for 
forward movement is supplied by the tension in the line that is attached to the kite. 
With the wind blowing parallel to the ground,  drag  is in the direction of the wind. 
 Lift  is perpendicular to the wind. Both of these forces act on the  center of pressure  
of the kite—the spot where lift, drag, and gravity combine. This center of pressure 
is what makes the kite  fl y straight. 

 Lift in a kite is generated by the de fl ection of the wind by the kite. The wind 
strikes the bottom surface of the kite and is de fl ected down at the angle of attack. In 
accordance with Newton’s Third Law, the kite moves upward because the downward 
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action of the wind has an equal and opposite reaction in the opposite, upward direc-
tion. The Bernoulli Principle also applies to kites, though not to the extent it would 
in a true cambered airfoil. As the air  fl ows up and over the kite, the pressure is less 
than the pressure  fl owing beneath the kite. As a result of the low pressure above the 
kite, the kite rises. The amount of air  fl owing up and over the kite also depends upon 
the  aspect ratio  of the kite—the angle of the kite to the wind. 

 The tail on a kite adds stability and balance. It also acts as  drag —an increase in 
the resistance the kite must overcome to stay aloft. Because of the effect of drag, a 
kite with a tail won’t  fl y as high as a kite without a tail. The trade off in balance and 
stability comes at the expense of height. 

 If a standard kite is the equivalent of a bird in  fl ight, a delta-wing stunt kite is 
the bat of the kite universe. Stunt kites are still subject to the four forces of  fl ight, 
Newton’s Third Law, and the Bernoulli effect, but the way they react differs greatly 
from a traditional kite. The secret to the stunt kites performance is symmetry of the 
kite and the ability to control each wing rather than one wing alone (Fig.  2.3 ). To 
allow control over both sides of the wing, a stunt kite has two lines that are used to 
 fl y the kite. These lines are precut to the optimal length for the performance of the 
speci fi c kite. This is because the goal of a stunt kite is not simply to rise as high as 
possible; it’s to perform a variety of maneuvers. The entire length of line is let out 
and the kite is  fl own with all the line out at all times.  

  Fig. 2.2    Angle of attack of a kite. The aspect angle is the angle of the kite to the wind       
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 The ability to regulate the thrust in two locations versus only one is a key com-
ponent of the aerodynamic performance of the stunt kite. In the same way that a bat 
can change the shape of its wings while in  fl ight, a stunt kite can have changes in the 
aspect ratio and angle of each wing individually, giving them a broader range of 
movement while in  fl ight. 

 The strongest wind will be directly in front of the person holding the kite strings. 
Because of this, most maneuvering will be done to one side or the other. However, in 
the same way a dihedral wing structure like that of the Turkey vulture corrects for sta-
bility, a stunt kite will remain stable as it moves in response to a tug on one string.  

   Sports 

 The spirit that led early aviators to take the sky lives on. Today man employs aero-
dynamic forces to glide in a variety of manners that include gliders, hang gliders, 
and parasails. With a parasail, rather than begin from a high point and glide to the 
earth, a boat is used to tow the person wearing the parasail into the wind like a giant 
kite. When suf fi cient lift is generated, the person rises into the air. He then glides 
with a huge air- fi lled airfoil attached, landing safely after the boat slows and ceases 
to generate lift (Fig.  2.4 ).  

  Fig. 2.3    Stunt kite. The secret to the performance of a stunt kite is the ability to control each 
wing rather than one wing alone.  Source : Retrieved from   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=File:Steve_Hobart_Sport_Kite.jpg&oldid=483266052           

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Steve_Hobart_Sport_Kite.jpg&oldid=483266052
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Steve_Hobart_Sport_Kite.jpg&oldid=483266052
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 Modern-day hang gliders control their  fl ights by hanging beneath the wing in a 
horizontal position. This gives the pilot greater control over the center of gravity of 
the glider, as well as the ability to make a wider variety of changes in position 
during  fl ight. Changes in the angle of attack are made by pushing on bar that runs 
perpendicular to the  fl yer, beneath the planform of the wing. 

 In keeping with his quest to move, unencumbered, through the sky, Patrick de 
Gayardon developed the modern wingsuit during the 1990s. These suits purpose-
fully take advantage of the principles of aerodynamics to enable a human being to 
leap from a plane or suf fi ciently high point and fall in a controlled and sustained 
glide, without any external apparatus, until the point where they must open a para-
chute to slow suf fi ciently for a safe landing. They have to use a parachute because 
it is not possible for the  fl yer to slow enough to land without injury, due to stalling 
and falling to the ground. 

 When wearing a wingsuit, a human mimics a  fl ying squirrel, with  fl aps of fabric 
between his legs as well as between his arms and body (Fig.  2.5 ). The  fl yer’s entire 
body becomes an airfoil, controlled by the movement of different parts of the 
wingsuit  fl yer’s body. Flying squirrels have one con fi guration of skin  fl aps, legs, 
and body. Wingsuits come in a number of different con fi gurations that meet the 
speci fi c purpose of the wearer. Some are designed to sustain the glide for as long 
as possible; others are designed to permit greater mobility and lift during the glide. 5  
The ability to achieve different objectives is based upon the aerodynamic forces at 
work with a speci fi c type of suit. If greater lift is desired, a greater camber and/or 
angle of attack will be important. To prolong the glide, the ability to maintain a 
stable path might be the overriding objective in the design of the suit. It’s up to the 
person wearing the wingsuit (birdman) to select a suit with the characteristics 
required to achieve the type of  fl ight desired.  

  Fig. 2.4    The person wearing the parasail is lifted into the air as if by a giant kite       
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 Not everyone who mimics the behavior of birds is interested in taking to the air. 
Tune in to the Tour de France and you’ll  fi nd cyclists on the same team following 
close behind one another, mimicking the behavior of geese in formation. The resis-
tance is greatest for the lead cyclist while those in the middle have to do less work 
to cover the same ground. After a turn at the lead, that cyclist will drop back and 
another will buffet the resistance until it is his time to take a “break” at the back. 

 As is the case of Canada geese  fl ying in v-formation, the cyclists following the 
leader are taking advantage of several aerodynamic forces. They are following the 
cyclist in front of them and enjoying a reduction in the resistance (friction) they 
encounter as they proceed in a process known as  drafting . This resistance plays a 
signi fi cant part in the speed a cyclist can attain. Just how great a part was illustrated 
by two-time Olympic cyclist John Howard when “he mounted a wind-breaking 
shield on the back of a race car and rode his bicycle behind it, so that he was effec-
tively riding in zero wind. He quickly got up to such a high speed that he couldn’t 
turn his pedals fast enough, even in his top gear. So he went home and built a spe-
cial bike with enormous gears, then tried it again. Using only the power of his legs 
but without any air resistance to  fi ght, he hit 152 mph. A few years later Fred 
Rompelberg of the Netherlands gave it a whirl and got up to 170 mph.” 6  The differ-
ence between the fastest they could to without the shield and the speeds they 
attained when riding behind the shield can all be attributed to the effects of 
 resistance , the effect of drag—or friction—generated by the air  fl owing around the 
cyclist and his bicycle (Fig.  2.6 ).  

 By riding in a single  fi le, arms tucked and legs in rhythm, the cyclists at the Tour 
de France are trying to achieve a similar advantage. They are also minimizing dis-
ruption to the air as it  fl ows around them. The  streamline , or  fl ow around the 
cyclists, will have less turbulence when the cyclists are in their tucked positions 

  Fig. 2.5    A wingsuit allows a human to mimic a  fl ying squirrel       
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than it would if the cyclists were sitting straight up, their heads at varying heights, 
and their elbows jutting out to the sides. Anything they can do to form an aerody-
namically sound “structure” will require less effort on their part and increase the 
speed they can attain. 

 Man hasn’t just turned his understanding of aerodynamic principles to the sport 
of cycling. He’s also invested considerable energy into the advantageous use of 
aerodynamics in baseball. For pitchers, an understanding of aerodynamics and a 
variant of Bernoulli’s Principle have resulted in the ability to achieve a different 
outcome each time the ball leaves their hand. 

 When a pitcher throws a new, regulation baseball, he’s throwing a completely 
round object that is smooth except for the slightly raised stitches that hold the ball 
together. “The fact that a baseball has low density, meaning its weight is low for 
its size, increases the aerodynamic effect.” 7  “It’s all about the spinning which is 
how a pitcher puts his ‘stuff on the ball’: by spinning the ball in different direc-
tions as he releases it, the pitcher can throw a slider, a curveball, a cutter, or, if he 
manages to throw it with no spin at all, a knuckleball.” 8  If the ball is a tiny, immac-
ulate orb without a nick or mark, where does it get its aerodynamic properties? 
The stitches. 

 Because the stitches are the only raised part of the ball, a pitcher who holds the ball 
so that the stitches are at a speci fi c position when he begins his pitching motion can 
generate a state of disequilibrium as the ball moves through the air upon release. 
Especially for a curve ball, the air will be  fl owing more quickly over the stitches, cre-
ating what is known as a  Magnus force  (Fig.  2.7 ). It’s not the same as the Bernoulli 
effect but it is based on the same principle. With the Magnus force, it’s the stitches on 
the spinning ball that force the ball to move more quickly on one side than on the 
other. This creates an area of low pressure on the side with the faster movement. The 
path of the ball will curve in that direction as a result (Fig.  2.8 ). It wouldn’t curve if 

  Fig. 2.6    Bike behind barrier. Olympic cyclist John Howard reached a speed of 152.284 mph while 
riding behind this wind-breaking shield on July 20, 1985.  Source : Courtesy of John Howard       
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the stitches weren’t held in precisely the correct position and spin wasn’t applied at the 
release. And so, the pitcher controls the  fl ight of the ball by taking advantage of the 
aerodynamic properties of the raised stitches. 9  The different grips and releases result 
in different pitches because the aerodynamics differ with the extent of the Magnus 
force involved. The Magnus force is the force “directed at right angles to the direction 
of the air velocity and to the axis of spin.” 10    

 Since the batter can’t see the orientation of the stitches as the pitcher releases the 
ball, he’s left to observe the  fl ight of the ball as it comes toward him at speeds of 
around 100 mph. If the pitcher “throws a 99 mph fastball, the ball is going to reach 
the batter in less than four tenths of a second, 395 milliseconds (ms). By compari-
son, it takes 400 ms—four tenths of a second—to blink your eye completely. 

 A lot has to happen in those 400 milliseconds. It takes the  fi rst 100 for the batter 
to see the ball in free  fl ight and get an image to his brain. The brain then needs 75 ms 
to process the information and gauge the location and speed of the ball. In the next 
25 ms—a fortieth of a second—he has to decide whether to swing, and then he’s got 
only 25 ms more to decide if the ball is going to be high or low, inside or outside. If 
the decision was made to swing, another 25 ms are needed for the legs to react and 
begin the  fi rst motions of the swing. That leaves a grand total of 150 milliseconds 
for the batter to get the bat around and make contact.” 11  

  Fig. 2.7    The Magnus Force 
is the force that causes a 
curve ball to curve       

  Fig. 2.8    Curveball. For years people argued about whether or not the path of a curveball really 
curves       
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 All of that is complicated enough, but “if the ball’s actual path over the last 
 fi fteen feet doesn’t match their mental extrapolation, the ball isn’t going to end up 
where they think it will be.” 12  And that is where the distance from the mound to the 
plate makes all the difference. Both are situated so that the Magnus force will cause 
the ball to curve, or sink, or move in an unanticipated manner within those last cru-
cial feet, causing the batter to swing and miss. 

 The designs of America’s Cup racers also take full advantage of hydrodynamic 
principles to reduce resistance and maximize speed. One way this is done is by the 
use of a trimaran hull (Fig.  2.9 ). This design minimizes the amount of the hull that 
forms the  wetted surface  at any given time. This is signi fi cant because the wetted 
surface is a major source of resistance. With anything moving through a  fl uid, there 
will be a wetted surface. This is the portion of the object that is in direct contact with 
the  fl uid. With an airplane, the entire plane is in contact with the  fl uid at all times. 
With a ship or boat, the portion of the vessel below the waterline is the only part of 
the vessel in direct contact with the water, while the rest of the vessel is in contact 
with the air (Fig.  2.10 ).   

  Fig. 2.9    America’s Cup yacht. The trimaran hull on this America’s Cup yacht affords a minimum 
of resistance       

Wetted Surface

  Fig. 2.10    The wetted surface 
of a vessel is the surface 
beneath the water. It is a 
source of resistance       
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 The  fl uid  fl owing past an object  fl ows in a  streamline . If no protrusions or other 
impediments are encountered, the  fl uid will  fl ow smoothly, and there will be mini-
mal turbulence. In an  ideal  (imaginary)   fl uid  there would be no turbulence if there 
were no obstacles because the  fl uid in question would have no  viscosity.  Viscosity 
is the friction in a  fl uid. It determines how easily a  fl uid pours. Water is less viscous 
than honey, for example. And warm honey is less viscous than cold. When a vis-
cous  fl uid  fl ows past a wetted surface, a  boundary layer  is created. This boundary 
layer is an area where the forces of friction are so strong that the  fl uid moves very 
slowly, if at all. The slowest portion of the  fl uid slows the  fl uid directly beside it, 
and that portion in turn slows the portion beside it. The farther you move from the 
boundary layer, the weaker the force of friction and the more swiftly the  fl uid 
 fl ows. At some point you will reach the portion of the  fl ow that is unimpeded by 
the force of friction (Fig.  2.11 ).  

 In a vessel that rides low in the water because of a heavy load or a weighted keel 
that is used for balance, a signi fi cant portion of the hull is below the waterline and 
generating resistance that must be overcome. With a trimaran design, there is one 
main hull and two other hulls acting as balancing arms akin to Polynesian canoe 
designs. Only a small portion of the entire hull is below the water line because only 
the central hull is in the water at any given time. The other two hulls are never deep 
in the water. There is also no weighted keel required for balance, so the sailboat sits 
high in the water with a relatively small amount of her hull beneath the water. The 
combined effect of the small wetted surface and the superior balancing apparatus 
results in a world-class vessel capable of winning the America’s Cup. 

 If there is an aspect of play to sport, the Frisbee  fl ying disk is surely emblematic 
of it. Its concept is simple. It is shaped like the cross-section of an airfoil. It gener-
ates its own lift as it spins, allowing it to  fl y through the air. There are many varia-
tions on the  fl ying disk but all owe their start to the time Walter Frederick Morrison 
was playing catch with his future wife during a Thanksgiving Day party in 1937. 

  Fig. 2.11    The boundary layer is the area of greatest friction in a  fl uid  fl ow       
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They started out playing with the lid from a popcorn maker. “When  fl icked through 
the air rightside-up, the lid’s smooth top side offered little resistance to the air pass-
ing over it, while its downturned edge created a baf fl e slowing the air passing 
beneath. The result: lift.” As the game progressed, the lid got banged up and they 
switched to cake pans. “Stabilized by the spin imparted by a backhanded throw, the 
lid not only  fl ew but also answered simple commands—depending on its angle 
when it left the hand, it would glide  fl at, curve or boomerang.”  13  

 They’d switched from playing with a large popcorn can lid to an empty cake pan 
and were still using the cake pan for their catches one day in 1938 on a beach in Santa 
Monica, California. A man Morrison described as a local beach bum walked up and 
offered them a quarter for their cake pan. “That got the wheels turning,” Morrison 
told the Virginian-Pilot, “because you could buy a cake pan for 5 cent, and if people 
on the beach were willing to pay a quarter for it, well, there was a business.” 

 Morrison sold cake plans for a while before working up a design for a  fl ying disk 
toy in 1948. His sketch was of an aerodynamic re fi nement of the metal cake pan. 
Shortly after Morrison envisioned his new design, a private pilot named Kenneth 
Arnold described nine bright objects he’d observed near Mount Rainier in 
Washington state. This  fi rst report of Unidenti fi ed Flying Objects began the UFO 
craze in the summer of 1947. Morrison was ready. 

 By 1948, Morrison had a plastic  fl ying disk to demonstrate as he continued to 
tweak the aerodynamic properties of his invention. “A lot if it was intuitive,” said 
Phil Kennedy, Morrison’s coauthor of their book, “Flat Flip Flies Straight: True 
Origins of the Frisbee.” Because of his aviation experience, he [Morrison] knew 
what made a wing  fl y, and he applied that knowledge.    14  

 In the time the Frisbee has been in existence everyone from the casual athlete to Bill 
Nye the Science Guy has weighed in on the forces at work in the  fl ight of a Frisbee. The 
two main forces are gravity and air. Gravity is the force pushing down on the disk. Air 
is part of the force that generates upward lift for the Frisbee. The distance and direction 
of your Frisbee  fl ight will depend upon the angle of release. The launch angle is the 
angle that exists as the person throwing the disk releases the disk. A Frisbee thrown at 
180 degrees results in a straight throw. An angle greater than 180 degrees upon release 
will result in greater lift—an upward ride for the  fl ying disk. Release at an angle of 
attack less than 180 degrees will lead the Frisbee to a meeting with the ground. 

 Lift is generated as the air fl ow over the top, curved surface of the spinning disk 
moves more quickly than the air  fl owing beneath the lower, less curved surface of the 
disk. The rim is an important component of the Frisbee because it is what helps to cre-
ate the deep camber of the airfoil. In fact, without the rim, the angle of attack becomes 
the most important variable in the  fl ight of the disk. Newton’s Third Law is also in play 
with the Frisbee as the air pushing up on the Frisbee is met by an equal and opposite 
force pushing back toward the ground. This force results in additional lift. 

 Angular momentum is also in play while the Frisbee is in motion. It provides 
stability and is provided by the spin. The faster the spin, the greater the stability. 
This stability is essential for those trying to do tricks with the Frisbee. Of course, 
drag is in play, as well. On a windy day there will be more drag, or resistance, making 
it more dif fi cult for the Frisbee to maintain its momentum. The angle of attack is 
one way to overcome the forces of resistance, too. 
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 So what generates the power in a Frisbee toss? According to Morrison, it’s all in 
the wrist! 15   

   Man on Land 

 Today, it is commonly accepted practice for automobiles and trucks to be designed 
to minimize resistance and drag. This has not always been the case. The earliest 
instance of the purposeful use of aerodynamics in automobile design occurred in 
1935. The engineers at Chrysler, with the full support of founder Walter P. Chrysler, 
were determined to introduce an aerodynamically sound car to the American public. 
The car was wind tunnel tested and, in addition to a better ride due to changes in the 
overall design, boasted increased fuel economy and faster running speeds. 

 Testing a scale model automobile in a wind tunnel was a direct result of the work 
done in model basins by Froude and Taylor in the design of ships. By observing the 
behavior    of air  fl ow around automobile models with slight changes in design com-
ponents, the design could be perfected in far less time and at a signi fi cant reduction 
in cost. The wind tunnel tests were an accepted method of design because of Froude’s 
groundbreaking work with scale ship models. They were also possible because da 
Vinci had long ago theorized that it was not necessary to move an object to observe 
the effect of the wind on that object. It was possible to have the wind move past the 
object and record the results. The outcome would be identical. 

 Chrysler used the wind tunnel tests to learn that by putting the headlights  fl ush 
with the grill, making the bumpers  fl ush with the car, and having the nose of the car 
project slightly before the upsweep of the hood and windshield, the Airstream lines 
decreased resistance. In fact, “air resistance at maximum speed was reduced 44 
percent and fuel economy was increased 57 percent at 80 mph. At moderate speeds 
the fuel economy advantage was in the area of 25 to 35 percent. Less horsepower 
was needed to move the car through the air, so the engine ran slower and less fric-
tional wear resulted.” 16  Despite the fact this decrease in resistance translated into 
greater fuel economy and the attainment of faster road speeds, the American public 
was not ready for the huge departure from traditional automobile designs (Fig.  2.12 ). 
They did not  fl ock to buy the Airstream or DeSoto and ultimately, despite the 
improvements in performance and Chrysler’s adamant defense of their designs, the 
company was forced to abandon these models. Today the Chrysler Airstream is 
recognized as an innovative design.   

   Man in Water 

 Man hasn’t only looked to the skies for inspiration. Many have looked instead to the 
oceans. They’ve studied the movement of  fi sh to see what economies man could 
incorporate to bene fi t us in our own activities. One area of intense focus on  fl uid 
dynamic principles has come from participants in the sport of elite competitive 
swimming. 
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 Fish are perfectly adapted to their aquatic environment. Their bodies are sleek; no 
bumps or lumps jut out at irregular intervals. Everything about them is designed to 
reduce resistance. A swimmer is subject to the same  fl uid dynamic forces as any other 
creature making its way through the water. In fact, “there are four primary types of 
drag that contribute to total body drag: (1) skin friction drag which is a tangential force 
resulting from shear stresses in the water sliding by the body, (2) pressure drag which 
is a perpendicular force on the body associated with the pressure of the surrounding 
 fl uid, (3) wave drag that occurs when a swimmer moves on or near the water surface, 
and (4) induced drag that is associated with water de fl ection off hydrofoil surfaces…
” 17  For a swimmer going for the gold in an Olympic event, no source of resistance is 
too small to consider. They seek a state of minimum resistance. 

 “There are several ways in which a swimmer tries to overcome drag. One is to use 
a stroke technique that makes his body stay as high on the water as possible. The more 
of his body that’s out of the water, the less the water can hold it back. Another way is 
to make sure that his hands knife into the water as he reaches forward for the next 
stroke instead of inadvertently pushing forward, which is like stepping on a brake.” 18  

 Anything that reduces resistance is eagerly adopted. “There’s only so much train-
ing a swimmer can do to make themselves stronger and improve their technique. 
That’s why they look for ways to reduce drag that are ‘free,’ i.e., take no extra 
effort.” 19  Bathing caps, shaven heads, shaven legs and arms on male and female 
swimmers—it’s all done on a routine basis. Same thing with timing breaths to minimize 
disruption of the water surface and swimming beneath the water at the optimal 
depth for the optimal (allowed time) to mitigate the effects of surface disruption on 
performance—both matters of common practice. 

  Fig. 2.12    The Chrysler Air fl ow was ahead of its time. It achieved a 44 % reduction in air 
resistance at maximum speed and a 57 % increase in fuel economy at 80 mph       
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 Since anything that will reduce the  boundary layer  and lessen  drag  is entertained 
as a possibility, it’s not surprising that the current trend is toward long, one-piece 
racing suits that reduce resistance. These suits give the swimmer more in common 
with a  fi sh or someone wearing a wing suit than a simple bathing suit possibly could. 
At the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, swimmers wore a new type of swimsuit. 
It not only lessened resistance because of the sleek material that allowed someone 
wearing it to glide through the water with minimal drag, but also minimized resis-
tance by forcing the body into an uncomfortable but aerodynamic con fi guration. 

 Speedo recognized that the human body is not tapered and sleek as an aquatic 
animal. They recognized that, “any time a muscle or loose section of skin bulges 
or shifts, it’s going to block the smooth fl ow of water and impede the swimmer’s 
forward motion.” They designed the LZR Racer with the help of NASA. Because 
the human body has “momentary bulges of skin, fat, and muscle” when in motion, 
the Speedo LZR Racer is a full body-length swimsuit that “consists of a series 
of carefully shaped panels that push, squeeze, and compress the entire body 
into a more streamlined shape than the one he or she [the swimmer] started 
with.”  (Fig.  2.13 ).  

  Fig. 2.13    Speedo LZR Racer swimsuit image. The LZR Racer Suit changes the shape of the rac-
ers body.  Source : Retrieved from   http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/features/2008-0214-
swimsuit.html           

 

http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/features/2008-0214-swimsuit.html
http://www.nasa.gov/topics/technology/features/2008-0214-swimsuit.html
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 “The LZR Suit holds all those bits tightly in place and stops them from sticking 
out into the water and increasing drag. A the same time, it changes the overall shape 
of the swimmer’s body into a more streamlined con fi guration.” 23  This aerodynamic 
perfection does not come easy. “The suit is so tight it takes half an hour—literal-
ly—to put on properly. Once it’s in place, all that squeezing makes breathing more 
dif fi cult, and it’s so uncomfortable that the  fi rst thing wearers do when they get out 
of the pool is start tearing it off.” 24  

 Wearing this suit didn’t just make the swimmer look more compact. It in fact 
made the swimmer’s body more compact, reducing all possible sources of drag in 
the process. Speedo boasts that it requires 5 percent less effort to go the same speed 
when wearing the suit. So what was the effect of reducing resistance and changing 
the shape of the swimmer’s body? Olympic swimmers wearing the suits attained the 
fastest times in the history of the Games. “When I hit the water, I feel like a rocket,” 
says Michael Phelps, Olympic champion and one of the greatest swimmers in the 
history of the sport. 

 But how much was due to the LZR Racer and much can be attributed to the 
extraordinary measures taken in the creation of the pool? To further increase 
the speed of the pool, every technological innovation possible was used in creating 
the pool with the goal to reduce waves and the effect of those waves on the 
swimmers as they participated in their events. The desired outcome was what is 
commonly referred to as “fast water.” The depth of the pool, the number of lanes, 
the gutter system, and the temperature of the water were all part of this effort, as was 
calculating the exact depth versus width of the pool to allow the maximum dissipa-
tion of disruption in the smallest amount of time. When the pool was complete, it 
was the epitome of a swimming environment designed to allow the peak perfor-
mance of every athlete. 

 “In general, body drag for a swimmer moving on or near the water surface is 4–5 
times higher than the level of drag encountered by the submerged swimmer moving at 
the same speed (   Hertel 1966). Much of this increase in drag at the water surface is due 
to energy wasted in the formation waves.” 25  Fish and marine mammals overcome this 
problem by swimming deep enough to avoid the effect of these waves. Olympic swim-
ming rules restrict the distance over which a swimmer can proceed in this way. 

 As a result, “swimmers generate waves as they churn down the lane, not just at 
the water’s surface but below it as well. These waves travel rapidly down to the bot-
tom of the pool and then bounce, in the same way that a sound wave echoes off a 
wall. The returning wave creates turbulence that slows the racers down. The deeper 
the pool, the more these waves will be dampened on the way down and up, resulting 
in a smoother and therefore faster ride for the swimmer. Modern competition pools 
have a uniform depth of seven to nine feet.” 26  The pool at the Beijing Olympics is 
10 feet deep, 1.3 meters deeper than most Olympic pools. This is the optimal depth 
for a pool because it minimizes the effects of turbulence caused by the activity of 
the swimmers, yet is not so deep that their sense of vision is lost. 

 “Waves travel sideways, too, affecting swimmers in adjacent lanes. One way to 
ameliorate this effect is to make the lanes wider” but “even more important than the 
lane lines are the gutters at each end and along the sides of the pool.” 27  
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 “In some high-end pools, such as the one at Beijing, there is an extra lane on each 
side, which remains unoccupied during a race. Its only function is to give lateral 
waves a chance to dissipate as they bounce.” 28  

 The Beijing pool also employed perforated gutters on both sides to absorb the 
lateral waves. The net effect, along with the temperature of the water—set at a point 
where it was comfortable for the swimmers yet reduced the viscosity of the water, 
was to create the fastest water yet at an Olympic swimming venue. Between the 
optimal conditions in the pool and the use of the Speedo LZR Racer swim suit, 25 
world records were broken over the course of the Beijing Olympics. All of the 
improvements in conditions were “free.” They required no extra training on the part 
of the athletes in the same way that shaving their heads or dolphin swimming upon 
initial entry to the pool brings improved performance. 

 It’s interesting to note that the same concerns with dissipation of waves were 
expressed by the early designers of model basins for scale model testing. William 
Froude and David Taylor each took elaborate measures to ensure that the depth 
of the water would reduce the bounce back of turbulence from the model runs. 
Gutter systems were put in place on the sides of the basins to hasten the disper-
sion of lateral movement. These early  fl uid dynamicists sought to eliminate any 
forms of turbulence in their venues with their designs; today’s swimmers seek to 
do the same with the design of their venues. The prize for their efforts is a model 
basin or pool that permits the best possible performance of the model or swim-
mer because of the active steps taken to reduce the resistance created by the test 
or event itself. 

 It stands to reason that if man will pursue perfection in the form they take 
while moving directly through the water, they’ll want to utilize a design for peak 
performance when moving through the water in a craft. This has been precisely 
the case with the development of the submarine. From the earliest days of testing 
and innovation of the  fi rst truly practical and modern submarines at the start of 
the twentieth century, consideration of ways in which to minimize resistance 
have been of primary importance. 

 Submarines are essentially stealth craft. They make their way, unnoticed beneath 
the waves. If a submarine is “noisy,” it will be easy to detect. If it is capable of 
running “quietly” it can enter areas at will without drawing attention. The same fac-
tors that make a submarine noisy are the things that reduce its hydrodynamic 
ef fi ciency. These factors include anything that increases resistance or turbulence at 
the boundary layer. They also include cavitation or bubbles around the propeller 
action that disrupt the water at the prop. A submarine that can  fl ow with a sound 
footprint similar to that of a shark is one that is making the best use of its propulsive 
power: It is running with maximum ef fi ciency. 

 Since a submarine moves through the water in a manner similar to the manner in 
which a bird makes its way through the sky, the four forces of  fl ight are at play in 
the design of these craft. The shape is important because it in fl uences the body drag 
of the vessel. Streamlines are in effect for a submarine, just as they are for any craft 
moving through a  fl uid. Bernoulli’s principle is also in play. This will in fl uence the 
amount of lift the sub can generate. 
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 Skin friction is another consideration. The more attention paid    to the laminar and 
turbulent  fl ows around the vessel, the better. This attention will result in an optimal 
length to go with the optimal shape, resulting in increased quite and ef fi ciency. 
Appendages must also be designed for least resistance. By carefully studying the 
effects of hydrodynamic forces on submarine designs in model basins and in full-
sized craft, submarine design has resulted in vessels that are not only ef fi cient but 
also nearly silent.  

   Conclusion 

 From the time of the ancient Greeks to the time of the  fi rst submariners, humans 
have set their sights on moving through the air like a bird and the oceans like a  fi sh. 
The result has not been the unencumbered movement enjoyed by these animals in 
nature, but it has been suf fi cient to bring humans eye to eye with the objects of their 
fascination in their own environment.  
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      Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything 
better. 

 Albert Einstein   

 Water covers over two-thirds of the surface area of the Earth. Nearly all of that is 
saltwater, but salt or fresh, the water is home to an amazing array of creatures that 
are as expert at moving through water as  fl ying animals are at moving through air. 
These aquatic creatures and marine mammals interact with hydrodynamic forces on 
a constant basis. An examination of the effect of hydrodynamic forces on these 
animals provides an understanding of  fl uid dynamic principles in action. 

 For a  fi sh or other animal to move through the water, it must generate suf fi cient 
 lift  to equal or exceed the force of  gravity . It must also be capable of generating 
suf fi cient  thrust  to overcome  resistance  and provide forward motion. This can be an 
exhausting process. As a result, the most economical production of these four 
forces— lift ,  gravity ,  thrust , and  resistance —is fundamental to an animal’s ability to 
thrive in an aquatic environment. 

   Lift 

 Lift is the upward force that counteracts the downward force of gravity. It is an essential 
force for anything wishing to  fl oat above the bottom. Without suf fi cient lift, a  fi sh will 
sink. As it sinks, the pressure of the water in the column above the  fi sh will increase, 
causing the  fi sh to sink at an increasing rate. At some point, the  fi sh will be unable to 
generate suf fi cient lift to overcome the pressure of the water column above it. It will not 
be able to rise again. Fortunately, aquatic animals have several means of creating lift. 

 The simplest and most energy ef fi cient source of lift is  buoyancy . It is the force 
Archimedes discovered while in the baths in 212 BC. Buoyancy is the amount of 
upward force exerted by a  fl uid on a body immersed in it (Fig.  3.1 ). It is equal to the 
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weight of the  fl uid displaced by the object. When an object’s mass equals the mass 
of the  fl uid it displaces, an object is said to be neutrally buoyant. As a result, in calm 
conditions, it will remain at a uniform level. If an object is denser than the  fl uid sup-
porting it, the object will sink. When an object is sinking, it is said to be negatively 
buoyant. If rising, it is said to be positively buoyant. Buoyancy in aquatic animals 
comes from a variety of sources. Most require an action on the part of the animal, 
but for marine mammals, blubber is one source that does not.  

   Blubber 

 Blubber acts as a passive mechanism for buoyancy in marine mammals. This dense 
vascularized layer of fat beneath the skin is one of their most widely recognized and 
universal characteristics.    1  The buoyancy resulting from the presence of blubber 
requires no energy expenditure on the part of the mammal. “In most marine mam-
mals (except the sea otter), buoyancy will be determined primarily by the ratio of its 
adipose tissue to lean body tissue and body mass. Fat- fi lled adipose tissue is less 
dense than seawater, whereas lean tissue is more dense. Thus, the degree to which 
marine mammals store blubber will affect their buoyancy and thus the energy 
expended in moving or maintaining position in water.” 2  

 The ratio of blubber to lean body tissue and body mass determines the buoyancy 
of a marine mammal because the density of the animal for its weight will be far less 
with a greater store of blubber than if the animal were predominantly made of tissue 
and muscle. The  right whale  has an impressive amount of blubber. Often their blub-
ber layer and the girth exceed 60% of the total body length. Because of this, the 
right whale  fl oats after it is dead. In fact, some say that the name, right whale, is 
based on the fact that this was the “right” whale to catch because of its slow speed 
and the ease of bringing it home after the kill. Others claim it is the “right” whale 
because “right” means “true” as in meeting the characteristics of a whale. Whatever 
the origin of the name, the right whale is comparatively buoyant. 3  

  Fig. 3.1    The buoyancy of an 
object is equal to the weight 
of the  fl uid displaced by that 
object       
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 The large amount of blubber in a right whale and the resulting buoyancy has a 
downside during a dive and an upside during an ascent. Because of its high degree 
of buoyancy, “the right whale displays some of its most powerful  fl uke strokes at the 
beginning of descent as it counteracts large positive buoyant forces at the start of a 
dive (Nowacek et al. 2001). The advantage of this positive buoyancy subsequently 
occurs during the ascent, when the animals are able to glide to the surface and 
reduce the number of energetically costly strokes.” 4  

 Whales are not the only marine mammals to bene fi t from the presence of blub-
ber. Seals, sea lions, dolphins, and porpoises also depend upon fat layers to increase 
buoyancy. The amount of blubber may change with the location and activities of 
these animals over the course of the year, but blubber plays a vital role in their insu-
lation and buoyancy control. The presence of blubber also aids in the  streamlining  
of marine mammal silhouettes to minimize the resistance encountered as it makes 
its way through the water. 

 A source of insulation, blubber helps limit heat loss through the skin. Marine 
mammals are in constant contact with the water of their marine environment. “As a 
whole-body envelope of insulation, blubber is central to thermoregulation in marine 
mammals. Marine mammals, like all mammals, are homeothermic endotherms and 
hence need maintain a stable body core temperature of about 37°C in cooler 
(usually <25°C) and often much colder (−1 to 5°C)  fl uid environments. Additionally, 
heat is always lost far more rapidly to water than to air because the thermal conduc-
tivity of water is 25 times that of air. 5   

   Swim Bladder 

 Many bony  fi sh—those having a skeleton made of bone rather than one made of 
cartilage—have a  swim bladder . This gas- fi lled sac provides buoyancy and helps to 
keep the  fi sh a fl oat by keeping it in a neutrally buoyant state. The swim bladder is 
located in the dorsal portion of the  fi sh and expands or contracts with the pressure 
exerted upon it in conjunction with a complex process of adjustments to the gas 
pressure through the use of the gas gland. In less developed types of bony  fi sh, the 
 fi sh  fi lls or empties the swim bladder by gulping air at the surface. In no case does 
the gas pass directly through the wall of the swim bladder. Whatever the mechanism 
for adding or subtracting from the volume of gas in the bladder, it is a source of 
stability because of its position and horizontal orientation. It supplies lift akin to the 
manner in which a helium balloon supplies lift. 

 The wrasse is one type of bony  fi sh that counts on a swim bladder to maintain 
buoyancy. There are over 600 species of this small, brightly colored marine  fi sh that 
feed on a wide variety of small invertebrates. The wrasse buries itself in the sand at 
night, or when frightened. The ability to reduce buoyancy when desired is essential 
to this behavior. Without it, the wrasse could not rest in the sand on the bottom. The 
swim bladder also makes it possible for the wrasse to rise and dive in the water, 
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swimming at several different levels while generating suf fi cient lift to offset the 
forces of gravity pushing down through the water column above it. 

 The trout also has a swim bladder to maintain neutral buoyancy. This freshwater 
 fi sh lives in cool, clear streams and lakes, feeding on other  fi sh and invertebrates. In 
the trout, the swim bladder is connected to the esophagus. The trout gulps or expels 
air to maintain the level of gas in the swim bladder. Gold fi sh and betta are two fresh-
water  fi sh with swim bladders that often occupy aquariums. Diseases of the swim 
bladder are not uncommon in these types of  fi sh. When a disease of the swim blad-
der occurs, the  fi sh will have dif fi culty regulating its buoyancy, swimming at the top 
or drifting to the bottom. It may also swim upside down, swim with its head point-
ing to the bottom of the tank, or swim tilted to one side. 

 When the swim bladder is functioning properly and the gas capacity is at 
about 5–7% of a  fi sh’s total body volume, the  fi sh will be nearly weightless. 
Without a swim bladder, a  fi sh would have to swim constantly to generate lift, 
or live or rest on the ocean  fl oor because a  fi sh is heavier than the water it lives 
in. Freshwater has a density of 1.0, saltwater has a density of 1.025, and a  fi sh 
has a density of 1.076 on average. Also, bone is nearly twice as dense as carti-
lage—1.1 vs. 2.0. 

 The swim bladder  fi lls an essential role in bony  fi sh since it is not always practi-
cal to rest on the bottom, especially in deep water, and swimming constantly is 
expensive in terms of energy. An associated consideration is that using the  fi ns to 
generate lift means a  fi sh can’t be using them to provide forward thrust. With a 
swim bladder, neutral buoyancy is ensured and bony  fi sh are free to use their  fi ns 
for forward motion. There are several ways marine mammals have dealt with this 
problem. One is to increase body size, which decreases the surface-to-volume ratio 
and thus provides less surface area per unit volume over which to lose heat. Even 
the smallest marine mammals are considered large mammals, being one to two 
orders of magnitude larger than small terrestrial mammals such as rodents and 
insectivores. Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, large body size generally 
allows for thicker insulation (be it fur or blubber), which further decreases heat 
conductance.” 6  

 “The effectiveness of blubber as an insulative layer depends on its thickness, 
lipid content, and lipid composition.” 7  Because of this it will be more or less effec-
tive for different marine mammals depending upon the factors at play, but in 
general, it will act as an adequate insulator, protecting the marine mammal from 
heat loss and the need to expend energy on heat production.  

   Air in the Lungs 

 For sea turtles, the air in their lungs is the primary source of buoyancy. They are not 
alone in achieving buoyancy via the air in their lungs. Many marine mammals, espe-
cially large marine mammals such as whales, also have large amounts of air in their 
lungs. This can make a signi fi cant difference in the amount of lift generated without 
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the expenditure of a signi fi cant amount of energy that could otherwise be used for 
forward motion. 

 The lungs of terrestrial and marine mammals work in a similar fashion—up 
to a point. The difference is that marine mammals make more ef fi cient use of 
their lung capacity. “The tidal volume (the amount of air breathed in or out 
during normal respiration) is a larger proportion of the total lung capacity 
(TLC) in marine mammals than it is of terrestrial mammals. In a typical terres-
trial mammal the volume of air inhaled and exhaled in one breath is in the range 
of 10–15% of TLC. In marine mammals, tidal volume is typically greater than 
75% of TLC. The maximum tidal volume or vital capacity (VC) in terrestrial 
mammals is not more than 75% of TLC, whereas in marine mammals the VC 
can exceed 90% of TLC.” 8  By utilizing a substantially greater amount of TLC, 
the air in the lungs is another source of buoyancy—and therefore lift—for the 
marine mammal. 

 The lungs in marine mammals also differ from the lungs of terrestrial mammals 
in another way. During a dive, the oxygen in a marine mammal’s lungs is not lost, 
even as the mammal descends and the hydrostatic pressure on the lungs increases. 
It is at this point that the lungs in marine mammals are protected by a signi fi cant 
adaptation. “Marine mammal lungs contain more elastic tissue than those of ter-
restrial mammals (Kooyman and Sinnett 1976). The ribs contain more cartilage 
and are thus more compliant than those of terrestrial mammals. The lung is also 
more compliant. Marine mammal lungs can collapse and rein fl ate repeatedly, 
whereas in terrestrial mammals, lung collapse is a serious situation that requires 
intervention to rein fl ate.” 9  

 The air is not lost when the lungs de fl ate. Marine mammals compress the air into 
a reinforced air passageway such as the bronchi or trachea during the dive. The 
alveoli compress so no nitrogen can go into the blood. As a result, the animals do 
not get decompression sickness, also known as the bends. On ascent, as the pressure 
from the water column lessens, the air in the non-respiratory passageways expands 
and alveoli rein fl ate. 10     

 Another variation from terrestrial mammal lung function is the manner in 
which marine mammals safeguard themselves from the introduction of large 
quantities of nitrogen into the blood. “Every inspiration that  fi lls the lungs with 
air brings in four times as much nitrogen as oxygen. Because nitrogen is neither 
bound to a carrier in the blood nor metabolized in the tissues, the partial pres-
sure of nitrogen will equilibrate with that in the lungs. If gas exchange is allowed 
to take place during a dive, the resulting higher partial pressure of nitrogen in 
the blood and tissues will result in the formation of nitrogen gas bubbles when 
the external pressure is reduced as the animal comes to the surface. Thus deep-
diving marine mammals limit the exchange of gas from lungs to blood during 
dives.” 11  

 Air in the lungs and buoyancy provide the majority of the lift required by 
marine mammals. The swim bladder provides buoyancy and lift for most of the 
bony  fi sh. For  fi sh without these physical attributes, there are other sources of 
buoyancy.  
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   Oil in the Liver 

 Sharks do not have a swim bladder. They are also lacking blubber and air in the 
lungs. Yet sharks must generate lift if they are to remain neutrally buoyant. One pas-
sive way sharks can increase buoyancy is by keeping large quantities of a low-den-
sity oil known as squalene in their enlarged livers. This provides lift. In fact, the 
basking shark has such a large liver with such a large quantity of squalene that it 
 fl oats when it is dead. 12  

 For several deep-sea sharks it was discovered that “the hydrocarbon squalene, 
which is not a convenient material to have as a metabolic reserve but which, with its 
low speci fi c gravity (0.86), is particularly suited to give lift…. It is calculated that 
because of this unusual oil such  fi sh not only obtain the lift needed for neutral buoy-
ancy more economically in terms of the weight of oil required but also in terms of 
the metabolic energy which has to be used to provide the oil-store responsible for 
buoyancy.” 13  

 Oil in the liver is not the main factor in lift for most sharks. The key to lift is 
movement, along with the effects of a cartilaginous skeleton.  

   Cartilaginous Skeleton 

 Most  fi sh have a full skeletal structure consisting of calci fi ed bone. (Humans also 
have a skeletal structure made of calci fi ed bone.) These  fi sh fall into Class 
Osteichthyes. Their bones are relatively heavy and in fl exible. They have a rib cage, 
a skull with about 63 bones, and a protective plate covering their gills. 

 Sharks, rays, and chimeras belong to Class Chondrichthyes. This class of  fi sh 
is also known as cartilaginous  fi sh because their skeletons are made of cartilage. 
Cartilage is  fl exible and lightweight. Cartilaginous  fi sh have no rib cage. They 
have only ten cartilaginous elements in their skulls and their gill slits are exposed 
and visible. 

 There is an advantage to a skeletal system comprised of cartilage rather than 
bone. It reduces the weight of the shark. This reduction in weight versus the size of 
the  fi sh reduces the density of the  fi sh. This results in increased buoyancy, or lift, 
without an expenditure of energy on the part of the cartilaginous  fi sh.  

   Movement 

 Movement is yet another mechanism for providing lift in a variety of species. For 
cartilaginous  fi sh such as the shark, it is the primary source of lift. Without a swim 
bladder to give it an assist, lungs to  fi ll with air, or blubber to increase its buoyancy, 
a shark must move constantly. Its streamlined shape keeps resistance to a minimum. 
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Its skeletal structure made of lightweight cartilage rather than calci fi ed bone reduces 
its density. None of this is enough to keep a shark neutrally buoyant in the absence 
of forward movement. Simply put, a shark will begin to sink if it stops moving. 

 Perpetual movement is exhausting. The shark has evolved into an ef fi cient swim-
mer. The tail acts as a propeller. The shark swings it back and forth to provide thrust—
forward motion. As the shark passes through the water, the water  fl ows over the shark 
and its  fi ns. The movement of water around the  fi ns creates lift as the  fi ns act as air-
foils. This is because the water passing over and under the  fi ns is not moving at the 
same speed. The water moving over the upper surface of the  fi n has a longer distance 
to cover because of the  camber , or curve, of the upper surface of the  fi n. As a result, 
the water has to move more swiftly to keep up with the water passing under the  fl at 
bottom surface of the  fi n. The faster movement of the water over the top of the  fi n 
results in decreased pressure above the  fi n as described by the Bernoulli Principle. 
This area of low pressure makes it possible for the relatively higher pressure beneath 
the  fi n to exert an upward force on the  fi n, resulting in increased lift. 

 To increase the amount of lift generated by forward movement, a shark can change 
the  angle of attack  of its  fi ns. This means it can alter the angle at which the moving 
water meets the  fi n. The ability to change the angle of its two sets of paired  fi ns on 
the sides of the body also allows the shark to position the  fi ns so that there will be 
greater pressure above the  fi n than below it when downward motion is desired. 

 The shark has been in existence in some form or another for over 400 million 
years. It is understandable that over the course of that time, those sharks that were 
able to meet their needs with the least amount of energy expended or injury incurred 
would be the sharks that would survive and go on to breed. As a result of this activ-
ity, today’s sharks are nearly  fl awless killing machines. They move through the 
water in a seemingly effortless manner that nevertheless makes excellent use of the 
hydrodynamic forces available to it.   

   Gravity 

   Water Column 

 Gravity is the force of attraction between two objects. In the case of aquatic crea-
tures, it is the attraction between that creature and the Earth. The strength of the 
attraction depends upon the mass of the objects and the distance between the objects. 
For aquatic animals, the force of gravity is expressed through the  water column  
above the aquatic animal. The water column is the imaginary column of water 
extending from the surface to the bottom sediments of the body of water under 
study. The pressure in the water column is  hydrostatic pressure —the pressure 
exerted by a  fl uid at equilibrium due to the force of  gravity . 

 At some point, depending upon the buoyancy of the individual animal, the pressure 
experienced from the water column will accelerate at an increasing rate as the buoyancy 
of the animal decreases. If the aquatic animal is not able to attain and maintain neutral 
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or positive buoyancy in the face of this increasing pressure, it will continue to sink. 
Aquatic creatures depend upon their ability to generate lift through a variety of means. 
Their ability to generate lift is essential to maintaining buoyancy in suf fi cient quantities 
to offset the forces of gravity and downward pressure from the water column. 

 Gravity and hydrostatic pressure from the water column has a signi fi cant effect 
during the ascent for mammalian divers. “The beginning of the ascent represents the 
period of greatest swimming effort for mammalian divers. During this period, many 
species of pinniped and cetacean use sequential, large amplitude strokes to begin 
moving upward. As the ascent continues, the physical forces impacting the diver are 
once again altered as they move through the water column. Hydrostatic pressure 
decreases on ascent. Consequently, the lungs are able to rein fl ate and the buoyancy 
of the marine mammal increases. Swimming behavior re fl ects these changes with 
the result that the continuous stroking phase is followed by a stroke and glide mode 
of swimming, and  fi nally a brief glide to the water surface.” 14  

 When lift through whatever means is once again suf fi cient to offset gravity, the 
animal or object will neither rise nor fall.   

   Thrust 

 Thrust is the force that provides forward motion. The force must be greater than 
the force of resistance. In aquatic animals, thrust is most often generated by the 
tail. It may be provided by swinging the tail back and forth like a shark. It may be 
provided by undulating up and down like a dolphin. Whatever the means, there 
must be suf fi cient thrust to overcome the forces of resistance, and that thrust must 
be generated without exhausting the energy supply of the animal seeking forward 
motion. 

 Some animals, such as the dolphin, catch a ride by sur fi ng the bow wave of ships. 
Taking advantage of the moving water eliminates the need for active swimming on 
the part of the dolphins and results in a signi fi cant energy savings. Riding the bow 
wave and any other activity that provides forward momentum provides thrust. The 
dif fi culty is in generating suf fi cient thrust to counteract the forces of resistance. 

 Sea turtles generate their thrust with motions that make it appear they are  fl ying 
through the water. Their graceful motions are silent as they proceed, buoyancy 
controlled by the air in their lungs and their direction controlled by their rear 
appendages. These large, gentle creatures are free to use their front appendages 
for the production of thrust. They use underwater currents to their advantage to 
expend less energy on migratory travels. The rounded surfaces of their  fl ippers 
assist in the generation of lift as thrust is generated. These highly ef fi cient animals 
produce far more torque in the downstroke than in the upstroke. They use their 
two front semi-rigid, broad and  fl at  fl ippers to propel their rigid bodies. While the 
forelimbs are used to produce thrust, the hind limbs are used as rudders. These 
strokes employ a lift-based mechanism of generated thrust, as con fi rmed by the 
angle of attack measurements… 15  
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 For nearly buoyant animals the results… show that employing such a one-sided 
power stroke does not constitute a hydrodynamic handicap; the thrust and ef fi ciency 
remain high and the total average lift force coef fi cient stays relatively small. 16  For the 
sea turtle this results in lift generation through the same motion that generates thrust.  

   Resistance 

 Resistance is the force that acts in opposition to the forward motion of a solid 
object making its way through a liquid (Fig.  3.2 ). In his seminal work, “The 
Speed and Power of Ships,” Rear Admiral David W. Taylor identi fi ed four forces 

  Fig. 3.2    Resistance acts opposite the forward motion of a solid object moving through a  fl uid       
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that make up resistance. Admiral Taylor wrote, “There are several kinds of resis-
tance and usually all are present in the case of every ship. They will be enumer-
ated here…  

 § 32.  Skin or Frictional Resistance . In the  fi rst place, water is not frictionless. 
Its motion past the surface of the ship involves a certain amount of frictional drag, 
the resistance of the surface involving an equal and opposite pull upon the water. 

 This kind of resistance is conveniently denoted by the term skin resistance. It is 
nearly always the most important factor of the total resistance. 

 § 33.  Eddy Resistance . While skin resistance is accompanied by eddies or vortices 
in the water near the ship’s surface, the expression eddy resistance is used for a dif-
ferent kind of resistance. The motion through the water of a blunt or square stern 
post or of a short and thick strut arm, etc., is accompanied by much resistance and 
the tailing aft of a mass of eddying confused water. Such resistance is designated 
eddy resistance. With proper design it is in most cases but a minor factor of the total 
resistance. 

 § 34.  Wave Resistance . A far more important factor, which though usually 
second to the skin resistance is in some cases the largest single factor in the total 
resistance, is the resistance due to the waves created by the motion of the ship. It is 
called for brevity the wave resistance. 

 We have seen that the motion of a ship through the water is accompanied by the 
production of surface waves. These absorb energy in their production and propaga-
tion, and this energy is communicated to them from the ship, being derived from the 
wave resistance. 

 § 35.  Air Resistance . Finally, we have the air resistance, which is, as its name 
implies, the resistance which the air offers to the motion of the ship through it. The 
air resistance is seldom large. It is, however, by no means always negligible and of 
late years it has been found necessary to make allowance for it if we wish to make 
accurate analyses of trails.” 17  

 Taylor’s work dealt with the resistance encountered by vessels moving through 
the water, but it has direct application to aquatic animals and marine mammals. 
When Admiral Taylor said that water is not frictionless he was referring to the  viscosity  
of water. Viscosity is a measure of the internal friction of a  fl uid. It’s the reason 
molasses  fl ows more slowly than water. It’s the reason cold molasses  fl ows more 
slowly than warm molasses. The viscosity of air is less than the viscosity of water, 
which is one of the reasons it is generally easier to move through air than through 
water. 

 Viscosity is subject to change due to changes in temperature and pressure in 
 Newtonian  fl uids  such as water. This is because the relationship between the  shear 
stress —a stress that is parallel to the  fl uid  fl ow—and  shear rate —a measure of the 
ease with which the parallel internal surfaces of a  fl uid slide past each other—is 
linear. There is a de fi nable coef fi cient of viscosity and that coef fi cient is constant. 
Any other forces acting on a Newtonian  fl uid will have no effect. Because of this, 
the behavior of a Newtonian  fl uid is predictable. 
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 A  Non-Newtonian  fl uid  is one that does not behave like a Newtonian  fl uid. It is 
subject to shear stress from factors other than temperature and pressure. Because 
of this, its behavior is not predictable and it’s not possible to calculate a coef fi cient 
of viscosity. Even at that, not all Non-Newtonian  fl uids behave identically to 
forces other than temperature and pressure. Non-Newtonian  fl uids that become 
less viscous with increasing shear stress are said to be “time-independent shear 
thinning” substances. Ketchup, syrup, and molasses are examples. Cornstarch and 
water mixtures are said to be “time-independent shear thickening” substances. 
Jump on or punch this solution and it becomes a solid. Reduce the pressure and it 
revert backs to a liquid. 

 The  wetted surface  of a solid moving through the water is the portion that is in 
the water. For a ship, this is the portion of the ship below the waterline. For a  fi sh 
that spends its time beneath the water, it is the total body of the  fi sh. With a ship, the 
wetted surface may vary greatly. It may sit higher in the water when it is not carry-
ing cargo, with a smaller wetted surface as a result, than it does when it is full and 
sitting deeper in the water. The amount of surface area comprising the wetted sur-
face is signi fi cant because it acts as the wall that forms the  boundary layer . 

 Ludwig Prandtl was the one to de fi ne the boundary layer in 1904. It is made up 
of the area that includes the side of the object immersed in the  fl uid or with the  fl uid 
running through it. It can be the interior of a pipe with water, air, or gasses  fl owing 
through it. It can be the skin of a  fi sh immersed in water. The  fl uid that is closest to 
the interior of the pipe or the skin of the  fi sh is not moving. This is because of high 
levels of friction where the water and the skin meet. The water that is adjacent to the 
water that is not moving—the water parallel to it in the streamline—moves a bit, but 
still slowly. The water adjacent to that water behaves in a similar manner. This 
behavior continues until the effect of the force of friction is diminished suf fi ciently 
for the moving water to  fl ow at a normal speed. The area where this slowing occurs 
is the area of frictional resistance. The more the water slows in the boundary layer, 
the more signi fi cant the resistance. 

 However, no matter how great the resistance at the boundary layer, some portion 
of the  fl uid will still  fl ow. Fluids are said to  fl ow  continuously , without any gaps in 
the  fl ow. The molecules in a  fl uid  fl ow in close relation to one another in a  continuum . 
Because of this, a  fl uid will  fl ow or run smoothly with unbroken continuity in what 
has been termed a  streamline . In the streamline, a continuous series of particles fol-
low each other in an orderly fashion in parallel with other streamlines. For the con-
temporary imagination, it may be helpful to think of water having layers and  fl owing 
like parallel sets of bytes of information with eight bits traveling alongside one 
another and each bit following the one before it. In an  ideal  fl uid  (which does not 
actually exist) each streamline would maintain its position unchanged in a steady 
current. In a  real  fl uid  there will be events that interrupt the steady  fl ow of the  fl uid. 

 An understanding of viscosity and boundary layers is signi fi cant to an under-
standing of resistance. Whether the source of frictional resistance is from the skin 
or wetted surface of a solid object such as a  fi sh, ripples created by a solid object as 
it moves through the water, the waves created by a  fi sh when it moves near the sur-
face, or the air when a  fi sh leaps out of the water, it all impedes forward motion. 
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   Overcoming Resistance 

 Overcoming resistance is a primary consideration for anything seeking movement 
through a  fl uid. The reward for a reduction in resistance is a decrease in the energy 
required for forward movement. Resistance can be overcome through the applica-
tion of force, but that is a highly inef fi cient and exhausting process. There are 
several other ways to reduce resistance. Some methods are better at meeting the 
needs of one type of aquatic animal than another.  

   High Swimming Speeds 

 High swimming speeds attained by many marine mammals have focused attention 
toward the possibility of specialized drag reduction mechanisms. In Gray’s 
Paradox hydrodynamic estimates of dolphin power output at high speeds were 
inferred to be greater than the power that could be developed for the mass of 
muscle available for swimming (Gray 1936). Resolution of the paradox was 
believed only possible if the drag was reduced by maintaining laminar  fl ow within 
the boundary layer, despite a high swimming speed dictating a turbulent boundary 
 fl ow with increased viscous drag. To date there has been no conclusive proof of 
this phenomenon. Investigations have included examinations of the mechanisms 
of compliant skin dampening, secretions, skin cell sloughing, infusion of long-
chain polymers into the boundary layer, boundary layer heating, skin folds, and 
boundary layer acceleration (Fish and Hui 1991). 18  

 It’s possible special drag    reduction mechanisms are unnecessary. Gray’s Paradox, 
is reconciled when one considers that the calculation of power output were based 
on burst swimming (10 m/s for 7 s) and muscle power output was underestimated, 
because it was based on sustained performance of dogs and humans. 19  In short, 
Gray’s Paradox may not have been a paradox at all. It may simply have been the 
result of an underestimation of the dolphin’s capacity for sustained, high-speed 
forward motion.  

   Streamlining 

  Streamlining  is not the same as the  streamline  concept of  fl uid  fl ows put forth by 
William John Macquorn Rankine at the end of the nineteenth century. Rankine’s 
theory of streamlines described the way water  fl ows with one particle following 
another, in parallel with other particles unless it is disturbed by an outside force. 
Streamlining in marine mammals is instead a component of hydrodynamic ef fi ciency 
having to do with their body shape and the  fl ow of water around that shape. 
Streamlining in marine mammals is of vital importance for two reasons. First, 
marine animals are surrounded by water at all times. It’s most often the case that 
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their entire bodies are below the waterline. Because of this, it is imperative they are 
as hydrodynamically ef fi cient as possible. The second reason is that, “the single 
most effective way to reduce both drag and the power required for forward motion 
through a  fl uid is to have a smooth streamlined shape. Although all marine mam-
mals tend to be somewhat streamlined in body shape as de fi ned by their musculosk-
eletal system, blubber provides their form with a smooth sculpted contour.” 20  

 Overcoming the effects of pressure or form drag and the viscous or skin friction 
drag is especially important to marine mammals because so much of the surface 
area of their bodies is subject to the impact of the boundary layer. “Water particles 
adhere to the body surface within a thin layer of water adjacent to the body, called 
the boundary layer. Friction within the boundary layer and between the boundary 
layer and the body create a force in the drag direction. The magnitude of the viscous 
drag will depend on the wetted surface area of the body and the  fl ow condition 
within the boundary layer.” 21  

 For marine mammals, streamlining is a matter of body shaping. “The stream-
lined pro fi le of these structure has a fusiform design resembling an elongate tear-
drop with a rounded leading edge extending to a maximum thickness and a slowly 
tapering tail. This shape was  fi rst investigated in the dolphin by Sir George Cayley 
(circa 1800) as a solid of least resistance design… (Fig.  3.3 ). This fusiform shape is 
sculpted by the distribution of blubber and/or fur covering the body.” 22  This is the 
same Sir George Cayley who was the  fi rst to identify the four forces of  fl ight. Not 
incidentally, since air and water are both  fl uids, the forces Cayley identi fi ed were 
lift, gravity, thrust, and resistance.  

 Bony  fi sh may have a body shape that is hydrodynamically ef fi cient but this is 
not accomplished through the use of blubber. Cartilaginous  fi sh are also hydrody-
namically ef fi cient. This is also accomplished without the presence of blubber. 

  Fig. 3.3    Cayley’s dolphin. Sir George Cayley  fi rst explored the dolphin as a solid with a shape of 
least resistance in the 1800s       
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 Objects moving through a  fl uid initially generate a laminar boundary layer at 
the bow that  fl ows along the wetted surface increasing its thickness as it pro-
gresses down the side. At some distance the  fl ow changes to turbulent  fl ow accord-
ing to the  Reynolds number  and surface conditions. In the end, it separates due to 
the pressure gradient and produces a wake that modi fi es the pressure  fi eld around 
the body and produces drag (Fig.  3.4 ). Because of this, a design goal is to have 
suf fi cient length in the laminar and turbulent  fl ows before the separation point 
where the rear turbulence is experienced and further impacts performance. With a 
streamlined body, the position of maximum thickness is called the shoulder. The 
shoulder position is important because it is here that the  fl ow turns from laminar 
to turbulent. It is also here that boundary layer separation occurs. The shoulder 
position for dolphins is 34–45% of the body length from the back. 23  With the 
shoulders located this far back, there is less resistance and increased energy 
ef fi ciency for the dolphins.  

 “Experiments on  fl ow visualization using a  fl uorescent dye applied to a dolphin’s 
melon [the rounded region of the forehead] showed the  fl ow to be laminar over the 
anterior 32% of the dolphin. Transition began before the dorsal  fi n with turbulence 
aft of the  fi n. Separation of the boundary  fl ow occurred smoothly near the base of 
the  fl ukes. Flow visualization using bioluminescence within the boundary layer of 
dolphins and seals similarly indicated a lack of separation from the body surface 
(Fish 2006). Flow separation is restricted to the tips of the  fl ukes,  fl ippers, and dor-
sal  fi n. The  fl ow separation has been observed as bioluminescent ‘contrails.’ 

  Fig. 3.4    The Reynold’s Number assists in the identi fi cation of the point at which a laminar  fl ow 
will change to a turbulent  fl ow       
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 The contrails are vortices generated at the tips of the appendages. A tip vortex is 
generated from pressure differences along the two surfaces of the appendage. The 
pressure difference produces a lift force similar to the lift produced by airplane 
wings.” 24  This lift is another bene fi t of streamlining for marine mammals.  

   Skin Surface and Dermal Denticles 

 Another method for reducing resistance is for the object moving through it to have as 
few  fl aws as possible. This will reduce the opportunity for friction by presenting a 
smooth surface to the hydrodynamic forces in effect. Smoother skin will result in a 
smoother  fl ow, which will result in reduced resistance. “The naked skin of cetaceans 
is regarded as a means to maintain a smooth  fl ow with an attached boundary layer over 
the surface of the body. In addition, the cells of epidermis are produced rapidly, which 
promotes a high rate of skin sloughing. This increased skin sloughing deters organ-
isms, such as barnacles, from attaching to the skin and thus minimizes drag.” 25  

 It isn’t just the smooth skin of marine mammals that can make a difference. The 
arrangement of scales on bony  fi sh also reduces drag. The placement of the gills, as 
well as the existence of any scales covering the gills, also assists in reducing resis-
tance. Anything that facilitates the smooth  fl ow of water over the body from end to 
end is something that will increase  fl uid dynamic ef fi ciency and reduce the energy 
expended to overcome the forces of resistance. 

 Sharks do not have smooth skin. They have dermal denticles covering their body 
surface. Because these cartilaginous  fi sh are covered with these placoid scales, the 
skin is protected from parasites and damage. Hydrodynamic ef fi ciency is also 
increased through the creation of small vortices that reduce drag as water  fl ows 
across the surface of the denticles. An ancillary bene fi t of the action of the dermal 
denticles is that they render sharks silent as they move through the water, contribut-
ing to their success as hunters.  

   Porpoising and Free-Riding Behaviors 

 It is more decidedly dif fi cult to move through water than air for a variety of 
reasons. The water is not only more viscous; it is also denser. Adding to this is the 
fact that a swimmer moving through the water increases its body drag exponen-
tially. 26  Combine the effects of density    and viscosity to this increasing body drag 
and it’s clear that there is an advantage to be gained by having some of the forward 
movement that takes place, take place in the air rather than in the water. 

 To accomplish this, many animals leap at least partly into the air in a move 
known as  porpoising  as they move forward at a high rate of speed. Penguins, dol-
phins, and whales all do this. It is effective only when the animals are moving 
quickly because there is energy expended to rise and clear the surface. This move 
only saves energy if the energy expended to reach the surface and exit into the air is 
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less than the energy gain from covering a portion of the total distance to be traveled 
outside of the water. 

 As well, “many dolphins utilize free-riding behaviors to reduce the energy cost 
of swimming (Williams et al. 1992). In this behavior, the dolphin takes advantage of 
the pressure  fi eld generated by another body and moves along with little or no ener-
getic input. Dolphins have been observed to ride the pressure waves of ships and 
large whales. By situating itself on the bow wave, the small cetacean can be pushed 
along or surf down the front slope of the wave… Even large whales my reduce 
swimming effort by using the energy of large oceanic waves.” 27   

   Schooling 

 For smaller  fi sh, traveling in schools is one method of decreasing resistance. The 
principle in action with this behavior is similar to the drafting behavior of Canada 
geese in their v-formation or cyclists riding in single  fi le. The  fi sh behind or adja-
cent to other  fi sh are required to expend less energy for forward movement because 
they take advantage of a portion of the lift generated by the  fi sh that precede them. 
This is true even in the case of  fi sh with a swim bladder, since lift is generated not 
only from the swim bladder, but through the Bernoulli effect as water  fl ows over the 
 fi ns of the  fi sh as they are in motion. Studies about the role of swimming in schools 
are inconclusive but it seems likely that  fi sh are striving to expend as little energy as 
possible on the basics of their mobility.   

   Conclusion 

 Once we shift our perception of the oceans or manage to imagine ourselves standing 
at the bottom of them as we do at the bottom of our ocean of air, it’s simple to envi-
sion the four forces of  fl ight in action. After all, these forces apply to  fl uid  fl ows and 
water is certainly a  fl uid. The creatures thriving above us in the water column fall 
into strata mimicking that of the animals we observe moving through the air. There 
are bottom dwellers like crabs, clams, and lobsters to take the place of land animals 
such as mice, worms, and squirrels. There are  fi sh and sea turtles that maintain a 
position nearer the surface like our birds. There are those  fi sh nearer still to the sur-
face that take the place of our airplanes. It’s even possible to liken those aquatic 
animals leaping out of the water to craft that leave the air and make their way into 
the vacuum of space. 

 All these aquatic creatures need to generate lift to overcome the forces of gravity. 
They need to overcome resistance with suf fi cient thrust to achieve forward momen-
tum. They need mechanisms for controlling their movement while reducing the 
amount of energy required to produce that movement. All in all, it is not so different 
to be moving through the water than moving through the air. The principles of  fl uid 
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dynamics anticipate that similarity and provide us with a basis for understanding, 
appreciating, and working in an aquatic environment.  
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 Observing  fl uid dynamic principles in action is one thing. Developing an under-
standing of what is being observed is another. The following hydrodynamic and 
aerodynamic theorists advanced the science of their time through careful investiga-
tion. Some of their work was known during their own time, much of it was not. Each 
worked on a problem of interest to him because of his work or simply as a matter of 
intellectual curiosity. Some individuals investigated phenomenon that falls clearly 
into the theory of hydrodynamics or aerodynamics. Some individuals investigated 
phenomenon that contributed to both fi elds. 

 The men whose work is described were innovators who developed the methods 
necessary for the studies they wished to conduct. When there was no established 
way to communicate their  fi ndings, they invented new  fi elds of mathematics and 
science. The sum total of their work forms the basis for the science of  fl uids that is 
in use today.       

     Part II 
  Evolution of Theory             
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 It is called  Hydrodynamics  when the  fl uid is water.   

 It’s easy enough to examine the principles of current science and assume it was 
always obvious to theorists that their work was vital to a greater whole, but this is 
not the case. A look at the work done by generations of hydrodynamic theorists 
shows how the labor of each added to the science of the day, ultimately leading to 
scale model testing in the basins of Froude and Taylor. 

 It’s doubtful Aristotle and    Archimedes foresaw a day when their work would 
inform the science used to design and test ships, aircraft, and spacecraft making 
their way through the ocean and sky. Yet ships, aircraft, and spacecraft are all 
subject to the principles of  fl uids in motion, and the theories forming the foundation 
of the science behind them began with these early thinkers. 

   Aristotle Through Hero: Early Theorists 

 Aristotle (384–322 BC) was one of the greatest philosophers and scientists of all 
time. A student of Plato and a teacher of Alexander the Great, this ancient Greek’s 
interests were far ranging. Although he had no way of knowing at the time, they 
included many that touched on the basics of hydrodynamics. 

 Aristotle began his studies at Plato’s Academy when he was 17. At  fi rst he 
concentrated on questions dealing with morality and existence. While in his 30s, 
he turned his attention to the natural world and the way it functioned. He was 
exceptionally observant, and his work culminated in the  Historia Animalium  
( Research into Animals ), a work that describes animals ranging from insects to 
woodpeckers. It includes not only descriptions of the animals, but of their habitats 
and behaviors as well. 

    Chapter 4   
 Hydrodynamic Theorists                          

G. Hagler, Modeling Ships and Space Craft: The Science and Art of Mastering 
the Oceans and Sky, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4614-4596-8_4, 
© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2013
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 Aristotle also developed a classi fi cation system for all known plants and animals. 
The system was based on their physical characteristics, differentiating between 
those with and without backbones for example, and was used until Swedish natural-
ist Carl Linnaeus created a more detailed system in the 1700s. 

 Not everything Aristotle concluded was correct; however, his reputation was 
formidable. When he incorrectly asserted that nature did not tolerate “nothing,” and, 
therefore, a vacuum could not exist, it was generally believed that he was correct. 
He was also incorrect when he posited the idea that if two objects of the same shape 
and size, one weighing  x  and the other 2 x , were dropped from the same height at the 
same time, the heavier object would reach the ground in half the time. That assertion 
was accepted for nearly 2,000 years, however, until Galileo proved that bodies of all 
weights fall from the same height in the same time (Fig.  4.1 ).  

 Aristotle did make several correct observations about  fl uids in motion that would 
be of great importance to the future study of  fl uids. Among them, his assertion that 
there is a “heaviness” to bodies and that they tend to fall toward their “natural place” 
led him to correctly conclude that the lower layers of matter, e.g., water, must be 
more dense than the upper layers, e.g., the atmosphere. 

 He correctly put forth the concept of  continuum , the idea that a  fl uid completely 
 fi lls the space it occupies. This assumption about the nature of  fl uids is a funda-
mental part of  fl uid dynamics today because it underlies the view of  fl uids as a 
continuous substance that can be tested at any point, rather than as a substance that 
will show different characteristics depending upon where it is tested. Aristotle also 
correctly understood that “something” must work on a body in motion to bring it 
to rest. The “something” is known today as  resistance.  The observations he made 
about the ease of  fl ow of various liquids is integral to an understanding of what is 
known today as  viscosity . 

 Clearly, these principles are also fundamental to an understanding of the move-
ment of objects through  fl uids like water and air, and Aristotle further observed the 
behavior of objects moving through air. He described the way these objects become 

  Fig. 4.1    Aristotle’s rate 
of fall. Aristotle incorrectly 
theorized that an object that 
was twice as heavy as another 
with the same shape and size 
would fall at twice the speed 
of the lighter object       
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hot and sometimes even melt, leading to an understanding of kinetic heating. He 
was the  fi rst to put forth a law of inertia, as well, when he wrote about an object 
staying in motion until it encountered a force bringing it to rest. 

 Another ancient Greek, Archimedes (287–212 BC), established the principles of 
plain and solid geometry. He was also the  fi rst to  fi nd a workable approximation of 
 pi —the ratio between the diameter and circumference of a circle. His use of the 
method of exhaustion to estimate the area under curves was a precursor to the branch 
of mathematics we know as calculus. 

 “In mechanics he de fi ned the principle of the lever and is credited with inventing 
the compound pulley and the hydraulic screw for raising water from a lower to higher 
level… During the Roman conquest of Sicily in 214 BC Archimedes worked for the 
state, and several of his mechanical devices were employed in the defence of Syracuse. 
Among the war machines attributed to him are the catapult and—perhaps legend-
ary—a mirror system for focusing the sun’s rays on the invaders’ boats and igniting 
them. After Syracuse was captured, Archimedes was killed by a Roman soldier. It is 
said that he was so absorbed in his calculations he told his killer not to disturb him.”    1  

 Archimedes also proved that a sphere’s volume is equal to two-third of the vol-
ume of the smallest cylinder in which that sphere will  fi t. This is because there is a 
2 to 3 ratio between the sphere and the cylinder. He was so proud of this work that 
he asked that a  fi gure of the sphere and cylinder be marked on his gravestone. 

 In the most famous story about Archimedes, it is said that one day while in the pub-
lic baths, he noticed a force pushing up against his body. The more he immersed him-
self, the greater the force pushing up against him. He also noticed that when he stepped 
into the bath, the level of water in the bath rose. When he stepped out, the level returned 
to where it had been. When he realized he could apply what he was observing to a 
problem he’d been tasked with solving for King Heiro II, Archimedes is said to have 
run naked through the streets of Syracuse, exclaiming “Eureka!” (I have found it!) 

  Buoyancy  was Archimedes’ experience of feeling pushed up by a force in the 
water. In fact, the force was equal to the weight of the water that was  displaced  by 
his body.  Displacement  de fi nes the property of a body, when immersed in a  fl uid, to 
push the  fl uid out of the way and occupy the space (Fig.  4.2 ). It explains what hap-
pened when Archimedes stepped into the bath and the water level rose. His observation 

  Fig. 4.2    Archimedes’ 
buoyancy. The crown 
displaces water that is equal 
in weight to the crown       
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is known today as  Archimedes’ Principle : When an object is immersed in a  fl uid, it 
is buoyed upward by a force equal to the weight of the  fl uid displaced.  

 In the anecdote about Archimedes and his bath, King Heiro II suspected that 
silver had been substituted for some of the gold in a crown he’d had made. He left 
it to Archimedes to prove this. Archimedes used his observation of displacement to 
design a simple test to determine whether or not the amount of gold that was sup-
posed to have been used to make the crown had indeed been used. 

 He submerged an amount of gold equal to what should have been used and measured 
the rise in the water. He then submerged the crown and measured the rise in the water. 
If the full amount of gold had been used in the crown, the measured rise in the water 
would have been equal. It was not, and Archimedes correctly concluded that this was 
because another material had been substituted for some of the gold in the crown. With 
this exercise, Archimedes not only solved a problem for Heiro II by devising a method 
for determining the volume of an irregular shape, but also established the method for 
comparing an unknown quantity of material to a known quantity of material. 

 Archimedes’ work with  fl uids at rest,  hydrostatics , resulted in a work entitled 
“On Floating Bodies.” In this work, Archimedes lays out several propositions that 
include the de fi nitions of buoyancy and displacement. 

 Hero of Alexandria (ca. AD 65–125) was another mathematician of ancient 
times. His primary area of study was in the  fi eld of mechanical devices. His work 
also contributed to the foundation of land surveying. He used geometry to solve 
problems of length, area, and volume and derived the formula for calculating the 
area of a triangle from the length of its three sides. He is best known for his work 
with the approximation of square roots. 

 Hero was quite famous in his own time for his work in mechanics. He invented a 
water clock to accurately track the time. He also constructed a catapult that used 
compressed air for its energy. He was also one of the  fi rst to put the principles of  fl uid 
dynamics to practical use. He did this by constructing an aeolipile. Believed to be the 
 fi rst steam-powered engine, it consisted of a hollow copper ball  fi lled with water. The 
ball had two L-shaped pipes extending from opposite sides and was suspended above 
a  fi re, between two poles that attached to what would be the north and south poles on 
a globe (Fig.  4.3 ). When the water inside the ball began to boil, steam was released 

  Fig. 4.3    Hero’s aeolipile. 
Hero’s aeolipile is believed 
to be the  fi rst steam-powered 
engine       
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through the L-shaped pipes and the ball spun. Hero’s steam-powered ball established 
steam as a means of propulsion. It would not be for centuries that Robert Fulton 
would successfully harness steam power to propel his paddlewheel boats.   

   da Vinci Through Lagrange: Fluid Dynamics 

 Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) was a restless genius, pursuing studies in topics 
ranging from architecture to the dynamics of water. When he was 14, he was appren-
ticed to Florentine artist Andrea del Verrocchio. Accepted into the painters’ guild at 
the age of 20, da Vinci continued to work alongside his former master until he 
opened his own studio in Florence in 1477. 

 From 1482 to 1500, da Vinci lived in Milan. It was while he was here that he 
painted  The Last Supper  and undertook work as an engineer and architect for the 
Duke of Milan. With his illustrations of Luca Pacioli’s book on mathematical pro-
portions, Leonardo became interested in geometry. Back in Florence in 1500, da 
Vinci’s interests were largely mathematical and scienti fi c. It was during this time 
that he studied  fl uids,  fl ight, and cartography. 

 “The fame of da Vinci’s surviving paintings has meant that he has been regarded 
primarily as an artist, but the thousands of surviving pages of his notebooks reveal 
the most eclectic and brilliant of minds. He wrote and drew on subjects including 
geology, anatomy (which he studied in order to paint the human form more accu-
rately),  fl ight, gravity and optics, often  fl itting from subject to subject on a single 
page, and writing in left-handed mirror script. He ‘invented’ the bicycle, airplane, 
helicopter, and parachute some 500 years ahead of their time. 

 If all this work had been published in an intelligible form, da Vinci’s place as a 
pioneering scientist would have been beyond dispute. Yet his true genius was not as 
a scientist or an artist, but as a combination of the two: an ‘artist-engineer.’ His 
painting was scienti fi c, based on a deep understanding of the workings of the human 
body and the physics of light and shade. His science was expressed through art, and 
his drawings and diagrams show what he meant, and how he understood the world 
to work.” 2  

 Because da Vinci chose to write his notes backward, as well as because he did 
not order them by topic, his contributions were not well recognized during his life-
time. However, nearly 8,000 pages of his notebooks survive. It is his  Codex Leicester  
that includes his observations and theories on the properties of water. Some of his 
observations resulted in conclusions that were quite simple: “Water does not move 
unless it descends.” Others resulted in  fi ndings that were far more elaborate, like the 
calculation of the volume of water  fl owing in a river or canal.    

 This interest in the way water  fl ows in rivers led da Vinci to draw a number of 
conclusions still in use in hydrodynamics today. The most valuable was his realiza-
tion that for an  incompressible   fl uid like water, the number of pounds per second 
moving through any part of the system is constant and can be described as 
 AV  = constant. The variable  A  is equal to the cross-sectional area, and  V  is the 
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velocity of the  fl uid at that same location (Fig.  4.4 ). This  continuity equation  
states that when the area becomes smaller, the velocity will increase, and vice 
versa, to keep the pounds per second moving through the area, moving at a con-
stant rate. The practical application of this principle, as noted in the  fi rst chapter, 
is the way water  fl ows more quickly through a smaller opening in a nozzle than 
through a larger opening. 3   

 Edme Mariotte (1620–1684) and Christian Huygens (1629–1695) contributed 
the  velocity-squared law  to the science of  fl uid dynamics. They did not work together 
but they arrived at the same conclusion during their lifetimes. The  velocity-squared 
law  states that resistance is not proportional to the velocity; it is the square of the 
velocity. This realization is deceptively simple. It underlies our intuitive understand-
ing that it is dif fi cult to move a little bit faster when you’re already moving very fast, 
yet easier to go a little bit faster when you’re moving slowly. The reason for this is 
that resistance is not linear and the rate at which  fl uid resistance increases, increases 
more quickly than the speed you’re moving at (Fig.  4.5 ). An understanding of this 
concept is imperative to the design of large ships today.  

 Robert Boyle (1627–1691) was an Irish chemist best known for his gas laws. 
He never earned a college degree but he was well educated by private tutors 
throughout his life. The 14th child of a wealthy and aristocratic family, he was 
studying Latin and Greek by the age of 8. From the age of 11–16 he traveled 
through Europe with his tutor. Wealthy enough to pursue his interests, Boyle lived 

  Fig. 4.4    da Vinci  AV  = constant. The Continuity Equation states that as the area decrease in size, 
the velocity of the  fl uid increases, and vice versa       
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at the University of Oxford from 1656 to 1668. He was not a student but he did 
participate in meetings of the Invisible College. This was a group of scientists 
who believed that experimentation was more valuable than the use of logic alone 
to arrive at conclusions. 

 It was while at Oxford that Boyle began his experiments on gases. Boyle con-
structed an air pump that allowed him to produce a vacuum in a sealed container. 
His experiments with his vacuum chamber and air pump included those on the 
effect of vacuum on sound, and the necessity of air for respiration and combustion. 
In 1660 he published his  fi ndings in his book,  New Experiments in Physio-
Mechanicall, Touching the Spring of the Air and its Effects.  

 “At this time even the idea of an experiment was controversial. The established 
method of ‘discovering’ something was to argue it out, using the established logical 
rules Aristotle and others had worked out 2,000 years before. Boyle was more inter-
ested in observing nature and drawing his conclusions from what actually happened. 
He was the  fi rst prominent scientist to perform controlled experiments and publish 
his work with details concerning procedure, apparatus and observations. He began 
to publish in 1659 and continued to do so for the rest of his life on subjects as 
diverse as philosophy, medicine and religion. 

 It is Boyle’s Law for which he remains most famous. This states that if the vol-
ume of a gas is decreased, the pressure increases proportionally. Understanding that 
his results could be explained if all gases were made of tiny particles, Boyle tried to 
construct a universal ‘corpuscular theory’ of chemistry. He de fi ned the modern idea 
of an ‘element,’ as well as introducing the litmus test to tell acids from bases, and 
introduced many other standard chemical tests. 

 In 1660, together with 11 others, Boyle formed the Royal Society in London 
which met to witness experiments and discuss what we would now call scienti fi c 
topics.” 4  

 Among Boyle’s  fi ndings was the fact that air is  compressible . He also found and 
published, in 1661, that at a constant temperature, the volume of a gas is inversely 
proportional to its pressure. This is known today as Boyle’s Gas Laws. Boyle also 
concluded that air is not a continuous substance because the volume of a gas 

  Fig. 4.5    Velocity-squared law. It is dif fi cult to move a little bit faster when you are already moving 
very quickly       
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decreases as pressure increases. To Boyle this proved that air consists of individual 
particles separated by empty space. 

 Boyle also did pioneering work in what is now the  fi eld of chemistry. In 1661, he 
published  The Sceptical Chymist.  This book marked the switch from alchemy to 
chemistry. Boyle also developed a theory that led to the theory of chemical elements 
and suggested a method of distinguishing between acids and bases. In 1680 he was 
elected president of the Royal Society. He refused the position. He was well known 
as a scientist during his own time. 

 Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) was an English physicist and mathematician. The 
greatest scientist of his time, his work added three laws of motion to the growing 
body of knowledge. These laws are the basis for several fundamental concepts of 
 fl uid mechanics.  Newton’s First Law  is the law of inertia and states that a body in 
motion moves at a constant velocity covering equal distance in equal time in a 
straight line until acted upon by another force (Fig.  4.6 ).  Newton’s Second Law  
states that the net force exerted on an object is equal to the product of that object’s 
mass times its acceleration and takes place in the direction of the straight line in 
which the force acts (Fig.  4.7 ).  Newton’s Third Law  states that for every force there 
is an equal and opposite force. These laws play a fundamental law in many branches 
of science (Fig.  4.8 ).    

 Newton also established the modern study of optics and, “in 1687, with the sup-
port of his friend the astronomer Edmond Halley, Newton published his single 

  Fig. 4.6    Newton’s  fi rst law. Newton’s First Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaim-
ages.org           
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greatest work, the ‘Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica’ (‘Mathematical 
Principles of Natural Philosophy’). This showed how a universal force, gravity, 
applied to all objects in all parts of the universe.” 5  

 Newton is said to have been a dif fi cult man who was prone to depression. This 
reputation did not keep him from being elected to a number of prestigious positions, 
including as president of the Royal Society in 1703. He was also knighted in 1705.    6  

 The  Pitot tube , a simple device still in use today, delivers essential information 
about  fl uid  fl ows (Fig.  4.9 ). Originally its inventor, French hydraulic engineer Henri 
Pitot (1695–1771), designed the tube to measure the speed of water at a given point 
in rivers and canals. He introduced his new device in 1735, before the Academy of 
Sciences. “That invention was motivated by his dissatisfaction with the existing 
technique for measuring the  fl ow velocity of water, which was to observe the prog-
ress of a  fl oating object on the surface of the water. So he devised an instrument 
consisting of two tubes; one was simply a straight tube, open at one end, that was 
inserted vertically into the water (to measure static pressure p), and the other was a 
tube with one end bent at a right angle, with the open end facing directly into the 
 fl ow (to measure the total pressure p 

o
 ). From a bridge over the Seine River in Paris, 

he used the instrument to measure the  fl ow velocity at different depths within the 
river… Contemporary theory, based on the experience of some Italian engineers, 
held that the  fl ow velocity at a given depth in a river was proportional to the mass 

  Fig. 4.7    Newton’s second law. Newton’s Second Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of 
  nasaimages.org           
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above it; hence the velocity was thought to increase with depth. Pitot report his stun-
ning (and correct)  fi nding that in reality the  fl ow velocity decreased as the depth 
increased, thus introducing his new invention with  fl air.” 7   

 David Taylor devised a 13-hole Pitot tube to give him superior readings. Today 
the Pitot tube is used to measure air speed in wind tunnels and on aircraft. Whatever 
the  fl uid, the tube works by measuring the pressure inside the tube and comparing it 
to the static pressure outside the tube. When an object is sitting motionless in a still 
 fl uid, the pressure inside and outside the tube will be equal because the speed is 

  Fig. 4.8    Newton’s third law. Newton’s Third Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaim-
ages.org           

  Fig. 4.9    Pitot tube. The pitot 
tube is used to measure the 
speed of a moving aircraft       
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zero. When the object is moving, there will be a difference in the pressure inside and 
outside the tube due to the motion of the craft. This difference can be used to calcu-
late the speed of the craft. The same principle works to measure speed whether the 
medium is air, gas, or water. 

 Swiss mathematician Daniel Bernoulli (1700–1782) was a member of a well-
respected family of scientists and mathematicians. It was with his book, 
“Hydrodynamica,” published in 1783 that the term “hydrodynamics” made its liter-
ary debut. His  fl uid  fl ow equation led to advances resulting in the modern paradigm 
of shipbuilding based on model design, a process pioneered by marine architects 
such as William H. Froude and David W. Taylor. 

 The entire design approach of Streamline Modern was inspired by Bernoulli’s 
work. Popular in the 1930s, the aesthetic developed as a reaction to Art Deco and 
emphasized clean, aerodynamic lines as seen in airplanes and high performance 
vehicles. A prime example of this style is the 1934 Chrysler Air fl ow, which intro-
duced  fl uid dynamically based engineering to the American auto market. 

 Today Bernoulli is famous for a principle that states that pressure decreases as 
velocity increases in a  fl owing  fi eld. (This is because the air moving over the top of 
a curved surface, airfoil, must move more quickly than the air moving beneath the 
same structure if it is to meet the streamline it moves with.) It’s interesting to note 
that Bernoulli’s famous equation is derived from Bernoulli’s work, but Bernoulli did 
not actually formulate the equation in his lifetime. That was left to his contempo-
rary, Leonhard Euler. 

 Leonhard Euler (1707–1782) is considered by many to be the preeminent mathe-
matician of the eighteenth century. Euler lived in the same town as the Bernoulli’s 
and went to study at the St. Petersburg Academy in 1725 with Daniel Bernoulli when 
he moved to Russia to teach and study. Euler worked closely with Bernoulli while in 
St. Petersburg, envisioning pressure as a point that could vary from point to point 
throughout a  fl uid. He created a differential equation for a  fl uid accelerated by gradi-
ents in pressure. He “conceived of pressure as appoint property that can vary from 
point to point throughout a  fl uid, and obtained a differential equation relating pres-
sure and velocity.” 8  The integration of that differential equation led him to create an 
equation based on Bernoulli’s work. It is known today as the Bernoulli Equation. 

 Euler also developed equations based on his own work, which included discov-
eries in in fi nitesimal calculus that introduced the necessary precision for the for-
mal study of  fl uid dynamics.  Euler’s equations  for inviscid  fl ows, those lacking 
friction,  fi rst appeared in his article “Principes generaux du mouvement des  fl uids” 
published in 1757. Euler’s focus was on the  fl uid  fl ow as a whole. The resulting 
analysis is of the  fl uid velocity at a  fi xed point. “Euler’s contributions to theoretical 
aerodynamics were monumental; whereas Bernoulli and d’Alembert made contri-
butions toward physical understanding and the formulation of principles, Euler is 
responsible for the proper mathematical formulation of these principles, thus open-
ing the door for future quantitative analyses of aerodynamic problems—analyses 
that continues on to the present day.” 9  Euler’s equations are in use today and apply 
to compressible or incompressible  fl uids, depending upon the assumptions used for 
key variables. 
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 “The successful derivation of these equations depended on two vital concepts 
that Euler borrowed in total or in part from previous researchers, as follows:

    1.    A     fl uid can be modeled as a continuous collection of in fi nitesimally small  fl uid 
elements moving with the  fl ow, where each  fl uid element can change its shape 
and size continuously as it moves with the  fl ow, but at the same time all  fl uid 
elements taken as a whole constitute an overall picture of the  fl ow as a continuum 
[daVinci]…” 10   

    2.    Newton’s second law can be applied in the form of a differential equation. 11      

 “Utilizing the two concepts listed above, namely that of an in fi nitesimally small 
 fl uid element moving along a streamline, and the application of both the principle of 
mass conservation and Newton’s second law to the  fl uid element in the form of dif-
ferential calculus… Euler derived the partial differential equations of  fl uid motion 
that today carry his name and that serve as the foundation for a large number of 
modern aerodynamic analyses. The equations derived by Euler in 1753  revolution-
ized  the analyses of  fl uid dynamic problems” 12  for inviscid  fl uid  fl ows. 

 John Smeaton (1724–1792) was a British engineer who published a paper in 
1759, “An Experimental Enquiry Concerning the Natural Powers of Water and 
Wind to Turn Mills and Other Machines Depending on Circular Motion.” The theo-
ries in the paper were used for windmills, but it was its application to aerodynamics 
that held great signi fi cance for his work. His coef fi cient was especially of interest to 
those the Wright brothers and other early aviators wishing to apply science to the 
design of their  fl ying craft. Unfortunately the Smeaton coef fi cient, which derived 
from his work and was not calculated by Smeaton himself, was incorrectly believed 
to be 0.005. Eventually the error was corrected, but along the way its use introduced 
error into a number of essential calculations. 

 Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736–1813) was one of the creators of the calculus of 
variations. He also applied differential calculus to the theory of probabilities and 
proved that every natural number is the sum of four squares. One of his greatest 
contributions was to take the principles of Newtonian mechanics and, through the 
use of variational calculus, use them for analysis. This form of mechanics is now 
called Langrangian mechanics. 

 Lagrange also did work in the  fi eld of  fl uid mechanics. While Euler’s work 
focused on the  fl ow  fi eld, Lagrange looked at what is known as a   fl uid parcel —or 
 fi nite area and volume in the  fl ow. This focus results in an analysis of the trajectory 
of speci fi c  fl uid parcels. The combined use of these approaches provides a thorough 
understanding of the characteristic of a  fl uid  fl ow.  

   Fulton Through Taylor: Principles in Action 

 Robert Fulton (1765–1815) was an American who put hydrodynamic principles to 
practical use by being the  fi rst to successfully harness the power of steam, demon-
strated by Hero, for pro fi table commercial purposes. His steamboats became a vital 
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means of transportation for goods and people at the start of the nineteenth century 
when his North River Steamboat carried passengers between New York City and 
Albany, NY, and carried passengers upriver at the breathtaking rate of 5 mph. Fulton 
was not only involved in the use of steam for commerce. 

 In 1786, Fulton left the USA to study painting in England. While there, he 
worked on a project that involved the design of a canal system to replace the locks 
that were currently in use. He published a summary of his ideas on improvements to 
canal navigation in his “Treatise on Improvement of Canal Navigation,” and headed 
to Paris for further research. Once in Paris, Fulton became fascinated by what was 
known as the “plunging boat.” This was in actuality the submarine and was based 
on the ideas of an American inventor. Fulton’s work led him to    design not only the 
world’s  fi rst steam warship, but the  fi rst practical submarine. 

 Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier (1895–1886) was the  fi rst to derive the govern-
ing equations for  viscous  fl uid  fl ows , those with internal friction. “However, … 
Navier had no concept of shear stress in a  fl ow (i.e., the frictional shear stresses act-
ing on the surface of a  fl uid element). Rather, he was attempting to take Euler’s 
equations of motion and modify them to take into account the forces that act between 
molecules in the  fl uid.” 13  

 Sir George Gabriel Stokes (1819–1903), working independently of Navier and 
unaware of his work, also derived the governing equations of a  viscous  fl uid . His 
dynamic viscosity coef fi cient appears in the Navier–Stokes equations. The Navier–
Stokes equations apply to incompressible  fl ows and must be modi fi ed with an 
energy equation when applied to compressible  fl ows. Other than that adjustment, 
their equations remain unchanged to this day. 

 Theories were  fi ne but British Civil Engineer Isambard Kingdom Brunel (1806–
1859) was the colorful  fi gure with enormous aspirations responsible for putting 
many of them to the test. All Brunel needed was to know it couldn’t be done and he 
was off to face the challenge. It wasn’t enough for him to construct a ship; he would 
construct the largest ship ever. 

 In 1833 he was appointed as railway engineer for the Great Western Railway. He 
oversaw construction of the line linking London to Bristol. This included the via-
ducts at Hanwell and Chippenham, the bridge over the Thames at Maidenhead, the 
3,200-yard Box Tunnel outside Bath, and Bristol Temple Meads Station. An inno-
vative businessman, it was he who moved to standardize the gage at 7-feet for pur-
poses of high-speed and fuel economy. Brunel also devised the combination of a 
tubular, suspension and truss bridge to cross the Wye at Chepstow while working on 
the line from Swindon to Gloucester and South Wales. This design was improved 
further for the bridge over the Tamar at Saltash near Plymouth. 14  

 In 1835 Brunel set out to build a transatlantic steamship service. The  fi rst ship 
would be the  Great Western  (Fig.  4.10 ). This ship was made of wood and used 
paddles propelled by the  fi rst steam engine in transatlantic service. In 1843 he 
launched the  Great Britain  (Fig.  4.11 ) with the  fi rst steam-powered passenger ship 
with an iron hull and screw propeller. His piece de resistance was the  Great Eastern  
(Fig.  4.12 ). Designed with the cooperation of John Scott Russell and launched in 
1858, it had a double iron hull and used both paddles and a screw propeller. Each of 
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  Fig. 4.10    Great Western. Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s  Great Western. Source : Retrieved from 
  http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great_Western_maiden_voyage.jpg           

  Fig. 4.11    Great Britain. Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s  Great Britain. Source : Retrieved from   http://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SS_Great_Britain_with_four_masts_1853.jpg           

these ships was the largest ship of its kind in the world at launch. 15  The  Great Eastern  
held that designation for four decades but was not commercially successful. Most 
certainly a giant step up from Hero’s original steam-powered orb or Fulton’s paddle 
wheelers,  The Great Eastern  was used to lay the  fi rst Trans-Atlantic cable.    
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 John Scott Russell (1808–1882) was a British civil engineer. A founder of the 
Royal Institution of Naval Architects, he is best known for his design work in 1856 
on the  Great Eastern , the largest ship at the time, and in 1860 on the HMS  Warrior , 
the world’s  fi rst completely ironclad battleship. 

 His observations of waves in a shallow channel formed the basis for the theory 
of  soliton  in which the waves form a humplike formation (soliton) and work as a 
separate entity. The waves Scott Russell described were stable, traveling over long 
distances without dissipating. Their speed depended upon the size of the wave and 
when one wave met another they did not merge. His observations seemed to be 
exceptions to the work of Newton and Bernoulli so it took some time before soliton 
was understood. 

 His observations of water in a canal also led to the formulation of this wave-line 
theory. This theory would be cast aside in favor of Rankine’s streamline theory, but 
for awhile it was the accepted explanation for the manner in which a ship moved 
through the water. In his presentation to the Institution of Naval Architects in 1860, 
Scott Russell tried to explain the motion of water and was described in this way: 
“Even as a matter of physical observation, of logical discussion, and of practical 
experiment merely, the author [Scott Russell] had found the motions of waves of 
water, produced by the disturbance of a ship, more dif fi cult to understand thor-
oughly and clearly than any other subject of mechanical knowledge. And if hard to 
understand, it was much harder to explain. What becomes of the particles of water 
moved out of the way of a ship—where they go—how they get there—if they ever 
return to their old places—what force takes them away—what brings them back—if 
they don t come back, whence come those that replace them—how  they  come there, 
and how their place is in turn re-occupied?—all this requires minute observation of 
the phenomena before it can be understood.” 16  

  Fig. 4.12    Great Eastern. Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s  Great Eastern. Source : Retrieved from 
  http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great_Eastern_1866-crop.jpg           
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 Scott Russell’s explanation may sound ludicrous to us now, equipped as we are 
with the vision of hindsight backed up by two centuries of scienti fi c exploration. 
But Scott Russell was unaware of streamlines. He also had no way of knowing that 
water passed under a vessel as it moved forward. “He told his hearers that, in steam-
ing from England to America, a ship must excavate a canal three thousand miles 
long, and as large as the vessel’s greatest section. He took it for granted that the 
power expended at the screw or paddles represented this work of excavation. To  fi nd 
the form of least resistance it was necessary to discover a shape that would move the 
water out of the way, just suffi ciently to let the largest section pass and not a jot 
furthers, and that the ship  fi nding the particles in her way at rest should leave them 
at rest in the new place to which they were moved.” 17  

 William Froude (1810–1879) was the  fi rst to champion and prove the validity of 
scale model testing in the design of ocean going vessels. He is also known for his 
pioneering work in the rolling of ships, helping Brunel to stabilize the  Great Eastern  
and explaining for the  fi rst time the behavior of a ship experiencing waves and what 
could be done to minimize their impact. His  Froude Number , still in use today, is a 
dimensionless number that measures resistance. It is calculated as the ratio of a 
body’s inertia to gravitational forces. The greater the Froude Number, the greater is 
the resistance. 18  

 One of Froude’s greatest contributions was his Law of Similitude. According to 
this, the results obtained on a scale model would be applicable to a full-sized vessel 
or vehicle. This law is at the basis of all model testing. It is an integral part of the 
design process for vehicles and vessels of all types and led to the use of model 
basins worldwide for the testing of designs for the  fi rst metal ships. 

 William John Macquorn Rankine (1820–1872) was the Scottish civil engineer 
who developed the  streamline theory  that replaced John Scott Russell’s wave-line 
system. The work in Rankine’s paper, “On the mathematical Theory of Stream-
lines, especially those with four Foci and upwards,” published in 1871, was described 
in an abstract: “A stream-line is the line that is traced by a particle in a current of 
 fl uid. In a steady current each individual streamline preserves its  fi gure and position 
unchanged, and marks the track of a  fi lament or continuous series of particles that 
follow each other. The motions in different parts of a steady current may be repre-
sented to the eye and to the mind by a group of stream-lines. 

 Stream-lines are important in connexion with naval architecture; for the 
curves which the particles of water describe relatively to a ship, in moving past 
her, are stream-lines; and if the  fi gure of a ship is such that the particles of water 
glide smoothly over her skin, that  fi gure is a  stream-line surface , being a surface 
which contains an inde fi nite number of stream-lines…. 

 The author states that the occasion of the investigation described in the present 
paper was the communication to him by Mr. William Froude of some results of exper-
iments of his on the resistance of model boats, of lengths ranging from three to twelve 
feet. … In each case two models were compared together of equal displacement and 
equal length; the water-line of one was a wave-line with  fi ne sharp ends [the Raven], 
that of the other had blunt rounded ends [the Swan], each joined in the midship body 
by a slightly hollow neck—a form suggested, Mr. Froude states, by the appearance of 
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water-birds when swimming. At low velocities, the resistance of the sharp-ended boat 
was the smaller; at a certain velocity, bearing a de fi nite relation to the length of the 
model, the resistances became equal, and at higher velocities the round-ended model 
had a rapidly increasing advantage over the sharp-ended model. 

 Hence it appeared to the author to be desirable to investigate the mathematical prop-
erties of stream-lines resembling the water-lines of Mr. Froude’s bird-like models…” 19  

 Rankine’s work with streamlines was also part of the basis Froude used for his belief 
that scale model results would be applicable to full-sized ships, “… Now Professor 
Rankine’s admirable stream-line investigations have de fi nitely established the conclu-
sion that for symmetrically shaped bodies of ‘fair’ lines, not excluding by that descrip-
tion certain very blunt-ended ovals, when wholly submerged, the entire resistance 
depends on the conditions of imperfect  fl uidity, of which surface-friction is the only 
one so considerable that we need take account of if we deal with bodies of rational 
dimensions; and this, as I have pointed out, does follow the law of the squares… If, 
therefore, we were dealing with submerged bodies, we should have no reason to 
mistrust the  prima facie  deductions founded on experiments with models… 

 The principles on which Professor Rankine’s stream-line investigations are 
founded establish generally, in relation to all wholly submerged symmetrical bodies 
moving in a  fl uid in fi nitely extended on all sides, that the stream0line displacements 
which the motion of the body imposes on the surrounding volumes of  fl uid are, for 
a given body, identical in con fi guration for all velocities (an identity which assigns 
to the always a velocity proportional to that of the body itself), and that the 
con fi guration is similar for all similar bodies.” 20  

 Rankine also helped Froude re fi ne his work on the rolling of ships. He was a 
founder of the science of thermodynamics, bringing heat into mathematical formu-
lations for the  fi rst time. 

 While not a brilliant naval commander (he graduated second to last in his class at 
the Naval Academy and commanded several ships that collided with both moving 
and stationary objects), Alfred Thayer Mahan (1840–1914) wrote the book that 
changed the way navies were viewed worldwide. “The In fl uence of Sea Power Upon 
History” made the compelling case that throughout history, the nation with the 
strongest navy had had the power to protect her interests and ensure her place at the 
top of the power structure. He also drove home the point that the navies of the world 
were no long dependent upon the forces of the wind. They could move under their 
own power, choosing to battle at the moment and place that best suited them. “The 
power to assume the offensive, or to refuse battle, rests no longer with the wind, but 
with the party which as the greater speed; which in a  fl eet will depend not only upon 
the speed of the individual ships, but also upon their tactical uniformity of action. 
Henceforth the ships which have the greatest speed will have the weather-gage 
[advantage].” 21  Mahan’s work was taught at naval colleges in the USA and abroad, 
in fl uencing the major thinkers of his time. His theories sparked the  fi rst interna-
tional race for naval prominence as navies strove to equip themselves with the fast-
est, most modern boats to gain the advantage described by Mahan. 

 Osborne Reynolds (1842–1912) put forth the  Reynolds Number . In use today, it 
is a measure of the viscosity of a  fl uid. Developed by Reynolds in 1883, the Reynolds 
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Number identi fi es the laminar  fl ow (at low Reynolds numbers) with viscous forces 
dominant, and turbulent  fl ows (at high Reynolds numbers) where  fl ow instabilities 
are found. The Reynolds number is a basic parameter in the description of all  fl uid 
 fl ow situations, including the shapes of  fl ow patterns, the ease of heat transfer, and 
the onset of turbulence. The Reynolds number proved that the  fl ow pattern over a 
scale model would be the same for that of a full-scale version if the necessary  fl ow 
parameters were met in both cases. 

 David Watson Taylor (1865–1940) designed and operated the  fi rst experimental 
model basin for scale model testing in the USA. Using Froude’s groundbreaking work 
as his springboard, he made modi fi cations as necessary to accommodate the hot, 
humid climate of Washington, DC. Rear Admiral Taylor’s work at the Experimental 
Model Basin was essential to the design of the US naval  fl eet of the twentieth century 
and beyond. His work was instrumental in the adoption of the bulbous bow now used 
by large vessels worldwide, and he performed tests that showed the streamlines mov-
ing past many of the models he tested. 

 His book, “The Speed and Power of Ships,”  fi rst published in 1910 was a seminal 
work. Still respected today, Taylor used what is known as the Taylor Standard Series 
of model tests to arrive at the actual effect a change in set characteristics of a ship 
would have on the speed and power of that ship. In this way he was able to use scale 
models towed in a basin to estimate, accurately calculating the resistance of a ship 
before it was built. 

 Taylor also studied the phenomenon of suction between two vessels moving 
close by one another in a narrow channel. He was called as an expert witness in the 
Olympic/Hawke trial after the cruise liner, RMS Olympic, collided with the British 
battleship, HMS Hawke, off the Isle of Wight in 1911. It was determined that the 
Olympic caused the accident because her larger displacement created greater suc-
tion and effectively “pulled” the Hawke toward her (Fig.  4.13 ).  

 A  fi rm believer in the potential synergy of vessels and aircraft, Taylor was a 
founding member of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), 
the precursor to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), when 
it was established by an act of Congress in 1915. 

  Fig. 4.13    Suction in a 
narrow channel. Source: 
David Taylor’s theory of 
suction between two vessels 
in a narrow channel was used 
as evidence in the Olympic/
Hawke case of 1911       
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 Each advance leading to the science of today required the work of these and 
other unknown, dedicated theorists who turned their single-minded devotion to 
the problems that intrigued them. The net result of their work is the body of 
scienti fi c principles that constitute the  fi eld of hydrodynamics and inform the 
design of ships and other devices making their way through water for a variety 
of purposes.  
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 It is called  Aerodynamics  when the  fl uid is air.   

 Early theorists in the science of aerodynamics separate nicely into those who were 
heading for the sky and those who were intent on reaching outer space. The group 
that was intent on the moving through the sky can trace its origins back to a Greek 
philosopher and mathematician named Archytas. Their goal of attaining manned 
 fl ight occurred with Wilbur and Orville Wright’s success in 1903. The group intent 
on space can trace its origins back to the Chinese and their  fi re-rockets. They real-
ized the possibility of space  fl ight with the advent of Robert Goddard’s rockets. 

 Unlike hydrodynamic advances that were largely a matter of observation, aero-
dynamic advances depended upon trial and error that often resulted in an untimely 
death for the innovator. Many of the early aerodynamic theorists will be familiar 
because of work with hydrodynamics discussed in the prior chapter. 

   Into the Air: Early Theorists 

 Archytas (428–347 BC) de fi nitely had his mind on  fl ight. He was a good friend of 
Plato and is thought to be the founder of mathematical mechanics. Five centuries 
after Archytas’ death, Aulus Gellius wrote that Archytas had built a steam-powered 
model of a bird, “The Dove.” The model was most likely suspended on a wire and 
propelled forward along the wire by the force of steam escaping from the rear of the 
model. The Dove is believed to have been the  fi rst self-propelled, arti fi cial,  fl ying 
device, although there is some disagreement as to how the bird was propelled and 
whether or not Archytas was actually the person who built it. Archytas is also the 
mind behind the harmonic mean in music, as well as the Archytas Curve—used to 
solve the problem of doubling a cube. 

    Chapter 5   
 Aerodynamic Theorists                           

G. Hagler, Modeling Ships and Space Craft: The Science and Art of Mastering 
the Oceans and Sky, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4614-4596-8_5, 
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 Leonardo da Vinci (1425–1519) next took up the pursuit of  fl ight. He not only 
developed the continuity equation, as mentioned in the prior chapter, but also 
included a series of drawings of  ornithopters  in his  Codex on Flight . These orni-
thopters were machines for  fl ying that consisted of wings  fl apped by different types 
of mechanical devices powered by movement of the human arm, leg, or body. This 
mode of  fl ight would prove to be impossible, since man cannot generate power to 
sustain his weight aloft. The fundamental differences between the anatomy of man 
and bird were not yet known, so those observing birds in  fl ight assumed it was sim-
ply a matter of designing the right type of wing. Still, the ornithopter was an obvious 
attempt to mimic the  fl ight of birds. 

 da Vinci also included a sketch of a strangely triangular parachute in his  Codex 
Atlanticus  (Fig.  5.1 ) but it was not until 1783 that John-Sebastian Lenormand of 
France would successfully parachute. While da Vinci may have considered a para-
chute a device to permit man to land like the birds, Lenormand viewed the parachute 
as a device that could be worn to escape  fi res on the upper  fl oors of tall buildings.    1  
Lenormand’s  fi rst jump was from the top of a tree, using two parasols to slow his 

  Fig. 5.1    da Vinci’s 
parachute. da Vinci included 
a sketch of a parachute in his 
 Codex Atlanticus        
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rate of descent. His most famous jump was from the tower of the Montpellier 
Observatory in France. He jumped with a 14-foot parachute and landed unharmed.  

 In his  Codex on Flight , da Vinci sketched a forerunner to a modern helicopter in 
which the blade was a vertical spiral (Fig.  5.2 ). He also sketched a glider (Fig.  5.3 ). 
Whether or not da Vinci used a glider himself is a subject of debate. Many point to 
his drawings from a “bird’s eye view” as proof while others contend he could have 
gained that view from a high point. Either way, da Vinci’s sketches were the  fi rst. It 
would not be until 1804 that Sir George Cayley of England  fl ew the  fi rst successful 
glider model. In 1853 Cayley successfully  fl ew a full-scale glider.   

 Another of da Vinci’s enduring contributions is his theory that it wasn’t necessary 
to move an object to measure the effects of movement on an object. In his  Codex 
Atlanticus  he wrote that the same measurements could be taken while having the 
 fl uid  fl ow over a stationary object because the forces measured would be the same 
whether it is the object that moves through the air or the air that  fl ows past the object. 

  Fig. 5.2    da Vinci’s helicopter. da Vinci included a sketch of the forerunner to the modern helicopter 
in his  Codex on Flight        
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This is the basis for the modern wind tunnel in which an object is mounted in place 
and the effects of  fl owing air past this stationary object are observed and measured. 

 Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) was an Italian physicist, astronomer, and mathema-
tician. He played a major role in the Scienti fi c Revolution and the development of 
the scienti fi c method. Galileo believed in the heliocentric theory of the universe. 
Today we know this is correct but in 1633 this was not a widely held belief. Galileo 
stood trial for heresy. He was under house arrest for many years, during which time 
his works were banned from being reprinted. He continued to work during that time, 
even as he lost his sight. 

 Galileo’s interest in astronomy led to his discovery of four of Jupiter’s moons. 
Today they are known as the Galilean moons, in his honor. Galileo improved the 
magni fi cation of the existing telescope of his time and was the  fi rst person to report 
 fi nding craters on the Moon. Galileo also studied “kinematics,” the study of uni-
formly accelerated objects. His work led to theories of parabolic trajectories, inertia, 
and the law of falling bodies, each one an important concept in the eventual design 
of machines that would make their way through the air. 

 Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) was an English physicist, mathematician, astron-
omer, natural philosopher, alchemist, and theologian. He is considered by many to 
be the greatest and most in fl uential scientist who ever lived because of his work with 
gravity. Newton attributed his inspiration for the concept of gravity to watching an 
apple fall from a tree. 

 Newton added three laws of motion to the existing body of knowledge. These 
laws are the basis for several fundamental concepts of  fl uids. Because they have 
a signi fi cant place in aero as well as hydrodynamic principles, they bear repeat-
ing here.  Newton’s First Law  is the law of inertia and states that a body in 
motion moves at a constant velocity covering equal distance in equal time in a 
straight line until acted upon by another force. Essentially this means that an 
object in motion will never stop unless acted upon by another force, and an 

  Fig. 5.3    The da Vinci glider        
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object at rest will remain at rest unless acted upon by a force.  Newton’s Second 
Law  states that the net force exerted on an object is equal to the product of that 
object’s mass times its acceleration and takes place in the direction of the 
straight line in which the force acts. This means that you need more force to 
push a heavier object than you would to push a lighter object at the same acceleration. 
 Newton’s Third Law  states that for every force there is an equal and opposite 
force. For a time this was thought to be the only component of lift. 

 The  Pitot tube  is a simple device  fi rst developed by Henri Pitot in the early eigh-
teenth century. Originally designed to measure the speed of water, it is still used 
today to measure air speed in wind tunnels and on airplanes. 

 The importance of Daniel Bernoulli’s (1700–1782) work to the  fi eld of aerody-
namics cannot be overstated. It is the second form of his equation that explains the 
phenomenon of lift. Without an understanding of this principle,  fl ight in a heavier-
than-air craft would not be possible. Bernoulli’s Law states that pressure in a  fl owing 
 fl uid  fi eld decreases as the velocity increases. This principle explains the phenom-
enon of  lift  on an airplane wing because when air  fl ows past an airfoil, the air  fl owing 
over the top of the wing moves faster than the air  fl owing beneath the wing. The 
pressure on the top of the wing is then lower than the pressure beneath the wing, 
resulting in the lift that keeps an airplane aloft (Fig.  5.4 ).  

 The streamline theory is one offshoot of Bernoulli’s work. Sir Horace Lamb 
(1849–1934) wrote in his book, “Hydrodynamics,” “The preceding equations show 
that, in steady motion, and for points along any one stream-line, the pressure is, 

  Fig. 5.4    Bernoulli’s principle. The air moving more swiftly to cover the distance over the 
cambered surface of the wing results in an area of low pressure above the wing       
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 coeteris paribus , greatest where the velocity is least, and  vice versa . This statement, 
though opposed to popular notions, becomes evident when we re fl ect that a particle 
passing from a place of higher to one of lower pressure must have its motion accel-
erated, and  vice versa. ” 2  

 Benjamin Robins (1707–1751) was an English military engineer who invented 
two testing devices. One was the  whirling arm  for measuring aerodynamic forces at 
low speeds. The other was a ballistic pendulum for studying aerodynamic character-
istics of bodies at high speeds. The whirling arm was intended to provide a stead 
airstream for testing aerodynamic properties of a variety of objects. Through the use 
of the whirling arm and the ballistic pendulum, Robins veri fi ed Mariotte’s  fi nding 
that aerodynamic force varies with the square of the relative velocity between a 
body and the airstream. He also showed that two aerodynamic bodies with different 
characteristics but the same frontal area have different drag values. He was also the 
 fi rst to observe the Magnus effect and to note the increase in drag that occurs with 
speeds near the speed of sound. 3  

 The work of Leonhard Euler (1707–1782) is also integral to both hydrodynamics 
and aerodynamics. His work with Bernoulli’s  fi ndings led to the Bernoulli equation. 
This eponymous equation, created not by Bernoulli, but by Euler. Euler also 
introduced equations for  fl uid  fl ow that could not be solved or applied in his time. 
This work provided a starting point for Italian mathematician Joseph Lagrange and 
French mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace. 4  

 John Smeaton (1724–1792) was a British engineer and the  fi rst Civil Engineer. 
In fact, he coined the term “Civil Engineer” to differentiate the type of work he 
did, designing and constructing structures like bridges, from other types of engi-
neering work. In 1759 he published a paper, “An Experimental Enquiry 
Concerning the Natural Powers of Water and Wind to Turn Mills and Other 
Machines Depending on Circular Motion.” The paper had applications to hydro 
and aero theorists but was especially of interest to those pursuing manned  fl ight. 
His coef fi cient described the relationship between pressure and velocity. His 
conclusion was that they varied as the square of the velocity of the moving object. 
This coef fi cient was given the value of 0.005 and it was part of the reason that the 
Wright brother’s expectations of lift were off on the 1900 and 1901 gliders, as 
we’ll see in Chap.   7    . The wind tunnel experiments conducted by the Wright’s, as 
well as work by Langley and others, properly calculated the Smeaton coef fi cient 
at 0.0033.  

   Into the Air: Non-winged Flight 

 The Montgol fi er brothers (1740–1810), Joseph-Michel and Jacques-Etienne, are 
credited with launching the  fi rst hot air balloon in 1782. One of 16 children of a 
successful French paper manufacturer, Joseph-Michel watched the embers rising 
from the  fi re in his  fi replace one evening and deduced there must be some sort of gas 
with a property he called “levity.” The gas he called Montgol fi er Gas. He decided to 
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use the gas to lift an object. His  fi rst attempts were with a simple box made of very 
thin wood and covered with taffeta. Once he saw that this was lifted to the ceiling 
when a  fi re was made beneath it, he worked with his brother Jacques-Etienne to 
build a balloon three times larger in scale. They successfully launched this balloon 
in 1782. It got away from them and  fl ew just over a mile before landing. A crowd 
attacked it when it hit the ground. 

 This successful  fl ight led the brothers to perfect their design and lay claim to 
their invention. Because they came from a papermaking family, they next built a 
balloon of sackcloth and lined it with three thin layers of paper. They  fl ew this craft 
a few months later (Fig.  5.5 ).  

 They were then privileged to  fl y their balloon before King Louis XVI and Queen 
Marie Antoinette at Versailles. For this  fl ight on September 19, 1783, live passen-
gers would be aboard. 

 Since no one was certain what would happen to anyone  fl ying at altitudes as high 
as 1,500 feet, they decided to  fl y three animals. A sheep was used because it was 

  Fig. 5.5    Montgol fi er 
balloon. The Montgol fi er 
brothers  fl ew the  fi rst 
lighter-than-air object in 1782       
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thought their physiology was reasonably close to that of humans. A duck was aboard 
as a control. Because they were known  fl yers at those altitudes, any harm that came 
to them would be attributed to the in fl uence of the craft itself. A rooster also went 
along because roosters were known to  fl y, but not at those altitudes. Because of this, 
the rooster would demonstrate any harm from the altitude itself. The animals went 
aloft and stayed aloft for about 8 min before landing safely (Fig.  5.6 ).  

 The Montgol fi er brothers incorrectly believed they had discovered a new gas 
with a property called “levity.” In reality the “new gas” was the buoyancy caused by 
the heated air inside the balloon. The air rose because of its decreased density in 
comparison to the air surrounding it. This was proven in 1785. For their ground-
breaking work with lighter-than-air  fl ight, Joseph and Jacques were honored by the 
French Academie des Sciences. They published books on aeronautics and Joseph-
Michel invented both the calimeter and the hydraulic ram. Jacques-Etienne devel-
oped a process for the manufacture of vellum. 

 Pilatre de Rozier (1754–1784) and the Marquis d’Arlandes (1724–1809) were 
the  fi rst people to leave the ground and remain above it for an extended period of 
time. They did this in a hot air balloon designed by the Montgol fi er brothers. Their 
 fl ight in 1783 lasted 25 min, covered 5 miles across France, and proved that people 
could move through the air at the same altitude as the birds. 

  Fig. 5.6    Balloon with animal test subjects. A sheep, duck, and rooster were sent aloft to determine 
what would happen to anyone  fl ying at altitudes as high as 1,500 feet       
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 As a result of his successful ride, Pilatre de Rozier decided to make his own 
balloon. Unfortunately, this balloon contained both hot air and hydrogen. Rozier 
and a friend decided to  fl y from Boulogne to England. On June 15, 1785, at an 
altitude of about 3,000 feet, the hydrogen in the balloon exploded after being 
expanded by the hot air. The two men were killed. 

 Louis-Sebastien Lenormand (1757–1837) was not only the  fi rst to make a wit-
nessed parachute decent, he is the one who created the word “parachute.” ( Para  is 
Greek for against.  Chute  is French for fall.) This Frenchman  fi rst jumped from a 
treetop, using two parasols to slow his rate of fall. His next attempt, on December 
26, 1783, was from the tower of the Montpellier Observatory. Quite a crowd, includ-
ing Joseph Montgol fi er, gathered to witness his jump with a 14 ¢  parachute with a 
rigid frame. The jump was successful, although it seems Lenormand’s interest in the 
parachute was as a means of escaping  fi re in a tall building rather than something 
that would have use in the pursuit of  fl ight. 

 Andre-Jacques Garnerin (1769–1823) was the  fi rst to jump from a high altitude 
with a nonrigid parachute. He made his  fi rst jump in October of 1797 by going aloft, 
attached to a balloon in place of a carriage (Fig.  5.7 ). His parachute was closed until 
the moment of release and the air in fl ated it as he fell. Garnerin later wrote, “I was 
on the point of cutting the cord that suspended me between heaven and earth… and 
measured with my eye the vast space that separated me from the rest of the human 
race… I felt myself precipitated with a velocity that was checked by the sudden 
unfolding of my parachute.” 5  Garnerin made jumps from hot air balloons as high as 
8,000 feet. He also designed vents in his parachutes to reduce oscillation as he fell.  

 In 1785, Jean-Pierre-Francois Blanchard (1753–1809), an avid French balloonist 
crossed the English Channel by balloon. American physician John Jeffries accom-
panied him on this  fi rst aerial crossing of the Channel. They lost altitude along the 
way and were forced to jettison everything but the mail they carried; the  fi rst airmail 
ever delivered. Blanchard went on to make ballooning demonstrations in several 
countries, including America. At the American ascent in 1793, President George 
Washington was an observer.  

   Into the Air: Winged Flight 

 In 1799, Sir George Cayley (1773–1857) designed the  fi rst airplane that incorporated 
a  fi xed wing, a separate propulsion mechanism, and a tail for stability. He engraved 
his concept on one side of a silver disk. On the other side he engraved a diagram of 
the forces that would be in play to produce lift on a  fi xed wing. “The arrow shows 
 fl ow    from right to left, and the heavy diagonal line represents a wing cross section at 
a rather large angle of attack to the  fl ow. In the right triangle above the wing, we see 
that the hypotenuse represents the resultant aerodynamic force, and the horizontal 
and vertical sides represent the drag and lift, respectively” 6  (Fig.  5.8 ).  

 Cayley’s design was revolutionary because he broke  lift  and  propulsion  into two 
parts, unlike the designers of  ornithopters  who expected the wings would provide 
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  Fig. 5.7    Garnerin. Garnerin was the  fi rst to hitch a ride on a hot air balloon, then cut the cord 
and parachute safely to earth.  Source : Retrieved from   http: // commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Early_ fl ight_02561u_(4).jpg           
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both lift and propulsion. His design introduced the airplane con fi guration we use 
today and sparked the race for manned  fl ight in a vessel other than a balloon. 

 Cayley was also the  fi rst to introduce  camber  into airfoil design. Up until his 
time, wings were  fl at. As a result of this, they could not produce lift under all cir-
cumstances. Cayley recognized that a wing with a curve to it had distinct advan-
tages over a  fl at wing. His cambered airfoils became the standard. 

 Octave Chanute (1832–1910) was born in France, moved to the USA and became a 
citizen, settling in Chicago. A well-respected engineer, he became interested in  fl ight 
in 1875 and designed several biplane gliders. Because he was in his 60s at the time, he 
did not personally  fl y his gliders although he was there to observe each  fl ight. “He cor-
responded with and was respected by virtually all of the principal workers in aeronau-
tics at the time. He served as a catalyst, inspiring and encouraging others in their efforts 
toward powered, manned  fl ight. His book was read by the Wright brothers…” 7  In 1894 
his book, “Progress in Flying Machines,” was published. “…it was the de fi nitive pub-
lication to date on the history and current status of  fl ying machines: ‘Eighty years after 
the original publication,  Progress in Flying Machines  remains one of the most compre-
hensive and reliable histories of pre-Wright aeronautics available.’” 8  

 Wilbur Wright wrote to Chanute in 1900 and their correspondence continued 
until Chanute’s death in 1910. Chanute was an invaluable sounding board for Wilbur 
Wright. While the brothers did not accept any money for the pursuit of their goal, 
they did use Chanute’s anemometer and allow some of his men to accompany them 
to Kitty Hawk. Chanute was also a welcome visitor at Kitty Hawk. 

 Samuel Pierpont Langley (1834–1906) had a distinguished reputation in astron-
omy by the time his interest turned to aviation. He had achieved fame for his work 
with sunspots, invented the radiometer to measure the distribution of heat in the 
solar spectrum, developed a method to determine the solar constant of radiation, 
and was about to be named the third secretary of the Smithsonian Institution (1891) 
where he would establish the Astrophysical Observatory.

Langley’s work was funded by grants from the Smithsonian and the War 
Department. He began with a small series of twisted rubber band- propelled models 
to test his theories. Unlike Penaud, Langley was unable to achieve steady sustained 
fl ight with these hand-held craft. Using a whirling arm at the Smithsonian, Langley 
experimented with many combinations of aircraft components. He was convinced 
that a practical aircraft should be inherently stable. This allowed him to neglect the 

  Fig. 5.8    Cayley’s coin. Sir 
George Cayley engraved the 
four forces of  fl ight and his 
concept for a  fi xed-wing 
 fl ying machine on a coin       
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  Fig. 5.9    Langley 01. Langley’s Aerodrome A sits atop the houseboat he used for launching. 
 Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaimages.org           

  Fig. 5.10    Langley 02. An 
aerodrome just after launch. 
 Source : Retrieved from   http://
commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Samuel_Pierpont_
Langley_-_Potomac_
experiment_1903.jpeg           

matter of fl ight control on his models. He also believed the same degree of stability 
could exist in full-sized, piloted models. With the concept Langley had in mind, the 
pilot would essentially have little to do but enjoy the ride.

Langley chose to fl y his planes over the Potomac River to reduce the risk of cata-
strophic injury to his planes or pilots. To get his planes in the air, he used a catapult 
that sat atop a houseboat, an alternative that subjected his craft to considerable stress 
(Fig.  5.9  and Fig.  5.10 ). Ultimately his unpiloted planes were the fi rst powered 
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heavier-than-air machines of signifi cant size to achieve sustained fl ight, as wit-
nessed by Alexander Graham Bell. But his piloted fl ights were another story.

He unsuccessfully attempted piloted fl ights two weeks before the Wright broth-
ers successful fl ight in 1903 and it was feared his lack of success would cast a 
shadow on his otherwise notable career. By the time Langley fi nished his work with 
unmanned and then manned gliders, he was the object of derision. His theories had 
not proven successful, despite the large amount of funding he had received and the 
brilliance he’d displayed in all other aspects of his career.   

 Meanwhile, in his native Germany, Otto Lilienthal (1848–1896) was achieving 
international fame as the  fi rst to build and  fl y a controlled glider. He based his 
designs on experiments he performed on a  whirling arm  device he constructed for 
that purpose (Fig.  5.11 ). Many of the airfoils he tests were cambered and he became 
convinced these curved surfaces were the most aerodynamically ef fi cient. He made 
history in 1891, with a successful  fl ight made with his glider attached to his shoul-
ders. The glider was controlled by Lilienthal’s movements but this gave him limited 
mobility for maneuvering and was a chief cause of his premature death in 1896 due 
to a crash when a wind gust upset the delicate balance required to maintain  fl ight.  

 It was Horatio Frederick Phillips (1845–1926) who  fi rst demonstrated the lift 
described by Cayley. Phillips was an English enthusiast who patented eight wing-like 
sections of various widths and curvatures in 1884. He used a “wind box” to calculate 
the required velocity of the oncoming stream of air to generate lift for a given weight. 
His experiments proved that a cambered surface creates more lift than a  fl at surface.    10  
The “wind box” used by Phillips was only the second wind tunnel ever used. His use 
of the controlled airstream of the wind tunnel allowed him to achieve reliable results 

  Fig. 5.11    Lilienthal Whirling arm. Lilienthal used his whirling arm to test airfoils before building 
his gliders       
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and move the theory of aerodynamic forces forward by establishing the validity of the 
cambered surface as the most aerodynamically ef fi cient. 

 “In 1891, Phillips devised and patented an improved wing section designed to 
create even more lift. He explained that low pressure is produced on the blade’s 
upper surface, while high pressure is produced on the underside. Since high pres-
sure always moves toward low pressure, the high pressure below pushes the blade 
upward to the low pressure and creates lift. In 1893, he created a 350-pounds 
(158.8-kilograms) model aircraft that ran around a 628-feet (181.4-meter) circular 
track attached to a central pole. The model rose about three feet (91 centimeters) off 
the ground when it reached a speed of 40 miles per hour (64 kilometers per hour). 
This model had  fi fty rows of superimposed small winglets arranged in a slat-like 
fashion on wheels. Each slat was twenty-two feet (6.7 meters) long and 1.5 inches 
(3.8 centimeters) wide and was mounted two inches from the next slat. A coal- fi red 
engine turned a twin-bladed propeller 400 revolutions per minute.” 11  

 The next to advance the theory of aerodynamic forces was American inventor Sir 
Hiram Maxim. He performed his tests with both a whirling arm and a wind tunnel 
with the goal of creating a machine capable of rising in the air. His huge steam-
powered biplane was to be the test subject. “It was the largest  fl ying machine ever 
built up to that time. The four wheels of the machine rested upon straight rails that 
were 1,800 feet (548.6 meters) long. He used the rails to launch his giant steam-
powered biplane and also to prevent it from escaping its test track and climbing into 
uncontrollable  fl ight. The ‘ fl ights’ began in early 1893. Although the machine could 
not really  fl y, it lifted up off the ground and shot forward more than 1,800 feet 
(548.6 meters). On July 31, 1894, in what was to be the last of its experiments, the 
machine broke loose of one of its rails while traveling at 42 miles per hour (67.6 kilo-
meters per hour). However, the free ‘ fl ight’ did not last long. A piece of the broken 
guardrail hit the propeller, and Maxim shut off the steam. Maxim demonstrated that 
a powerful engine could lift a heavy winged object from the ground.” 12  This demon-
stration was a milestone in aerodynamics. 

 Percy Pilcher (1866–1899) was another early aviator with an interest in gliders 
so great this British innovator built a number of them. His  fi rst was the Bat, built in 
1895. Wishing to know more about glider design, Pilcher met with Glider King Otto 
Lilienthal. Pilcher’s future gliders included several of Lilienthal’s con fi gurations 
and techniques. One in particular was the manner in which Lilienthal “wore” his 
glider on his shoulders and  fl ew suspended from the glider as though beneath a very 
large kite. As a result of that meeting, Pilcher built and  fl ew The Hawk in 1896. This 
was Pilcher’s most successful glider. With The Hawk, Pilcher was able to break the 
world distance record for unpowered, piloted  fl ight. 

 Pilcher also corresponded with Octave Chanute about the design of a powered 
 fl ying machine when he had dif fi culty designing a plane that would generate 
enough lift to carry the passenger and motor, yet be of reasonable dimensions. 
(This was because the greater lift he needed required too large a wing.) At Chanute’s 
suggestion, Pilcher solved the problem of lift versus wingspan by designing a 
triplane (Fig.  5.12 ) with small, light wings stacked atop each other to generate the 
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lift suf fi cient to carry the load aloft. On the day he crashed, the triplane was 
complete but needed repair, so Pilcher instead chose to use The Hawk for a demon-
stration of  fl ight for potential sponsors. The tail snapped during that  fl ight and 
Pilcher crashed, dying 2 days later without ever having  fl own his triplane.  

 French experimenter Clement Ader (1841–1926) was active in gliding experi-
mentation during the same time period as Percy Pilcher. His earlier investigations 
took place in 1870 when he constructed a balloon during the Franco-German War. 
By 1876 he’d quit his job to make more money to support his aviation avocation 
through the creation of electrical communications devices such as the microphone 
and a public address device. 

 By 1890 his focus was on heavier-than-air  fl ight. It was at this time Ader con-
structed a steam-powered, bat-winged monoplane. Named it the Eole for Greek god 
of wind. Ader’s bat glider included heavily cambered wings. On October 9, 1890, 
Ader “ fl ew” his glider a few inches off the ground. It was the  fi rst steam-powered 
craft to rise from the ground but it did not have a piloting system and could not 
sustain  fl ight. 

 In 1897, the French War Ministry commissioned Ader to build a new plane for 
testing. The Avion III was again driven by steam and again lacked a means for con-
trol once aloft. Tests of the plane proved unsuccessful; it did not take off and instead 
ended up in a  fi eld. 13  

 Enter Orville and Wilbur Wright. In 1901, the Wright brothers (1867–1948) 
were dispirited by the poor performance of their glider and well aware of the work 
done by Cayley, Chanute, Langley, Lilienthal, and Pilcher when Wilbur made the 
statement that no one would  fl y in his lifetime. Despite that, Wilbur, along with his 

  Fig. 5.12    Pilcher. Pilcher’s triplane had small, light wings stacked one above the other       
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brother Orville, brought a singular determination to the problem of manned  fl ight in 
a heavier-than-air craft. The Wright brothers were the  fi rst to test airfoils in a wind 
tunnel and use the results to inform the design of future craft when their experience 
led them to doubt the science of the day. They tested airfoil designs for gliders to 
arrive at an airfoil design that would be successful. Soon enough, they turned their 
attention to powered  fl ight. Their persistence in  fl ying a heavier-than-air structure 
ignited the imagination of the world when their powered, manned craft took off and 
 fl ew at Kill Devil Hill near Kitty Hawk in North Carolina on December 17, 1903. 

 By the 1920s,  fl ight was proven and the focus shifted to distance and speed. 
American aviator Charles Lindbergh (1902–1974) was the  fi rst person to  fl y solo 
over the Atlantic Ocean. He made this  fl ight in 1927. Lindbergh was quite eloquent 
about his time in the sky, remarking about his  fi rst parachute jump in  The Spirit of St. 
Louis  in 1953, “It was a love of the air and sky and  fl ying, the lure of adventure, the 
appreciation of beauty. It lay beyond the descriptive words of men—where immor-
tality is touched through danger, where life meets death on equal plane; where man 
is more than man, and existence both supreme and valueless at the same time.” 

 Amelia Earhart (1897–1937), an American, was the  fi rst woman to cross the 
Atlantic. She made the  fl ight in 1923. In 1932, she made a solo  fl ight across the 
Atlantic. She disappeared while on an around-the-world  fl ight in 1937. She was no 
less eloquent on the reasons for  fl ight than was Charles Lindbergh, “After midnight 
the moon set and I was alone with the stars. I have often said that the lure of  fl ying 
is the lure of beauty, and I need no other  fl ight to convince me that the reason  fl yers 
 fl y, whether they know it or not, is the esthetic appeal of  fl ying.” 14  

 Ludwig Prandtl (1875–1953) was a German professor of mechanics at the 
Technical Institute of Hanover. Deservedly referred to as the father of aerodynam-
ics, he was named director of what is now the Max Planck Institute for Fluid 
Mechanics in 1925. Prandtl identi fi ed the  boundary layer  in 1904 and carried out 
experiments on air fl ow over airplane wings. He made lasting innovations in the 
design of wind tunnels and other equipment related to aerodynamics. His work with 
streamlining airships and his support of monoplanes led to advanced heavier-than-
air aviation exploration. 

 It’s dif fi cult to appreciate the importance of the boundary layer theory. This one 
theory elegantly incorporates streamlining and drag into an understanding of skin 
friction drag. His paper, “Ueber Flussigkeitsbewegung Bei Sehr Kleiner Reibung” 
(Fluid Flow in Very Little Friction) described his boundary layer theory in which 
“there was an extremely thin of  fl uid around a wing or airfoil that stuck to it because 
of friction. The friction caused this thin layer of  fl uid, called the  boundary layer , to 
move, or  fl ow, around the wing very slowly as if it were being dragged or pulled 
over the surface. The farther away from the wing’s surface the layer of air was, the 
less it was affected by friction and the faster it moved until it reached the outer 
edges of the boundary layer, where the air fl ow was normal and the  fl uid moved at 
normal speed. 

 Professor Ludwig Foppl commented on Prandtl’s boundary layer theory in his 
memoir: ‘In view of the importance of this work, I would like to point out to its 
essentials. By that time, there had been no theoretical explanation for the drag 
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experienced by a body in a  fl owing liquid or in the air. The same applies to the lift 
on an airplane. Classical mechanics was either based on frictionless  fl ow, or, when 
friction was taken into account, mathematical dif fi culties were so enormous that 
hitherto, no practicable solution had been found. Prandtl’s idea that led out of this 
bottleneck was the assumption that a frictionless  fl ow was everywhere with the 
exception of the region along solid boundaries. Prandtl showed that friction, how-
ever small, had to be taken into account in a thin layer along solid walls. Since that 
time, this layer has been known as Prandtl’s boundary layer. With these simplifying 
assumptions, the mathematical dif fi culties just mentioned, that show up in classical 
 fl uid mechanics of a  fl ow with friction, could be overcome in a number of practical 
cases. Prandtl could prove theoretically and experimentally that the boundary layer 
can separate from the surface of a body immersed in a  fl owing  fl uid at suitable 
points, to roll up and leave the body as an isolated vortex.’ 

 Prandtl also observed that  fl ow separation was another possible result of friction. 
When a certain type of  fl ow occurred, the boundary layer separated from the surface 
of the wing. This resulted in a region of slow-moving air behind the wing. This 
slow-moving air had lower pressure than the air  fl owing over the front of the wing. 
This change in pressure distribution around the wing resulted in a pressure drag 
toward the rear of the aircraft that much exceeded friction drag.” 15  Prandtl’s theories 
are still in use today.  

   Into Space 

 Those interested in reaching the stars put their interest in rockets. The history of 
rocketry can trace its origins to the  fi rst century AD when the Chinese began experi-
menting with gunpowder and gunpowder- fi lled tubes. The Chinese eventually dis-
covered they could tie the tubes to arrows and shoot them at their enemies. With this 
innovation, the rocket was born, although it wasn’t until Robert Goddard’s liquid 
propellant rockets in 1926 that their full promise became evident. 

 It was Roger Bacon (1214–1292), a Franciscan friar living in Britain, who improved 
on the work of the Chinese  fi re-rocket engineers by improving the recipe for gunpow-
der. He included this recipe in his work, “The Epistola Fratris R. Baconis.” His recipe 
is believed to have been a vast improvement over earlier formulations. Bacon was also 
a politician. By 1618 he was appointed lord chancellor, the most powerful position in 
England. In 1621 he was created viscount St. Albans. Unfortunately, he was charged 
by parliament with accepting bribes shortly after that and was  fi ned, imprisoned, and 
banished from the court until the king pardoned him. 

 Joanes de Fontana of Italy designed and built the  fi rst torpedo powered by rocket 
in 1420. It ran at the surface and was launched and aimed at enemy ships. It is said 
they lit the enemy vessels on  fi re. 

 An Italian mathematician, Nicolo Tartaglia (1500–1557) wrote on the applica-
tion of mathematics to artillery  fi re in his book, “Nova Scientia.” Published in 1537, 
the book was an attempt to establish the laws of falling bodies and detailed new 
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instruments and methods for his new branch of science:  ballistics . Because of his 
groundbreaking work he is referred to today as the  father of ballistics . 

 The  fi rst multistage rocket design is credited to Kazimierz Siemienowicz (1600–
1651). This commander in the Polish Royal Artillery was an expert in artillery and 
rocketry. His manuscript on rocketry, “Artis Magnae Artilleriae pars prima,” was 
partially published before his death. (There is speculation he was murdered by guild 
members who wanted to keep what he wrote about secret.) His book included the 
design for a multistage rocket and it was this design that became the basis for rocket 
technology for rockets launched into space. Siemienowicz’s book included instruc-
tions for creating rockets,  fi reballs, and other pyrotechnic events. 

 Colonel William Congreve (1772–1828) was the  fi rst to launch rockets from 
ships. Some of his designs had ranges of 6,000 yards. He created case-shot rockets 
to spray the enemy with carbine balls. To burn ships and buildings, he created incen-
diary rockets. He also adapted some of the projectiles for land combat. While the 
rockets could outrange guns of the time, they were exceedingly inaccurate. They 
also were prone to exploding prematurely. Still, the loud explosion, red glare, and 
occasional hit made these rockets a source of concern for the enemy and reportedly 
had a demoralizing effect on them. 

 Jules Verne (1828–1872) was a French science  fi ction writer and visionary. In 
one of his books, “De la Terre de la Lune,” (From Earth to the Moon), a giant can-
non  fi red a manned projectile at the Moon. The projectile, launched from Florida, 
was named  Columbia . Not a rocket, but an actual space ship, it carried a crew of 
three who experienced weightlessness while in space. Obviously, there was no way 
Verne could have known about weightlessness, or about the ef fi ciencies to be had by 
launching a space vessel headed to the Moon from location in Florida, yet both 
were included in his novel. 

 Verne was a proponent of scienti fi c investigation, as seen in this quote from 
“Journey to the Center of the Earth,” “Science, my lad, is made up of mistakes, but 
they are mistakes which it is useful to make, because they lead little by little to the 
truth.” Verne was a proponent of the bene fi ts of collaborative research and the shar-
ing of results. “Anything one man can imagine, other men can make real,” he wrote 
in “Around the World in 80 Days.” 

 Verne wrote in “De la Terre de la Lune,” “In spite of the opinions of certain 
narrow-minded people, who would shut up the human race upon this globe, as 
within some magic circle which it must never outstep, we shall one day travel to the 
moon, the planets, and the stars, with the same facility, rapidity, and certainty as we 
now make the voyage from Liverpool to New York!” Because of the viewpoint he 
expressed, Verne’s books brought travel to the Moon and the thrill of discovery alive 
in the popular imagination. 

 Alphonse Penaud (1850–1880) was a Frenchman who invented the  fi rst heavier 
than air, powered model to  fl y through the air. It was powered by a piece of rubber. 
He  fi rst  fl ew his Planophore in Paris in 1871. He employed a “ cruciform tail ” which 
became known as the Penaud tail. He also had an ornithopter powered by rubber. 
These planes were very popular toys for kids and the Wright brothers played with 
one as boys (Fig.  5.13 ). Penaud’s glider was the  fi rst aircraft to exhibit longitudinal 
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stability. He went on to design a full-sized glider that he never built or  fl ew. His 
location of the wing and pitch of the tail on his glider were revolutionary and in 
keeping with the con fi guration of modern airplanes today.  

 “Pénaud next developed a two-passenger, full-size amphibian monoplane with 
his mechanic Paul Gauchot. He applied for the patent in 1876, but the model was 
never built. This two-seater had several features that would appear in future 
 aircraft: double elevators, and a rudder connected to a  fi xed vertical  fi n, counter-
rotating propellers, a glass-domed cockpit, retractable landing gear with shock 
absorbers, and piloting instruments. The estimated weight was to have been 
2,635 pounds (1,195 kilograms), and the speed 60 miles per hour (96.5 kilometers 
per hour). His designs never came to fruition as he committed suicide in 1880 at 
the age of thirty.” 16  

 Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1857–1935) is considered the  father of astronautics, cos-
monautics, and human space fl ight . He was a proponent of rocket engines powered by 
liquid propellants, orbital space stations, energy from the sun, and colonization of the 
Solar System. He published his most famous work, “Research into Interplanetary 
Space by Means of Rocket Power,” in 1903, the same year of the Wright brothers’  fi rst 
 fl ight. His rocket equation was based on Newton’s Third Law. 

 Tsiolkovsky’s interests included all aspects of the air around him. “The blue 
distance, the mysterious Heavens, the example of birds and insects  fl ying every-
where—are always beckoning Humanity to rise into the air,” from “The Successes 
of Air Balloon in the XIX Century,” 1901. 

 “In 1926, Tsiolkovsky published, a bold 16-step program whereby human civili-
zation could outlive its dying sun and settle the universe. The scheme called for 
rocket-powered airplanes, the use of plants for life support, and solar radiation 

  Fig. 5.13    The Penaud Mechanical Flyer       
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to grow food and supply energy. He predicted the need for spacefarers to use 
pressurized suits when leaving the spacecraft, and envisioned the construction of 
large orbital settlements. According to Tsiolkovsky, humans would colonize the 
asteroid belt, the solar system, and ultimately the galaxy. 

 That work was followed three years later by ‘The Space Rocket Trains,’ which 
advanced Tsiolkovsky’s earlier thoughts about multistage rockets. His calculations 
proved that building a rocket with separate stages, each of which would be  jettisoned 
as it  fi nished consuming its propellants, would allow a payload to be accelerated 
inde fi nitely. 

 Tsiolkovsky’s publications are full of ideas that would later become common prac-
tice in aerospace engineering. He proposed using graphite rudders to steer a rocket in 
 fl ight, cryogenic propellants to cool combustion chambers and nozzles, and pumps to 
drive propellant from storage tanks into the combustion chamber. He considered 
human factors as well—at the dawn of the Space Age, the  fi rst cosmonauts were 
amazed by the accuracy of Tsiolkovsky’s descriptions of life in weightlessness.” 17  

 Robert Hutchins Goddard (1882–1945) was an American scientist and professor 
who  fl ew the world’s  fi rst liquid propellant rocket in 1926. It only climbed 41 feet but 
it was the forerunner to the Saturn V Moon rocket. Goddard is often referred to as the 
 father of modern rocketry  and, among other things, developed a gyroscopic system to 
control his rockets while in  fl ight. He was passionate about his work and prototypes, 
introducing a parachute recovery system for his rockets. Goddard also  fi led for a num-
ber of patents, including one for “pluarity,” Goddard’s term for multistage rockets. 

 The work of these “rocket men,” each laboring in their own country without full 
knowledge of the work of the others, moved the state of science to the point where 
rocket-powered vessels were proven as a viable way to move beyond our atmo-
sphere and into space.  
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 True innovators are hard to  fi nd. They are the ones who conceptualize a new or 
different way to accomplish a task and set out to make it happen. They are often 
ridiculed by those who  fi nd their ideas threatening for reasons ranging from the 
existence of a personal stake they may have in the matter to an inability to move 
from the known. Whatever the cause, a true innovator needs more than the cour-
age of his convictions. He needs the ability to tune out the naysayers and get on 
with his work. 

 True innovators are those with the ability to take what is available, modify it 
when it can be used in a new way, scrap it when it cannot, and invent new ways 
when none is otherwise available. This ability is what led William Froude to insist 
that scale models would have value for design of full size vessels. It is what guided 
David Taylor in his quest for the ultimate testing facility. This ability and willing-
ness to try something new led early aviation pioneers to devise new machines and, 
when necessary, to launch themselves into the way of bodily harm. The Wright 
brothers carried on this legacy, devising a way to test what they thought were unreli-
able results and taking part in experiments that involved their personal safety. 
The Rocketmen involved in the infancy of rocketry were equally adept at devising 
methods for testing their theories about the behavior of rockets under conditions 
they had never personally experienced. 

 The history of endeavor can be a dry recitation of facts or a journey with the 
innovators. The next chapters take you along as the use of scale models revolution-
ized the manner in which large vessels are designed.       

     Part III 
  Scale Model Testing Begins             
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  I contend that unless the reliability of small-scale experiments 
is emphatically disproved, it is useless to spend vast sums of 
money upon full-sized trials, which, after all, may be 
misdirected, unless the ground is thoroughly cleared beforehand 
by an exhaustive investigation on small scale.  

  William Froude, 1868    

 For centuries ships were constructed of wood, powered by sail, and built to 
speci fi cations that had worked in the past or “should” work going forward. Informal 
tests of ship designs had been made with simple models from time to time. Since 
none had provided results that were reliable indicators of the performance of the 
full-scale ships when completed, it was widely accepted that model tests would 
never prove useful. It wasn’t until the introduction of three grand vessels by I.K. 
Brunel at the start of the nineteenth century that the notion of model testing came up 
for renewed debate. 

 Brunel’s  Great Western  (1837),  Great Britain  (1843), and  Great Eastern  (1858) 
were each the largest ship at the time of her launch date. Their new iron hulls broke 
the existing constraints on ship length imposed by wooden hulls, even as their pad-
dlewheels and screw propellers replaced sails and introduced new constraints on 
hull design. When the  Great Western  not only proved Brunel’s theory that it took 
proportionally less fuel to move a larger ship than a smaller one, but also established 
the fact that accurate power estimates were possible, naval engineers were in a 
quandary. How could they take full advantage of these expensive and time-intensive 
new technologies when they had no history to guide them?    1  

 The time was right for a reexamination of scale model testing when English civil 
engineer and visionary William Froude stepped forward in 1868 to champion the 
use of scale model testing in the design of ships before construction began. No one 
at the time imagined the far-reaching and historic impact Froude’s proposal would 
have in the next centuries. 

    Chapter 6   
 William Froude                           
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   William Froude 

 William Froude had an avid interest in the science of ships. The Oxford-educated 
mathematician’s interest was life long and took the form of observation and direct 
inquiry. He had worked for I.K. Brunel on the Great Western Railway, suggested bilge 
keels to successfully reduce the rolling of Brunel’s  Great Eastern , made some rudi-
mentary self-propelled scale model trials on Dartmouth Creek, and submitted several 
well-respected papers to the newly formed Institution of Naval Architects before he 
approached the British Admiralty in 1868. With the backing of Chief Constructor of 
the Navy Edward J. Reed, Froude proposed the formal use of scale models in the test-
ing of designs for full-sized ships. The models would be used to arrive at the optimal 
dimensions for adequate speed given the realities of the resistance and rolling of ships 
made of iron, powered by steam, and driven by screw propellers when moving through 
open water. To build a facility and perform these tests, Froude requested funding for 
an experiment tank he would build and run near his home in Torquay, England. 2  

 The fact that members of the Institution of Naval Architects were familiar with 
Froude and the excellent quality of his work from his seminal work on the rolling of 
ships did not stop their vehement reaction against the use of models for such 
important purposes. What model tests had been done before had not been done on 
a formal basis. Institution members were certain    the test results would be inaccurate 
for two principal reasons: The  fi rst was their belief that waves made by models were 
proportionally larger than waves made by a full-sized ship. The second was their 
certainty that the viscosity of water was a more important factor when dealing with 
a model than with a full-sized ship. 

 Those arguing against models preferred to test completed, full-sized ships and 
use the results of those tests for the design and construction of future ships for the 
Royal Navy. In fact, C.W. Merri fi eld, Esq., F.R.S, Principal of the Royal School of 
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, had submitted a plan of his own “to 
conduct experiments upon Her Majesty’s ships in the  fi ords of Norway or on the 
inland waters of the West Coast of Scotland.” When his plan was ultimately rejected 
in favor of Froude’s model tests, he said, “although I still adhere to my preference 
for experiments on full scale, as being those which are most directly needed in the 
present state of the science, I feel that I can acquiesce with very good grace in 
the substitution for them of a set of valuable detailed experiments upon models, 
conducted under such superintendence as we may depend upon these receiving 
from Mr. Froude. We have far too much to learn, not to be glad of any carefully-
conducted experiments on the resistance of ship-shaped forms, whatever may be the 
absolute dimensions of the subjects of experiment…” 3  

 A less gracious and more outspoken critic of Froude’s plan was renowned 
Scottish naval engineer, Scott Russell, who not only founded the Institution of 
Naval Architects 4  but had also built the SS  Great Eastern  with I.K. Brunel a decade 
before. Russell was disappointed that the results of model tests he himself had 
run resulted in imprecise  fi ndings when applied to full-sized ships. Convinced by 
this personal experience that model tests would not only be a waste of time but lead 
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to inaccuracies, he was adamant in his opposition. He did allow that such model test-
ing might point indirectly to the proper direction for full-sized testing, however. 

 At a meeting of the Committee in 1870, he said, “I do not announce to you that 
experiments on very little models are very safe  data  for experiments on large ships, 
but I wish you to possess all the information I do upon the subject, in order that you 
may not be disappointed when Mr. Froude brings you the results of his experiments 
on little models in a canal, and in order that you may not expect from those to obtain 
 data  which will enable you to go right at the construction of large ships for the open 
sea. The reason why I prepare you not to expect such reliable results from little 
models is this: that I myself have taken the trouble to make a series of experiments 
on 120 small models… Indeed the most interesting fact I ascertained was, that the 
results on a large scale, were precisely the contrary to the results on a small scale. 
But it was very interesting to me, and the most agreeable period of my life was that 
romantic period of about two years in which I was mainly occupied with the amuse-
ment of making pretty little experiments on a small scale.” 5  

 Froude was undeterred and pointed out that neither of the formal objections to 
the use of models would hold true in the case of a model scaled properly at a mini-
mum of 6 feet in length. In response to questions from the Committee, he said, “… 
I see that the feeling of the meeting is very much against experiments with models, 
but I must say that my own experience leads me to judge quite differently. I think 
the reason why experiments with models have hitherto been found to be a failure, 
and have misled those who have made them, as to the effect to be expected with 
regard to a full-sized ship, is, that attention has not been paid to the relation which 
should subsist between the speed at which the model is moved, and the speed at 
which the ship is moved.” He concluded his remarks, “… I believe we have still a 
great deal to learn, both practically and theoretically, and though I cannot set my 
reputation and credit against that of the various persons who have addressed you 
to-day, all I can say is that I believe, myself, I shall get a great deal of useful infor-
mation from the experiments which I propose to make.” 6  

 Froude based his assessment of the possibilities of model testing on several trials 
he’d previously run in Dartmouth Creek. These tests had been made on 3-, 6-, and 
12-foot scale models of two hull designs. The “Raven” was constructed in keeping 
with Scott Russell’s “waveline” theory and had a sharp bow (Fig.  6.1 ). The “Swan” 
had a blunter prow (Fig.  6.2 ). During the tests, Froude noted that models run at 
speeds that were proportional to the square of their length generated wave patterns 
that were virtually identical. 7  He also noted that the Swan’s blunter bow gave her the 
advantage. Froude was certain that more scienti fi c tests would result in better data, 
data that could be used by the Royal Navy in the design of her ships. It was with this 
work with the Raven and Swan fueling his belief that he’d approached the Admiralty 
for funding.   

 Froude submitted an application for a model tank with the support of Sir Edward 
Reed. His application for an experiment tank was approved in February 1870. He 
was given £2,000 to construct and run the tank for 2 years. The  fi rst model was 
tested on March 3, 1872. 8  Work actually went on there until the lease ran out 14 
years later. At that time the works were dismantled, and operations were transferred 
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to a facility in Haslar where a  fl ask of water from the Torquay tank was added to the 
new basin. The initial monies given to Froude included wages for some assistants 
and his son, Robert Froude, who carried on the work after William Froude’s death 
in 1879. William Froude himself was never paid for his time, having volunteered for 
this important work. His work was highly valued, however and upon his death the 
Admiralty sent a message to his son that concluded with, “My Lords desire to 
convey to you, and other members of the family, the expression of their most sincere 
sympathy at the irreparable loss which you have sustained—a loss which cannot be 
looked upon as other than a national one.” 9   

   Froude’s Early Work 

 Froude had earned the respect of the naval community with his early work on 
the rolling of ships. This was a great problem of the time because the factors at 
work in the rolling of ships were poorly understood. As a result, there was no 
way to plan for a ship’s reaction to waves and the performance of ships suffered 
accordingly in terms of passenger comfort and overall stability and seaworthi-
ness. I.K. Brunel approached Froude before Brunel’s death in 1859, and asked 
him to give the matter consideration as it applied to the design and construction 
of the  Great Eastern.  

 Froude approached the topic with his signature meticulous work. He wrote in a 
seminal paper presented at the Second Session of the Institution of Naval Archi-
tects on March 1, 1861, “The most observable feature in the actual movement of a 

  Fig. 6.1    The Raven. The Raven was constructed in keeping with Scott Russell’s waveline theory       

  Fig. 6.2    The Swan. The Swan had a blunter bow       
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ship when rolling, and that which had always appeared to me to be specially 
characteristic of the dynamical laws to which it would be necessary to refer them, 
is the gradual accumulation of angle during several successive rolls; the cumulative 
action thus growing up into a maximum, and then dying out by very similar grada-
tions, until the ship becomes for a moment steady, when a nearly similar series of 
excursions commences and is reproduced: while in reference to the momentary 
pause, or cessation of motion, it has seemed to me clear that it occurs, not because 
the waves themselves cease, or cease to act, but because the last oscillation has 
died out at a moment when the ship and the waves have come to occupy, relatively, 
a position of momentary equilibrium.” 10  

 In his paper he also stated that as a result of his work and others he was convinced 
that waves had a cumulative effect and that, “this aspect of the question is so closely 
analogous to what happens when any oscillating body, such as a pendulum, is sub-
jected to a series of impulses, partially synchronous with its own excursions, that it 
had always seemed to me probable that the laws which govern the latter class of phe-
nomena, would be found,  mutatis mutandis,  applicable to the elucidation for the for-
mer also; and in attempting to investigate regularly on this line of thought the dynamical 
relations of a ship, and of the waves on which she  fl oats, it turned out that the solution 
a less dif fi cult than had been expected, and that its fundamental results, at least, could 
be arrived at with considerable completeness and closeness of approximation.” 11  

 The question Froude set out to answer was, “what is the  position of momentary 
equilibrium  for a body  fl oating on a wave, and what accelerating force towards that 
position will the body experience in terms of her momentary deviation from it?” 
Froude realized that the action of a water particle is governed by gravity when the 
water is still. When the water is in motion, the particle is not only subject to gravity 
but to accelerating forces as well.    The net result of all these forces is an incline that 
can be calculated if the direction and magnitude of the forces is known. 12  

 To test his theory in the research facility he had housed in the basement of his 
home, Froude reported, “a  fl oat was formed of cork, somewhat like a small life-
buoy, about four inches in diameter; a mast was planted obliquely in one side of it, 
with its apex perpendicular over the centre of the  fl oat; a small plum-bob was sus-
pended from this, having its centre at the level of the center of buoyancy of the  fl oat, 
and occupying, when in still water, the centre of the ring. When this was set a fl oat 
in a trough,  fi tted with apparatus for generating waves, while the plane of its  fl otation 
followed the slope of the waves, the plum-bob remained, nevertheless, so com-
pletely central, that to an eye resting on it, it was dif fi cult to believe that the surface 
was really disturbed by waves, though on watching the sides of the trough it was 
plain that the wave slope ranged up to 15 deg. or 20 deg.; the plumb-line, at the 
same time, deviating to the same extent from the perpendicular.” 13  

 An important consideration in the behavior of a ship is the ship’s “period.” In 
his paper, Froude wrote, “It follows, farther, that when the ship at any moment 
deviates from this position, the effort by which she endeavours to conform her-
self to it depends on the momentary angle of deviation, in the same manner as her 
effort to assume an upright position, when forcibly inclined in still water, depends 
on the angle of inclination. Hence her stability, i.e. her effort to become vertical 
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in still water, measure her effort to become normal to the waves in undulating 
water: and hence just as when the ship  fl oats in still water, this measure of the 
effort, changing with her changes of inclination, combined with the measure of 
her ‘moment of inertia,’ serves to determine her period of oscillation; so when 
she  fl oats in waves, the effort, similarly measured, and changing not only with 
her own changes of inclination, but also with those of the traveling wave surface, 
serves to determine the successive changes of position which she will then 
experience.” 14  

 Froude found that the cork would work to maintain a position at right angles to 
the surface of the wave, whether the water was still or a wave was inclined. The cur-
rent theory of the  metacentre  explains this phenomenon. The metacentre is located 
directly above the  center of buoyancy  of a ship. When a ship is in still water, the 
metacentre, center of gravity, and center of buoyancy are in a direct vertical line. 
When a ship is in waves, the metacenter will change to maintain its position directly 
above the center of buoyancy as that shifts laterally with the motion of the ship in 
the wave. The shifts are automatic as the ship strives to maintain the metacenter 
above the center of buoyancy (Fig.  6.3 ).  

 “We see, then,” Froude wrote,    “that though the effort of stability of any given 
ship depends primarily on her mass, and the position of her metacenter and her 
center of gravity, the rate at which she will acquire or lose velocity under given 
circumstances of inclination and angular velocity, and the position she will assume 
at any period, may be wholly express in terms of her “periodic time”  T .” 15  

 Froude undertook his work on the rolling of ships with the goal of bringing 
science to a vexing problem. He was unhappy that current practice resulted in 
outcomes, “so that when a new ship is sent to sea, her constructor has to watch her 
behaviour in a sea-way with as anxious and uncertain an eye as if she were an 
animal he had bread and was rearing, and hoped would turn out well: not a work 
which he had himself completed, and whose performance he could predict, in 
virtue of the principles he had acted on in its design.” 16  

 In Appendix I to his 1861 paper, Froude laid out a number of conclusions and 
went into further detail on the calculation and application of ( T ), the number of 

  Fig. 6.3    Metacenter. The metacenter changes to maintain a position directly above the center of 
buoyancy       
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seconds taken for a ship to make a single oscillation in still water and ( T  1 ), the 
number of seconds between the wave in “passing from hollow to crest, or crest to 
hollow.” 17  

 The  fi rst conclusion was that, “all ships having the same ‘periodic time,’ or period 
of natural roll, when arti fi cially put in motion in still water, will go through the same 
series of movements when subjected to the same series of waves, whether this 
stability in still water (one of the conditions which governs the periodic time) be due 
to breadth of beam, or to deeply stowed ballast, or to any such peculiarity of form 
as is in practical use. 

 The second was that, ‘the condition which develops the largest angles of rolling 
is, equality in the periodic times of the ship and of the waves…’ This is because the 
period of the waves would amplify the effects of the period of the ship, resulting in 
larger angles than would normally occur.” 

 The third was that, “the ship will fare the best which,  cateris paribus , has the 
slowest periodic time.” This was because the ship would be less reactive to the 
period of the waves. 

 And the fourth was that, “there are two, and only two, methods of giving a slow 
period to a ship.

   (a)     By increasing her ‘moment of inertia,’ as by removing her weights as far as 
possible from her center of gravity; an arrangement which for the most part can 
only be accomplished to a limited extent.  

   (b)     By diminishing her stability under canvas. This can always be accomplished 
in the construction of a ship, and generally in her stowage, to any degree 
consistent with her performance of her regular duties, by simply raising her 
weights.”     

 With his work and his formula for the calculation of ( T ) and ( T  1 ), Froude had not 
only thoroughly examined and explained the rolling of ships, he had supplied ship-
builders with a scienti fi c way to calculate the future performance of their ships. 18   

   The Admiralty Experiment Works at Torquay  

   Plans for the Works 

 Froude’s work on the rolling of ships had earned him a reputation for meticulous 
work and innovative thinking long before he approached the Admirality for funding 
for his Experiment Works. Once the funding had been secured for a facility, he 
applied that same attention to detail to the speci fi cs of his plans for his basin. The 
plans called for water space that was exclusively devoted to the purpose of scale 
model testing so that it would be free from currents produced by other vessels. He 
also wanted dedicated water space so that a uniform water level, free from weeds and 
other obstructions, could be maintained. He wanted the water space housed so that 
experiments could be run without interference from inclement weather (Fig.  6.4 ).  
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 He further speci fi ed that the waterway itself must be of suf fi cient width and 
depth so that additional resistance would not be caused by “constriction of the  fl uid.” 
The basin also needed to be long enough to give the model ample time to attain the 
optimal speed and to maintain that speed for a duration that allowed the test to be 
run. Froude estimated a maximum width of about 10 feet and a length of about 
250 feet would be suf fi cient. 19  

 Froude’s careful planning extended to the composition and dimensions of the 
models. He considered a 6-foot model to be suf fi ciently large although he estimated 
that the model size could go up to 12 feet. He also concluded that the models would 
not need to be stored once tested as long as the dimensions were saved. New models 
could be built to existing dimensions if needed again in the future. 20  

 He further required the models be made of a material that was easy to cut. Froude 
suggested stearine, a type of wax that was  fi rm enough for the purpose. But the 
entire model was not to be made of stearine; Froude proposed “an internal shell of 
wood which will carry the  fi ttings for ballast, towing and handling…” The stearine 
would be “roughly ‘melted on’ in a clay or other mould to a suf fi cient thickness to 
allow for subsequent shaping.” 21  

 Once cut to their initial shape, the models could be “altered to others by a 
revolving cutter mounted on a traversing frame… the path of the cutter instead of 
following the surface of a solid pattern will follow on a drawing the successive 
water-lines, the cutter being set successively at the levels corresponding to the 
water-lines.” 22  (Figs.  6.5 ,  6.6 ,  6.7 , and  6.8 ).     

  Fig. 6.4    Image of basin. The Torquay Experiment Tank, 1871.  Source :  The Papers of William 
Froude, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. 1810–1879        
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  Fig. 6.5    Image of cutters. Side view of machine used for shaping the models.  Source : “Description 
of a Machine for Shaping the Models Used in Experiments on Forms of Ships” by William Froude, 
1873       
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  Fig. 6.6    Image of cutters. End view of machine used for shaping the models.  Source : “Description 
of a Machine for Shaping the Models Used in Experiments on Forms of Ships” by William 
Froude, 1873       
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  Fig. 6.7    Image of cutters. Plan of machine used for shaping the models.  Source : “Description 
of a Machine for Shaping the Models Used in Experiments on Forms of Ships” by William 
Froude, 1873       
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  Fig. 6.8    Image of cutters. Template.  Source : “Description of a Machine for Shaping the Models 
Used in Experiments on Forms of Ships” by William Froude, 1873       

 The next thing Froude would need was an apparatus to measure the relationship 
between velocity and resistance on the various models. “The prima facie simplest 
way of doing this is that which has been generally adopted, namely that of applying 
a de fi nite suspended weight acting through a delicate tow line as the tractive force, 
which force is thus in each experiment regarded as the measure of the resistance, 
and noting the time taken by the model to traverse certain distances.” 23  

 Froude knew that a weight attached to one end of a rope attached to the model 
would do the job of pulling the model through the water, yet he worried that since 
the results would not be self-recorded, they must be observed and noted with the 
possibility for observer error. He also had concerns about any elasticity in the tow-
line that might interfere with the results. More worrisome still to Froude was what 
he referred to as a “still graver dif fi culty,” namely, the near impossibility of guiding 
the boat on an exact straight path. Froude’s experience told him that “no model can 
be trusted to follow exactly the direction of the tow line, indeed some forms, in 
which the tendency to sheer would be least suspected, I have found to possess it to 
an astonishing degree.” 24  

 The problem of how to tow the model in a straight line was a big one. Any 
deviation from a straight line would add to the time it took the model to cover the 
distance and would be added to the resistance of the model. In reality it might not 
be due to the design of the ship and if it were, it would not be possible to determine 
which part of the design was causing the problem. In his search for a solution, 
Froude considered attaching guide wires to the models but feared that would intro-
duce other areas of error. He ultimately decided upon what we now call a  towing 
carriage  as the optimal method for propelling the models. Froude wrote, “If however, 
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we substitute for the guiding wire a light railway with a truck travelling on it we 
may attach the model to the truck through the medium of a dynamometer, af fi xing 
the tow line to the truck instead of to the model, and the dynamometer while it 
guides the model inexorably will indicate purely and solely the resistance experi-
enced by the model in traversing the water. The rotation of the truck wheels will 
afford an exact measure of the distance as it is travelled by the model; and a ‘time 
apparatus’ such as I used in my former experiments, being added, we have all the 
necessary elements, which when duly combined in one apparatus will record by 
lines traced on a travelling sheet of paper the velocity and resistance of the model 
at each point of its course.” 25  

 With a towing carriage, Froude would no longer need the weight and towline. 
Instead he would use a motor with a governor that would maintain a uniform speed. 
“No doubt all this entails an apparatus of somewhat costly construction,” Froude 
wrote, “but after giving the subject much trial and consideration I am con fi rmed in 
the opinion that it is the only sure way of obtaining a suitably accurate result.” 26  The 
use of the towing carriage also eliminated the need for an independent observer to 

  Fig. 6.9    Torquay plot plan. The Torquay Basin and land.  Source :  The Papers of William Froude, 
M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. 1810–1879        
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record the progress of the model. With resistance thus precisely measured as the 
model progressed, Froude was satis fi ed that his results would be properly recorded. 
In hindsight it is possible to state that Froude was correct in his conclusions about 
the effectiveness of the towing carriage as he described for precise measurement. 
Towing carriages with recording equipment are still in use in model basins around 
the world to this day. 

 The Torquay experiment tank was located in a  fi eld near Froude’s home (Fig.  6.9 ). 
The facility was always designed to be temporary in nature because the lease called 
for the land to be returned to its original condition at the term. The Works consisted 
of a canal, an of fi ce, and a workshop located in a wood building with a brick boiler-
house nearby. The waterway was the focal point of the facility. At 278 feet long, 
36 feet wide at the surface, and 10 feet deep, it was formed by a combination of 
excavating dirt and building up the sides with the soil removed during the digging 
to form an embankment. To keep the embankment from leaking, the sides were 
puddled and surfaced with asphalt. When the scale was considered, the 36-foot 
width was the equivalent of a channel of about 2,000 feet across. It was also equiva-
lent to 33 fathoms in depth when modeling a frigate to scale. In keeping with 
Froude’s requirement that the water be unconstricted, this great width ensured that 
any waves created would dissipate without interfering with the tests being run. It 
was part of the reason Froude was con fi dent his tests would be accurate. Another 
was the fact that there was a “beach” at the far end of the tank that permitted the 
dissipation of waves created by models as they were towed through the water. 27    

   The Equipment 

 The towing carriage Froude speci fi ed would be used to move the models through 
the water without creating an additional disturbance. The carriage would be entirely 
out of the water and as a result would generate no waves or interference of its own. 
This carriage would be far more sophisticated that the crude use of ropes with 
weights attached, wherein the non-weighted end of the rope was attached to the 
model, the weight was dropped into a large hole, and the model lunged forward. The 
towing carriage met Froude’s desire for something more scienti fi c for his new 
experiment tank, something that would pull the models at a steady and measurable 
rate. It utilized a 3-foot, 3-inch gauge railway for the towing equipment and screw 
dynamometer, “carried by the roof principals and extended the full length of the 
waterway. This arrangement enabled the carriages to be of light construction…” 
The resistance carriage and screw carriage could be run individually or connected to 
one another. They were towed by an endless wire wound around a barrel driven by 
“a stationary steam hauling engine at the starting end.” Another small carriage could 
be attached behind the resistance carriage so observations of wave formation at a 
model’s stern could be made. 28  

 The steam engine, designed by Froude, could tow at a speed of up to 1,000 foot 
per minute. If greater speeds were needed, Froude would go “old style,” and attach 
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the carriage to a rope with a weight at the other end. The weight would then be 
dropped into a pit outside the building. With the towing apparatus maintaining a 
steady speed above, rather than in the water, Froude had what he needed to propel 
the models without introducing additional motion in the water. 

 All of this effort was in the service of measuring the amount of friction, resis-
tance, the model encountered as it moved through the water. Would a long hull have 
less drag? Would a wider hull make a difference? Did the amount of power or the 
size of the screw propeller alter the performance signi fi cantly? The proper calcula-
tion of the resistance was vital. 

 Froude designed a variation on a belt dynamometer for the job (Figs.  6.10  and 
 6.11 ). This piece of equipment was attached to the towing carriage so that when 

  Fig. 6.10    Image of belt dynamometer. The belt dynamometer was designed to record the perfor-
mance of any power consuming machine which is or can be driven by a belt.  Source : “On a New 
Dynamometer and Friction Break” by William Froude, 1858       
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the model was towed, it made two lines on a long piece of paper. One line was 
straight and documented the total time the vessel was in motion. The other line 
was made by a pencil at right angles to the paper and attached to a spring mecha-
nism that permitted the pencil to move up and down on the page and draw a 
curved line. The distance between the curved line and the straight line showed the 
effect of friction, the resistance that particular ship form encountered when 
moving at that particular speed. To make it easier to keep track of the amount of 
time that had passed, hash marks were made on the paper to document each half-
minute. The curves were compared to one another to see the effects of speed and 
shape on resistance. By varying the speed and/or the form, Froude could observe 
the effect variations in design had on the model and extrapolate to their effect on 
full-sized ships 29  (Fig.  6.12 ).     

  Fig. 6.11    Image of belt dynamometer. Details of the belt dynamometer.  Source : “On a New 
Dynamometer and Friction Break” by William Froude, 1858       

  Fig. 6.12    Resistance curves. The effects of changes in design on the resistance of the model       
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   The Models 

 In addition to meeting Froude’s desire for ship form models that could be easily cut, 
the models themselves were works of art. Each had to be manufactured to exact 
speci fi cations so that test results would be comparable. To ensure a smooth, defect-
free surface, the wooden cores were coated with hard paraf fi n wax. A small amount 
of beeswax was added to guarantee there would be no air holes in the  fi nished sur-
face. Froude was delighted with his selection of materials. He wrote in a paper 
published in 1873, “The material best suited for the purpose would clearly be one, 
which, though hard enough, would cut freely and smoothly in any direction, without 
requiring much power and without blunting the tools; a material fusible at a low 
temperature, so as to be easily cast approximately to the shape required; of not great 
speci fi c gravity; impenetrable to water without the application of any arti fi cial coat-
ing; and, above all, capable of being melted up again repeatedly to form new mod-
els. Almost the  fi rst material that suggested itself—hard paraf fi n—was found to 
ful fi l every one of these conditions.” 30  

 There had never been models constructed to the speci fi cations Froude had in 
mind. He needed a new type of machinery for the shaping of the models. Froude 
designed and built the machine himself. The resulting machinery and process were 
so exact that “it would certainly be considered there was something wrong in the 
model, if when properly loaded the addition of only ½ lb. weight would not make it 
deviate sensibly from the  fl otation line calculated for it.” 31   

   Initial Tests 

 The initial Experiment Tank tests were made on plain wooden planks. Froude 
reported his  fi ndings before the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science at Brighton in August 1872. The object of the experiments was to discover 
the conditions of the resistance to passage through the water caused to models or 
ships by the friction of the water against the sides. The planks were shaped to various 
scales and towed through the water at varying speeds as the results were recorded. 
The planks were then treated with a number of varnishes that included shellac, tal-
low, and glue, and towed again. 132  The results were compared to see what, if any, 
difference the various surfaces might make. The smoother surfaces proved to have 
less resistance. 

 Paraf fi n scale models were then created and towed through the water. The results 
from these tests were compared to the tests with the planks, to see what effect the 
shape of the model hulls had on the friction, or resistance, experienced by the model. 
They showed that the different shapes had different resistance and that the resistance 
was not only present, but measurable. All Froude needed now was a way to prove 
beyond doubt that his 6-foot paraf fi n scale models supplied results that were appli-
cable to full-sized ships. 
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 Froude went on to make a number of important discoveries using models of 
various forms with his towing carriage and dynamometer. He tested the resistance 
they encountered at differing speeds and in his 1877 report read at the Eighteenth 
session of the Institution of Naval Architects, March 23, 1877, he gave the  fi rst for-
mal explanation of his “system of experiment,” which included his rationale for 
testing and comparing many possible forms. “That system of experiments involves 
the construction of models of various forms (they are really fair-sized boats of from 
10 to 25 feet in length) and of testing, by a dynamometer the resistances they expe-
rienced when running at various assigned appropriate speeds. The system may be 
described as that of determining the scale of resistance of a model of any given 
form, and from that the resistance of a ship of any given form, rather than as that of 
searching for the best form; and this method was preferred as the more general, and 
because the form which is best adapted to any given circumstances comes out 
incidentally from a comparison of the various results.” 33  

 Froude went on to explain the vital function of the dynamometer in the process. 
“We drive each model through the water at the successive assigned appropriate 
speeds by an extremely sensitive dynamometrical apparatus, which gives us in every 
case an accurate automatic record of the model’s resistance, as well as a record of 
the speed.” 34  The fact that the recording was automatic and accurate was a major 
milestone in the collection of data of this sensitive nature. 

 He also included a description of the arrival of a resistance curve of each model. 
“We thus obtain for each model a series of speeds, and the corresponding resis-
tances; and to render these results as intelligible as possible, we represent them 
graphically in each case in a form which we call the ‘curve of the resistance’ for the 
particular model.” 35  

 This introduction of his method also included a brief discussion of the purpose 
of the curve. “This curve, whatever be its features, expresses for the model of that 
particular form, what is in fact and apart from all theory, the law of its resistance in 
terms of its speed; and what we have to do is if possible to  fi nd a rational interpreta-
tion of the law.” 36  

 Froude ended the introductory portion of his remarks with a brief discussion and 
de fi nition of resistance. The fact that the discussion was brief does not detract from 
their importance since Froude was the very  fi rst to design and describe the method 
that would be used going forward. 

 He pointed out that an earlier belief about the movement of ships through the 
water—that they plowed their way forward—was de fi nitively proven to be false by 
his work. “The old idea that the resistance of a ship consists essentially of the force 
employed in driving the water out of her way, and closing it up behind her, or, as it 
has sometimes been expressed, in excavating a channel through the track of water 
which she traverses, this old idea has ceased to be tenable as a real proposition, 
though  prima facie  we know that it was an extremely natural one.” 37  This was an 
important point because until it was acknowledged that the resistance encountered 
from a ship did not come from “making a channel” as it progressed, there was no 
way to discuss the origin of resistance and practical ways to reduce that resistance. 
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 Froude wrote,    “Thus we divide the forces represented by the curve of resistance 
into two elements—one ‘skin resistance’ the other, which only comes into existence 
as the speed is increased, and which we may term ‘residuary resistance’.” 38  As you’ve 
probably concluded, skin resistance was due to the wetted surface of the ship and 
was nearly identical to the total resistance encountered by the vessel at slow speeds. 39  
The residuary resistance was trickier. 

 Residuary resistance, Froude explained, comprised the greatest form of resis-
tance and was made of three components. The  fi rst form of resistance arose from the 
energy that went into creating the bow waves that diverged from the ship, never 
touching the ship again once they were generated and dissipating as they traveled 
away from the vessel. 40 The more important forms of residuary resistance came from 
the transverse waves, “the crests of which remain in contact with the ship’s side, and 
thirdly the terminal wave, which appears independently at the stern of the ship.” 41  
(Fig.  6.13 ). The terminal waves were formed as a result of water that had travelled 
the length of the ship beneath the water and rose to the level of the water line as it 
passed under the farthest portion of the ship. 42   

 Froude concluded his introduction by writing, “The term ‘wave-making 
resistance’ represents then the excess of resistance beyond that due to surface 
friction, and that excess we know to be chie fl y due to this formation of waves by the 
ship.” 43  

  Fig. 6.13    Transverse waves. Waves which appear independently at the stern of a ship       
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 As a result of the work done with his system of experiment, Froude was able to 
reach two conclusions that would impact the design of vessels from that point for-
ward: The  fi rst was that ships that tended to produce longer waves also tended to 
reach greater speeds before the waves were generated. The second was that such a 
ship would encounter less wave-making resistance at most speeds. 44  This led Froude 
to conclude that “this principle is the explanation of the extreme importance of 
having at least a certain length of form in a ship intended to attain a certain speed; 
for it is necessary, in order to avoid great wave-making resistance, that the ‘wave 
features,’ as we may term them, should be long in comparison with the length of the 
wave which would naturally travel at the speed intended for the ship.” 45   

   The HMS  Greyhound  Trials 

 When the Admiralty proposed a series of tests on the full-sized HMS  Greyhound , 
Froude recognized his chance. Given the strength of opinion that full-sized tests 
were a must, he wisely arranged for the Admiralty to have him appointed one of the 
two people conducting the full-sized mile trials of the HMS  Greyhound . The purpose 
of the trials was to determine “the resistance experienced by a ship of considerable 
size and of known form and dimensions, when moved through smooth water at vari-
ous speeds.” 46  To accomplish this, Froude had the actual  Greyhound  towed by a 
larger ship by use of a 45-foot boom. This boom allowed the  Greyhound  to be towed 
without being impacted by the wake of the towing vessel (Fig.  6.14 ). The weather 
was good and the tests were run on the 878-ton ship (without her masts) at varying 
trims and displacements.  

 Among other things, Froude was able to determine that about 58 percent of 
the power was being wasted in the friction of engine and screw and in the 
“detrimental reaction of the propeller on the stream lines of the water closing in 
on the stern of the vessel.   ”  47  This  fi nding would lead to further investigation of 
propellers. He also came up with a series of resistance curves for the actual, 
full-sized HMS  Greyhound.  

  Fig. 6.14    Greyhound trials. The trials of the HMS  Greyhound  proved the validity of scale model 
testing       
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 Froude than ran tests on his scale model of the  Greyhound  in the Torquay 
Experiment Tank. He said, “In order to test the ‘scale of comparison’ which has 
been propounded by me as furnishing a true method of inferring the resistance of a 
ship from those of a model of the ship, a model of the  Greyhound  1/16 full size was 
made, and its resistances at various speeds determined under each of the different 
conditions of displacement and trim to which the ship herself was subjected. This 
was done in the experiment-tank, and with the apparatus constructed by me for the 
experiments I am now carrying on with models for the Admiralty.” 48  

 He discovered that when the dynamometer results of the full-sized trial were 
compared to the scale trials of a model with a hull that was not completely smooth 
(as was the case with the full-sized  Greyhound  due to chemical reactions on the 
surface of her copper plated hull) the results were a match and “…conclusively 
veri fi ed], the law of comparison between ships and models, the discrepancy which 
it presents being only such as might arise in comparing the performances of any 
given ship under two different conditions of skin.” 49  

 This indicated that what Froude would have expected to be the case with the 
actual  Greyhound  given the results from the scale model tests did indeed hold. His 
scale model testing had given results that were veri fi able and accurate. 

 With the completion of the  Greyhound  trials and the successful comparison of 
the mile test results to the results of the scale model trials, Froude’s faith in the 
accuracy of scale-model testing was af fi rmed. “This justi fi es the reliance I have 
placed on the method of investigating the effects of variation of form by trials with 
varied models—a method which, if trustworthy, is equally serviceable for testing 
abstract formulae, or for feeling the way towards perfection by a strictly inductive 
process,” he wrote in a paper that proved to be de fi nitive. 50  

 Froude’s work established model testing as a valid and vital precursor to the 
design of ships of the  fl eet. By 1894 all British warships were constructed using 
input from the results of model testing. The results of model testing work af fi rmed 
the faith Froude had placed in the value of his earlier work—work that Scott Russell 
has once derisively compared to as  the amusement of making pretty little experi-
ments on a small scale.   

   Conclusion 

 Froude’s goal had been to use scale model tests to properly estimate the amount of 
resistance experienced by a full-sized ship as it moved through the water. This was 
a vexing problem of his time, because the dimensions of a battleship were not 
calculated using any sort of consistent rationale. Froude wanted to help take this 
important problem from an art to a science, and to do this he used a dynamometer 
to chart the progress of a scale model through the canal he constructed at Torquay. 
This would be done with thousands of models over the 14 years the experiments 
took place in his facility. 
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 The tests would vary to simulate different dimensions of the ships, to see if a 
wider, shorter ship did better than a thinner, longer ship, for example. Froude was 
convinced    earlier problems with model test results would be resolved by the use of 
scale models. His belief was vindicated with the mile trials of the actual HMS 
 Greyhound.  For this test, the full-sized  Greyhound  was towed by another ship. 
Different conditions of trim were introduced and the results were measured and 
compared to the model tests. When the tests showed the same results, it laid all 
doubts to rest and model testing was  fi rmly established as the precursor to ship 
design for ships of the British  fl eet. 

 Hydrodynamicists respect William Froude’s contributions to hydrodynamic 
theory and practice to this day. His work not only established the validity and 
usefulness of model testing, but resulted in several theories that have stood the test 
of time: 

  Froude’s Comparison  is predicated on the fact that observations made on a 
scale model are valid indicators of the observations that will be made on the full-
sized ship under the same conditions. This is a seminal concept that made it 
possible for naval architects to “try out” a number of theories on models, before 
any expenditure was made on actual ships of the line. It allowed science to be 
applied to ship construction and in the process ensured that the  fi nished ship 
would perform as anticipated. This was a huge step forward from the rules of 
thumb and application of personal experience that had ruled the design of ships 
until Froude’s time. 

 In “The Speed and Power of Ships,”  fi rst published in 1910, Rear Admiral David 
Watson Taylor, constructor and head of the Experimental Model Basin at the Navy 
Yard in Washington, DC, devoted a chapter to The Principle of Similitude. He wrote, 
“Present day ideas of the resistance and propulsion of ships have been derived 
almost in to from the theories and methods evolved by the elder Froude, William 
Froude, dating back to about 1870. He  fi rst applied to such questions the Law of 
Comparison or Froude’s Law, as it is well called, connecting the resistances of 
similar vessels.” 51  

 Taylor also wrote that the principle of similitude was  fi rst put forth by Newton, 
but Froude appeared to have developed the “particular form used to compare mod-
els of ships and of propellers, and to have been the  fi rst to use the Law of Comparison 
to obtain practical results.” 52  Taylor further wrote that, “Froude’s Law is a particular 
case of the general law of mechanical similitude, de fi ning the necessary and 
suf fi cient conditions, that two systems or aggregation of particles which are initially 
geometrically similar should continue to be at corresponding times not only geo-
metrically but mechanically similar.” 53  

 Taylor went on to cite work done on the “principle of dimensional homogeneity” 
by Dr. Buckingham of the Bureau of Standards and presented in his 1915 paper 
before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. According to Taylor, 
“Froude’s Law is readily deduced from this principle.” And the “process developed 
by the elder Froude, now universally accepted, and used in model basin research the 
world over.” 54  
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 Froude “played a leading part in interpreting the signi fi cance of Rankine’s 
streamline ovals and formulated the streamline theory of resistance, and explained 
that the components of ship resistance were skin friction, wave-, and eddy-making 
and assigned approximate values of each.” 55  

 His 1869 “Explanations” provided a thorough and cogent summary of the state 
of hydrodynamic principles and vessel construction as they existed at the time. 56  

 His work laid the groundwork for those who followed. To this day, Froude’s 
work is a respected and essential fundamental of model testing for ocean, air, and 
spacecraft. 

  Froude’s Theory on the Rolling of Ships , discussed in detail in this chapter, is 
another important contribution that stands to this day. Froude correctly identi fi ed 
the mechanics of a wave when he stated that the water remained stationary while the 
motion moved from one point to another. He concluded that excessive rolling of a 
ship was the result of a ship whose period corresponded to the period of the wave, 
which caused the cumulative effect to be greater than what would be expected from 
a single wave. 

  The Froude Number  is an enduring result of the work Froude did at Torquay. 
This dimensionless number is calculated as the ratio of a body’s inertia to gravita-
tional forces and is still used when evaluating hull design. For an apt comparison of 
model to ship, both must be operating at the same Froude number. Calculations will 
be made to bring other factors into line when making design considerations. In gen-
eral testing of models, the greater the Froude number, the greater the resistance. 
Engineers still rely upon this number today.  
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  I never knew anyone who I thought had such a  fi ne mind, was so 
broad as well as practical in all matters, had such clear foresight 
and, withal, was so gentle and lovable at all times. He had, also, 
that truly rare gift of being able to answer a question without 
making the inquirer feel that he should have known the answer.  

  Rear Admiral George H. Rock on Rear Admiral David Watson 
Taylor    

 As the start of the nineteenth century drew near, the United Kingdom had a 
longstanding interest in a strong navy and an investment in that navy that included 
the work of William Froude. An island nation with colonies and possessions 
around the globe, she recognized the importance of being able to reach and strike 
outside her boarders swiftly and de fi nitively. Since many European countries also 
had colonies and possession to consider, a strong navy was equally important to 
them. The United States, previously concerned with intercoastal waterways and 
the defense of her shores, had a newly born and burgeoning interest in both being 
perceived as a reliable ally and having the ability to trade easily with overseas 
partners. She was also coming to the realization that to be a world-player, she 
would need a world-class navy. 

 Unfortunately, as the Civil War ended in 1865, most of America’s ships were laid 
up in reserve. The condition of the Navy continued to deteriorate and by 1878 it had 
only 6,000 men. By the 1880s there was a push for a “New Navy.” This New Navy 
would be a blue-ocean navy with vessels that could cross the ocean to come to the 
aid of allies and bring the merchants of the United States access to the markets of 
Europe and Great Britain. 

 The  fi rst ships of the New Navy were authorized in 1883. Known as the A-B-
C-D ships they were three Protected Cruisers (so-called because of the armored 
deck to protect essential machinery beneath the deck), and one smaller “dispatch” 
boat (to carry messages between the larger ships). The next year, the Naval Advisory 
Board recommended the construction of a model basin, so the United States could 
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test the design of new ships before construction was begun. Because these new ships 
would be costly and were vital to the interest of the United States, it was felt that 
anything proven to cut costs in the long run would be of bene fi t. Even with the his-
tory of successful work at model basins in England and other countries, it would be 
12 more years before work on the basin in the United States would actually begin. 

 During the period 1885–1890, “Congress and the Navy sorted through a variety 
of budgetary and technical questions, none of which had simple answers. Members 
of Congress of both parties hoped to achieve improvements at the lowest possible 
cost, and evaluated each technical change against its impact upon federal expendi-
ture. To what extent should armor be sacri fi ced for speed, especially in cruisers? 
How many engines and screws should be used to propel those most powerful, 
heaviest ships? Should double- or triple-expansion engines be used? How should 
propellers be modi fi ed to improve their ef fi ciency?”    1  

 The publication of  The In fl uence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660–1783 , by 
Alfred Thayer Mahan in 1890, as mentioned earlier, proved to be the tipping point 
for a global interest in strong navies that could be part of a “decisive battle.” Mahan’s 
case was so convincing that it has in fl uenced international naval strategy into the 
current century. He wrote that to be effective, a nation must have dependable, battle-
worthy ships; at that time, armored ships powered by steam. The need for more 
powerful steam-powered metal ships had never felt as urgent. The ships must be 
built quickly, economically, and successfully. 

 Congress and the Navy wanted to use a more scienti fi c approach to design these 
new ships. They wanted a process that would make it possible to know as early as 
the design phase, if a ship would perform as expected, and what con fi guration of 
power and structure would result in the best performance. Through the efforts and 
advocacy of American Naval Architect David Watson Taylor, the United States was 
aware of the advances in ship design that had been brought about in England by the 
use of Froude’s model testing. They understood they could run model tests to per-
fect designs for ships of the  fl eet prior to construction. They also understood they 
needed to build a testing facility before this work could begin. In 1896, it was 
decided that the United States would have a model basin. Taylor was chosen to 
design, construct, and head the Experimental Model Basin. 

   David Watson Taylor 

 A brilliant mathematician, Taylor attended Randolph-Macon College at age 13. The 
youngest boy in the college, he was appointed to the United States Naval Academy, 
then the premier institute for mathematics, upon graduation in 1881. In 1885 he 
graduated as a cadet engineer, with the highest academic record to date. While at the 
Naval Academy, he was active in a number of activities and in his fourth year, he 
was a member of the football and baseball teams, president of the athletic associa-
tion and chairman of the “hop” committee. Upon graduation he served 3 months on 
the U.S.S.  Pensacola , the  fl agship of the European Squadron, commanded by 
Captain George Dewey 2  before the US Navy assigned him to study the design and 
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construction of warships and naval machinery at the Royal Naval College in 
Greenwich, England. Study in England or Europe was necessary because the United 
States then had no program. 

 Taylor entered the postgraduate course in Greenwich and specialized in marine 
engineering. In 1888 he graduated with a  fi rst-class certi fi cate, and again achieved 
the highest grades to that time. In 1885, while at Greenwich, he was appointed 
Assistant Naval Constructor due to his high standing at the College. 

 When he returned to the United States, Taylor was assigned to duty at Cramp’s 
shipyard in Philadelphia. In 1889 he was a member of the board of experts consider-
ing alleged defects in the battleship  Texas  being built at Norfolk. At about that time 
he also assisted in preparing the designs of naval vessels for the consideration of the 
 Board of Naval Policy . Taylor also took an active part in the 1880s “New Navy,” 
program during which a number of vessels were constructed for “coast defense.” 3  

 Taylor was promoted to the grade of Naval Constructor in 1891, and from 1892 
to 1894 he served as Construction Of fi cer in the Navy Yard, Mare Island, California. 
In 1893, Taylor’s  fi rst book, “Resistance of Ships and Screw Propulsion,” was pub-
lished. In 1894 he was assigned to duty in the Bureau of Construction and Repair at 
Washington as principal assistant to the Chief Constructor, Philip Hichborn. Early 
in his career, Taylor “critically investigated the various methods of ‘ship calcula-
tion’ for the determination of displacement as well as the characteristics of buoy-
ancy and stability and formulated a method of calculation which became the standard 
for the Navy.” 4  

 It was with this impressive body of experience and a deep respect for Froude’s 
work, that Taylor was ready at age 32, to turn his scrupulous attention to the task of 
building the ultimate testing facility at what is now the Old Navy Yard in Washington, 
DC. It would take 3 years to complete the facility. Despite the complexity of the task 
and several unanticipated problems, he would bring the project in on budget. 

   The Experimental Model Basin 

 At the eighth general meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, 
held in New York, November 15 and 16, 1900, Taylor, then Naval Constructor, pre-
sented his report, “The United States Experimental Model Basin.” This report gave a 
complete picture of the obstacles and solutions along the way to completion of the 
Basin, as well as the results of the testing done since its opening in 1898. 

 The Experimental Model Basin (EMB) was located in the southeast corner of what 
is now known as the Old Navy Yard in Washington, DC. It consisted of a basin and 
the building that housed it (   Figs.  7.1  and  7.2 ). The models were moved through the 
water with a towing carriage much like the one used by William Froude (Fig.  7.3 ).    

 “Circumstances necessitated the location of the basin upon a site which left much 
to be desired, requiring a much more expensive method of construction than would 
have been necessary had conditions been more favorable,” Taylor wrote in his 
report.    “As will be seen from the plans, the basin is very close to the Eastern Branch 
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  Fig. 7.1    EMB plot plan. The experimental model basin and surrounding land.  Source : “The 
United States Experimental Model Basin” by David W. Taylor, 1900       

  Fig. 7.2    EMB photo. The experimental model basin at the Old Navy Yard.  Source : National Archives       
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  Fig. 7.3       The towing carriage.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by David 
W. Taylor, 1900       

of the Potomac, and has under it several weak springs. Indeed, during construction 
there was much apprehension of quicksand toward the northern end.” 

 To ensure the basin would not collapse from the water pressure building beneath 
it, Taylor built it with sheet piling around it. Nearly 3 years after all concrete work 
had been completed, Taylor wrote that, “there has been no trouble from leakage, and 
no indication of settling or unsoundness has developed at any point, it is believed 
that the dif fi culties of foundation may be considered to have been successfully over-
come.” Still, whenever the basin was pumped dry, a job that took about 4 h, “the 
outside water is pumped once a day in order to keep it from rising suf fi ciently high 
to bring serious upward pressure on the bottom.” 5  

 With the basin itself constructed and stable, the next issue was  fi lling it with one 
million gallons of clear, debris-free water, and keeping the level constant. The water 
itself was taken from the Potomac River. On the way to the Basin it was “treated 
with a minute quantity of alum, which coagulates with any mud present, and then 
clari fi ed by passage through a sand  fi lter of the pressure type.” At full capacity, it 
took about a week to  fi ll the basin; more if the Potomac River was unusually muddy. 
Once the basin was  fi lled, Taylor wrote a “small stream is kept constantly running 
through the  fi lters in order to freshen the water, make up for leakage, waste, etc.” 6  

 The building was heated and cooled by use of an ingenious system. In winter, hot 
air was drawn through steam coils by an electric fan. “Thermometers are  fi tted in 
connection with a small compressed air installation,” Taylor wrote, “by which reg-
isters are automatically closed and windows opened, or vice versa, as necessary to 
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maintain the temperature evenly at a desired point.” Because the air was damp and 
the people working in the basin were involved in moving rapidly on the traveling 
carriage that towed the models, the temperature was kept “slightly higher than that 
desirable for an ordinary living or working room.” 7  

 Although the models attached to a towing carriage that sat above the water and 
ran along tracks on the rims of the basin before they were moved through the water, 
disruptions in the water in the form of waves generated by each test run were still 
a potential problem. To dissipate the waves as quickly as possible, Taylor designed 
steel troughs on each side that were just below the surface of the water and absorbed 
the wave disturbances. At the northern end of the basin, he had a wave breaker 
“consisting of a large number of square strips of wood set vertically at varying 
distances apart.” The combination of the steel troughs and the wooden wave break-
ers was enough to “give entire satisfaction,” Taylor wrote. “Without wave-breaking 
appliances it would be a very lengthy operation to run trials at high speeds as very 
long waits between runs would be necessary in order to allow subsidence of 
waves.” 8  (Fig.  7.4 ).  

 Taylor mounted the equipment for determining the resistance of the model on the 
traveling carriage that spanned the basin. The carriage weighed about 70,000 
pounds. As a result, it could be relied upon to maintain a constant speed once it 
reached the desired speed. The carriage was driven by a total of four motors, one on 
each corner. The speed was controlled by the Ward-Leonard system that used an 
“exciter” generator to keep the  fi eld coils of the motors in constant excitation. 
“Current from the same exciter is passed through the controlling rheostats on the 

  Fig. 7.4    Wave breakers at the end of the towing tank.  Source : “The United States Experimental 
Model Basin” by David W. Taylor, 1900       
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carriage and also around the  fi eld coils of the main generator,” wrote Taylor. With 
the main generator “kept running at a constant speed by a governor which limits 
variation of speed within 1 1/2  percent from no load to full load… the result in prac-
tice is to give the carriage excellent speed control and regulation.” 9  

 Taylor had his basin  fi lled with clear, fresh water, an apparatus for measuring 
resistance and a towing carriage that would move steadily at the required speed. 
“With such a heavy mass moving at this speed in a con fi ned space,” he wrote, “it was 
necessary to devise the arrangements for stopping with the utmost care.” With his 
characteristic attention to detail, Taylor devised three separate braking systems. 10  

 The  fi rst took advantage of the Ward-Leonard system. “With the Ward-Leonard 
system,” he wrote, “a very powerful electrical braking effect is obtained from the 
driving motors, through the back current which they generate when the exciter cur-
rent around the generator  fi elds is shut off or reversed.” This method allowed the 
towing carriage to be stopped fairly quickly but it had some serious drawbacks. 
“Clearly,” Taylor wrote, “however, this method of stopping could not be relied upon 
alone, since it fails if the circuit is broken either accidentally or by the automatic 
circuit breakers in case of an overload.” It also required the person on the towing 
carriage to take action. “It is evidently desirable, then,” Taylor wrote, “to have at 
least one method of braking which shall stop the carriage in the minimum possible 
distance, be independent of the person operating the electric current, and require no 
manipulation on the part of the person operating the carriage.” 11  

 A friction brake was decided upon as the second system. It would be closed by 
hydraulic pressure and the pressure could be read by a gauge at the south end of the 
basin so that, “operators could be certain before starting a run that the friction brake 
has pressure on.” Also, “The apparatus was designed for a maximum pressure of 
600 pounds to the square inch,” Taylor reported, “It is found, however, that a pres-
sure of 300 pounds is suf fi cient to bring the carriage to rest from its maximum speed 
within less than 20 feet.” 12  

  Fig. 7.5    The emergency breaking system.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” 
by David W. Taylor, 1900       
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 “As a  fi nal provision for safety,” Taylor wrote, “there is  fi tted what is called the 
emergency brake, which takes hold of the carriage if in any way it gets through 
the friction brake without being arrested.” With this braking system, “the carriage 
engages a large hook connected by heavy cables and a taper piston rod to a piston 
working in a hydraulic cylinder.” It had never been necessary to use this emergency 
brake at the time of Taylor’s report. “It is hoped that this emergency brake will 
never be called upon to demonstrate its capacity,” he wrote. 13  (Fig.  7.5 ).    

   The Models 

 The assumption was that the new EMB would use models of the same type and 
size as those used by Froude. Unfortunately, this proved to be impractical. Taylor 
wrote in his report, “Parra fi ne presents many advantages for models, but for us has 
the unsurmountable disadvantage that it will not stand the summer temperature in 
Washington without inadmissible softening.” Wood models of white pine were 
chosen because they retained shape during changes in weather and were overall 
stronger than paraf fi n. Taylor’s report mentioned three disadvantages that had been 
overcome. The  fi rst two were that wood models were dif fi cult and expensive to 
shape, and harder to keep tight. These were “practically overcome by the adoption 
of special machinery.” The last disadvantage was that it was harder to achieve a 
uniform surface. This was overcome “by using a special varnish to  fi nish the 
models, which gives a surface practically uniform,” wrote Taylor. 14  

 Froude’s paraf fi n models had been 12 or 14 feet in length. “Owing to the greater 
strength of wood it appeared perfectly feasible to make models 20 feet long,” Taylor 
wrote, “and the sectional area of the basin was such that these models could be run 
with no greater interference owing to limited size of basin than 12-foot models in 
the smaller foreign basins.” 15  

 Taylor soon discovered there were advantages to the 20-foot models when it 
came to determining resistance. He wrote, “We  fi nd that for the 20-foot models of 
practically all our naval vessels the resistances at the speeds corresponding to the 
actual maximum speeds of the vessels are below 40 pounds. With 12-foot models 
the resistances would have been below 9 pounds.” He went on to report, “With the 
large model resistance is accurately measured to a given percentage of accuracy 
with less dif fi culty, and the gap between model and ship to be bridged by the law of 
comparison is not so great.” 16  

 Con fi dent that the 20-foot white pine models would provide more accurate results, 
Taylor went on to describe the  fi ve resistance curves that were obtained for each model: 
“No. I. With the model at a displacement corresponding to the designed normal dis-
placement of the ship and at the designed trim of the ship. No. 2. With the model as in 
No. I, except the trim is changed 4 inches by the head. No. 3. With the model as in No. 
I, except the trim is changed 4 inches by the stern. No. 4. With the model as in No. I, 
except that it is 10 percent lighter. No. 5. With the model as in No. I, except that it is 10 
percent heavier.” Running tests on models with the same  fi ve modi fi cations gave Taylor 
a solid basis for comparing the performance of different designs. 17   
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   Making the Models 

 The  fi rst step in making a 20-foot model was to take the body plan drawing and 
enlarge it to determine the “sections of a 20-foot model corresponding to the sec-
tions in the body plan,” Taylor wrote in his report. An enlarging pantograph or 
ediograph was used for this purpose (Fig.  7.6 ). Once the sections were enlarged, 
they were used as patterns for the construction of a “former model” made of “a skin 
of strips of wood nailed securely to them and smoothed off.” 18   

 While the former model was being built, “a wooden block is built up of white pine 
lifts about two inches thick, glued together hot under heavy hydraulic pressure,” 
Taylor wrote. “This block is so proportioned that when the  fi nished model is cut from 
it the wood will be left amply thick, nowhere less than about two inches. Additional 
thickness is not avoided since the models require ballast in every case.” 19  

 Once model makers had the former model and a white pine block of the required 
thickness, the next step was to cut the actual 20-foot model. The former model and 
the corresponding block of white pine were secured in the model-cutting machine 
with the former model being below. “The roller below rolls over the former model, 
and the saw above, which is driven at about 2,200 revolutions per minute by an 
electric motor,” wrote Taylor, “is constrained by the balanced link work to move 
exactly above and at a uniform distance from it. The sizes are so arranged that 
the saw does not cut within one-eighth of an inch of the intended  fi nished surface of 
the model.” 20  (Figs.  7.7 ,  7.8 , and  7.9 ).    

  Fig. 7.6    The ediograph.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by 
David W. Taylor, 1900       
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 A rotary cutter was then attached to the machine to rough  fi nish the model. The 
 fi nal sanding was done by hand with sanded disks driven by an electric motor. The 
models were then painted inside and out. The  fi nal step was the application of a 
standard varnish on the outside. 

 When needed for a test, the model would be suspended from one of the cranes 
for that purpose and weighed. Ballast would be added until the weight in the water 
corresponded to the desired displacement of the ship it represented. When the test 
was completed, the model would be weighed again when the ballast was removed. 
Then the model would be stowed on the galleries on each side of the basin. 21   

   Results Reported in the 1900 Report 

 Taylor was able to report that the curves so far tended “to strengthen the theory that 
length and displacement are the primary factors involved in resistance; or, in other 
words, that given the length and displacement of vessels of usual forms, the resistance 
is not materially changed by practicable changes in shape, beam, draught, etc.” 22  

 Some early curves showed what Taylor referred to as “peculiar ‘humps’” at between 
four and  fi ve knots. They were most pronounced in narrow, deep models and died away 
and appeared as  fl at spots for the broad, shallow models. Taylor reported that, “they are, 
of course due to the interference between the bow and stern wave systems.” 23  

  Fig. 7.7    The cutting machine 01.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by 
David W. Taylor, 1900       
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  Fig. 7.8    The cutting machine 02.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by 
David W. Taylor, 1900       

 Taylor’s report included a discussion of curves for several battleships before 
concluding, “Some results obtained in connection with the Georgia models show 
conclusively the direct practical value of model experiments.” He made this obser-
vation because through model testing, he had been able to compare differences 
resulting from different shapes in two models in the Georgia class. Taylor wrote of 
the results, “Although we knew in a general way that speed would be gained with 
increased length in spite of greater displacement, there is no reliable method known 
at present by which we could possibly have determined satisfactorily the necessary 
and suf fi cient length without model experiments.” 24  
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 Because US battleships required a shallow draught and fuller forms, they were 
more dif fi cult to drive than a foreign battleship with a deeper draught and the same 
displacement. “Speed can be obtained by increased length,” Taylor wrote, “but, as 
the members of this Society are well aware, great length is peculiarly objectionable 
in a battleship…” “It was evidently, then, a matter of the greatest practical impor-
tance to be able to determine satisfactorily,” Taylor wrote, “such a vital feature as 
the necessary and suf fi cient length, and the requisite horse-power for our  fi ve new 
battleships, which will represent, completed, and investment of some thirty millions 
of dollars.” Thus, the tests done in the early years of the model basin were instru-
mental in arriving at the proper length and horsepower for the new battleships. 25  

   Work with Elmer Sperry 

 Taylor was interested in anything that could increase the ef fi ciency of the  fl eet. 
From the type of glue used for his models to instruments that could be used aboard 
the ships themselves, Taylor wanted to examine the idea and test it thoroughly. 

 When Elmer Sperry came to him in the winter of 1907 with a device that might 
be used to reduce the roll of ships at sea, Taylor launched in to a period of experi-
mentation and consultation with Sperry. The idea of Sperry’s gyroscopic stabilizer 
was that it would begin to stabilize the roll of the ship before the full impact of the 
wave was even felt.    “Taylor agreed to test a model of Sperry’s stabilizer at the basin, 
and in July 1910 he drafted a forty-page report explaining in mathematical terms 
the stabilizing effect of Sperry’s machinery.” 26  He then suggested to Sperry that a 
gyrocompass might also be of use. 27   

  Fig. 7.9    The cutting machine 03.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by 
David W. Taylor, 1900       
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   The Suction of Vessels 

 In 1909, Taylor published the results of his study of suction between two large 
ships passing in a narrow channel in a paper, “Some Model Experiment on Suction 
of Vessels.” The paper, based on the research performed in the EMB, was pre-
sented to the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers in New York. 
Taylor had been interested in “… the question of ‘suction’ or reduced pressure 
that occurs between two ships, traveling in the same direction, when one over-
takes and passes the other too closely. He saw the problem as a demonstration of 
the principle of streamline  fl ow, in which he had been interested since the 1890s. 
As early as 1902 Taylor explained the principles based on streamline theory over 
and over in his correspondence.” 28  His paper demonstrated “… how reduced pres-
sure between closely passing ships tended to force them closer together with danger 
of collision.” 29  

 Taylor had given thought to the question of suction for some time before the 
publication of his paper. On November 29, 1902, he wrote to Mr. W.H. Faust at the 
US Naval Recruiting Station, “Replying to yours of the 25th. There is no question 
that the kind of suction to which you refer exists in the case of ships meeting or 
passing one another quite closely. It would be the natural supposition that taking 
two ships side by side and quite close together in the water where they approach 
each other nearest, that is to say where there is less space between them, there would 
be a heavier pressure than elsewhere, which would tend to force them further apart. 
As a matter of fact the stream line theory of motion of  fl uids, which is amply 
con fi rmed by experiments, shows that the smaller the opening the less the pressure, 
and hence there is a suction. Towards the bows of the ships there would be a pres-
sure tending to force the bows apart, and this combined with the suction amidships, 
is quite able to give a very rank sheer in many cases. I have known of one or two 
cases where suction was blamed unjustly, but in the case you describe I should think 
there would be no question that suction was the dominant factor in causing the 
collision. If I have not made myself clear please let me know and I will be glad to 
supplement this.” 30  

 As a result of his work with this theory, Taylor was called as an expert when the 
British cruiser  Hawke  collided with the White Stare liner  Olympic . The Admiralty 
called on Taylor’s expertise to support their claim that the collision was not the 
result of incompetence on the part of their captain.  

   The Titanic Investigation 

 Taylor was also part of the panel investigating the Titanic disaster. He was described 
at the time as, “Naval Constructor David Watson Taylor, U.S.N., is regarded as one 
of the foremost authorities on ship construction in the world. He has the unusual 
distinction of having been graduated by two of the greatest naval schools—the U.S. 
Naval Academy and the Royal College at Greenwich, England—after having made 
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the highest marks in his examination that had ever been attained by a student in the 
history of either institution.” 31  

 In his remarks on the Titanic, Taylor wrote, “The ‘ Titanic ’ catastrophe teaches no 
new lesson as regards the fallibility of man. It simply furnished another example of 
the well established principle that if in the conduct of any enterprise, an error of 
human judgment or faulty working of the human senses involves disaster, sooner or 
later the disaster comes. 

 Looking backward it is easy to see that the long established passage lanes of the 
Atlantic involved danger of just such an accident, and from the point of view of 
safety it was an error of judgment to give them such a northerly location. 

 Looking backward it seems an error of judgment of the captain of the ‘ Titanic ’ 
to risk passage near the ice. The gallant of fi cer and gentleman went down with his 
ship to honorable death, and his story can never be told. It seems practically certain 
that he did not for one moment think he was running any material risk of accident 
to his vessel, much less risk of destruction. The mere fact that he was not on the 
bridge at the time of the collision is very strong evidence he thought his course 
would have cleared the bergs whose position had been reported to him. 

 Picked captains of Atlantic liners cling to the bridge to the point of exhaustion 
whenever they consider circumstances to involve the least danger to the ship. 

 If Captain Smith erred, it was the error of a captain whose record and experience 
were of the best. We need not expect to secure grater safety by better captains, and 
without speculating as regard matters involving personnel and discipline, let us now 
consider matters of material. 

 The most salient fact is that if the ‘ Titanic ’ had carried more boats or a number 
of life rafts in addition to her boats, many more lives would have been saved…. The 
facts that under the circumstances more boats would have saved many more lives 
from the ‘ Titanic ,’ and that she should have carried about three times as many boats 
as she had should not blind our eyes to the fact that lifeboats are, after all, a very 
inef fi cient device for saving life from a sinking vessel… 

 Lifeboats, no matter how much improved, will probably always be inef fi cient as 
life-saving appliances for the mammoth steamers of today. Something different is 
needed…” 32   

   The Speed and Power of Ships 

  The Speed and Power of Ships , published in 1910, was the seminal book in the  fi eld 
of vessel design. It brought together the current state of the science, including the 
work done by Froude. Organized into sections called books, it began with general 
information that included stream lines and a thorough discussion of the Principle of 
Similitude. The second book discussed all forms of resistance with reference to the 
work done by Froude and Taylor. Book III tackled propulsion, including the issues 
associated with cavitation, with a brief mention of jet propulsion as well. Book IV 
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gave a thorough explanation of trials and their analysis. Included in this section is 
a notably nontechnical and expectedly detailed explanation of just what to look 
for in a measured mile course. This was an important information because many 
tests were run in the manner and the ability to compare results was a prime consid-
eration. The  fi nal book was devoted to the powering of ships and the use of the 
Standard Series. 

 It was a complete treatment of the topic and typically, Taylor took a no-nonsense 
approach to its publication. In a letter to John Wiley & Son publishers dated March 
2, 1910, Taylor wrote “Gentlemen: As per instructions of Major W.H. Wiley, I am 
forwarding you today by Adams Express, prepaid, manuscript and blue prints of 
 fi gure of a work on resistance and propulsion of ships which I am proposing to call 
‘The Speed and Power of Ships.’ 

 The text will make 275–300 octave pages as in Peabody’s Naval Architecture. 
There are 12 sheets of table to Table XV and 108 sheets of  fi gures to Fig. 276. I have 
tried in this work to cover completely the present state of science as regards resis-
tance and propulsion going fully into the theory that the book may be suited to the 
use of students but given particular attention to methods, rules and formulae which 
will be of use to practicing naval architects and marine engineers… 

 Owing to the number of people in Great Britain interested in shipbuilding and 
marine engineering I believe that there would be a much larger sale for this work in 
England than in the United States…Vey respectfully, D.W. Taylor, Naval Constructor, 
U.S.N.” 33  

 The book laid out the work behind and the results of what is now referred to as 
The Taylor Standard Series. The series came about as a result of Taylor’s desire to 
develop “…a practical shortcut to  fi nding the best hull form—that is, the develop-
ment of a series of like forms, each slightly varied from the next. … He sought to 
isolate the factors affecting resistance and to develop curves of predicted effects 
known from experiments.” 34  

 “By 1908 Taylor worked from ‘parent forms’ in which certain factors would be 
held constant and others varied. … Using parent forms, he tested three series of 
models with each series containing twenty models. Each series consisted of four 
different-sized models, each size with  fi ve different models with different curves of 
sectional area. Each of the three series of twenty models held to a single longitudi-
nal coef fi cient. The experiments yielded optimum percentages of parallel middle 
body for each of the three longitudinal coef fi cients.” 35  (Fig.  7.10 ).  

 Taylor’s work on the optimal bow shape was part of his series work. He had 
published some  fi nding in an earlier article, “In fl uence on the Bulbous Bow on 
Resistance,” where he wrote “we were never able to make a swan model that drove 
more easily than the usual form but the bulbous bow rather grew out of this research. 
Its idea was to  fi ne the water line as much as possible and put the displacement 
removed from the vicinity of the water line as far below water as possible. 

 So instead of a  fi ne bow forward with a second full bow abaft it, we had a  fi ne 
bow at the water line as it were and a full bow near the keel.” 36  The bulbous bow is 
now used on every major vessel in the world. 
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 “The conclusion that ‘bulbous bows’ rather than sharp bows can be better suited 
to high-speed ships emerged as the most widely recognized and revolutionary con-
clusion of Taylor’s series work.” 37  By having a bulbous, rounded bow, beneath the 
surface (Fig.  7.11 ), the water would go up and over the bulbous bow, with far less of 
the water rising up the sides of the bow to impede forward motion (Fig.  7.12 ).   

 Until that time, it was assumed that a sharp bow would meet the least resis-
tance. Taylor proved that a rounded bow was more ef fi cient in reducing resistance. 
As a result of his work, Taylor concluded that a bulbous bow below the waterline 

  Fig. 7.10    The parent forms.  Source : “The United States Experimental Model Basin” by 
David W. Taylor, 1900       

  Fig. 7.11    Bulbous bow. The 
bulbous bow extends forward 
of the hull, beneath the water 
line       
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would result in the best performance. He wrote, “At the high speeds… the whole 
forebody has to do with the creation of the waves, and we decrease resistance by 
making the waterline as  fi ne as possible and putting as much as possible of the dis-
placement well below water where the pressure due to its thrusting itself into undis-
turbed water will be a much as possible absorbed in doing the necessary pumping 
aft of the water and not in raising the surface into waves.” 38  

 Taylor’s conclusion was based in part on his work with tracing streamlines. To 
observe streamlines, Taylor developed a method for making them visible. “The 
model hull would be coated with an iron compound set in glue. During model runs, 
small amounts of diluted pyrogallic acid would be injected through minute holes 
from inside the model, to  fl ow out into the passing water. The acid would stain the 
hull, leaving a streak at a distance of two to four feet from the hole. After a short run, 
the model would be removed, and a new hole drilled to continue the streamline. The 
laborious process required half a day of testing to determine six lines of  fl ow on a 
standard twenty-foot model. This simple demonstration, however, allowed Taylor to 
come to a major conclusion. Water was not ‘parted’ at the bow to  fl ow out to the 
sides, as most mariners assumed, but rather  fl owed down and under the vessel. 
When combined with later observations, this point would allow Taylor to suggest 
major modi fi cations in the bows of high-speed ships.” 39  

  The Speed and Power of Ships  was updated in 1933, when 40 newer models were 
added to the series. The Taylor Series formed the basis for initial estimates on the 
speed of a ship given the resistance inherent in the design. Now incorporated into 
the    computer models that are used for preliminary design activities, it informs the 
construction of ships to this day.  

   Aeronautics 

 By 1910, Taylor saw aeronautic research as a natural outgrowth of the work done at 
the EMB. He wanted the testing of these machines under the auspices of the EMB 

  Fig. 7.12    Bow wave. The bow wave is unimpeded without a bulbous bow       
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rather than the Smithsonian administration or the Bureau of Standards. The question 
of who would head aeronautic research was hotly contest from 1911 until 1915, 
when Congress created a formal advisory committee. “The National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), modeled on a British advisory committee, in 
turn created an array of subcommittees to issue reports on speci fi c aeronautic 
research topics and to arrange a few preliminary research contracts. Taylor was an 
advocate of NACA and was appointed to the committee in 1917 as a replacement 
for charter member Holden C. Richardson.” 40  

 Taylor and his assistant, William McEntee, were busy during this time. “In early 
March 1912 Taylor began planning construction of the wind tunnel at the navy 
yard. The proposal to construct the wind tunnel received quiet approval in the 
Bureau of Construction and Repair: neither Taylor not Bureau Chief Watt sought 
special congressional endorsement or funding, which might have proven 
dif fi cult in the face of the ongoing national debate over the proper location for 
aeronautic work. 

 Through 1913, Taylor proceeded with construction of the foundation and the 
tunnel walls, and worked on details of the measuring devices, securing the aid of the 
Of fi ce of Naval Intelligence to inquire into purchase of plans for a British torsion 
balance. By July 1914 Taylor had completed calibration and regulation work, and 
began to look for a ‘man to keep on aeronautic work only.’ He wrote to Jerome 
Hunsaker, a young of fi cer interested in aeronautics while he was still in his naval 
architecture course at MIT. Hunsaker was later to work for Taylor in the  fi eld of 
aeronautics, and become famous as a pioneer in naval aeronautics. In later life, 
Hunsaker would chair the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from 1941 
to 1956… 

 Like the model basin, when the tunnel as completed it was the largest in the 
world, and it incorporated several departures from earlier precedents.” 41  For 
one thing, the tunnel was designed so the exhaust air would return to the intake. 
For another, “the air speed was checked with an array of twelve Pitot tubes, 
which had been calibrated both at MIT and at Britain’s National Physical 
Laboratory.” 42  

 “One of the better-known contributions of the aeronautics group at the Bureau of 
Construction and Repair during the period was the design and testing of the ‘NC’ 
aircraft. Recommended by Taylor during the war, these ‘ fl ying boats’ or seaplanes 
were designed by Richardson and Hunsaker, along with others, to be  fl own 
across the Atlantic for deliver in Britain in case submarine attacks by the Germans 
interdicted surface transport. Although the war ended before the planes were 
completed, three were manufactured and  fl own, one by Captain Richardson. While 
he and another pilot had to bring their craft down in seas too rough for takeoff, a 
third, the NC-4 made it to the Azores and Great Britain in the historic  fi rst  fl ights 
across the Atlantic, May 1919, eight years before Charles Linbergh’s solo, nonstop 
 fl ight in the  Spirit of St. Louis. ” 43  

 Through the efforts of Taylor and McEntee, aerodynamic research remained part 
of the work of the model basin.   
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   NACA 

 Given Taylor’s intellect and curiosity, it was only natural that he would take an 
interest in the new possibilities brought about by the Wright brother’s success at 
Kitty Hawk in 1903. When development of the NC-type aircraft began in 1918, 
Taylor aided in the development. In 1919, the NC-4 was the  fi rst aircraft to make a 
transatlantic  fl ight. Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Company built these  fl ying boats. 
They utilized a biplane design and were built with the intent of  fl ying across the 
ocean so as to avoid the German subs that patrolled there. These  fl ying boats took 
off from and landed on the water. 

 Once retired, Taylor served on many National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics (NACA) committees after its founding in 1915. His work with NACA 
gave him the opportunity to apply his expertise with hydrodynamic principles to the 
challenges of aerodynamics. In 1927 he became chairman on the Subcommittee on 
Aerodynamics. His special areas of interest were with the design of propellers, 
seaplane  fl oats, and  fl ying-boat hulls, all directly related to the work he had done 
with naval vessel propeller and hull design. 

 In this capacity he wrote to Orville Wright on February of 1925. “I am studying 
some airplane propeller questions, and am inclined to think that if the propellers on 
your original airplane had not been more ef fi cient than many of those used to-day 
you would never have been able to  fl y. Would it be possible for you to let me have 
any plans of your original propellers? I would like to  fi nd out the diameter, pitch 
ratio, blade area, power, revolutions in normal  fl ight, and nature of the blade 
sections. 

 I am afraid you could not give me all of this, but hope you will be able to give me 
some, as I wish to point the moral that the wonderful progress of aeronautics has not 
all been in the direction of ef fi cient propellers.” 44  

 Orville replied on March 14, 1925. “I have delayed answering your letter until I 
could make a search through our records for the information you desired on our 
early propellers. I have failed to  fi nd the drawings of the 1903 propellers. I still have 
the propellers themselves, but they are stored where I cannot get at them at present. 
I feel sure that I have all of this data as it was written at the time, but I am sorry to 
say that these old papers are not now in order for easy reference. I will continue the 
search and hope to get this information for you later. 

 In 1903 we calculated the ef fi ciency of our propellers at about 66 percent. 
The  fl ight of the machine seemed to corroborate these calculations or it demon-
strated that the ef fi ciency of the machine itself was higher than we had estimated. 
The total result was according to estimate.” 45  

   Awards 

 Taylor was recognized for his brilliant work in his own time. In 1904, his paper 
“Ship-shaped Stream Forms” was awarded a gold medal from the British Institution 
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of Naval Architects. “This was the  fi rst contribution for the future Admiral D.W. 
Taylor, U.S.N., and he looked forward to some future date ‘when the naval architect, 
given the lines and speed of a ship, will be able to calculate the pressure and veloc-
ity of the water at every point of the immersed surface.’ Rankine had discussed 
‘stream-line’ surfaces in his paper of 1870 and had assumed  fl ow to start and  fi nish 
at ‘foci,’ now termed ‘sources’ and ‘sinks’ ahead and astern of a stationary body in 
a moving liquid. Taylor extended this conception and showed how the changes of 
pressure head could be calculated for two-dimensional  fl ow around a stream  fl ow…
Taylor stated that the calculated increase of head at bow and stern corresponded 
fairly closely with the height of the bow wave.” 46  This was the  fi rst time an American 
had received this award. 

 Taylor received a number of other awards including the Franklin Institute 
Gold Medal in 1907 and the John Fritz Gold Medal in 1931.    Taylor remains 
among the least known of the Fritz medalists, who include President Herbert 
Hoover, Elmer Sperry, Orville Wright, Thomas Edison, George Westinghouse 
and Alexander Graham Bell. Taylor received the medal “…for outstanding 
achievement in marine architecture, for revolutionary results in persistent 
research in hull design, for improvements in many types of warships and for 
distinguished service as Chief Constructor of the United States Navy during the 
World War.” 47  In 1918 he was voted into the National Academy of Science. 
Perhaps the greatest honor was paid to him in the form of the dedication of the 
new model basin at Carderock before his death. The new model basin is known 
as The David Taylor Model Basin.  

   Taylor and Froude 

 William Froude died in 1879, several years before David Taylor might have had the 
opportunity to meet him, but there is no doubt Taylor was familiar with the work of 
Froude and his son. Taylor wrote of the validity of Froude’s Law of Comparison, 
“…The elder Froude made numerous experiments upon models, similar, but 
differing in size, and found that so far as careful observation could establish, the 
wave surfaces, and hence the stream lines, were similar at corresponding speeds. He 
found also that the Law of Comparison applied in such cases. 

 Froude recognized, however, that experiments with models, even though one 
were double the size of another, could hardly be considered conclusive in extending 
the law to full-sized ships. 

 Accordingly with the assistance of the Admiralty he carried out towing experi-
ments to determine an actual curve of resistance for the  Greyhound-  a ship  172  feet 
long and of more than 1,000 tons displacement… 

 So far as I am aware the  Greyhound  experiments have not been repeated with any 
other ship, but the wave patterns of many men-of-war have been compared with 
those of their models at corresponding speeds by the Froudes, and appear to have 
been similar, so far as could be established by close observation. 
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 All things considered, we appear fully justi fi ed in accepting the Law of 
Comparison.” 48  

 In addition, Taylor wrote to Sir Wescott Abell in 1933, “It has always seemed to 
me that William Froude was far ahead of his time, not only as a pioneer in the roll-
ing of ships and resistance and propulsion, but as a genius who, with a model tank 
which was very crude compared with those of to-day, established methods and 
quantitative coef fi cients which served the naval architect for more than  fi fty years. 
We know now that Froude’s coef fi cients can be improved upon, but for practical 
purposes, improvement has been astonishingly small.” 49    

   Conclusion 

 Taylor’s 1900 report was colored by a renewed sense of urgency resulting from 
several events that took place as the EMB neared completion in 1899. The sinking 
of the USS  Maine  in Havana Harbor in January of 1898, the US Blockade of Cuba 
in support of the rebellion that April, the declaration of war on the United States 
by Spain shortly thereafter, and the Spanish-American War which followed had 
turned US Naval attention from the protection of her waterways and coasts to the 
protection of allies and possessions some distance away. To fulfi ll this obligation 
and realize the vision of the United stagnates as an active naval power in the 
global arena, more advanced ships were required; ships that could secure    the 
United States’ place as a major sea power. These ships would be built using the 
EMB to test their designs before construction began. The value and importance of 
model testing for the US was validated. It would play a role in the design of naval 
vessels from then on. 

 David Taylor’s contributions to hydrodynamic theory and practice are respected 
to this day. His work not only established the validity of model testing for the United 
States but resulted in several theories that have stood the test of time: 

   Suction in Narrow Channel 

 Taylor’s theory of the suction created when two large vessels pass in a narrow 
channel is respected to this day. Called as an expert witness, his testimony and 
presentation of his theory was an important factor in the outcome of  Olympic  vs. 
 Hawke . His theory was further proven when, at a meeting of the Institution of Naval 
Architects in 1913, “some practical tests by Professor Gibson and J. H. Thompson 
were of considerable interest. A steam yacht of 88.5 ft. and 96 tons displacement 
was used to represent an  Olympic  and a 29.33 ft. motor boat of 2.6 tons represented 
a miniature  Hawke , though the authors were careful not to offend the susceptibilities 
of either the Admiralty or the White Star Line by making any mention of the acci-
dent they were trying to reconstruct. 
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 The slightest consideration of the streamline theory shows that there must 
always be suction between two vessels passing each other at all closely, as the 
level of water in the restricted channel between the two vessels will be less than 
that on the open-water sides. The only questions are the amount of the suction, the 
sheering effects set up and whether a small amount of helm can keep the smaller 
vessel out of danger. 

 The authors produced some quite satisfying collisions, and concluded that ‘with 
vessels of the relative size used in these experiments, moving at speeds within 10 
percent of each other, collision may be produced from a lateral distance as great as 
3½ lengths of the smaller vessel, except in so far as prevented by helm action.’” 50  

  The Speed and Power of Ships , in which the Taylor Series is laid out and the 
results explained, is regarded as a seminal work in the  fi eld of resistance. 

  The Bulbous Bow  used on vessels worldwide today is a lasting tribute to the 
quality and importance of the work done by Taylor in the EMB.   
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  Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge 
is limited to all we now know and understand, while 
imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever will 
be to know and understand.  

  Albert Einstein    

 Scienti fi c advancement is a process in which the results of one theorist’s work 
provide a starting point for those who follow. Froude’s work unquestionably pro-
vided a starting point for Taylor. The Wright brothers provided a starting point for 
the next generation of aviation theorists and airplane manufacturers. It only stands 
to reason that there were people whose work contributed to the understanding of the 
Wrights. This work by the pioneers of aviation who preceded the Wrights provided 
the background for their historic  fl ight. 

   Machinery 

 The ability to test a theory before throwing yourself into a life-threatening physical 
situation dependent upon the accuracy of that theory is key for any investigator 
wishing a long, fruitful life. Because of this, those wishing to test aerodynamic 
principles in action have long had a conundrum: How do they test their ideas for 
successful  fl ight before leaping into the air? 

 At  fi rst, theorists focused their attention on the study of birds in  fl ight. They 
observed the way they rose in the air, the way they remained in the air, and the way 
they attained forward motion while in the air. Those who tried taking to the skies 
by emulating what they’d observed quickly discovered that what appeared to be 
happening with the birds, was not actually happening the way they understood it to 
be. There had to be some signi fi cant errors in their analysis of bird behavior that led 
to repeated failed attempts at  fl ight. 

    Chapter 8   
 Early Aviators                       

G. Hagler, Modeling Ships and Space Craft: The Science and Art of Mastering 
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 This realization led to an investigation of the physical traits of birds that might 
aid in  fl ight. Once theorists recognized the signi fi cance of the bird’s hollow bones 
and specialized wing feathers, they were left to devise a new theory of  fl ight. This 
new theory would eventually involve what are today known as the four forces of 
 fl ight. But to attain this understanding, and put it into active use, early aviators 
needed to observe and understand the action of the air over their designs. 

 In the 1500s, Leonardo da Vinci had written in his Codex Atlanticus, “As it is to 
move the object against the motionless air so it is to move the air against the motion-
less object.” He also wrote, “The same force as is made by the thing against air, is 
made by air against the thing.”    1  These principles are fundamental to all modern 
wind tunnel work. In a wind tunnel, the air moves against the motionless object—
the object being tested. The understanding that it was not necessary to move the 
object through the air would ultimately lead to better, more reliable data as well. But 
at the time, no such machines existed. 

 da Vinci also believed this force moving past the object was proportional to the 
surface area and the velocity of the body. … he was right about the surface area but 
not about the velocity. In birds and aircraft, drag forces are proportional to the square 
of the velocity (Anderson 1997). That not only the surface area but also the shape of 
the body determines resistance to  fl ow was also clear to da Vinci, witnessed by vari-
ous drawings of streamlined bodies and projectiles based on the shapes of  fi sh. 2  

 If moving an object through the air and measuring the effect produced identical 
results to moving the air over the object while stationary according to what Giacomelli 
termed “the principle of aerodynamic reciprocity,” 3  it meant anyone wanting to get a 
taste of the behavior of an object in the air needed only a steady source of wind. The 
earliest accessible sources of steady air fl ow were the tops of hills with unobstructed 
air fl ow and the mouths of caves. These sites seem workable, and they often were, but 
the  fl ow of air was neither predictable nor steady, leading to questionable results. 

 As men focused their attention on achieving heavier-than-air, powered  fl ight, 
they knew they needed a more dependable way to gather vital information through 
research. Attention turned from using the wind as air fl ow for experiments, to gener-
ating air fl ow in the process of performing the experiment. The  fi rst attempts were 
made with a new type of machine, known as the  whirling arm . 

   The Whirling Arm 

 A whirling arm is a device similar in function to a person spinning in one place 
with an object attached to a long string circling about him. The force generated is 
technically centrifugal, but in the process, air is  fl owing over the object at the end 
of the string. Whirling arms are far steadier and require far less energy on the part 
of the experimenter, than a simple string. The source of power is located at the 
center point—fulcrum—with an arm that extends from that fulcrum (Fig.  8.1 ). 
On some whirling arms, the arm that extends outward with a counterweight a 
brief distance from the fulcrum and opposite the portion of the arm used for the 
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experiment (Fig.  8.2 ). An object is attached to the very end of the arm. Power is 
applied to spin the arm and readings are taken to further the investigator’s under-
standing of the performance of an object with those characteristics moving through 
an airstream.   

 Benjamin Robins was the  fi rst to use a whirling arm in his work in 1742. Robins was 
an English mathematician and military engineer with an interest in ballistics. His used 

  Fig. 8.1    Robin whirling arm. The whirling arm used by Robins       

  Fig. 8.2    Cayley whirling arm. The whirling arm used by Cayley       
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the whirling arm to test the manner in which shape affected the resistance experienced 
by an object moving through the air. By testing objects of the same material and total 
area—varying only in shape—through the same airstream, he was able to conclude that 
shape did affect drag. 4  His method did not allow for precision but it was more than 
adequate to advance the science of the day in a number of ways, attracting the attention 
of such notables as Leonhard Euler and the Royal Society in the process. 

 Robins proved that aerodynamic force does vary with the square of the relative 
velocity at speeds less than the speed of sound. He was also the  fi rst to observe the 
effect of the aspect ratio of a wing. He did this by proving that two bodies with the 
same frontal area but different shapes have different drag values. 5  

 Robins’ interest was in ballastics. He published the results of his work in a book 
entitled  New Principles of Gunnery Containing the Determination of the Force of 
Gunpowder and Investigations of the Difference in the Resisting Power of the Air to 
Swift and Slow Motions  in 1742. His paper, “Resistance of the Air and Experiments 
Relating to Air Resistance” appeared in the  Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London  in 1746. His work was read by many researchers, including one 
of the greatest eighteenth century mathematicians and scientists, Leonhard Euler. 
Indeed, Euler was so excited about Robin’s book that he personally translated it into 
German in 1745, adding some commentary of his own. In 1751, the year of Robins’s 
death, it was translated into French.    6  

 For his groundbreaking work, Robins was awarded the Copely Medal by the 
Royal Society in 1747. This was a signi fi cant degree of recognition by the scienti fi c 
community in Britain, yet when Octave Chanute published his de fi nitive survey on 
the technical development of the airplane to date, “Progress in Flying Machines,” in 
1894, he did not mention Robins or his work at all. 7  Robins may not have garnered 
his full degree of well-earned recognition, but his whirling arm had already forever 
changed the landscape for aerodynamic investigation. 

 John Smeaton was next to use the whirling arm. The year was 1759, when wind and 
water mills were major sources of power in Great Britain. Smeaton was a British civil 
engineer with an interest in the forces exerted on windmill blades by air and water. “For 
these experiments, Smeaton used Robins’s invention of the whirling arm and adapted 
it such that the windmill blades not only translated in space via movement of the arm, 
but also such that the blades themselves rotated, thus simulating the actual operation of 
a windmill in the face of the wind. The windmill blades at the end of the whirling arm 
were spun by a cable and pulley mechanism activated by a falling weight.” 8  

 Smeaton published his results in a paper entitled “An Experimental Enquiry 
Concerning the Natural Powers of Water and Wind to Turn Mills, and Other Machines 
Depending on a Circular Motion” in the  Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London, Volume 51, in 1759.  This paper included a table of aerodynamic 
force measurements on a  fl at surface perpendicular to the  fl ow. The relationship 
expressed in this table was known as Smeaton’s coef fi cient and had a value of 0.005. 
This value was of immense signi fi cance at the time, earning Smeaton a Copley Medal 
in 1759. The value would ultimately    be proven incorrect, but it was taken as a given 
through the time of the Wright brothers. While used as a value of 0.005, Smeaton’s 
coef fi cient introduced errors that hindered many attempts at  fl ight. 9  
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 Sir George Cayley’s whirling arm was next. He used his device to measure the 
drag and lift of a variety of airfoils. While Robins’ whirling arm had an arm that was 
4 feet long and spun by the action of a falling weight attached to a pulley and spindle 
arrangement with the tip reaching velocities of only a few feet per second, Cayley’s 
whirling arm was 5 feet long and attained tip speeds between 10 and 20 feet per 
second.  10  The results from his tests led directly to the design of a successful hand-
held glider. This small plane is believed to have been the  fi rst successful heavier-
than-air vehicle in history, although a later glider by Penaud would have characteristics 
of greater longitudinal stability. In 1804 Cayley built and  fl ew an unmanned glider 
with a wing area of 200 square feet. By 1852 he had a triplane glider design that 
incorporated many features of modern aircraft. 11  The results of his work led to the 
identi fi cation of the four forces of  fl ight. An understanding of these forces would 
ultimately change the approach to  fl ight and lead the way to the aircraft con fi guration 
we know today. 

 Otto Lilienthal, German engineer and the man who would become known inter-
nationally as the Glider King, was next to use a whirling arm for experimentation. 
Built in 1888, Lilienthal’s whirling arm was 23-feet in diameter and 15 feet tall. He 
used his whirling arm to carry out aerodynamic tests on thousands of different air-
foil shapes, arriving at a cambered shape as the most aerodynamically ef fi cient. In 
1891 Lilienthal used the results of his tests on cambered airfoils to successfully 
complete the  fi rst controlled, winged  fl ight in a hang glider of his own design. 

 American-born Sir Hiram Maxim lived in England when he conducted his 
whirling arm tests. His device was 64 feet in diameter. “The arm boasted elaborate 
instrumentation to measure lift, drag, and relative air velocity.” 12  He tested cam-
bered airfoils with his whirling arm. Unhappy with the results, he became convinced 
that a wind tunnel would give him the desired precision. 

 In 1887, Samuel P. Langley gave whirling arm tests a try. At the time, Langley 
was the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and a widely respected scientist in 
the  fi eld of astronomy. His whirling arm was 60 feet in diameter and spun by a 
10-horsepower engine. It could attain speeds of 100 mph. Langley was optimistic 
that manned  fl ight could occur but unhappy with the problem inherent with the use 
of the whirling arm for aerodynamic testing. 13   

   The Wind Tunnel 

 The inherent shortcomings of the whirling arm led to increasing levels of dissatis-
faction with the testing process for experimenters. It also led to mounting unease 
over the accuracy of the results. One signi fi cant shortcoming of the whirling arm 
was that the air in the vicinity of the device had a tendency to spin in the direction 
of the device as the testing period wore on. This made it dif fi cult, if not impossible, 
to accurately calculate the relative velocity between the component being tested 
and the moving air. Since this measurement provided essential information, the 
inability to count on their readings rendered the data obtained questionable at 
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best. Another shortcoming of the whirling arm was that the device itself caused 
disruptions in the airstream. These disruptions in turn caused misleading results. 
When the results were being used to design machines intended to  fl y men through 
the sky, data accuracy was imperative. Clearly, a closed system with a controlled 
 fl ow in one direction and nothing of the apparatus to interfere with the airstream 
was to be highly desired. 

 Francis Wenham tackled the task in the 1870s. A charter member of the 
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, Wenham convinced the Society to raise the 
funds he needed to build a wind tunnel. Wenham designed the apparatus. It was built 
in 1871, the same year William Froude constructed his  fi rst model tank at Torquay, 
and Wenham was the  fi rst to use it. 14  Wenham’s wind tunnel was 12 feet long and 
18 inches square. Air was driven through a duct to the test section by a steam-
powered fan. The model being tested was mounted in the test section and air trav-
eled at a maximum speed of 40 mph. A number of specimens were tested. They 
included a variety of shapes, tested at various angles of attack. 

 It turned out that the airstream was not steady enough to provide precise results, 
but the results obtained were still of importance. 15  

 Wenham’s groundbreaking work demonstrated that the relationship of lift to drag 
of the test surfaces was higher than expected at low angles of attack. The high lift-
to-drag ratios would result in wings that could support more substantial weights 
than anticipated. This made powered  fl ight seem more attainable. The research also 
showed that long, narrow wings provided much more lift than stubby wings with 
the same area. 16  One sticking point to those who followed was the fact that Wenham 
tested only  fl at lifting surfaces in his wind tunnel. 

 Horatio Phillips built the second wind tunnel in the early 1800s. His tunnel was 
6 feet long and 17 inches on each side. “He directed a jet of steam through the 
box, blasting a series of wing shapes that he placed inside the tunnel. He hoped to 
 fi nd out how fast the velocity of the oncoming airstream needed to be so that each 
different form, which carried equal weights, would remain suspended in the 
air fl ow.” 17  

 Phillips’ tunnel overcame the air fl ow  fl uctuation problem experienced with 
Wenhams’ tunnel by sucking the air through the entrance into the tunnel. It then 
went through a narrow area that reduced the  fl ow area. The area was known as the 
throat and the model to be tested was mounted in there. The  fl ow velocity was 
greater there and could reach about 41 mph. 18  

 Phillips built his tunnel not only because he was dissatis fi ed with the air fl ow 
 fl uctuation in Wenham’s tunnel but also because he wanted to test cambered (curved) 
airfoils as well. “Phillips designed a series of cambered airfoils with greater curva-
ture over the top than on the bottom—so-called ‘double-surface’ airfoils… Phillips 
measured the aerodynamic performance of these airfoils in his wind tunnel and 
compared it with that of a  fl at plate also test in the same tunnel. The results were 
dramatic— the cambered airfoils were considerably more ef fi cient lifting shapes 
than a  fl at plate…  He properly recognized that when the  fl ow moved over the curved 
upper surface of the airfoil the pressure decreased; hence the lifting action of the 
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airfoil is due to a  combination  of the lower pressure exerted on the upper surface and 
the higher pressure exerted on the lower surface.” 19  

 The wind tunnel Hiram Maxim constructed at the end of the 1800s, when he 
became dissatis fi ed with the results from his whirling arm, was 12 feet long. The 
test section was three feet square. Maxim used two fans to blow air into the test sec-
tion at 50 mph. The results from his tests with the whirling arm convinced Maxim 
that cambered airfoils provided the most lift with the least drag. His wind tunnel 
tests con fi rmed this. Maxim was also the  fi rst to understand that the total drag was 
more than the sum of the drag on each of the individual parts. This concept is known 
as “aerodynamic interference.” 20  

 By 1883, the Reynolds number demonstrated that the air fl ow pattern over a 
scale model would be the same for the full-scale vehicle if a certain  fl ow parameter 
were the same in both cases. 21  This  fi nding established the validity of wind tunnel 
testing.  

   Theory 

 British engineer John Smeaton started the process rolling in 1759 with the publi-
cation of a paper titled “An Experimental Enquiry Concerning the Natural Powers 
of Water and Wind to Turn Mills and Other Machines Depending on Circular 
Motion.” The paper had nothing to do with  fl ight in any form but it did address the 
relationship between pressure and velocity for objects moving in the air. Others 
would take Smeaton’s work and derive what is still called Smeaton’s coef fi cient. 
It is a constant of proportionality with the value of 0.005 and describes Smeaton’s 
basic notion of pressure varying as the square of the velocity when applied to 
objects moving in air. Lilienthal and the Wright brothers would use this  fi gure 
when making calculations for the lift of their aircraft. An error in the constant 
affected the outcome of these calculations and was eventually discovered and 
corrected. 22  

 In 1799, Sir George Cayley had his concept for a  fi xed-wing aircraft stamped on 
a coin no larger than a US quarter (Fig.  8.3 ). The front of the coin showed an aircraft 
with a  fi xed wing, a fuselage occupied by a person, horizontal and vertical tails at 
the read end of the fuselage, and a pair of “ fl appers” for propulsion. 23  With the 
exception of the “ fl appers,” Cayley’s drawing was a prescient view of the functions 
behind the modern  fi xed-wing craft.  

 “His concept was further emphasized on the  fl ip side of the disk, which showed, 
for the  fi rst time, a lift-and-drag diagram for a lifting surface. The arrow shows  fl ow 
from right to left, and the heavy diagonal line represents a wing cross section at a 
rather large angle of attack to the  fl ow. In the right triangle above the wing, we see 
the hypotenuse represents the resultant aerodynamic force, and the horizontal and 
vertical sides represent the drag and lift, respectively.” 24  

 Cayley, the father of aerodynamics, had successfully identi fi ed the four forces of 
 fl ight. As a result, he “was responsible for the concept of the modern-con fi guration 
aircraft. He proposed a  fi xed wing to generate lift, a separate mode of propulsion to 
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overcome the ‘resistance’ (drag) to the machine’s motion through the air, and both 
vertical and horizontal tail surfaces for directional and longitudinal static stability.” 25  

 Cayley wasn’t content to leave it at that; he went on to test his  fi xed-wing concept by 
building a small, hand-launched glider. When tested in 1804 it successfully  fl ew. Cayley 
went on to conduct many aerodynamic experiments with a whirling arm apparatus, 
publishing his results in a three-part paper entitled, “on Aerial Navigation,” in 1809 and 
1810. He turned his attention to balloon  fl ight for a time, but in 1843 he again pursued 
his interest in heavier-than-air  fl ight. From that point until his death in 1857, Cayley 
experimented with the angle of attack and the camber (curvature) of the airfoil. 

 As Cayley understood them, the forces were composed of two pair of opposing 
forces. They were  lift  and  gravity, thrust  and  resistance.  Only when all four were in 
balance could an object remain aloft and be in a position to attain forward motion. 
His vision was simple yet radical. In an aircraft of his design, there would be more 
than one mechanism at work to produce the four forces of  fl ight. Identifying the 
forces made it possible to test components to determine the ideal con fi guration of 
each for the intended purpose. 

 But  fi rst Cayley tested his  fi xed-wing concept by building a small, hand-launched 
glider (Fig.  8.4 ). “The wing was essentially a kite  fi xed to the wooden rodlike fuse-
lage and was inclined 6 degrees to the rod by a small peg at the leading edge of the 
wing. The tail could be set to any angle with the rod. A small weight dangled from 
the nose to adjust the location of the center of gravity. When Cayley successfully 
 fl ew this hand-launched glider in 1804, it became the  fi rst modern con fi guration 
airplane in history to  fl y.” 26   

 Cayley wanted information about the variation of lift with the angle of attack of 
a  fi xed wing. No such data existed; so Cayley built and operated a whirling arm 
device, making Cayley the  fi rst person to use a whirling arm for aeronautical pur-
poses. He was also among the  fi rst to notice a possible error in Smeaton’s coef fi cient. 
“His investigations included measurements of the aerodynamic drag on a  fl at plate 
oriented perpendicular to the airstream. His results gave a value of 0.0037 for 
Smeaton’s coef fi cient, in contrast to the value of 0.005 published by Smeaton. Today 

  Fig. 8.3    Cayley coins. Sir George Cayley engraved the four forces of  fl ight and his concept for a 
 fi xed-wing  fl ying machine on a coin       
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we know that a proper value of Smeaton’s coef fi cient is 0.003; Cayley’s measure-
ments were getting closer to the truth.” 27  

 Cayley published the results of his aerodynamic experiments with the whirling 
arm device in a three-part paper entitled, “on Aerial Navigation,” in 1809 and 
1810. He turned his attention to balloon  fl ight for a time, but in 1843 he again 
pursued his interest in heavier-than-air  fl ight. From that point until his death in 
1857, Cayley experimented with the angle of attack and the camber (curvature) 
of the airfoil. 

 As a direct result of Cayley’s work, those interested in  fl ight now understood that 
taking off from the ground under their own power was simply not possible. There 
was no way to generate enough lift to overcome the force of gravity on the mass of 
the human body. They also understood that they although they could take off from 
a high point, no amount of  fl apping was going to allow them to overcome the force 
of gravity or generate suf fi cient thrust to move them forward. The best man would 
be able to do was glide to the ground. 

 In 1923, French aviation historian Charles Dollfus wrote of Cayley: “The aero-
plane is a British invention: it was conceived in all essentials by George Cayley, the 
great English engineer who worked in the  fi rst half of the last century. The name of 
Cayley is little known, even in his own country, and there are very few who know 
the work of this admirable man, the greatest genius of aviation. A study of his pub-
lications  fi lls one with absolute admiration both for his inventiveness, and for is 
logic and common sense. This great engineer, during the Second Empire, did in fact 
not only invent the aeroplane entire, as it now exits, but he realized that the problem 
of aviation had to be divided between theoretical research—Cayley made the  fi rst 
aerodynamic experiments for aeronautical purposes—and practical tests, equally in 
the case of the glider as of the powered aeroplane.” 28  

 It was not unusual for those working on the problems of powered  fl ight to be 
unaware of the work of others. This was certainly the case with Alphonse Penaud 
and George Cayley. In 1871, Penaud built a small model airplane that was powered 
by twisted strands of rubber (Fig.  8.5 ).  

 Penaud called his craft the  planophore ,  fl ying it successfully at Tulieries Gardens 
in Paris on August 18, 1871. The Wrights received one of these gliders as a gift from 
their father when they were boys. They referred to it as “the bat” and tried unsuc-
cessfully to build a replica once the original was destroyed. 

  Fig. 8.4    Cayley glider. Cayley’s design for a glider using his  fi xed-wing design       
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 Penaud was unaware of Cayley’s glider of 1804. Even if he had known of 
it, however, Penaud took a different approach to the balance and stability of the 
planophore in  fl ight. While Cayley had inclined the tail with the front edge upward, 
Penaud set his horizontal tail at a negative incidence of −8 degrees relative to the 
chord line of the wing. Although Penaud could not have known it at the time, it 
would prove to be the case that a negative tail for a rear-mounted tail is necessary 
for the longitudinal balance of an airplane. 29  

 Penaud’s contribution to his chosen  fi eld grew from his understanding of the 
theory and the practice of stability. Cayley had located the wing on his glider at an 
extreme forward location with the center of gravity  behind  the center of pressure of 
the wing because of the positive tail setting. This resulted in a longitudinally unbal-
anced airplane. Penaud, with his negatively pitched tail, located his wing along the 
fuselage. Its center of pressure was  behind the center of gravity  of the whole 
machine. Penaud did this because he recognized the lift of the wing had to act 
behind the center of gravity if the planophore was to have longitudinal stability. The 
nose would pitch down with this arrangement, but the negative tail setting angle 
resulted in a  downward  lift on the tail, pitching the tail up and balancing the air-

  Fig. 8.5    The Penaud Planophore        
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plane. Placing the wing and pitching the tail as he did ensured the airplane would 
restore equilibrium when the nose of the airplane experienced a gust of wind and the 
nose pitched upward, increasing the wing lift momentarily due to the increased 
angle of attack. The net effect would be for the nose to pitch back down, restoring 
equilibrium. 30  

    “An observer accurately explained this behavior of Penaud’s planophore in an 
account given to the 1874 annual meeting of the Aeronautical Society of Great 
Britain: “By the alternate action of the weight in front and the rudder [horizontal 
tail] behind the plane [wing], the equilibrium is maintained. The machine during 
 fl ight, owing to the above causes, describes a series of ascents and descents after the 
manner of a sparrow.” ” 31  

 With the success of his planophore, Penaud was encouraged to design a large, 
full-size  fl ying machine. He received a patent for his design in 1876. Penaud’s 
design (Fig.  8.6 ) was for “a two-seat monoplane with two tractor propellers (propel-
lers mounted ahead of the wind and oriented to  pull  the airplane through the air, in 
contrast to pusher propellers mounted behind the wing that  push  the airplane through 
the air). The propellers rotated in opposite directions to cancel the torque effect 
of each. Probably for aesthetic appeal, the wings had an elliptical planform. … 
The airfoil sections of Penaud’s wing were cambered… The wings had a small 
dihedral angle of two degrees for lateral stability. The machine had two elevators at 
the rear and a  fi xed vertical  fi n with an attached vertical rudder. The cockpit had a 
glass dome, a single control column to operate the elevators and rudder, and instru-
ments such as a compass, a level, and a barometer (for measuring altitude). Penaud 
included retractable landing gear with shock absorbers, and a tail skid. The machine 

  Fig. 8.6    Penaud large glider. Penaud’s design for a full-sized glider       
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also sported pontoons because Penaud felt that any full-scale  fl ight experiments 
should be conducted over water.” 32   

 Penaud was unable to  fi nd funding for his magni fi cent machine. His design was 
met with derision by a public that believed only madmen would take to the skies in 
a heavier-than-air craft. Penaud committed suicide in 1880, but his work became 
widely known. It continued to in fl uence other inventors into the twentieth century. 

 Horatio Phillips is not remembered only because he was the man who built the 
second wind tunnel in history. He is remembered because he is the man who 
de fi nitively proved that  lift  was not generated only according to Newton’s Third 
Law. “Although George Cayley had also alluded to this fact [that the lifting action 
of the airfoil is due to a  combination  of the lower pressure exerted on the upper 
surface and the higher pressure exerted on the lower surface], the prevailing intu-
ition throughout most of the 19th century was that the lifting action of an inclined 
plane moving through the air was due to the ‘impact’ of air on the lower surface—a 
mental picture wrongly reinforced by the Newtonian  fl ow model. Phillips, by 
designing double-surface airfoils, with more curvature over the top than the bottom, 
was qualitatively trying to encourage the formation of low pressure on the top 
surface, hence taking advantage of this fact to obtain a more ef fi cient airfoil. 
Phillips’s results were widely disseminated, and all serious  fl ing machine develop-
ers after him used cambered airfoils.” 33  

 The Wright brothers would go on to perform their own airfoil tests in a wind 
tunnel of their own design and construction. Orville would state in a deposition 
given in 1921: 

 “Cambered surfaces were used prior to our experiments. However, the earlier 
experimenters had so little accurate knowledge concerning the properties of cam-
bered surfaces that they used cambered surfaces of great inef fi ciency, and the tables 
of air pressures which they possessed concerning cambered surfaces were so erro-
neous as to entirely misled them. They did not even know that the center of pressure 
traveled backward on cambered surfaces at small angles of incidence, but assumed 
that it traveled forward. I believe we possessed in 1902 more data on cambered 
surfaces, a hundred times over, than all of our predecessors put together.” 34  

 Orville Wright may not have been entirely generous about the state of knowledge 
before the brothers performed their wind tunnel tests, but he was most likely correct 
about the accuracy and amount of data they had amassed on cambered surfaces 
through their own research by 1902. 35  

 Octave Chanute had retired from a successful engineering business when he 
turned his attention to the new science of aviation in 1890. Chanute set out to gather 
all the data he could from those involved in  fl ight experimentation. He amassed data 
from around the world and, with the publication of his book, “Progress in Flying 
Machines,” in 1894 he became the international authority on  fl ight. Chanute was in 
his 60s at the time, and did not personally  fl y his gliders, but he did design gliders 
that were piloted by others. 

 Convinced that the way to achieve greater lift was the addition of wings. This 
idea, for stacking wings above one another, had been proposed by Wenham in 1866. 
Lilienthal had successfully  fl own such a glider in the 1890s. For his attempts, 
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Chanute used a “strut-wire” brace similar to those used in his bridge-building work. 
The design was successful and the Wright brothers referred to it as the Chanute 
“double-decker.” They based their glider designs on the Chanute’s. 

 Chanute had some success with his gliders, but this transplanted Frenchman’s 
vital role was the dissemination of knowledge related to the burgeoning  fi eld of 
aviation at the end of the nineteenth century. He had an active correspondence with 
aviation innovators in Europe and the United States. He corresponded with every-
one from Pilcher to the Wright brothers, provided encouragement and served as a 
sounding board to the Wright brothers, and was one of the few who were welcome 
at Kitty Hawk. Chanute delighted in promoting the free exchange of information 
between those involved in the problem of  fl ight. He was quick to advise those he 
corresponded with to patent their work, and there was some strain in his relationship 
with the Wright brothers over questions of his importance to their work in the years 
after the successful  fl ight and Kitty Hawk and until Chanute’s death in 1910. Even 
with all that, it is dif fi cult to describe his in fl uence in the Wrights’ career as any-
thing less than formidable. 

 Chanute’s interest in an open discussion of aviation research and  fi ndings seems 
largely to have been in the interests of the day when  fl ight would be a reality. In 
1894 he wrote, “So may it be; let us hope that the advent of a successful  fl ying 
machine, now only dimly foreseen and nevertheless thought to be possible, will 
bring nothing but good into the world; that it shall abridge distance, make all parts 
of the globe accessible, bring men into closer relation with each other, advance civi-
lization, and hasten the promised era in which there shall be nothing but peace and 
goodwill among all men.” 36  

 Otto Lilienthal was another prominent forerunner or the Wright brothers. 
Lilienthal was already a noted German engineer when his book, “Der Vogel fl ug als 
Grundlage der Fliegekunst,” that analyzed birds’ wings and applied his  fi ndings to 
mechanical  fl ight was published in 1889. Translated into English,  Bird fl ight as the 
Basis of Aviation  was a de fi nitive source of aerodynamic information. The data in 
the book was the result of thousands of Lilienthal’s own tests made on a variety of 
airfoil shapes attached to a whirling arm 37  (Fig.  8.7 ).  

 One signi fi cant contribution of Lilienthal’s was the use of coef fi cients to 
express his  fi ndings.    “Rather than reporting just the raw data, the actual values of 
the aerodynamic force, Lilienthal divided his measured forces at various angles of 
attack by the force measured when the wing was at a 90-degree angle of attack—
when the wing was perpendicular to the  fl ow. The  ratios  were dimensionless val-
ues, called  force coef fi cients , which vary with angle of attack. In so doing, 
Lilienthal’s coef fi cients are not compromised by any uncertainty in Smeaton’s 
coef fi cient and are not a function of velocity. When the aerodynamic force is 
reported in coef fi cient form, the in fl uence of Smeaton’s coef fi cient and velocity 
are simply divided out. In modern aerodynamics today, we generally deal with 
aerodynamic lift and drag in terms of  lift and drag coef fi cients  exclusively. The 
origin of this modern use can be traced to Lilienthal. Some of Lilienthal’s data 
were published and disseminated widely in the form of a table of coef fi cients, 
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called “the Lilienthal tables” by the Wright brothers and others. The Lilienthal 
tables became famous.” 38  

 But research alone was not enough for the future Glider King. Lilienthal wrote, 
“One can get a proper insight into the practice of  fl ying only by actual  fl ying experi-
ments. The journey in the air without the use of the balloon s absolutely necessary 
in order to gain a judgment as to the actual requirements for an independent  fl ight. 
It is in the air itself that we have to develop our knowledge of the stability of  fl ight 
so that a safe and sure passage through the air may be obtained, and that one can 
 fi nally land without destroying the apparatus.” 39  

 His childhood attempts to strap on wings and take off had failed, but his 
resolve remained strong. Lilienthal built several types of mono-wing gliders that 
were designed to distribute the weight of the craft and of Lilienthal as evenly as 
possible. The gliders for which he was known around the world were based on 
his own  fi ndings. He used a cambered wing that was attached to his body at the 
shoulders. He built a hill speci fi cally for the purpose of take off. This hill permit-
ted him to take off into the wind, no matter which direction the wind was blowing 
from. He hung beneath it in a vertical position and controlled the glider by shift-
ing his weight, but his vertical position gave him limited stability (Fig.  8.8 ). In 
all, he made more than 2,000  fl ights. The Wright brothers, along with scores of 
 fl ight enthusiasts, followed news of Lilienthal’s  fl ights. On August 8, 1896, his 
glider went into a stall and crashed. His physician recalled Lilienthal’s injury: “I 
can still see him today, lying on his back with his beautiful, full, blond beard, not 
remarking about any pain. I basically did not take his injury very seriously, as he 
could still move both arms well, though he was completely paralyzed from the 

  Fig. 8.7    Lilienthal whirling arm. The whirling arm used by Lilienthal       
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waist down, a sure sign that his spine must be broken.” 40  Lilienthal died 2 days 
after his accident.  

 But Lilienthal had found a way to stay aloft. By  fl ying into the wind, he generated 
lift as the oncoming wind blew over the airfoil of his wing and the conditions for the 
Bernoulli Principle came into play. Especially with his curved wing models, the 
wind blowing up and over the top of the wing moved more quickly than the wind 
moving beneath the wing. This created an area of low pressure above the wing, 
causing the craft to rise as the air beneath the wing exerted pressure in an upward 
direction. However, Lilienthal did not have a mechanism for generating thrust once 
the momentum of his jump dissipated. He also had no means of stability other than 
shifting his weight to move the center of gravity of his craft. Since he hung below 
his glider in a vertical position rather than in a horizontal position, this gave him 
control over the angle of attack in a limited way. As a result, he did not have the 
ability to recover from a stall caused by something as simple as a gust of wind. 

 Lilienthal’s in fl uence on the Wrights was immense. It was upon his untimely 
death that an active interest in  fl ight awakened in the brothers. They shared 
Lilienthal’s conviction that the only way to master  fl ight was to spend time in the air. 
It was not an activity that could be perfected by watching from the ground. They 
also understood the process of learning as Lilienthal described it, “The manner in 
which we have to meet the irregularities of the wind when soaring in the air can only 
be learned by being in the air itself. At the same time it must be considered that one 
single blast of wind can destroy the apparatus and even the life of the person  fl ying. 

  Fig. 8.8    Lilienthal glider. Otto Lilienthal, The Glider King, and his glider.  Source : Library of 
Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, DC 20540, USA       
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This danger can only be avoided by becoming acquainted with the wind by con-
stant and regular practice, and by perfecting the apparatus so that we may achieve 
safe  fl ight. The only way which leads us to a quick development in human  fl ight is 
a systematic and energetic practice in actual  fl ying experiments.” 41  

 Wilbur  fi rst gave Lilienthal public credit in his address to the Western Society of 
Engineers in 1901 when he stated, “Lilienthal not only thought, but acted; and in so 
doing probably made the greatest contribution to the solution of the  fl ying problem 
that has ever been made by any one man. He demonstrated the feasibility of actual 
practice in the air, without which success is impossible.” 42  

 Wilbur last publicly praised Lilienthal shortly before his own death in 1912, in a 
piece that was published posthumously. “Of all the men who attacked the  fl ying 
problem in the 19th century, Otto Lilienthal was easily the most important. His 
greatness appeared in every phase of the problem. No on equaled him in power to 
draw new recruits to the cause; no one equaled him in fullness and dearness of 
understanding of the principle of  fl ight; no one did so much to convince the world 
of the advantages of curved wing surfaces; and no one did so much to transfer the 
problem of human  fl ight to the open air where it belonged. As a scienti fi c investiga-
tor none of his contemporaries was his equal.” 43  

 Samuel Pierpont Langley was next to attempt powered, heavier-than-air  fl ight. 
Langley had not yet been appointed Secretary of the Smithsonian when he turned 
his attention to aviation in 1886. His reputation had been largely made for his 
groundbreaking work with studies of the sun and sun spots. However, he was able 
to construct and operate a major facility for the sole use of obtaining aerodynamic 
data on the Alleghany Observatory grounds in Pittsburgh. Funding came from a 
wealthy friend and by 1887 Langley’s whirling arm was in action. 

 Langley conducted his research over a 4-year period. At the end of that time, he 
published a book,  Experiments in Aerodynamics , that was the  fi rst substantive 
American contribution to aerodynamics. Langley had read the work of Wenham and 
Phillips at the start of his whirling arm experiments, but was unaware of Lilienthal’s 
experiments. As a result, Langley felt himself entering an area in need of accurate 
data. His published data was all about  fl at plates, although he later examined cam-
bered surfaces. His aerodromes, in fact, used cambered wings. 44  

 The most controversial conclusion reached by Langley on the basis of his experi-
mentation is the “Langley Law.” It simply states that the power required for a vehi-
cle to  fl y through the air  decreases  as the velocity increases. 45  “This conclusion  fl ies 
in the face of intuition, which is why Langley labeled it as ‘paradoxical.’ It was 
considered to be misleading at best by some contemporaries and outright wrong by 
others. Lilienthal and the Wright brothers rejected this conclusion outright. In a 
meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science at Oxford in 
August 1894, Langley presented a short paper summarizing his work and conclu-
sions; he was criticized and taken to task by both Lord Kelvin and Lord Rayleigh—
formidable opposition to say the least. Indeed, Langley has been derided for this 
power law to the present day. 

 Langley’s conclusion, however, was based on his experimental data, and those 
data  consistently  supported it. … Examining Langley’s data we note that they were 
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all taken at velocities of 20 meters per second or less…had his whirling arm allowed 
testing at velocities greater than 22 meters per second, Langley would have noted 
a reversal in this data trend, and most likely the Langley power law would never 
have existed.” 46  Unfortunately for Langley, the bumps to his reputation were just 
beginning. 

 In 1887, Langley was appointed Secretary to the Smithsonian Institution. It had 
become clear to him that to convince the rest of the world that mechanical  fl ight was 
possible with the engines then available, he would have to do more than conduct 
laboratory experiments. He would need to build a successful airplane. As a result, 
the man viewed by many as the most prestigious scientist in the United States, set 
out to build a successful  fl ying machine. Some of Langley’s  fi rst attempts were with 
rubber-powered model airplanes he called aerodromes. The purpose of experiments 
with those craft was to determine the practical conditions of equilibrium and of 
horizontal  fl ight. Unfortunately, the results of this work were mixed and not very 
instructive. 47  Langley abandoned these attempts and turned his attention to steam-
powered  fl ight of full-sized aerodromes. 

 To accomplish this he built the  fi rst full-sized aerodrome—his name for his  fl ying 
machines. In the interests of safety, Langley chose to launch his aerodromes off a 
houseboat on the Potomac by means of a catapult (Fig.  8.9 ). On the surface, this 
may strike some as ludicrous, but the likelihood of death in the event of a failed 
attempt weighed ever heavy on the minds of aviation pioneers. Langley explained, 
“As the end of the year 1892 approached and with it the completion of an aerodrome 

  Fig. 8.9    Langley houseboat. Langley’s Aerodrome A atop the houseboat used for launching. 
 Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaimages.org           

 

http://nasaimages.org/
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of large size which had to be started upon its  fl ight in some way, the method and 
place of launching it pressed for decision. One thing at least seemed clear. In the 
present stage of experiment, it was desirable that the aerodrome—if it must 
fall—fall into water where it should suffer little injury and be readily recovered, 
rather than anywhere on land, where it would almost certainly be badly damaged.” 48  
It was believed that a successful landing on the Potomac would require rebuilding 
the aerodrome, but an unsuccessful landing on the Potomac would not likely end in 
the death of the man onboard.  

 It took 3 years of failure before Langley achieved success, but on May 6, 1896 he 
achieved the  fi rst ever, successful  fl ight of an engine-powered, heavier-than-air 
 fl ying machine. The attempt was quite public. In fact, Alexander Graham Bell was 
on hand and wrote in a letter describing the successful  fl ights he’d observed, “it 
seemed to me that no one could have witnessed these experiments without being 
convinced that the possibility of mechanical  fl ight had been demonstrated.”  49  

 It wasn’t long before Langley was ready for a new challenge. He wrote in a letter 
to Octave Chanute in 1897, “If anyone were to put at my disposal the considerable 
amount— fi fty thousand dollars or more—for… an aerodrome carrying man or men, 
with a capacity for some hours of  fl ight, I feel that I could build it and should enjoy 
the task.”    He went on to predict that he could accomplish this feat within two or 
three years from the time he would start. 50  

 With those words Langley opened the door to what would be the devastating 
end to his successful career. He acquired the requisite $50,000 from the War 
Department and constructed his aerodromes at four times the scale of his success-
ful gliders. Unfortunately, Langley assumed the increase in scale would not impact 
the performance of the craft. Not only did the up-scaled aerodromes fail to perform 
as intended, they failed utterly. And publicly. 

 By once again basing his operation on the houseboat on the Potomac, it was virtu-
ally guaranteed there would be plenty of people to observe Langley’s progress. There 
would also be plenty of people on hand for Langley’s latest attempts at  fl ight. The 
 fi rst took place on October 7, 1903. The press was on hand to watch as, with much 
fanfare, the cord to the catapult was cut. As soon as the cut was made, the aerodrome 
“tumbled over the edge of the houseboat and disappeared in the river, sixteen feet 
below. It simply slid into the water like a handful of mortar…” 51  That failure was 
attributed to a problem with the launching mechanism. The second attempt took 
place on December 8, 1903. The wheels suffered a total collapse this time and the 
aerodrome again fell into the river. Fortunately for Manly, Langley’s assistant and the 
man chosen to be at the controls on the two machines Langley attempted to  fl y, 
crashes involving the water proved not to be fatal. Manly was unhurt but Langley’s 
attempts were over. Over that is but for the ridicule Langley withstood until his death 
on February 27, 1906. Considering Langley’s reputation for brilliant work in the  fi eld 
of astronomy, his position as the third Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, and 
the general level of respect for the man and his work until the time of his ventures in 
aviation, it was a decidedly sad ending to an otherwise illustrious life. 

 The Wright’s had relatively nothing to do with Langley and little interest in his 
experiments. Even when Langley asked to visit them at Kitty Hawk, they politely 
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declined. For the Wright brothers it was time to take their turn at heavier-than-air 
 fl ight. They had the bene fi t of Cayley’s work with the four forces of  fl ight; Lilienthal’s 
philosophy,  fi gures, and experience with his gliders; Smeaton’s coef fi cient; and 
Octave Chanute as a sounding board. They also had the accumulated experimenta-
tion and experience of many other theorists and adventurers at their disposal. 

 Sorting through it all, determining which parts were reliable and which were not 
would require all the meticulous attention to detail the Wrights could muster. They 
understood that the ability to control the angle of attack—the position of the craft in 
relation to the wind—was key to surviving their attempts at  fl ight. They believed as 
Lilienthal had, that the more time spent  fl ying, the more likely they would be to 
conquer the problems of controlled, manned, powered  fl ight. They were determined 
to amass a signi fi cant amount of  fl ying time in the safest manner possible. 

 If Orville and Wilbur Wright lacked money, time was even harder to come by due 
to the demands of their bicycle shop. They did not have long periods of uninter-
rupted time to spend arriving at the con fi guration of their craft. When confronted 
with results that were inconclusive, they wasted no time in generating their own data 
through the use of scale model tests in the tradition of naval architects such as 
William Froude and David Taylor. Their efforts would result in the successful  fl ight 
at Kitty Hawk on December 17, 1903. With this  fl ight, the Wrights would prove to 
believers and naysayers alike that it was possible for humans to successfully employ 
Cayley’s four forces of  fl ight and join the birds in the sky.   
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  The desire to  fl y is an idea handed down to us by our ancestors 
who, in their grueling travels across trackless lands in 
prehistoric times, looked enviously on the birds soaring freely 
through space, at full speed, above all obstacles, on the in fi nite 
highway of the air.  

  Wilbur Wright    

 It’s a common knowledge that Wilbur and Orville Wright were the  fi rst to 
successfully  fl y a piloted, powered, heavier than air object. The process leading to 
that successful  fl ight in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, was fraught with obstacles 
ranging from what the brothers believed to be faulty data to dif fi culties in obtaining 
the ideal materials. Through it all, the Wrights combined a systematic approach 
with dogged determination to overcome each impediment. The net result for these 
 fi rst aeronautical engineers was not only that  fi rst successful  fl ight on December 17, 
1903. The Wrights also proved the value of testing airfoil models in a wind tunnel 
to anticipate the performance of a variety of wing structures during the design phase 
and before construction of an actual aircraft began. 

 There were already generations of seaworthy ships to serve as examples of what 
did and did not work when the time came to improve upon the performance of ocean 
going vessels in the late nineteenth century. Even with that volume of hands-on 
experience, scale model testing quickly earned a permanent place in the develop-
ment cycle because of the inarguable bene fi ts it brought to the design process. It’s 
no wonder then in the case of piloted  fl ying machines, with scant history as a guide, 
that model testing would prove useful early on. 

    Chapter 9   
 The Wright Brothers                       

G. Hagler, Modeling Ships and Space Craft: The Science and Art of Mastering 
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   The Wright Approach 

 As a starting point for their experiments with  fl ying machines, the Wrights could 
only look to craft that had come close to success but had failed. They were very 
aware of the untimely demise of the pilots and/or inventors who were aloft when 
each craft failed to perform as anticipated. As a result, the Wright brothers were 
not just faced with the problem of improving on what had come before. They 
were faced with the problem of surviving the process of improving on what had 
come before. 

 There had been many advances in the  fi eld of hydrodynamics by the time the 
brothers began their experiments with  fl ight. However, there was a great division 
between academicians involved in the pursuit of scienti fi c knowledge and the crafts-
men involved in the pursuit of successful  fl ight. Because of this, the Wrights and 
others of their time found themselves ignorant of much of the work that had been 
done and might have been of use to them.    1  Given the brothers analytical approach, 
it was simply a matter of time before the methodical testing of components to form 
a basis for their experiments occurred to them.  

   An Interest in Flight Awakens 

 The Wrights had an interest in aviation that dated back to their boyhood. They 
wrote, “It was in the autumn of 1878 that our father brought us home one evening a 
toy, which he held half hidden in his hand for a while to excite our curiosity and then 
tossed it into the air. Instead of falling to the ground, as we expected it would, the 
thing soared in the air, across to the other side of the room, where it struck against 
the opposite wall and then  fi nally  fl uttered lightly to the  fl oor. It was a little toy 
called scienti fi cally the helicopter, but we boys promptly christened it ‘bat.’ It was a 
miniature airship of bamboo and cork covered with paper and having two little pro-
pellers turned by twisted rubber bands. So fragile a plaything could not last long in 
the hands of children, but the impression it made upon our minds remained, 
permanently.” 2  (Fig.  9.1 ).  

 The possibilities of  fl ight excited by their experience with “bat” remained in the 
background as the brothers pursued other interests and it was not until 1896, and 
the “deplorable death” of Lilienthal, that Wilbur turned his impressive intellectual 
curiosity to the matter of  fl ight. In his 1901 address to the Western Society of 
Engineers, titled “Some Aeronautical Experiments,” he would share, “My own 
active interest in aeronautical problems dates back to the death of Lilienthal in 
1896. The brief notice of his death which appeared in the telegraphic news at that 
time aroused a passive interest which had existed from my childhood and led me to 
take down from the shelves of our home library a book on Animal Mechanism, by 
Professor Marey, which I had already read several times. From there,” Wilbur con-
tinued, “I was led to read more modern works, and as my brother soon became 
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equally interested with myself, we soon passed from the reading to the thinking, 
and  fi nally to the working stage.” 3  

 By May 30, 1899, Wilbur declared himself “an enthusiast, but not a crank…” in 
a letter to the Smithsonian Institution in which he requested any materials pertaining 
to research on  fl ight that had been done to date. He wrote, “I am about to begin a 
systematic study of the subject in preparation for practical work to which I expect 
to devote what time I can spare from my regular business. I wish to obtain such 
papers as the Smithsonian Institution has published on this subject, and if possible 
a list of other works in print in the English language. I am an enthusiast, but not a 
crank in the sense that I have some pet theories as to the proper construction of a 
 fl ying machine. I wish to avail myself of all that is already known and then if pos-
sible add my mite to help on the future worker who will attain  fi nal success.” 4  

 Wilbur may have written the letter requesting the materials but Orville was 
familiar with the works as well, as is evident from his response to questions during 
a deposition he gave during a trial in 1920. “… On reading the different works on 
the subject we were much impressed with the great number of people who had 
given thought to it, among these some of the greatest minds the world has produced. 

  Fig. 9.1    Their father brought 
a Penaud Planophore home 
for the boys       
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But we found that the experiments of one after another had failed. Among those 
who had worked on the problem I must mention Leonardo Vinci, one of the greatest 
artists and engineers of all time; Sir George Cayley, who was among the  fi rst of all 
inventors of the internal-combustion engine; Sir Hiram Maxim, inventor of the 
Maxim rapid- fi re gun; Parsons, the inventor of the turbine steam engine; Alexander 
Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone; Horatio Phillips, a well-known English 
engineer; Otto Lilienthal, the inventor of instruments used in navigation and a well-
known engineer; Thomas A. Edison; and Dr. S. P. Langley, Secretary and head of 
the Smithsonian Institution.” 5  

 The failure of those who had come before them notwithstanding, their reading 
left the brothers both intrigued with the possibilities of gliding as a sport and 
determined to escape the fate of Lilienthal and Pilcher. Wilbur recalled, “We 
found that both these experimenters had attempted to maintain balance merely by 
the shifting of the weight of their bodies. Chanute, and I believe all the other 
experimenters before 1900, used this same method of maintaining the equilibrium 
in gliding  fl ight. We at once set to work to devise a more ef fi cient means of main-
taining equilibrium.” 6  

 This idea of the pilot as an active participant was integral to the Wrights’ view 
from the start. Also from the start, the Wrights viewed their glider as a system made 
up of components designed for identi fi able tasks. Speci fi cally, they needed compo-
nents capable of creating suf fi cient lift, generating ample thrust, and exerting con-
trol over the four aerodynamic forces of  fl ight: lift, drag, thrust, and weight. 7  
Controlling  pitch  and  yaw  had already been examined. That left the problem of 
 lateral control . The brothers understood that, “a rolling motion, hence, lateral con-
trol, could be obtained by simultaneously setting the right wing at one angle of 
attack to the  fl ow and the left wing at another angle of attack, such that the different 
lift forces on the two wings would induce a rolling motion.” 8  The problem then was 
not what to do but how to do it. 

 Wilbur soon came up with a practical means of lateral control, what the brothers 
would call “wing-warping.” He shared his  fi ndings with Orville who recalled, “… 
He demonstrated the method by means of a small pasteboard box, which had two of 
the opposite ends removed. By holding the top forward corner and the rear lower 
corner of one end of the box between his thumb and fore fi nger and the rear upper 
corner and the lower forward corner of the other end of the box in like manner, and 
by pressing the corners together the upper and lower surface of the box were given 
a helicoidal twist, presenting the top and bottom surfaces of the box at different 
angles on the right and left sides. From this it was apparent that the wings of a 
machine of the Canute double-deck type, with the fore-and-aft trussing removed, 
could be warped in like manner, so that in  fl ying the wings on the right and left sides 
could be warped so as to present their surfaces to the air at different angles of inci-
dence and thus secure unequal lifts on the two sides …” 9  

 To test their theory of “wing-warping,” the brothers built a biplane kite, fully 
expecting that their methodology, in which the trailing edge of the wings of a glider 
were bent in opposite directions to reduce roll, would resolve one of the greatest 
impediments to sustained  fl ight. When the kite was a success, it fueled their desire to 
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build and test a piloted  fl yer. They wrote to the US Weather Bureau for information 
on the best possible sites to conduct their experiments. Included in their requirements 
were low population density, sustained winds, and a reasonably dry season, warm 
enough for outdoor work during the winter months that made up the off-season for 
their bicycle business. Very mindful of the damage that could be done to the pilot and 
equipment when a  fl ying machine of any type crashed, they also inquired about areas 
meeting the former criteria and having a large area of sand as well. Kitty Hawk was 
chosen for its remote location, prevailing winds, and large expanse of sand, thought 
to be less punishing to pilot and craft in the event of a crash than grass or rock.  

   And So They Begin 

 Despite the inherent danger, the brothers were intent both on building and person-
ally piloting their craft because Wilbur was certain, as he said in his presentation to 
the Western Society of Engineers, “The person who merely watches the  fl ight of a 
bird gathers the impression that the bird has nothing to think of but the  fl apping of 
its wings. As a matter of fact this is a very small part of its mental labor. To even 
mention all the things the bird must constantly keep in mind in order to  fl y securely 
through the air would take a considerable part of the evening. If I take this piece of 
paper, and after placing it parallel with the ground, quickly let it fall, it will not settle 
steadily down as a staid, sensible piece of paper ought to do, but it insists on contra-
vening every recognized rule of decorum, turning over and darting hither and thither 
in the most erratic manner, much after the style of an untrained horse. Yet this is the 
style of steed that men must learn to manage before  fl ying can become an everyday 
sport. The bird has learned this art of equilibrium, and learned it so thoroughly that 
its skill is not apparent to our sight. We only learn to appreciate it when we try to 
imitate it.” 10  

 When Wilbur alluded to men learning to manage this style of steed, he introduced 
the novel concept of man doing more than shifting his weight to control the path of 
his glider, as had been the practice up until that time. Just what it was the pilot would 
do was still unknown, but Wilbur felt the only way to know was to actively experi-
ence  fl ight and to amass enough  fl ying time to form a signi fi cant body of knowledge 
about control issues during  fl ight. In his address he likened learning about  fl ight and 
its requirements to learning to ride a dif fi cult horse. “…there are two ways of learn-
ing how to ride a fractious horse: One is to get on him and learn by actual practice 
how each motion and trick may be best met; the other is to sit on a fence and watch 
the beast a while, and then retire to the house and at leisure  fi gure out the best way of 
overcoming his jumps and kicks. The latter system is the safest, but the former, on 
the whole, turns out the larger proportion of good riders. It is very much the same in 
learning to ride a  fl ying machine; if you are looking for perfect safety, you will do 
well to sit on a fence and watch the birds; but if you really wish to learn, you must 
mount a machine and become acquainted with its tricks by actual trial.” 11  
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 On May 13, 1900, Wilbur wrote the  fi rst of many letters in what would become 
a 10-year correspondence with Octave Chanute, then considered the international 
authority on  fl ight due to the success of his bi-wing glider tests and the publication 
of his book, “Progress in Flying Machines.” Chanute was in correspondence with 
inventors and craftsmen around the world and served not only as a valuable source 
of information but also as a sounding board for Wilbur as the brothers pursued their 
ultimate goal of piloted  fl ight. 

 Wilbur began that initial letter with a description of his interest in  fl ight. “For some 
years I have been af fl icted with the belief that  fl ight is possible to man. My disease has 
increased in severity and I feel that it will soon cost me an increased amount of money 
if not my life…” 12  Since the purpose of his letter was to engage Chanute in a discus-
sion of the current state of research he continued, “with this general statement of my 
principles and belief I will proceed to describe the plan and apparatus it is my inten-
tion to test. In explaining these, my object is to learn to what extent similar plans have 
been tested and found to be failures, and also to obtain such suggestions as your great 
knowledge and experience might enable you to give me.” 13  

 It is clear that Wilbur had given a great deal of thought to the subject of  fl ight 
from the time of Lilienthal’s death in 1896 to that spring day in 1900. Also clear was 
Wilbur’s initial belief that secrecy was not a serious consideration, as he wrote to 
Chanute, “I make no secret of my plans for the reason that I believe no  fi nancial 
pro fi t will accrue to the inventor of the  fi rst  fl ying machine, and that only those who 
are willing to give as well as to receive suggestions can hope to link their names 
with the honor of its discovery. The problem is too great for one man alone and 
unaided.” 14  

 Wilbur’s plan was that he would, “in a suitable locality erect a light tower about 
one hundred and  fi fty feet high. A rope passing over a pulley at the top will serve 
as a sort of a kite string. It will be so counter balanced that when the rope is drawn 
out one hundred &  fi fty feet it will sustain a pull equal to the weight of the operator 
and apparatus or nearly so. The wind will blow the machine out from the base of 
the tower and the weight will be sustained partly by the upward pull of the rope and 
partly by the lift of the wind. The counter-balance will be so arranged that the full 
decreases as the line becomes shorter and ceases entirely when its length has been 
decreased to one hundred feet. The aim will be to eventually practice in a wind 
capable of sustaining the operator at a height equal to the top of the tower. The pull 
of the rope will take the place of a motor in counteracting drift. I see, of course, that 
the pull of the rope will introduce complications which are not met in free  fl ight, 
but if the plan will only enable me to remain in the air for practice by the hour 
instead of by the second, I hope to acquire skill suf fi cient to overcome both these 
dif fi culties and those inherent in  fl ight. Knowledge and skill in handling the 
machine are absolute essentials to  fl ight and it is impossible to obtain them without 
extensive practice.” 15  

 Wilbur never built his tower, practicing with  fi rst gliders as kites (Fig.  9.2 ) and 
then as piloted at Kitty Hawk. However, his tentative plan does highlight his deep 
concern over safety and the strength of his conviction that they must pilot their 
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own craft because a lack of  fl ying time/experience was the root cause of earlier 
misfortune. He estimated that with a total of nearly 2,000  fl ights, Lilienthal had 
amassed only about 5 h total  fl ying time. Wilbur’s goal was to achieve that many 
hours in a matter of days or weeks. He was certain that the only way to overcome 
the failures that went with lack of  fl ight time was for the brothers to build and 
pilot their own machines.  

 Wilbur was also convinced that identi fi able obstacles blocked the path to success-
ful  fl ying. In his paper for the Western Society of Engineers in 1901 he wrote that 
they were, “of three general classes: (1) Those which relate to the construction of the 
sustaining wings; (2) those which relate to the generation and application of the 
power required to drive the machine through the air; (3) those relating to the balanc-
ing and steering of the machine after it is actually in  fl ight…. This inability to bal-
ance and steer still confronts students of the  fl ying problem, although nearly eight 
years have passed. When this one feature has been worked out, the age of  fl ying 
machines will have arrived, for all other dif fi culties are of minor importance.” 16   

  Fig. 9.2    Glider as kite. 1901 glider being  fl own as a kite.  Source : Library of Congress Prints and 
Photographs Division Washington, DC 20540, USA       
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   Lilienthal’s Data and the Need for Model Testing 

 The Wrights initially concluded that part of the problem of balance and steering on 
the craft  fl own by Lilienthal, Pilcher, and others to date was due to the fact that the 
pilot was perpendicular to the craft, creating drag in much the same way a cyclist 
sitting completely upright interfered with the forward progress of a bicycle. In fact, 
the early gliders were all much like current day hang gliders in that respect, with a 
stationary wing mounted at the shoulders and the pilot suspended below by some 
type of harness. Wilbur and Orville planned that the pilot on their gliders would be 
horizontal, reducing the drag by being atop the glider itself. With that as a plan they 
set to work,  fi rst on gliders and later on a  fl yer. 

 To determine the size of the wings, the Wrights used two  fi gures generated by 
others. One was the Smeaton Coef fi cient ( k ) discussed in Chap.   4    . This coef fi cient 
was widely accepted at the time, in error, as having a value of .005, although there 
were also those who were publicly questioning the accuracy of the  fi gure. This 
measurement was fundamental to many of the other measurements that would be 
made because it was used universally as a reference point. The other  fi gures the 
Wrights would use were those generated by Lilienthal over the course of his work. 
These  lift coef fi cients  (cl) from Lilienthal’s tables were essential to their calcula-
tions as well because they helped determine the optimal size of the wings. (See 
more about Lilienthal’s methodology in Chap.   4    .) With the Smeaton Coef fi cient and 
Lilienthal’s lift coef fi cients to guide them, the Wrights calculated that a 50 pound, 
two-wing craft carrying a 150-pound pilot and traveling at about 20 mph would 
need each wing to be 5 feet by 20 feet. Having no reason to question the results 
obtained from their calculations, the Wrights’  fi rst glider, the 1900 glider, was con-
structed to these speci fi cations with wings of this size. 

 After initial excitement at seeing their glider rise successfully aloft as a kite, 
the brothers quickly grew frustrated. The 1900 glider never attained adequate lift 
to carry a pilot. To generate increased lift, the brothers increased the  chord  of the 
wing on the 1901 glider, doubling the weight of the craft in the process, yet they 
still achieved only about one-third of the lift anticipated by Lilienthal’s data. It 
was enough to carry a pilot, however, and the brothers were able to make several 
gliding  fl ights. 

 These poor lift results could easily have led the Wrights to question their approach 
to  fl ight. They did not, primarily because the brothers made measurements of every 
variable available to them each time they  fl ew their glider/kite and these measure-
ments served to give them con fi dence in the  fi gures they generated. They wisely 
used multiple approaches to verify their  fi gures with one signi fi cant set of measure-
ments made while  fl ying parallel to the side of a hill. By measuring the angle of the 
hill, the Wrights could determine the ratio of lift to drag. With this  fi gure, they could 
predict the number they’d  fi nd in Lilienthal’s data. Their numbers consistently dis-
agreed with Lilienthal’s and so the brothers gradually came to question the accuracy 
of Lilienthal’s tables as well as Smeaton’s coef fi cient. 

 Questioning Lilienthal’s numbers meant questioning the existing aerodynamic 
science of the day. It also meant questioning the work of Lilienthal, a man both 
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brothers credited with doing more to advance the science of  fl ight than any other 
individual of their time. As the result of experimentation done between the end of 
the 1901  fl ying season and the start of the 1902  fl ying season, the brothers pro-
duce tables of data of their own to replace the data in Lilienthal’s tables. Their 
work would also add to the proof that Smeaton’s coef fi cient of .0054 should be 
actually have been about .00033. They couldn’t have known achieved either of 
these milestones without the con fi dence and conviction to undertake a careful 
investigation of their own. 

 By the end of the 1901  fl ying season, despite having solved the problem they 
referred to as “well-digging,” the tendency of the glider to spin out of control in yaw 
when the pilot tried to bank and turn, the brothers were very discouraged. Their new, 
larger wings were still not living up to expectations. In fact, they generated only 
one-third of the lift anticipated with the use of Lilienthal’s tables. The brothers were 
on the verge of giving up altogether when they returned home on August 22. Wilbur 
recalled “On the train ride home … when we looked at the time and money which 
we had expended, and considered the progress made and the distance yet to go, we 
considered our experiments a failure. At this time I made the prediction that men 
would sometime  fl y, but that it would not be within our lifetime.” 17  

 Any serious thoughts of abandoning their work were put aside a few days after 
arriving home when Wilbur received an invitation from Chanute to speak at the 
Western Society of Engineers on September 18. Wilbur’s initial reaction was to 
decline the invitation because he wasn’t sure they’d done anything worth speak-
ing about. It was his sister who convinced him to accept the invitation. He went 
on to prepare a speech, “Some Aeronautical Experiments,” based on a thorough 
reexamination of everything they had done to date. When the speech was printed 
and available to the public, it quickly became the acknowledged expert source of 
aeronautical knowledge. The preparation of the paper and the examination of 
their work to date would be the  fi nal step that spurred the brothers to undertake 
their own formal model testing.  

   Testing Begins 

 Wilbur felt a great deal of anxiety about his September presentation in Chicago. He 
wrote to Chanute, “… I make no pretense of being a public speaker.” In response to 
Chanute’s asking how he felt about making the presentation a ladies night, Wilbur 
wrote, “As to the presence of ladies, it is not my province to dictate, moreover I will 
already be as badly scared as it is possible for man to be, so that the presence of 
ladies will make little difference to me, provided I am not expected to appear in full 
dress, &c.” 18  

 Wilbur’s presentation included a concise yet thorough walk through the exper-
iments and gliding  fl ights he and Orville had conducted through August 1901. 
He described their initial interest in  fl ight, the impact of Lilienthal’s work and 
untimely death, and a detailed explanation of their methodology and results. He 
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included their suspicion that Lilienthal’s  fi gures might be in error. He also stated 
that they thought Smeaton’s coef fi cient might be off by as much as 20%, not as 
controversial as questioning Lilienthal because Langley and others had already 
published work in which they called Smeaton’s coef fi cient into doubt. Because of 
Wilbur’s initial reluctance to present their  fi ndings, as well as the short timeframe 
between the invitation and the actual presentation, it was agreed that modi fi cations 
could be made to the  fi nal version of “Some Aeronautical Experiments.” For the 
Wright brothers, this meant a brief opportunity to run some additional tests to 
verify their suspicions about Lilienthal’s  fi gures before turning their attention back 
to their cycling business. 

 While Wilbur, dressed splendidly in Orville’s formal clothing, was in Chicago 
presenting his paper, Orville constructed a wind tunnel for the tests they planned. 
The brothers used this early model to test their  fi rst versions of the equipment they 
would perfect for the second, improved version of the wind tunnel that soon replaced 
it. It was in this improved wind tunnel that they would conduct the airfoil tests that 
formed the basis of their future work. But before any work was performed in a wind 
tunnel, the brothers made an initial, simple test of the correctness of Lilienthal’s 
 fi gures using an instrument that was wholly familiar to them; the bicycle. These 
results would show that Lilienthal’s numbers were de fi nitely incorrect. The results 
would be included in the revised manuscript included in the Transactions of the 
Western Society of Engineers. 

 In keeping with Wilbur’s methodical nature, he wrote about the upcoming 
bicycle test to Chanute on September 26, 1901. “I am arranging to make a posi-
tive test of the correctness of the Lilienthal coef fi cients at from 4 o –7 o  in the fol-
lowing manner. I will mount a Lilienthal curve 1 sq. ft. and a  fl at plane of .66 sq. 
ft. on a bicycle wheel in the position shown. The vision is from above. The dis-
tance from the centers of pressure to centre of wheel will be the same for both 
curve and planed. According to Lilienthal tables the 1 sq. ft. curve at 5 °  will just 
about balance the .66 sq ft. plane at 90°. If I  fi nd that it really does so no question 
will remain in my mind that these tables are correct. If the curve fails to balance 
the plane I will cut down the size of the plane till they do balance. I hope to make 
the test on the  fi rst suitable day. If you have any suggestions to make regarding 
it, or any error in the principle employed to point out, I should be very glad to 
know it. 

 As soon as I have made this test I will revise my manuscript and forward it at 
once.” 19  

 To perform the described test, the Wrights balanced a curved surface atop a plane 
surface attached to a bicycle. They placed this on a wheel that was mounted hori-
zontal to the handlebars and attached to the handlebars, above the front wheel. To 
power the wheel that was mounted at the handlebars, the Wright’s rode the bicycle 
through the streets of Dayton. Ever thorough   , they  fi rst rode at right angles to the 
wind in one direction, then in the other, on a calm day, noting and comparing the 
results. With a difference of only about 2 degrees, due to direction, they next replaced 
the curved surface with a plane surface and repeated the tests. 
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 According to Lilienthal’s tables, “the model wing set at a  fi ve-degree angle of 
attack would generate enough lift to balance the  fl at plate exactly… The model-
wing surface required an angle of attack of  18 degrees  to balance the plate, more 
than three times what the table indicated it should be. The Wrights were able to 
conclude de fi nitively from this that either Lilienthal’s lift coef fi cients or the Smeaton 
value was in error.” 20  

 With the tests concluded, Wilbur followed up with a letter to Chanute on October 
6 in which he wrote, “we have made the experiment of balancing a curved surface 
against a plane surface 66 percent as large, placed normal to the wind, and  fi nd that 
instead of 5° as called for in Lilienthal’s table an angel of 18° was required.” The 
letter continues: “The results obtained, with the rough apparatus used, were so inter-
esting in their nature, and gave evidence of such possibility of exactness in measur-
ing the value of P 

(tang. a)
 /P 

90
 , that we decided to construct an apparatus speci fi cally for 

making tables giving the value of P 
(tang. a)

 /P 
90

  at all angles to 30° and for surfaces of 
different curvatures and different relative lengths & breadths. The new apparatus is 
almost as simple to construction as the vane already used and the values given are 
lifts in percentages of P 

90
  without extended calculations.” 21  

 The new apparatus mentioned would be the wind tunnel. It would be used to 
generate a new set of  fi gures to guide the design of their  fl ying machines. The 
Wright brothers were not the  fi rst to use a wind tunnel, but they were the  fi rst to run 
a series of tests on airfoils they created for the purpose and then to compare their 
 fi ndings to data collected during actual  fl ights for the purpose of making changes to 
the design of their craft. In fact, the work they did in 1902 and 1903 would take 
advantage of the  fi rst use of models in the aircraft design process. Their wind tunnel 
work would be as seminal to the design of aircraft as Froude’s work in his model 
basin had been to the design of vessels. Their work would lay the groundwork for 
scienti fi c aeronautical model testing for those who followed.  

   Wind Tunnel Tests 

 Given the Wrights penchant for using whatever scraps they had on hand when 
embarking on a new project, the  fi rst wind tunnel they constructed was a crude rect-
angular machine. Before long they realized the results of their tests could be com-
pared to their own  fl ight data and used to determine the optimal size for the wings 
under a variety of conditions. To facilitate this work, the brothers decided they 
would build an improved version of their wind tunnel and use it to test for lift and 
drag as variables on airfoils that simulated a variety of wing shapes. 

 “The wind tunnel was operating by mid-October… The  fl ow duct was 6 feet long 
with a square cross section 16 inches on each side. There was a glass window on top 
for observing the tests. The air fl ow was driven by a fan powered by the central 
power plant of the Wrights’ bicycle shop—a 1-horsepower gasoline engine con-
nected to the fan via shafts and belt drives. The maximum velocity attainable in the 
wind tunnel was about 30 miles per hour. The tunnel was housed on the second  fl oor 
of the bicycle shop, where all of the testing took place…” 22  
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 Making certain the air  fl owed through the wind tunnel without creating turbulence 
required some ingenuity on the part of the Wrights. It took several months to perfect 
but by using a sort of honeycomb arrangement at the intake of the tunnel, they were 
able to create a smooth  fl ow of air for their purposes. 23  Because the brothers mistak-
enly installed the tunnel’s two-bladed fan upstream, their laboratory itself was the 
return path for the air rushing out of the tunnel test section. 24  Because of this, it was 
essential to the necessary  fl ow of air was that no other movement take place on the 
second  fl oor while the tests were being conducted. To ensure this, Orville would 
observe through the glass on the top of the tunnel while Wilbur conducted the active 
part of the process. Orville could not move about the area because any movement by 
him caused a distortion in the readings.  

   The Balances 

 The balances were odd-looking devices made of old hacksaw blades and discarded 
bicycle spokes. They didn’t look very sophisticated but, “In reality, they were mar-
vels of simplicity and sophistication. Originally, the Wrights tried to measure both 
lift and drag with a single instrument.” Those results were, “subject to errors of 
perhaps ten percent,” as Wilbur wrote to Chanute. 25  As a result, they decided to use 
separate balances for lift and drag. 

 “The lift balance was in theory very similar to the earlier bicycle apparatus and the 
balancing vane used in the  fi rst tunnel… The lift of the model wing surface was mea-
sured in terms of an opposing force exerted on a  fl at plate oriented perpendicular to 
the airstream. In other words, the lift force generated by the curved surface would be 
measured as a fraction of the oppositely directed force resulting from the wind hitting 
the  fl at plate. Put even more simply, they were expressing lift as the ratio of these two 
forces. This meant that the pressure on the  fl at pate would serve as the common stan-
dard against which the lifts of the various wing shapes tested would be measured.” 26  

 The balances used for the  fi nal version of the wind tunnel not only gave more accu-
rate readings than earlier versions; they enabled the Wrights to calculate the lift 
coef fi cient directly, without the need to use Smeaton’s coef fi cient. With the new bal-
ances they could also set the airfoil to a variety of angles of attack while the  fl at plate 
was mounted on equipment that was free to circle around a  fi xed point. “During the 
initial trials the plate created a disturbance of the  fl ow in the tunnel, so the brothers 
replaced it with four narrow strips of an equivalent area. The  fi ngerlike attachments 
added to the ungainly look of the device. With the wind turned on, the ratio of the force 
of lift generated by the wing to  both  the force exerted on the plate plus the drag force 
produced by the wing was indicated by an angle traced out by a pointed connected to 
the arms carrying the surface and the four strips that replaced the plate. But at this 
stage the Wrights wanted to record only the lift of the model wing. To eliminate the 
effect of the drag component of the total aerodynamic force acting on the wing, a 
mechanical readjustment of the arms of the balance was required. After resetting the 
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balance, a second reading was taken. The angle now traced out by the pointer 
only indicated the component of aerodynamic force generated by the wing owing 
purely to lift.” 

 “Constructing the balance in such a way as to factor out the effect of drag 
mechanically was one of the most remarkable features of the instrument’s design. 
Even from a modern perspective, this aspect of the balance was an incredibly 
impressive piece of engineering.” 27  

 The  fi nal step in the process of determining lift required the use of basic geom-
etry to take the sine of the angle to arrive at the coef fi cient of lift. A closer look at 
their methodology reveals a deep understanding of geometry and trigonometry. 
Both Wilbur and Orville were strong mathematicians, but it was Orville who had 
proven himself a strong mathematician while a student. Knowing this, we can con-
clude that Orville played a key role in the analysis of the airfoil tests. 28  

    “Like their instrument for measuring lift, the Wrights’ drift balance was cleverly 
designed to measure the aerodynamic forces acting on a wing in terms that could be 
substituted directly into the lift and drag equations they were using to predict the 
performance of their aircraft. The drift balance again showed the uncommon ability 
of the Wrights to develop practical mechanical devices that mirrored their concep-
tual analysis of a problem.” 29   

   Airfoils 

 The  airfoils  themselves were made from scraps of 20-gauge steel. These models of 
wing designs were cut, hammered, and soldered into a variety of different shapes 
depending upon their purpose. Some were designed to test the  aspect ratio . For this 
purpose the brothers used  fl at plates that had the same area but differing aspect 
ratios. Others were intended to test the  camber  of a wing. On these, the aspect ratio 
and area were constant but the curvature of the airfoil differed. Still others were 
 parabolic foils . The area and aspect ratio were constant. The camber varied and the 
foil itself had curved sides. 30  

 Each airfoil was between three and nine inches long and had a piece of metal about 
¾″ high and ¾″ long soldered on the back of the airfoil, perpendicular to the surface. 
These raised pieces of metal would be inserted into two parallel pieces of metal that 
were soldered to the balances used inside the actual tunnel, to hold the airfoil securely 
in place during testing. This ingenious pincer and tab arrangement allowed for the 
airfoils to be held in precise positions without impeding the  fl ow of air in any way. 

 The brothers tested over 200 different airfoils in late October and early November 
of 1901 as they perfected their balances. When they were done, they felt con fi dent that 
their methodology was sound and would result in reliable data. On November 22, the 
brothers were ready to begin the formal testing of a smaller sample of airfoils. For 
these tests they made thirty-eight airfoils. “They tested camber ratios from 1/6 to 1/20; 
the location of maximum camber ranged from near the leading edge to the midchord 
position. The planform shapes included squares, rectangles, ellipses, surfaces with 
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raked tips, and circular arc segments for leading and trailing edges meeting at sharp 
points at the tip. They also examined tandem wing con fi gurations (after Langley’s 
aerodromes), biplanes, and triplanes. Finally, Wilbur and Orville had to end these 
experiments because of the press of business…. These experiments, conducted over 
less than an two-month period, produced the most de fi nitive and practical aerody-
namic data on wings and airfoil obtained to that date. They gave the Wrights proper 
aerodynamic information on which to design a proper  fl ying machine.” 31  

 When the Wrights were satis fi ed with the results for a particular  camber , they 
used that angle in the shape of their glider wing. The data from the testing was then 
compared to the results achieved from a test of the wing. This iterative process was 
the basis for design improvements made by the Wrights. 

 Wilbur later wrote, “It is dif fi cult to underestimate the value of that very laborious 
work we did over that homemade wind tunnel. It was, in fact, the  fi rst wind tunnel 
in which small models of wings were tested and their lifting properties accurately 
noted. From all the data that Orville and I accumulated into tables, an accurate and 
reliable wing could  fi nally be built. Even modern wind tunnel data with the most 
sophisticated equipment varies comparatively little from what we  fi rst discovered. 
In fact, the accurate wind tunnel data we developed was so important, it is doubtful 
if anyone would have ever developed a  fl yable wing without  fi rst developing this 
data. Sometimes the non-glamorous lab work is absolutely crucial to the success of 
a project.” 32  

    The Wrights formally recorded the results of 43 surfaces and multiwing forms 
tested on their lift balance, and another 48 on their drift balance. They evaluated the 
surfaces from 0 to 45 degrees angle of attack. When running the determinations, 
they took great care to maintain consistency in their procedure and to ensure that no 
outside in fl uences would adversely affect the readings. 33  

 “The heart of any successful wind tunnel is its balance system-the apparatus that 
measures the aerodynamic forces acting on the model. The Wrights built two bal-
ances—one for lift and a second for drag. The balances never measured actual 
forces; they simply compared test airfoils with reference airfoils or other forces on 
calibrated  fl at surfaces. This approach allowed the Wrights to rapidly pit one airfoil 
against another and select the best from many con fi gurations.” 34  

 Wilbur and Orville concluded their testing in mid-December of 1901 because 
they needed to turn their attention back to their cycling business. Even when Chanute 
offered the possibility of funding that would have allowed them to continue their 
work with the airfoils, the brothers politely declined. 35  During their testing period, 
the Wrights investigated not only lift and rag but also aspect ratio and the effect of 
a thick versus sharp leading edge and the impact of varying the gap between biplane 
and triplane wing arrangements. 36  

 The enduring legacy from the Wrights’ experimentation was the tables they cre-
ated from their experimentation. “One table gives lift coef fi cient tabulated versus 
angle of attack  a . Another table gives the drag-to-lift ratio as a function of  a . These 
tables supplanted the Lilienthal table in all respects. At the time, they represented 
the most valuable technical data in the history of applied aerodynamics.” 37   
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   Back to Kitty Hawk 

 With their new tables in hand, the Wright brothers were anxious to return to their 
camp at Kitty Hawk (Fig.  9.3 ). Before the 1901  fl ying season, with no way of fore-
seeing the legal dif fi culties that would come about after their successful  fl ight in 
1903, Wilbur had written Chanute, “we note what you say in regard to the discretion 
and reliability of Messrs Huffaker & Spratt. We have felt no uneasiness on this 
point, as we do not think the class of people who are interested in aeronautics would 
naturally be of a character to act unfairly. The labors of others have been of great 
bene fi t to us in obtaining our understanding of the subject and have been suggestive 
and stimulating. We would be pleased if our labors would be of similar bene fi t to 
others. We or course would not wish our ideas and methods appropriated bodily, but 
if our work suggests ideas to others which they can work out on a different line and 
reach better results than we do, we will try hard not to feel jealous or that we have 
been robbed in any way. On the other hand we do not expect to appropriate the ideas 
of others in any unfair way, but it would be strange indeed if we should be long in 
the company of other investigators without receiving suggestions which we could 
work out in such a way as to further our work.” 38   

  Fig. 9.3    Kitty Hawk. The Wright’s work shed at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.  Source : Library of 
Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, DC 20540, USA       
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 With tables in hand a year later, the brothers appear to have been slightly more 
guarded with their work. When asked whether or not they wanted to publish their 
work, Wilbur deferred to Chanute and did not pursue the matter himself. As a result, 
the Wrights were the only ones with the data they possessed at the time of their 
return to Kitty Hawk in 1902 and 1903. 

 Armed with reliable data, Wilbur and Orville soon made modi fi cations to their 
craft that enabled it to carry a pilot aloft and in charge at signi fi cant heights and for 
signi fi cant periods of time. By 1903 they were ready to tackle the problems of 
propulsion and with their successful  fl ight on December 17, they proved to them-
selves and to the world that it was possible to control the aerodynamic forces in play 
during the piloted  fl ight of a heavier than air machine generating its own thrust.  

   After Success 

 As soon as the brothers wired a message home to tell their family of their success, the 
wire was leaked to the press in Norfolk, touching off a number of incorrect and inac-
curate reports. Wilbur wrote to Chanute,  fi lling him in on the stiff winds and the various 
attempts they’d made on that important day but he left out any speci fi c technical details. 
Soon after, Wilbur issued a statement to the press, explaining that the brothers owed 
nothing to any one, for their success as they’d  fi nanced their work themselves. Chanute 
replied with a letter on the January 14, 1904 in which he wrote,    “In the clipping which 
you sent me you say: “all the experiments have been conducted at our own expense, 
without assistance from  any  individual or institution.” Please write me just what you 
had in your mind concerning myself when you framed that sentence in that way.” 39  

 Wilbur replied on the 18th, “The object of the statement, concerning which you 
have made inquiry, was to make it clear that we stood on quite different ground from 
Prof. Langley, and were entirely justi fi ed in refusing to make our discoveries public 
property at this time. We had paid the freight, and had a right to do as we pleased. 
The use of the word ‘ any ,’ which you underscored, grew out of the fact that we 
found from articles in both foreign and American papers, and even in correspon-
dence, that there was a somewhat general impression that our Kitty Hawk experi-
ments had not been carried on at our own expense etc. We thought it might save 
embarrassment to correct this promptly.” 40  

 Wilbur continued his correspondence with Chanute until Chanute’s death in 
1910. Wilbur was involved in speaking and writing about their work until his own 
death from typhoid fever on May 12, 1912. After Wilbur’s death, Orville continued 
in the world of aeronautics, building a laboratory and working on inventions as he 
chose. He was active in promoting  fl ight and speaking about the historic  fl ight he 
and his brother had made. He was a charter member of NACA, the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics, executive committee. During his work with NACA, he 
corresponded with Rear Admiral David Taylor on the matter of the 1903 propellers. 
The NACA was involved in virtually all areas of aeronautics. The 12 unpaid mem-
bers consulted the federal government on several aviation-related issues during the 
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 fi rst decade, including recommending the inauguration of airmail    service and 
studying the feasibility of  fl ying the mail at night. 41  Orville was a part of NACA 
until his death on January 30, 1948, a total time of nearly 30 years.  

   Conclusion 

 The Wright brothers began their pursuit of  fl ight as enthusiastic amateurs. Their 
belief that Lilienthal’s contention that the only way to master  fl ight was to get in the 
air and  fl y, along with their meticulous nature and innovative spirit carried them 
through the dif fi cult tasks required to design and test a variety of craft until the right 
combination of wing type and angle was discovered. They carried out their work at 
their own expense, consulting frequently with Octave Chanute as they progressed. 
Along the way, they established the legitimacy of wind tunnel testing for airfoils 
and wing models, added their own experimentation to the correct value of Smeaton’s 
coef fi cient, generated data in the form of coef fi cients, and replaced Lilienthal’s 
tables with  fi gures generated by their own investigations. 

 By the time they  fl ew that December day at Kitty Hawk, Wilbur and Orville 
Wright could accurately be called aeronautical engineers. They were familiar with 
the science of the day and had not only added valuable information to that science, 
but also devised methods for exercising an unprecedented level of control over their 
craft during  fl ight. They’d proven themselves capable of mastering the challenges 
that arose as they modi fi ed their plane and its design. The thrill and satisfaction of 
that day for them are dif fi cult to imagine. 

 Rapid advances in  fl ight technology would take place in Europe immediately 
after that  fi rst  fl ight in 1903, but the Wright brothers’ legacy was not just the suc-
cessful  fl ying of a powered, piloted heavier than air craft. It was the successful 
application of scienti fi c principles to the testing of components for the purpose of 
controlled  fl ight.  
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      In spite of the opinions of certain narrow-minded people, who 
would shut up the human race upon this globe, as within some 
magic circle which it must never outstep, we shall one day 
travel to the moon, the planets, and the stars, with the same 
facility, rapidity, and certainty as we now make the voyage from 
Liverpool to New York. 

 Jules Verne, From the Earth to the Moon, 1865   

 The development of rocket technology is a story of international accomplishment. 
It is also the story of three men working independently in three different coun-
tries who were at the forefront of liquid-fueled rocket development. All three 
wrote extensively on the theory and design of rockets and their potential. All 
three used models for testing of some kind. Two developed and tested actual 
rockets. Due to political constraints, the work of each was not known to the 
others, yet we know from their writings that all arrived at similar conclusions at 
the start of the twentieth century. 

   Konstantin Tsiolkovsky 

 Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky was born in Russia in the fall of 1857 in a 
village south of Moscow. His birthplace was the fourth largest settlement in the 
province at the time. The  fi fth of 18 children, it was his mother who taught him to 
read and write. Tsiolkovsky  fi rst imagined a place without gravity at the age of 8 
when his mother gave him a small hydrogen- fi lled balloon. He was intrigued by the 
way it rose effortlessly to the ceiling each time he let it loose. 

 Tsiolkovsky lost most of his hearing due to scarlet fever and later wrote, “Age of 
10 or 11, the beginning of winter, I rode a toboggan. Caught a cold. Fell ill, was 
delirious. They thought I’d die but I got better, but became very deaf and deafness 
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wouldn’t go. It tormented me very much.” The hearing loss caused Tsiolkovsky to 
focus on individual pursuits, including his own education from the age of 14.    1  Even 
as an adult, he would describe himself as having set great goals for himself as a way 
to prove to himself and to others that he could excel. 

 Tsiolkovsky was 13 when his mother died. At the age of 16, Tsiolkovsky 
moved to Moscow to continue his studies through the use of the books at the 
Chertkovskaya Library. His father sent him money to live on, but it wasn’t much. 
He studied mathematics, analytical mechanics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, and 
classical literature. “I ate just black bread, didn’t have even potatoes and tea,” he later 
remembered. “Instead I was buying books, pipes, sulfuric acid (for experiments), 
and so on. I was happy with my ideas, and black bread didn’t upset me at all.” 

 While pursuing his studies, Tsiolkovsky found a mentor in Nikolai Fredorovitch 
Federov. Federov was a Russian philosopher with some unique beliefs. He believed 
that men would eventually be forced to move into space because they would one day 
learn to bring the dead back to life. The resulting increase in the population would 
necessitate a move to other planets. Greatly in fl uenced by Federov and wanted not 
only to go into space; he wanted to  fi nd a way for mankind to live and thrive there 
as they traveled freely among the planets. 

 “Around this time, Tsiolkovsky also discovered the novels of French science 
 fi ction and adventure writer Jules Verne. One novel that in fl uenced him in 1865 was 
‘From the Earth to the Moon.’ The impact on Tsiolkovsky was not unusual. It was 
with that novel that Verne  fi rst inspired a whole generation of space fl ight pioneers. 
‘I do not remember how it got into my head to make  fi rst calculations related to 
rockets,’ Tsiolkovsky later wrote, ‘It seems to me the  fi rst seeds were planted by 
famous fantaseour, J. Verne.’ Unlike most of his contemporaries, however, 
Tsiolkovsky did more than simply marvel at Verne’s descriptions of fantastic jour-
neys. He questioned their practicality. He understood that shooting spacecraft from 
a giant cannon, Verne’s method of reaching the moon, would inevitably kill its pas-
sengers due to the force of acceleration.” 2  

 In 1876, Tsiolkovsky found work as an apprentice teacher of mathematics, phys-
ics, and chemistry. He passed his exams and quali fi ed as a schoolteacher in 1879. 
While in his twenties he began his research into life in space, balloons, and aerody-
namics. By the time he was 21, he had independently articulated the basic principles 
of the kinetic theories of gases. He submitted his work to the Society of Physics and 
Chemistry in St. Petersburg. Although his theories were correct, they were nothing 
new. Tsiolkovsky worked in relative isolation. He had no way of knowing that this 
important work had already been done. However, the members of the Society, 
including Dmitry Mendeleyev, author of the Periodic Table, were duly impressed. 
Tsiolkovsky’s second paper for the Society,  The Mechanics of a Living Organism , 
earned him a place among its members. 

 In 1883, Tsiolkovsky published “Free Space.” This work explored the possibility 
of living in outer space, along with the effects of zero gravity. He included a draw-
ing of a spacecraft that could orient itself in space with the help of reactive jets 
rather than propulsive rockets. 3  This brought him to experiment with the possibility 
of reactive force. He used a container  fi lled with compressed gas rather than solid 
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fuel as his test case. The purpose of the experiment was to prove that an object could 
be propelled through the air by the power of escaping gas. To demonstrate this, he 
varied the movement of the container by varying the pressure of the gas released. 
His work proved to him that Newton’s Third Law, which states that for every action 
there is an equal and opposite reaction, would apply to objects propelled through the 
atmosphere. This was signi fi cant because many doubted an object could propel 
itself by pushing against a gas. They were convinced and object required something 
solid to push against. 

 In 1890, Tsiolkovsky’s paper,  The Problem of Flying by Means of Wings , was the 
 fi rst to document his interest in aviation. By 1896, Tsiolkovsky drafted the design 
for a rocket that would be fueled by a mixture of liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. 
With his design, when the liquids were combined, they would create an explosion at 
the narrow, top portion of a chamber. The burning fuels would produce heated, con-
densed gas. The gas would be cooled, and then released through the tail of the 
rocket via a nozzle that would focus the stream of escaping gas and produce forward 
motion at a high velocity. 

 Also in 1898, Tsiolkovsky’s  Elementary Studies of the Airship and Its Structure  
was published. It was at this time that Tsiolkovsky built a wind tunnel to test the 
aerodynamic properties of a variety of aircraft designs for this work. With his wind 
tunnel, he studied the effects of friction and surface area on the velocity of the air 
over a streamlined shape. As a result of this work, the Academy of Sciences gave 
him funds, which he used to build a larger wind tunnel. 

 That same year Tsiolkovsky completed his most important work. It was an arti-
cle, “Exploration of Space with Rocket Devices” that would be published in 
 Scienti fi c Review  in 1903. In his article, Tsiolkovsky proposed the use of liquid-
fueled rockets for the travel into space. He proposed liquid fuel because he calcu-
lated that it would provide more power than traditional solid rockets powered by 
gunpowder. The calculations he included showed that it would be possible to carry 
humans into space with “step rockets,” known today as staged rockets. With such 
rockets, the lower rocket stage drops away after the fuel is spent, reducing the weight 
as the remaining sections of the rocket move progressively higher and attain escape 
velocity which allows the craft to  fl y beyond earth’s atmosphere. Tsiolkovsky’s 
stage design would permit far larger payloads to be carried aloft than would a single 
stage rocket powered by solid fuel. 

 Tsiolkovsky’s calculation for reaching space by rocket is known as the 
“Tsiolkovsky Equation.” It is a mathematical equation that relates the change in the 
speed of a rocket if no external forces act upon it with the effective exhaust velocity 
and the initial and  fi nal mass of the rock or other reaction engine. This equation was 
the  fi rst theoretical proof of the possibility of space fl ight. He would develop his 
ideas on rocketry and space travel further over the next 30 years. That work would 
include papers, monographs, and a science  fi ction novel of his own. 4  

 Because of political unrest, the remote nature of the places he resided, and a 
lack of necessary materials, Tsiolkovsky was unable to build or test his rocket 
designs. Throughout his life, he did continue to write about space and what travel 
in space would mean. His writings include mention of the  fi rst space stations. 
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His notebooks contain drawings of humans in spacesuits passing through airlocks 
on a ship. He also wrote about the effects of weightlessness in space and envi-
sioned a day in aviation when jets would be used to power aircraft. Since much of 
his work was self-published and few copies of the issue of  Scienti fi c Review  in 
which his work appeared were available because the government con fi scated most 
of them for an offense in another article, Tsiolkovsky’s work was not well known 
in his country and certainly unknown outside his country. It wasn’t until the inter-
national community recognized Goddard’s work in the 1920s that the Soviet 
government published Tsiolkovsky’s writings. 

 In 1926, Tsiolkovsky described 16 Stages of Space Exploration. These well 
thought-out, incremental steps were designed to bring man into space and allow him 
to thrive:

    1.    Design of rocket-propelled airplanes with wings.  
    2.    Progressively increasing the speeds and altitudes reached with these airplanes.  
    3.    Designing of a pure rocket without wings.  
    4.    Developing the ability to land on the ocean surface by rocket.  
    5.    Reaching of escape velocity and  fi rst  fl ight into space.  
    6.    Lengthening of the rocket  fl ight time into space.  
    7.    Experimental use of plants to make an arti fi cial atmosphere in spacecraft.  
    8.    Using of pressurized space suits for activity outside spacecraft.  
    9.    Making of orbital greenhouses for plants.  
    10.    Building of the large orbital habitats around the earth.  
    11.    Using solar radiation to grow food, to heat space quarters, and for transport 

needs throughout the solar system.  
    12.    Colonization of the asteroid belt.  
    13.    Colonization of the entire solar system and beyond.  
    14.    Achievement of individual and social perfection.  
    15.    Overcrowding of the solar system and galaxy colonization.  
    16.    The sun begins to die and the people remaining in the solar system’s population 

move to other solar systems. 5      

 Tsiolkovsky’s vision for interplanetary travel included the use of gyroscopes to 
control the orientation of rockets in space; special pressure suits, airlocks, and teth-
ers for those working outside their spacecraft; and a long-standing space station 
with many “Space Islands” that would sure as habitats for thousands of people. 
In 1929, Tsiolkovsky concluded that the  fi rst space  fl ights would take place within 
20 to 30 years. 6  

 In the early 1930s Tsiolkovsky wrote several essays that were not published. 
These essays were about the existence of life throughout the universe. Tsiolkovsky 
believed this was possible because the atom was at the root of all existence and 
could take many forms. In keeping with the vision he’d formed as a teen in Moscow, 
he is reported to have told a friend in 1930, “For me, a rocket is only a means—only 
a method of reaching the depths of space—and not an end in itself… There’s no 
doubt that it’s very important to have rocket ships since they will help mankind to 
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settle elsewhere in the universe. But what I’m working for is this resettling… 
The whole idea is to move away from the Earth to settlements in space.” 7  

 When Tsiolkovsky died in 1935, he left behind a body of work devoted to the 
attainment of his goal. His writings would be instrumental in the work of those 
who followed in the  fi eld of astronautics. He work would in fl uence German 
rocket scientist Wernher von Braun, Russian rocket-engine designer Valentin 
Glushnko, and rocket designer Sergey Korolyov. Asteroid 1590, Tsiolkovskaja, 
is named after Tsiolkovsky’s wife. The most prominent crater on the far side of 
the Moon is named for him. Tsiolkovsky is considered by many to be the father 
of astronautics. Interestingly, Tsiolkovsky considered himself a “Citizen of the 
Universe.” 8   

   Robert Goddard 

 American rocketeer Robert Goddard was born in Worcester, Massachusetts in 
1882. He was inquisitive by nature and spent his childhood experimenting with a 
microscope and a telescope. He had a subscription to  Scienti fi c American  and, as a 
teen, enjoyed the work of both Jules Verne and H. G. Wells. When he was 16 he read 
Wells’  The War of the Worlds . 

 Two weeks after his 17th birthday, Goddard had what he would describe as a 
life-altering experience. He climbed a cherry tree behind the barn of his family 
home on October 19, 1899, the day he would forever after refer to as Anniversary 
Day, and later wrote, “I imagined how wonderful it would be to make some device 
which had even the possibility of ascending to Mars and how it would look on a 
small scale, if sent up from the meadow at my feet… It seemed to me then that a 
weight whirling around a horizontal shaft, moving more rapidly above than below, 
could furnish lift by virtue of the greater centrifugal force at the top of the path. In 
any event, I was a different boy when I descended the tree from when I ascended, 
for existence at last seemed very purposive.” 9  

 Goddard was a voracious reader, perhaps because he was frequently sick and 
con fi ned to his home. His reading went beyond Verne and Wells, including 
Samuel Langley’s scienti fi c papers and Newton’s  Principia Mathematica . His 
study of Langley’s work led him to focus his attention to birds in  fl ight. Goddard’s 
conclusion was that birds controlled their  fl ight with their tails, not their wings 
as Langley suggested. His study of Newton’s work led him to test the Third Law 
(for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction) to determine if it would 
apply to motion in the vacuum of space. His investigation satis fi ed him that it 
would, but it also led him to realize he needed a deeper understanding of math-
ematics and physics. 

 As early as 1907 “he prepared and submitted for publication a manuscript sug-
gesting that heat from radioactive materials could be used to expel substances at 
high velocity from an ori fi ce, thus furnishing jet propulsion suf fi cient to navigate in 
interplanetary space.” 10  The article was not accepted for publication but “the idea of 
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using hydrogen and oxygen as fuels for an interplanetary rocket, and the construction 
of such a rocket according to the multiple or step-rocket principle, occurred to him 
in 1909. After considerable calculation he put the theory into satisfactory form in 
the winter of 1912–1913. His computations included the possible use of smokeless 
powder for the propellant, as well as hydrogen and oxygen.” 11  “Goddard was 
unaware of his Russian competition [Tsiolkovsky], and since he could not know 
that he had been trumped, he soldiered on.” 12  

 The  fi rst well-de fi ned period of Goddard’s rocket work extended from 1899 until 
after World War I. “It was a time of speculation, mathematical and theoretical devel-
opment, and experiment with solid-fuel propellants.” 13  By the time Goddard was a 
research fellow at Princeton in 1913, he’d come up with a formula to calculate the 
position and velocity of a rocket in vertical  fl ight. His equation used the weight of 
the rocket, the weight of the propellant, and the velocity of the exhaust gases as 
variables. It was an important moment for Goddard but early that year he was forced 
to return home when he was diagnosed with tuberculosis. Originally thought to have 
only 2 weeks to live, he went on to live for another 30 years. 

 Perhaps his recovery and sustained good health can be attributed to his reliance 
on his own methods for restoring his health, “I shall never forget the smile and 
twinkle from the depths of a hammock, when there were several inches of snow on 
the ground and all the frost air was around zero. The thing that affected me now was 
that so far as we know he had no medical authority for his action (living on the 
veranda). It seemed to be his own idea entirely and he had in no uncertain terms 
absolved his family and his doctor from any responsibility.” He improved steadily 
and by late March was back at work on his rocket theories. 14  

 Goddard was quick to apply for patents to protect his intellectual property. He 
applied for two with the help of his father, while recovering from tuberculosis. U.S. 
Patent 1,102,653, issued in 1914, was for a step or multistage rocket. The patent 
covered “Rocket Apparatus” which was essentially everything to do with a rocket 
that was more complicated than a basic  fi rework rocket or single stage projectile. 
The other patent he applied for was for a liquid fueled rocket. U.S. Patent 1,103,503 
states that the fuel would be gasoline and liquid nitrous oxide. 

 By the fall of 1914 Goddard was well enough to accept a part-time position at 
Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts. While there, he would be an instruc-
tor and research fellow. He used his research time to ready for his  fi rst powder 
rocket test in 1915. The tests were loud and distracting enough that Goddard was 
compelled to conduct future tests inside the physics lab. These tests proved that 
powder rockets were not very ef fi cient, although their ef fi ciency could be improved 
with the use of a nozzle. Still, it would not be enough to propel a signi fi cant payload 
to escape velocity and beyond. 

 That same year, Goddard devised an experiment to prove that a rocket could 
perform in the vacuum of space. Many doubted it would be possible that Newton’s 
Third Law, every action has an equal and opposite reaction, would apply in a vac-
uum. They believed the rocket exhaust would be “sucked” out of the rocket and 
there would be no reactive force for propulsion. Goddard was determined to dem-
onstrate that it would work. To prove this, he made a number of vacuum chamber 
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experiments that set the question to rest for good when the rocket not only moved, 
but also operated at greater ef fi ciency. 

 “More important… were experiments during 1915 that proved that a rocket 
would provide thrust in a vacuum. In the simplest form, Goddard set up a 0.22-cali-
ber revolver loaded with blanks, mounted on an arm swiveling around a spindle, all 
in a bell jar from which the air had been withdrawn. When the pistol was  fi red by 
pulling a string attached to the trigger, the whole assembly twirled around. Just 
when he  fi rst devised this simple demonstration is not now apparent, but he repeated 
it often during the 1920s   . 

 Science required rigorous measurements and impeccable experimental design to 
prove the point, so Goddard devised a large vacuum chamber with a rocket (at this 
stage, he usually called it a “gun”) mounted inside, and  fi red when the chamber had 
been evacuated. Gauges measured the thrust caused by the rocket’s lifting of the top 
of the chamber. Next, to prove that the motion observed was not the result of exhaust 
rebound, the experiment was repeated in a large circular vacuum tube. 

 More than 50 tests revealed that rockets provided about 20 percent more thrust in 
a vacuum than in air. More important, in Goddard’s words, the work proved “that 
the phenomenon is really a jet of gas having an extremely high velocity, and is not 
merely an effect of reaction against the air”.” 15  

 Goddard again had no idea that Tsiolkovsky was had done similar work. 
Goddard was simply following the lead of his own intellect, in the same manner as 
Tsiolkovsky, as he worked to solve the problems of getting man into and moving 
man through space. 

 By 1916, Goddard needed additional funding to conduct his work. He approached 
the Smithsonian and, after providing them with a detailed manuscript of his work, 
received a $5,000 grant in January 1917. Clark University gave him a grant of 
$3,500 and Worcester Polytechnic Institute let him use their abandoned Magnetics 
Laboratory for testing. With this funding, Goddard entered the second well-de fi ned 
period of his work during which he laid the experimental basis for his subsequent 
work and demonstrated the feasibility of liquid propellants for rockets. 16   

   Unwanted Attention 

 The Smithsonian published the manuscript Goddard supplied in support of his grant 
application,  A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes , in 1919. This book is a semi-
nal work in the  fi eld of rocketry and was distributed worldwide. It laid out all of 
Goddard’s mathematical theories of rocket  fl ight, the work he’d done with solid-fuel 
rockets, and the possibility that man would someday be able to explore outer space. 
It also included a small section with Goddard’s thoughts about a possible way to 
someday prove a rocket had actually reached the moon. 

 Unfortunately, the thought of traveling beyond the earth’s atmosphere seemed 
outlandish to the general public in 1919. Up until then, Goddard had kept his ambitions 
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in this realm largely to himself. His detailed thoughts about and calculations for a 
bright  fl ash that would be visible from earth when the rocket reached the moon and 
crashed on its dark side, was simply too much for the press to ignore. They picked 
on this detail, not at all the focus of his manuscript, making it seem as if the entire 
work was about this one point. Any and every one with an opinion weighed in, 
including an editorial in the  New York Times  and an article in  Times  that called 
Goddard’s understanding of Newton’s Third Law into question. The  Times  article 
was wrong; it was Goddard who was correct and had proven it several years prior 
with his 1914 and 1915 experiments of his own design. That didn’t keep the  Times  
from writing that Goddard “only seems to lack the knowledge ladled out daily in 
high schools.”  

   Goddard and Oberth 

 Goddard was understandably guarded in his communication with the press from 
that point on. He also was guarded when granting requests from scientists from 
other countries, possibly because he already saw the potential use of his work in 
weaponry. “Nils Riffolt remembered him routinely saying in the 1920s. “Let’s keep 
this under our hat.” He remembered also that the professor was free with informa-
tion among his crew, and only somewhat less free with the press   ”. Regarding a 
certain other party, Goddard was on guard: “Oberth was working in Germany, and 
Goddard didn’t want to disclose too much. Goddard was outraged at Oberth’s claim 
to independent invention, asserting that the German’s work plagiarized his own 
1919 Smithsonian paper.” 17  

 By 1921, Goddard was ready to test his liquid-fueled rockets. Powered with a 
gasoline and liquid oxygen mixture, his  fi rst test was on the grounds of his Aunt 
Esther’s farm in Amherst, Massachusetts. His  fi rst successful launch of a liquid-
propellant rocket took place on March 16, 1926. He was the  fi rst to ever use a liquid 
propellant for  fl ight. 

 “In 1923 Goddard prepared a long, detailed report on all his tests, and an 
additional report asserting his priority, dating from 1899. He refuted Oberth’s 
claims and alleged statements that Goddard’s system could not reach into space. 
‘I do not wish to open the question of priority and thrash out all the phases of the 
matter in public,’ he told the Smithsonian. Then he proceeded to do just that, 
point out  fl aws in Oberth’s scheme for space travel, and evincing resentment of 
competition for  fi rst place in rocketry that, in the case of Oberth, bordered on 
paranoia.”    

 Goddard addressed the annual meeting of the AAAS at the end of 1923. There 
he reviewed his work since 1909, refuting Oberth’s contention that Oberth had been 
the  fi rst to consider hydrogen/oxygen propulsion in 1912. Goddard pointed out that 
only he held patents in rocketry, and reviewed the  fl aws in the German’s “purely 
theoretical” approach, contrasted with his own actual tests. 
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 He concluded: “This has been distinctly an American piece of work; it originated 
in America, as the writer’s own interest and endeavors date back to 1899; the  fi rst 
theoretical work was published and the  fi rst experiments performed in America; and 
it seems very desirable that enough support be had to enable the work to be com-
pleted at an American laboratory.” 18  

 Goddard was clearly as aware of Oberth as he was unaware of Tsiolkovsky. As 
to the claims of all three, the best that can be said was that Tsiolkovsky was winding 
down just as Goddard and Oberth began.  

   Lucky Lindy to the Rescue 

 Goddard would continue tests of static and launched rockets, models of the rockets 
he hoped to someday test, until 1929 when the attention paid to each successive 
launch at his aunt’s farm reached the point of it being a spectacle. Goddard clearly 
needed a more private place to conduct his research. 

 By 1929 Charles Lindbergh had decided the next logical step to aviation was 
likely to be rocketry. Lindbergh contacted Goddard a few months after one of his 
launches was covered in the press. The two met and hit it off, leading Goddard to be 
uncharacteristically open about his work. His trust in Lindbergh was well founded. 
Lindbergh was equally impressed with Goddard and ultimately convinced the 
Guggenheim family to fund Goddard’s research. Their funding for the period from 
1930 to 1934 would total $100,000, with more to come in the future. 

 This money enabled the Goddard’s to move to Roswell, New Mexico. In Roswell, 
Goddard would be able to conduct his experiments in isolation and secrecy for over 
10 years. During this third period of work, he would make signi fi cant progress in the 
development and  fl ight of large gyro-controlled, pump-operated liquid-fuel rock-
ets. 19  The Guggenheims supported Goddard’s research, with one interruption, for 
many years. As part of his work in Roswell, Goddard ultimately experimented with 
gyroscopic guidance systems and parachute recovery. 

 Goddard considered even his failures a sort of success in that each taught him 
something about what would not work. In the tradition of Froude, Taylor, and the 
Wrights, Goddard’s rockets grew progressively larger as the work done with smaller 
models served as the basis for the theory applied to larger models. By varying one 
or two variables at a time, he was able to build a store of data that informed the 
direction taken with each new iteration of his work. 

 Unfortunately, the U.S. Army never grasped the signi fi cance of Goddard’s rock-
ets for their purposes in his lifetime. It’s also true that Goddard’s rockets did not 
achieve signi fi cant altitudes but that was not the goal for Goddard. Goddard viewed 
each rocket prototype as a test case for the design of larger rockets. His goal was to 
perfect the ef fi ciency and control of the smaller rockets before venturing into larger 
rockets. He was ready to build larger rockets, those capable of reaching “extreme 
altitudes,” when World War II began. 
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 Goddard died in August 1945, leaving behind groundbreaking and meticulous 
research that would inform the work of generations to come. “In his own thinking 
and that of his boosters, Goddard’s achievements paraded as ‘ fi rsts,’ and they made 
a formidable list. He  fi rst applied a De Laval nozzle to a rocket, and so rede fi ned the 
rocket motor. He  fi rst proved that a rocket would work in a vacuum. He turned 
multi-stage and liquid-fuel rocketry into mechanical designs, not just ideas. He 
rede fi ned battle fi eld rocketry, and provided the conceptual foundation for the 
bazooka. His 1919 publication on reaching ‘extreme altitudes’ was original, monu-
mental, and elegant. He was the  fi rst inventor to launch a liquid-fuel rocket, the  fi rst 
to produce a rocket with an inertial guidance system, the  fi rst to use thrust-vector 
control (blast vanes) in a rocket, the  fi st to use a gimbaled engines, the  fi rst to build 
turbopumps for a rocket, the  fi rst to assemble liquid-fueled rocket motors in clus-
ters, and the  fi rst to send a powered vehicle faster than the speed of sound.” 20  

 Because he was the  fi rst to launch liquid-fueled rockets, the  fi rst to control their 
 fl ight, and the  fi rst to design powered vehicles that would break the sound barrier, 
he is considered by many to be the father of rocketry and space  fl ight. Certainly, 
Goddard’s work took the basic theories of  fl uid dynamics, developed and tested 
over centuries, into an entirely new realm. He used prototypes to achieve not only 
 fl ight, but capable of escaping the atmosphere. His meticulous work was as seminal 
in the  fi eld of rocketry as the Wrights’ work was in the  fi eld of aviation.  

   Hermann Oberth 

 Hermann Oberth was born in Romania, of German nationality, in 1894. His mother 
gave him a copy of Jules Verne’s novel,  From Earth to the Moon , when he was 11. 
He later recalled having read the book “at least  fi ve or six times and,  fi nally, knew 
by heart.” The calculations in the book led to his belief that space travel might be 
possible. By the time he was 15, Oberth’s fascination with the book led him to envi-
sion a “recoil rocket.” The rocket would propel itself into space by expelling the 
exhaust gases from a liquid fuel. This notion was shared by both Tsiolkovsky and 
Goddard, but Oberth had no way of knowing this at the time. He was not able to    test 
his model but he continued to develop his theory by learning all he could of the 
mathematics he’d need when given an opportunity to turn his theories into reality. 

 Oberth realized that the higher the ratio between propellant and rocket mass, the 
faster his rocket would be able to travel. The obstacle to this higher ratio was the 
weight of the rocket itself. As the fuel was used, there was no need for the portions 
of the rocket that had carried and utilized that fuel, yet as long as it remained a part of 
the rocket, it would cause resistance and require a fuel output that was not justi fi ed 
for the utility gained. Unsurprisingly, Oberth’s solution was to build a rocket with 
stages. As one section of fuel was exhausted, the physical portion of the rocket asso-
ciated with that fuel would be ejected. As the mass of the rocket grew smaller, the 
rocket of the rocket would increase. Oberth wrote, “the requirements for stages 
developed out of these formulas. If there is a small rocket on top of a big one, and if 
the big one is jettisoned and the small one is ignited, then their speeds are added.” 21  
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 After serving as a medic in the war, Oberth returned to the University to study 
physics. His doctoral dissertation on rocket-powered  fl ight was rejected in 1922 
because it was considered “utopian.” Oberth later described his reaction in this way, 
“I refrained from writing another one, thinking to myself: Never mind, I will prove 
that I am able to become a greater scientist than some of you, even without the title 
of doctor. In the United States, I am often addressed as a doctor. I should like to 
point out, however, that I am not such and shall never think of becoming one.” 

 Undaunted, Oberth used the dissertation as the basis for his book,  By Rocket 
into Planetary Space . Highly technical and focused on the mathematical theory of 
rockets, the book also discussed the possibility of space stations and human inter-
planetary travel. Oberth considered publishing a less technical version of his book 
but his workload did not permit it. Instead, a German space fl ight enthusiast, Max 
Valier, adapted his work for him. This book was well received by the public, and as 
a result rocket clubs were formed throughout Germany. The purpose of the clubs 
was to put Oberth’s theories into practice. One club in particular, the VfR, attracted 
Oberth’s attention during the 1920s. Among the members was Wernher von Braun, 
a man who would play an important role in the future of German and American 
rocket science. 

 Oberth’s next signi fi cant work,  The Road to Space Travel , was published in 1929. 
This 429-page book was authored by Oberth and dealt with ion propulsion and 
electric rockets. It was the  fi rst work to win the prize established by French rocket 
pioneer Robert Esnault-Pelterie at the French Astronomical Society. Oberth received 
the reward for his book and his encouragement of astronautics. He used his prize 
money to buy rocket motors for the VfR. 

 An unlikely booster of space travel at the time was the silent moviemaker Fritz 
Lang. Lang’s movies were “must sees” in Germany and did much to promote the 
possibility of space travel to the intellectual elite. When Oberth was asked to consult 
on Lang’s  fi lm,  The Woman in the Moon , he readily agreed. Lang wanted everything 
to be realistic, right down to the spacecraft in the  fi lm. It’s interesting to note that 
Lang was the  fi rst to use the modern day countdown. He used it when  fi lming to 
keep everyone in synch for the simulated launch. When Lang decided a live launch 
would bring just the right publicity to his  fi lm, Oberth agreed to build a rocket for 
the purpose. Two days before the  fi lm premier, Oberth realized he could not com-
plete the rocket in time and scrapped the project. 

 By 1938, Oberth was busy with research projects for Germany. He worked with 
von Braun on the V-2 development program during WWII. At the end of the War he 
settled in West Germany until 1955 when von Braun, then head of the U.S. army 
ballistic missile works in Huntsville, Alabama, invited Oberth to work for him. By 
1959 Oberth had retired to West Germany perhaps because Oberth’s vision for rock-
ets and space was about more than their use in weaponry. In a 1954 article in  The 
American Weekly  magazine he said of unidenti fi ed  fl ying objects (UFOs), “It is my 
thesis that  fl ying saucers are real, and that they are space ships from another solar 
system. I think that they possibly are manned by intelligent observers who are mem-
bers of a race that may have been investigating our earth for centuries…” 22  

 In 1969, Oberth returned to the United States to witness the launch of the  Saturn 
V  rocket that carried the  Apollo 11  crew on the  fi rst lunar landing mission. Oberth 
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died in December 1989, his in fl uence having been felt in the rocket programs of 
both Germany and the United States. 

 A supporter of Oberth’s wrote, “That Hermann Oberth is one of the three 
founding fathers of rocketry and modern astronautics is, I think, indisputable. That 
all three (Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and Oberth) have advanced the science of rocketry 
is also indisputable—Professor Oberth, though, possessed a vision that set him 
apart, even from these great men   .” In 1923 he wrote in the  fi nal chapter of  Die 
Rakete zu den Planetenraumen (The Rocket into Planetary Space) , “the rockets… 
can be built so powerfully that they could be capable of carrying a man aloft.” 
In 1923, he became the  fi rst to prove that rockets could put a man into space. By all 
accounts Hermann Oberth was a humble man (especially considering his achieve-
ments) who had, in his own words, simple goals. He outlined them in the last para-
graph of his 1957 book  Man into Space : “To make available for life every place 
where life is possible. To make inhabitable all worlds as yet uninhabitable, and all 
life purposeful.” 23  Because he was instrumental in the development of rockets in 
Germany, he is considered the godfather of early German rocketry.  

   It  Is  Rocket Science 

 Whether the rocket launched is large or small, its success depends upon the proper 
application of the forces of  fl uids in motion. The very same  fl uids in motion that 
apply to birds in  fl ight, aquatic animals moving through water, vessels in the ocean, 
and airplanes in the sky. The science that led to the understanding and application 
of those principles to all of these phenomena is the same science that led to the 
theory and reality of rockets. Cayley’s four forces of  fl ight are also still in play 
(Fig.  10.1 ).  

 The science of Galileo and Newton are at the base of it all. Galileo conducted 
experiments involving motion. He also discovered the principle of  inertia . This 
principle describes the way in which an object at rest resists changes to that state. 

  Fig. 10.1    Cayley’s four 
forces of  fl ight are Lift, Drag, 
Thrust, and Weight       
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The more the mass, the more the resistance. Those envisioning a rocket escaping the 
atmosphere must also envision a way to get the rocket up and running at the start. 

 Newton took Galileo’s theories and the existing science of day one step further 
with the three laws of motion stated in his work,  Philosophia Naturalis Principia 
Mathematica . The laws are straightforward: The First Law includes Galileo’s 
Law of Inertia and states that objects at rest remain at rest and objects in motion 
remain in motion in a straight line unless acted upon by an unbalanced force 
(Fig.  10.2 ). The Second Law states that force is equal to mass times acceleration 
(Fig  10.3 ). The Third Law states that for every action there is an equal and oppo-
site reaction (Fig.  10.4 ).    

 The concept of a  balanced force  is also important. Balanced forces are forces 
that are equal and opposite. Because they balance each other out, an object that is 
not moving is an object with a balanced force. When you stand on the sidewalk or 
sit on a chair, you are balanced by a force exerted on your mass that is equal to the 
force exerted by your mass. 

 Just as it’s clear when a force is balanced, it’s clear when a force is unbalanced 
because an object acted upon by an  unbalanced force  is an object remains in motion. 
It can be a rocket streaking for the sky or a coffee cup falling to the  fl oor. The object 
is in motion because the force generated by its mass is not being opposed by an 
equal force. This can be a positive thing, as in the case of the rocket, because the 
force that is carrying the rocket skyward is generating  thrust  (Fig.  10.5 ). In fact, it 

  Fig. 10.2    Newton’s First Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaimages.org           
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  Fig. 10.3    Newton’s Second Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaimages.org           

  Fig. 10.4    Newton’s Third Law of Motion.  Source : NASA/courtesy of   nasaimages.org           
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  Fig. 10.5    Rocket thrust. Thrust is due to an equal and opposite reaction.  Source : NASA/courtesy 
of   nasaimages.org           

is generating enough thrust to overcome the forces of gravity. This is an application 
of Newton’s Third Law of Motion.  

 The amount of thrust a rocket generates will depend upon the factors described 
in Newton’s Second Law. The force produced by the rocket is the thrust. It is direc-
tional proportional    to the mass of the gas produced by burning the rocket propellant 
times the acceleration of the products of combustion out of the back of the rocket. 
Expressed as an equation:  f  =  ma . The more propellant consumed ( m ) at any given 
moment, the greater the acceleration ( a ), the greater the thrust. 

 Once a rocket escapes Earth’s gravity and makes it into space, the thrust that car-
ries it there will be suf fi cient to keep that rocket in motion inde fi nitely, as explained 
by Galileo’s Law of Inertia and Newton’s First Law of Motion. Because there is no 
friction in space, hence no resistance or drag, there is nothing to slow the object in 
motion. Unlike every other area of  fl uid dynamics, in which minimizing resistance 
has been a primary consideration, a rocket that escapes Earth’s gravity will never 
slow. It will not require additional thrust, either. The inertia it enjoys will carry it 
outward until it encounters an opposing force. 

 Not all forces acting upon a rocket will be the force that stops it. Forces can also 
be forces that alter the direction through the use of a  gimbaled nozzle.  The gim-
balled nozzle works with Newton’s Third Law. It is a device that is as deceptively 
simple as a pitot tube. It acts to tilt the nozzle in different directions, causing the 
escaping force to exit at a desired angle from the present position (Fig.  10.6 ). 
Moveable  fi ns are also used to alter the direction of a rocket in  fl ight. These are 
another application of Newton’s Third Law.  

 The largest obstacle to rocket  fl ight and the manned travel through space it theo-
retically afforded was how to obtain the velocity required to clear Earth’s atmo-
sphere and how to direct the path of the rocket once it had. This is where the work 
with objects in a vacuum and ideas about solid and liquid propellants, and multi-
stage rockets came into play. They were vital concerns if  fl ight in space could ever 
be realized. 

 

http://nasaimages.org
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 The earliest rockets used solid propellants. When Wan Hu tried to launch him-
self it was with rocket stuffed with propellants. The top of the rocket was closed. 
The bottom is constricted by a narrow area known as the  throat  (Fig.  10.7 ). 
This constriction of the opening causes the escaping combustion products to 
accelerate greatly as they race outside. Solid core rockets must be ignited. They can 
be ignited through the use of a fuse—a dangerous proposition. They can also be 
ignited by igniting a source of  fl ame that is packed inside the rocket, along with the 
solid propellant. This is the case with the space shuttle’s SRBs.  

 Each of the Rocketmen (Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and Oberth) theorized that liquid 
propellants could be used successfully with rockets. With liquids, a rocket will have 
a large tank within its body. One tank will contain a fuel like kerosene or liquid 
hydrogen. The other will contain liquid oxygen. When the liquid rocket engine is 
 fi red, they two are mixed as they are sprayed into the chamber (Fig.  10.8 ). This 
highly combustible mixture ignites, creating huge quantities of combustible 

  Fig. 10.6    The gimballed nozzle allows for a change in direction.  Source : NASA/courtesy of 
  nasaimages.org           
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  Fig. 10.7    A solid propellant 
rocket.  Source : NASA/
courtesy of   nasaimages.org           

products. They shoot through the throat and are focused downward by the nozzle. 
Liquid propellant engines offer a degree of control that allows the thrust to be regu-
lated by controlling the mixture and rate of spray.  

 All of the theory translates into reality once the rocket is a space vehicle with 
astronauts on board. Solid or liquid, the moment of lift off is a moment of anxiety. 
“So most astronauts getting ready to lift off are excited and very anxious and 
worried about that explosion—because if something goes wrong in the  fi rst seconds 
of launch, there’s not very much you can do,” said astronaut Sally Ride. 
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 With thrust and direction accounted for, that leaves only the resistance within the 
atmosphere as a consideration. Just as a whale must work harder while rising from 
the depths, a rocket must overcome the greatest amount of resistance at launch. 
A whale can in fl ate its lungs and use buoyancy to assist its upward motion. A rocket 
will bene fi t from the reduction in total weight as the propellant burns off, but it is still 
left with the physical structure of the rocket itself. This structure is subject to skin 
resistance in the same way as the wetted surface of a vessel is. If there were a way to 
minimize the total mass of the rocket as it traveled upward, it would allow the rocket 
to accelerate at a greater rate, resulting in greater speed and forward momentum. 

  Fig. 10.8    A liquid propellant 
rocket.  Source : NASA/
courtesy of   nasaimages.org           
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 The simplest answer to    this was also anticipated by Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and 
Oberth. Why not construct the rocket in such a way that a portion of the rocket could 
be made to fall away once it had completed its intended purpose? This is just the 
method in use today with the multistage rocket. As each component used in the 
generation of the thrust required to send the rocket soaring for its intended height is 
exhausted, it disengages and falls away. This reduces the total mass of the rocket 
and, in accordance with the theory of resistance, reduces the total resistance imped-
ing the rockets forward motion. 24  

 By balancing the four forces of  fl ight, rockets blast skyward, subject to the 
same aerodynamic considerations of other creatures spending all or a part of 
their time moving through the air. They are certainly more elegant than most. 
They are absolutely moving at speeds that are unattainable for the rest. Yet their 
movement is subject to the same forces as something as insubstantial as an 
insect or a kite. 

 Once prototypes of full-scale rockets had been launched successfully, rock-
etry and space travel were no longer the province of lunatics. It wasn’t long after 
that the idea of adding a payload containing humans became something to con-
sider seriously. On May 25, 1961, travel to the moon became a national priority 
in the United States. In a speech on that day, then-President John F. Kennedy 
said, “First, I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, 
before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely 
to the Earth. No single space project in this period will be more impressive to 
mankind, or more important for the long-range exploration of space…” 25  It 
wasn’t enough to send someone to space; they must come safely back. If this 
goal proved to be attainable, why couldn’t the dream of interplanetary travel 
become a reality as well? 

 For those who  fi rst conceived of rockets heading into space, there had never 
been a question that travel to the moon was a worthy goal. After all, reaching the 
moon was the necessary  fi rst step on the path to far longer travels to far more dis-
tance planets and galaxies. Yet the question has been    asked by those who are not 
drawn to the sky or have never felt the call of distant planets,  why head for the 
moon at all ? It’s not enough to reply that it was the natural outcome of those  fi rst 
explorations into the air and beneath the sea. Perhaps a better answer is the one that 
was given by astronaut Neil Armstrong. “I think,” he said, “we’re going to the 
moon because it’s the nature of the human being to face challenges. It’s by the 
nature of his deep inner soul… we’re required to do these things just as salmon 
swim upstream.”  

   Conclusion 

 Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and Oberth were instrumental in the development of rockets 
in their own countries. As their work became known by the international commu-
nity, their theories in fl uenced the work done in other countries as well. Their work 
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was not done on full-sized rockets but on prototypes. They knew the areas they 
experimented with on their prototypes would have direct application to the larger 
rockets that would come after. The applicability was not in the strict sense that the 
use of scale models would ensure, but it was through the use of models that they 
explored the concepts essential to their broader theories. 

 One Goddard biographer sums up the in fl uence of Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and 
Oberth in this way, “the lives of the three “fathers” reveal some interesting similari-
ties   .” All were inspired by Jules Verne. All were teachers oriented toward applied 
mathematics. All produced treatises demonstrating that projecting objects into space 
by means of liquid-fuel combustion was theoretically possible. Each had a streak of 
mysticism and indulged in fantasies about carrying the human species to the stars. 
Each had a  fl awed personality and dif fi culty getting along with others, and yet each 
was likeable enough to turn acquaintances into devoted admirers. Each had a monu-
mental ego that approached the narcissistic, Tsiolkovsky less so than the others. All 
three lived to see the  fi eld each believed he had invented pass them by. 

 Such coincidences not withstanding, it is fair to assert that Goddard stands out 
among the three “fathers.” If he had not made high-altitude rocketry both famous 
and respectable in 1920, the world might never have heard of either Tsiolkovsky or 
Oberth. Moreover, neither of the others ever launched a rocket, so only Goddard 
turned theory into practice. Fatherhood, it might be observed from biology, begins 
not with conception but at birth. 26  

 Taking a broader view requires us to recall and recognize the centuries of unsung 
effort that went into the establishment of the theories behind the science of  fl uid 
dynamics. These theories were often based on the work of more than one man who 
might have been able to lay claim for the same discovery. For the Rocketmen who 
enjoyed the bene fi ts of the work that had been done before their time, it can be said 
with authority that there are two components to their particular lasting legacy. One 
is that the power of an idea, in this case an idea eloquently brought to life in the form 
of a book by an author who wrote about things as he dreamed they might possibly 
be, ignited the imagination and passion of men who had never met. The other is that 
these men took their musings past simple thoughts of  what if  and moved them into 
the realm of the possible, changing the world in the process.  
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      The physical aspects of any  fl uid  fl ow are governed by the 
following three fundamental principles: (1) mass is conserved; 
(2)  F  = ma (Newton’s second law); and (3) energy is conserved. 
These fundamental principles can be expressed in terms of 
mathematical equations, which in their most general form are 
usually partial differential equations. Computational  fl uid 
dynamics is, in part, the art of replacing the governing partial 
differential equations of  fl uid  fl ow with  numbers , and advancing 
these numbers in space and/or time to obtain a  fi nal numerical 
description of the complete  fl ow  fi eld of interest. 

 John D. Anderson, Computational Fluid Dynamics: An 
Introduction   

 Innovators have long turned to technology for better ways to perform familiar tasks. 
For William Froude, that meant creating a controlled environment for his scale model 
experiments. David Taylor wanted a similar environment for his work, taking Froude’s 
results as a starting point and pushing forward to new levels of accomplishment. Not 
long after, the Wilbur and Orville Wright realized they could use models in a con-
trolled environment to perfect the design of their  fl ying machines. When the time 
came to head for the moon, Robert Goddard was there with his rocket prototypes. 

 Each of these men built upon the theories, science, and discoveries of those who 
came before them, but innovation and new technologies did not end with them. New 
challenges arose with the increasing complexity of weapons like the intercontinental 
ballistic missile (ICBM) and vehicles for the peaceful manned exploration of space. 
These new vessels could not be readily tested. The calculations involved in predict-
ing the performance of blunt bodies (those with a rounded nose) like the ICBM were 
too complex for the methods that had worked in the past. A new technology was 
needed, one that would allow the virtual modeling of behavior in a  fl uid  fi eld. 

 That new technology arrived in the form of the computer in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s. With the computer, it was possible for calculations to be done in a 
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fraction of the time they normally would have taken. But which calculations were 
the important ones and how could the results be judged? 

   Virtual Testing 

 Virtual testing makes use of existing data to arrive at predictions about the behavior 
of a design. The better the  fi t of the new design to the old design, the more reli-
able the outcomes will be since the models that are used to perform the calcula-
tions are based on the current body of relevant knowledge. That is why scale 
model tests are still made today. The biggest change is that these physical tests 
are generally made near the end of the design cycle. Especially in the case of 
wind tunnel testing where the cost of the testing can be prohibitive, using CFD 
for the preliminary analysis can clearly be the most ef fi cient way to arrive at a 
new design.    1  

 As a result of this, CFD “has become so strong that today it can be viewed as a 
new ‘third dimension’ in  fl uid dynamics, the other two dimensions being the classi-
cal cases of pure experiment and pure theory.” 2   

   Methodology 

 CFD models measure performance in one state. For example, they are designed to 
measure performance in water, not in situations where water is turning into steam. 
Because the models use a steady state, Navier–Stokes equations are used for most 
CFD applications. If viscosity is not a factor, that variable is removed and the Euler 
equation is used instead. 

 Two-dimensional models are used for the design and analysis of airfoils. These 
models also include boundary layer analysis and have been in use since the 1930s. 
As computer power increased, modeling software moved on to three-dimensional 
calculations. In 1967, the  fi rst paper written on a practical three-dimensional method 
to solve what are known as “linearized potential equations” involved the transfer of 
continuous models and equations to discrete models and equations. Because the 
method focused on the surface of the geometry with panels, these types of models 
are called Panel Methods. The  fi rst model did not include lifting  fl ows and was 
applied to ship hulls and aircraft fuselages. 

 Since that time, a number of different types of models have been put into use. 
Because all the calculations must be done in real time, on numerous variables, the 
computing requirements are signi fi cant. As technology advances, some of the mod-
els can be run on relatively smaller computers. The most sophisticated models still 
require the use of super computers and the need for more powerful computers for 
these purposes places signi fi cant pressure upon those at the forefront of computer 
design to meet the need.  
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   CFD at Universities 

 CFD is no longer the realm of a few facilities with access to the world’s largest 
computers. Many smaller-scale versions of CFD models are available and are being 
used by students at universities to enhance their intuitive understanding of the 
behavior of  fl uid  fl ows. Putting the ability to model a sophisticated interaction like 
that occurring in the boundary layer of an airfoil then opens the possibility of apply-
ing the same modeling capabilities to problems that are not aerodynamic in nature 
but still utilize the equations and principle associated with aerodynamics. It also 
opens the way for models utilizing equations speci fi c to other  fi elds of investigation. 
By putting CFD models in the hands of students and researcher alike, universities 
are expanding the base of professionals who are familiar with this technology and 
the reliable and meaningful data it provides.  

   What Is Modeled? 

 Just what is being modeled? Any type of  fl uid  fl ow can be modeled, given enough 
computing power and an algorithm that contains the pertinent variables. The under-
lying equations of CFD, and of a particular CFD model, are known to the investiga-
tor. By utilizing a model with a basis that best meets the information necessary for 
the desired outcome, researchers can enhance the reliability of their  fi ndings. That’s 
not the idea behind the models, though. These models are also used to keep the cost 
of testing down by reducing the time from concept to selection of the  fi nal design. 
They do this by making it possible to leave the actual physical testing of a scale 
model, a costly and time-consuming process, to the end of the process, when only 
the design or designs with the most potential are still under consideration. 

 It’s also unnecessary to test known hull designs or fuselage designs each time. 
With CFD only the changes will be tested to help determine whether or not a new 
design will enhance performance. It’s important to note that physical testing of scale 
models is still done at the end of the process for a radically new design as a way to 
verify the results obtained through the CFD process. Those results will then become 
part of the knowledge base that is applied to the next new design. 

 When designing vessels, CFD can be used to see the effect of a narrower overall 
width when coupled with a larger or smaller draft. It can help determine the optimal 
con fi guration of vessels that will operate in shallow water or identify the most 
important considerations for a vessel that must operate equally well in shallow and 
deep water. 

 CFD is used to simulate future  fl ow over a vehicle. It allows the observer to 
de fi ne the  fl ow at a speci fi c grid point. It can solve the problem of  fl ow over an air-
foil, display laminar and turbulent pipe  fl ows, aspects of a boundary layer, and 
steady and unsteady  fl ows past a cylinder. 

 When designing aircraft, CFD can be used to simulate jets in operation at 
various Mach levels or during maneuvers that are too risky or not even possible 
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with current technology. Innovative helicopter designs can be tried out in a virtual 
environment to determine which has the greatest potential for sustained investiga-
tion. Civilian aircraft designs can also be tested with CFD models to help determine 
the risk and economic trade offs inherent in new designs or larger planes. Simulation 
of the  fl ow over an airfoil at various angles of attack is also possible, leading to the 
ability to test the stall angle of new wing designs. 

 Designs for spacecraft, from rovers to launchers, can also be modeled with CFD. 
One application is to estimate the forces on a vehicle during reentry. The new com-
mercial craft being developed to take passengers up to zero gravity conditions before 
a return to earth can be modeled in this way, too. There are even reports that 
SpaceShip One was designed, built, and  fl own without any physical modeling or 
testing at all.  

   More than Ships, Planes, and Rockets 

 CFD is used to model more than just the craft that make their way through the sky. 
It’s being used to model the boundary layer of submarines. It’s  fi nding a home for 
the visualization of the action of the circulatory system in the human body to deter-
mine the effect a new type of shunt might have. CFD can give insight into the impact 
a pacemaker has when implanted in the body. An investigation into  fl uid  fl ows can 
help researchers study the effects microsurgery has on systems that include  fl uid 
 fl ow. Systems like the human heart. 

 As the cost of CFD testing comes down with the advent of new software and 
increased computing power, new designs for automobiles and skyscrapers can also 
be tested with CFD models. The same is true for bridges. Each of these is subject to 
the effects of  fl uid  fl ows. The more that can be learned about the effect of these 
 fl ows in the design phase, the better the ultimate design will be. 

 Fire  fl ow models are currently under development. These will help determine the 
likely path of wild fi res. As more and more people choose to build homes in close 
proximity to areas prone to wild fi res, these models will enable  fi re fi ghting agencies 
to deploy their men and equipment at the most advantageous locales. They also may 
result in some different methods for  fi ghting these massive  fi res. 

 Weather patterns are the result of massive  fl uid  fl ows. The ability to predict the 
weather is not just important to the daily life of millions of people. It’s also impor-
tant for strategic and military reasons. Massive amounts of computing power are 
necessary for work with these  fl ows. 

 The primary criterion for the use of CFD is whether or not what is being studied 
is subject to the principles of aerodynamics. Since aerodynamics is the science of a 
 fl uid in motion, it stands to reason that complex problems in associated areas will 
 fi nd the use of CFD models expedient. Giving scientists and other researchers a new 
method for interpreting the behaviors they observe will lead to better designs with 
greater control over and use of the principles of  fl uid dynamics.  
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   Scale Models 

 Scale models still have a place in the high tech world of today. They begin as virtual 
models, being tested with algorithms in a virtual world. Each detail of the models 
can be made to mimic the physical models that would have been built by Froude, 
Taylor, the Wrights, or the  fi rst astronautic theorists. 

 The principles expounded and proven by Froude are the foundation of it all. 
Whether virtual or physical, necessary and accurate data can be obtained from the 
use of scale models. Physical scale model testing is especially important in the case 
of a brand new design. These physical scale models are tested in wind tunnels and 
model basins, just as they were at the start of the twentieth century, to not only test 
the design, but also to validate the  fi ndings of the CFD model. It’s an iterative pro-
cess and each informs the function of the other. 

 There is much value in the use of scale models to test conditions and perfor-
mance, and not just in wind tunnels and model basins. Robotic vehicles and rovers 
are made to scale and moved through simulated environments to see how they func-
tion. These are not necessarily robots that will be tested in CFD models because 
they do not necessarily involve  fl uid  fl ows, but their interaction with the  fl uids can 
be modeled. Whatever the results, when taken from the model and made to full 
scale, the  fi ndings will be trusted and valid because Froude’s Law of Comparison 
has stood the test of time.  

   Notes 

     1.    Wendt, J. F., J. D. Anderson, et al. (2010).  Computational  fl uid dynamics: an introduction . 
Berlin; New York, Springer-Verlag.   

   2.    Ibid.         
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  Acceleration       A change in motion. Can be an increase in speed or a change in 
direction.   

  Action    The result of a force.   
  Aerodrome    The name Samuel Pierpont Langley used for his airplanes, from his 

earliest gliders to his  fi nal attempts at  fl ight.   
  Aerodynamic forces    The four forces that act on an object in  fl ight: lift, gravity, 

drag, and thrust. First identi fi ed by Cayley in 1799. The basis for the con fi guration 
of modern,  fi xed-wing aircraft.   

  Ailerons    Used to rotate the craft about the longitudinal axis. Mounted on the trail-
ing edge of each wing near the wingtips and moving in opposite directions. Help 
to maintain lift.   

  Airfoil    The cross-sectional shape of an airplane wing.   
  Alveoli    Small air-containing compartments of the lungs.   
  Angle of attack ( a )    Angle at which relative wind meets an airfoil.   
  Archimedes’ principle    When an object is immersed in a  fl uid, it is buoyed upward 

by a force equal to the weight of the  fl uid displaced.   
  Aspect ratio (AR)    The ration of the span to the chord of the wing. It is calculated 

as the square of the span divided by the wing area.   
  Balanced force    Forces equal each other. An object is at rest.   
  Bernoulli’s principle    As the velocity of a  fl uid increases, the pressure exerted by 

that  fl uid decreases.   
  Blubber    The fat of whales and other large marine mammals. It is less dense than 

seawater and is a source of buoyancy for marine mammals.   
  Bony  fi sh    Any of a major taxon comprising  fi shes with a bony rather than a carti-

laginous skeleton.   
  Boundary layer    The region between the wall of a  fl owing  fl uid where the  fl uid is 

not  fl owing at all and the point in which the  fl ow speed is nearly equal to that of 
the  fl uid. The area where friction occurs and causes resistance.   

  Bow wave    The wave that forms at the bow of a ship as it moves through the water. 
This can be mitigated by a bulbous bow.   

       Glossary        
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  Bulbous bow    A bulb that extends forward of the bow, beneath the surface of the 
water. Works to lessen  resistance .   

  Buoyancy    The tendency of a  fl uid to exert an upward force, equal to the weight of 
the  fl uid displace, on a body placed in it.   

  Camber    A measure of the curvature of the airfoil. The higher the camber, the 
greater the curvature. Cambered airfoils are aerodynamically ef fi cient.   

  Center of buoyancy    The center of gravity of the immersed part of a ship or  fl oating 
object.   

  Cetacean    Whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related forms; among other attributes 
having a long tail that ends in two transverse  fl ukes.   

  Chord    The width of a wing.   
  Coef fi cient    The number in front of a variable. Expresses the relationship to that 

variable.   
  Coef fi cient of viscosity    The ratio of the shearing stress to the velocity gradient.   
  Compressibility    The ability to become denser when pressure is applied.   
  Compressible    A compressible substance will take up less space when pressed.   
  Continuity equation     AV  = constant where  A  = the area and  V  = velocity. When a 

 fl uid is in motion, it moves so that mass is conserved. If the area is reduced, the 
velocity increases and vice versa. da Vinci.   

  Continuously    Flowing without a break or gap in the  fl ow. An essential of a New-
tonian  fl uid.   

  Continuum    Molecules that are in close relation to one another without breaks or 
gaps.   

  Cruciform tail    Looks like a cross when viewed from the rear.   
  Density    A measure of how tightly packed a substance is. Considered constant for 

incompressible  fl uids.   
  Dermal denticles    Dermal denticles are sharp, V-shaped scales on a shark’s skin. 

They decrease drag and turbulence. Also called  placoid scales.    
  Dihedral    The upward angle of a  fi xed-wing aircraft’s wings. Observable with the 

Turkey vulture when in a glide.   
  Dimensionless  fi gure    Having no units associated with it. The same under all pos-

sible systems of units. The Froude number is one example.   
  Displacement    The property of a body immersed in a  fl uid to push the  fl uid out of 

the way and occupy the space.   
  Dorsal    At or relatively near the back and corresponding surface of the head, neck, 

and tail.   
  Drafting    A technique in which two moving objects align in a close group to reduce 

the overall effect of drag due to exploiting the lead object’s slipstream. Used by 
Canada geese in v-formation and cyclists riding in a Peloton.   

  Drag    One of the four aerodynamic forces. It is the amount of change in horizontal 
momentum caused by resistance of the medium around the object in motion. It is 
the force that is opposite  thrust . Also known as  resistance .   

  Drag coef fi cients (cd or cx or cw)    A dimensionless quantity used to quantify the 
drag of an object in a moving  fl uid.   

  Elevator    Mounted on the trailing edge of the horizontal stabilizer on each side of the 
 fi n in the tail. Move up and down together. Alters the angle of attack of an airplane.   
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  Energetics    A method to quantitatively assess the effort animals spend acquiring 
resources, as well as the relative way in which they allocate those resources.   

  Euler’s equations    A set of equations governing inviscid  fl uid  fl ows—those that 
are without friction.   

  Fineness ratio (FR)    Ratio of body length to maximum diameter. A value of 4.5 is 
considered to provide the least drag and surface area for the maximum volume.   

  Fins    A surface used for stability and/or to produce lift.   
  Flipper    Flattened forelimb of a marine mammal.   
  Fluids    State of matter in which a substance cannot hold a shape. They  fl ow con-

tinuously. Can be air, gas, or water.   
  Flukes    Horizontally spread tail of a whale.   
  Force    Push or pull exerted on an object   
  Force coef fi cients ( m )    A dimensionless force in a speci fi ed direction. Can be used 

for lift and drag calculations.   
  Four forces of  fl ight     Lift, gravity, drag, thrust. Sir George Cayley. By breaking 

them apart, a different method could be used for the generation of each force.   
  Froude number ( Fr )    A dimensionless number that describes the  fl ow pattern over 

an obstacle.   
  Fusiform    Having a spindle-like shape that is wide in the middle and tapers at both 

ends. A teardrop shape that is hydrodynamically and aerodynamically ef fi cient.   
  Gimbal    Pivoted support. Allows motion around a single axis. Can change the di-

rection of thrust on a rocket.   
  Glide    To move in a smooth, effortless manner.   
  Gravity    One of the four aerodynamic forces. The downward force that is also 

known as weight. It is the force of attraction between two objects. It is the op-
posite of  lift.    

  Helicoidal twist    The sort of twist exhibited in DNA.   
  Hydrostatic pressure    The pressure exerted by a  fl uid at equilibrium due to the 

force of gravity. This is the pressure exerted in a water column.   
  Ideal  fl uid    A  fl uid without internal friction or viscosity. It does not exist in reality 

and is an imaginary  fl uid. (Inviscid  fl uid)   
  Incompressible    An incompressible substance does not take up less space when pressed.   
  Inertia    The resistance of a mass to changes in motion. The more the mass, the 

more the resistance. Galileo.   
  Internal friction    A measure of the attraction between the molecules of a sub-

stance.   
  Inviscid  fl uids    Fluids that have no internal friction or viscosity. These ideal  fl uids 

do not exist in reality.   
  Laminar  fl uid  fl ow    The streamlines in an ideal  fl uid.   
  Laminar regime    An instance of layered  fl ow without turbulence.   
  Lateral axis    Passes through the aircraft from wingtip to wingtip.  Pitch  is rotation 

around this axis.   
  Lateral control    Control from wingtip to wingtip.   
  Law of comparison     V  =  k ( L ) 1/2  Scaling between a model and the actual vessel ap-

plies when the speed ( V ) is proportional to the square root of the length ( L ) and 
 k  is the number that applies to both model and prototype.   
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  Law of continuity     AV  = constant. Applies to incompressible  fl uids. da Vinci.   
  Lift    It is the force that directly opposes the weight of an airplane and the force of 

gravity and holds the aircraft aloft. It is calculated as the pressure factor × veloc-
ity squared × wing area × lift factor.   

  Lift coef fi cient (cl)    The ratio of the object’s lift to the drag of a perpendicular  fl at 
plate with equal area.   

  Lilienthal’s tables    Otto Lilienthal created a table with the lift coef fi cients under 
varying conditions. These  fi gures were based on his research. The Wrights used 
his  fi gures and found that they were “wrong.” Actually, they were correct for the 
wing shape used by Lilienthal, but their efforts to replicate Lilienthal’s  fi gures 
spurred the research that led to their successful  fl ight.   

  Liquid propellant    Propellants in liquid form.   
  Longitudinal axis    Passes through the aircraft from nose to tail.  Roll  is rotation 

around this axis.   
  Longitudinal control    Control from nose to tail.   
  Magnus force    The lift force,  fi rst observed by Gustav Magnus in 1853, that acts on 

a spinning object in motion. A variant of the Bernoulli Principle.   
  Marine mammals    A mammal that lives in a marine or aquatic environment.   
  Mass    Amount of matter contained in an object. Does not have to be solid.   
  Metacenter    The intersection of vertical lines through the center of buoyancy of a 

 fl oating body when it is at equilibrium and when it is  fl oating at an angle. The 
location of the metacenter is an indication of the stability of a  fl oating body.   

  Model basin    A facility where everything is built to scale for the testing of scale 
models.   

  Momentary equilibrium    That which would place the axis of equilibrium normal 
to the wave surface at the point where it  fl oats.   

  Navier–Stokes equations    Equations that describe the relationship of velocity, 
pressure, temperature, and density of a moving  fl uid.   

  Newton’s  fi rst law    Every object persists in its state of rest or uniform motion 
in a straight line unless it is compelled to change that state by forces impressed 
on it.   

  Newton’s second law    The change in velocity with which an object moves is 
 directly proportional to the magnitude of the force applied to the object and 
 inversely proportional to the mass of the object.   

  Newton’s third law    For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. At 
one time incorrectly believed to be the sole source of lift.   

  Newtonian  fl uids    These  fl uids quickly correct for shear stress when the object 
causing the stress is no longer present.   

  Non-Newtonian  fl uids    Shear stress causes a fundamental change in the makeup of 
the liquid for some period of time after the stress is removed.   

  Observable surface    The  fl at surface at the highest level of a  fl uid when it does not 
completely  fi ll its container.   

  Ornithopter    An aircraft that  fl ies by the  fl apping of wings.   
  Parabolic foils    Foils with inward curving sides.   
  Paraf fi n    A type of wax that holds a shape but is easy to mold.   
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  Parametric study    A study in which one variable is changed to note the effect on 
an object.   

  Patagium    The skin covering the surface of the wing of a bat. The fold of skin 
connecting the forelimbs and hind limbs of  fl ying squirrels and some other tetra-
pods. The fold of skin in front of the main segments of a bird’s wing.   

  Pinniped    Seals and sea lions.   
  Pitch    A change in the vertical direction of the aircraft’s nose. Rotation around the 

lateral axis.   
  Pitch axis    The lateral axis through the plane from wingtip to wingtip.   
  Pitot tube    A simple device that measures  fl ow velocity by measuring the differ-

ence between the static and dynamic pressures in a  fl uid. Used to determine the 
speed of an aircraft.   

  Placoid scales    Sharp, V-shaped scales on a sharks skin. They decrease drag and 
turbulence. Also called  dermal denticles.    

  Planar surface    A two-dimensional surface that is perfectly straight in each dimen-
sion.   

  Planform    The shape of a wing or other object when viewed from above.   
  Planophore    The name Alphonse Penaud gave to his model airplane. It was the 

 fi rst airplane to exhibit longitudinal stability, due to the angle of the tail and the 
location of the wing.   

  Porpoising    Leaping at least partly clear of the water surface during rapid swim-
ming.   

  Principle of similitude    The Law of Comparison when applied to the resistance of 
ships. An essential outgrowth of William Froude’s work in the model basin at 
Torquay. The essential principle at work in the use of scale model testing.   

  Propellant    Material that produces pressurized gas that can be directed through a 
nozzle to produce thrust.   

  Propulsion    To push or drive an object forward.   
  Pusher propeller    Propeller mounted behind the wing that push, rather than pull, 

the airplane through the air.   
  Reaction    What happens when the action occurs. The recoil on a gun. Air rushing 

out of a popped balloon.   
  Real  fl uids    De fi ned as having internal friction or viscosity. (Viscous  fl uid)   
  Residual volume (RV)    The volume of air remaining in the lungs after a maximal 

exhalation.   
  Resistance    One of the four aerodynamic forces. It is the amount of change in 

horizontal momentum caused by resistance of the medium around the ob-
ject in motion. The force opposing  thrust  or forward motion. Also known as 
 drag .   

  Reynolds number ( Re )    A dimensionless number that expresses the ratio of inertial 
forces to viscous forces.   

  Ridge lift    Created when wind strikes an obstacle that de fl ects the wind upward.   
  Roll    A change in the orientation of the aircraft’s wings with respect to the force of 

gravity. Rotation around the longitudinal axis.   
  Roll axis    The longitudinal axis that passes through the plane from nose to tail.   
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  Rudder    Primary means of controlling yaw. Controls the rotation around the verti-
cal axis.   

  Schooling    Fish swimming in the same direction in a group.   
  Shear stress    A stress in a  fl uid that is parallel to the  fl uid motion velocity or 

streamline.   
  Slipstream    A pocket of reduced pressure following an object moving through a  fl uid.   
  Smeaton’s coef fi cient ( k )    The drag of one square foot plate at one mile per hour. 

(Mistakenly thought to be 0.005 in 1900.)   
  Solid propellant    Propellant is a solid and packed into the rocket before lift off.   
  Soliton    A solitary traveling wave.   
  Span of a wing    Distance from wing tip to wing tip   
  Squalene    A colorless unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon, C30H50, found especial-

ly in human sebum and in the liver oil of sharks.   
  Stearine    A type of wax that holds a shape but is easy to mold.   
  Streamline    A continuous series of particles that follow one another in an order 

fashion in parallel with other streamlines.   
  Streamline  fl uid  fl ow    At all points in the  fl ow, the  fl uid  fl ows are in the direction 

of the  fl uid velocity.   
  Streamline theory    Fluids  fl ow uniformly in the direction of the  fl uid velocity. 

Based on Bernoulli’s work. Put forth as a theory by Rankine. Replaced the wave-
line theory.   

  Streamlining    A fusiform design that reduces drag.   
  Taylor standard series    Created by David Taylor. Comprised of 80 models with 

systematically varying proportions.   
  Thrust    It is the force that moves an object through a  fl uid. It is the opposite of  drag  

or  resistance .   
  Tidal volume    The amount of air breathed in or out during normal respiration.   
  Torque effect    An equal and opposite reaction tending to rotate the object in the 

opposite direction.   
  Total lung capacity (TLC)    The maximum volume to which the lungs can be ex-

panded with the greatest possible inspiratory effort. It is equal to the vital capac-
ity (VC) plus the residual volume (RV).   

  Tractor propeller    Propellers mounted ahead of the wing and oriented to pull rath-
er than push the airplane through the air.   

  Turbulent  fl uid  fl ow    A  fl uid  fl ow in which the streamlines are disrupted.   
  Turbulent regime    An instance of  fl ow in which the layers are not in streamlines 

and shear stress is present.   
  Unbalanced force    Forces are not equal. Object is in motion.   
  Velocity gradient    De fi ned along a channel cross-section, it is the difference in 

velocity from the bank to the local peak velocity divided by the distance between 
those two points.   

  Velocity-squared law    Resistance is not proportional to the velocity; it is the square 
of the velocity.   

  Vertical axis    Passes through the aircraft from top to bottom.  Yaw  is the rotation 
around this axis.   
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  Viscosity    The measure of internal friction in a  fl uid.   
  Viscous    Having internal friction.   
  Viscous  fl uids    Fluids that have internal friction.   
  Viscous  fl uid  fl ows    Fluid  fl ows with viscosity suf fi ciently large to make viscous 

forces a signi fi cant part of the total force  fi eld in that  fl uid.   
  Vital capacity (VC)    The maximum tidal volume.   
  Vortex    The rotating motion of a  fl uid around a central core.   
  Water column    A theoretical column of water that extends from the surface to the 

bottom sediment.   
  Waveline system    A vessel design theory that takes the length and shape of the 

wave into consideration.   
  Waveline theory    Theory of the motion of a vessel through water. Proposed that the 

vessel literally pushed the water out of the way, essentially carving a channel in 
the water as it progressed. Scott Russell.   

  Weight    One of the four aerodynamic forces. The downward force that is also 
known as  gravity . The opposite of  lift .   

  Wetted surface    The portion of a vessel that is below the water line. Varies with 
type of vessel and with the weight and design of the vessel.   

  Whirling arm    A mechanical device consisting of a fulcrum and an arm that ex-
tends. A testing sample is mounted at the tip of the arm. As the machine spins, 
readings are taken to determine aerodynamic characteristics of the model. The 
precursor to the wind tunnel.   

  Wingsuit    A one-piece suit worn by skydivers to reduce friction.   
  Wing-warping    An early system for lateral control of an aircraft in  fl ight. The 

Wright’s discovered it by watching Turkey vultures  fl y. First demonstrated the 
effect by twisting a long, empty box.   

  Yaw    Movement of the nose from side to side. Rotation around the vertical axis.   
  Yaw axis    The vertical axis through an aircraft that is perpendicular to the body of 

the wings with its origin at the center of gravity and directed towards the bottom 
of the craft. Also known as the vertical axis.      Associations/Awards 

  Aeronautical Society of Great Britain    Founded in 1866 to further “the art, sci-
ence and engineering of aeronautics.” Now the Royal Aeronautical Society. First 
and rounding members include Wenham.   

  John Fritz Gold Medal    Highest award in the engineering profession. Established 
in 1902. Recipients include: Kelvin, Bell, Edison, Nobel, Sperry, and Taylor.   

  NACA    National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. March 13, 1915 to October 
1, 1958. Preceded NASA.   

  NASA    National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Established in 1958. Grew 
out of NACA.   

  National Academy of Sciences    Founded in the United States in 1863 to “investi-
gate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subject of science.”   

  RINA    The Royal Institution of Naval Architects. Founded in 1860 in London to advance 
the art and science of ship design. Formerly the Institution of Naval Architects.   

  SNAME    Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. Founded in the Unit-
ed States in 1893. Professional society that advances marine engineering.   
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  The Copley Medal    Awarded by the Royal Society of London for “outstanding 
achievements in research in any branch of science…” Recipients include: Rob-
ins, Franklin, Smeaton, Faraday, Agassiz, Darwin, Pasteur, Cayley, and Stokes.   

  The Franklin Institute    Established in the United States in 1824. Promotes science 
education and development.   

  The Royal Society    Founded in the UK in 1660 “to recognize, promote, and sup-
port excellence in science.” Members include: Newton, Darwin, Einstein, and 
Hawking.     
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